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ABSTRACT
Recombinant Mythology as answer to The Anti-Life Equation
by
Gregory Scott Baisden
The pervasive perspective of Western culture views spirit as enmeshed or entombed in
matter, an interpretive frame that drives us to periodic socio-political disintegration and
bourgeoning planetary illness because it neither honors flesh as vehicle for spirit nor tends
spirit as animating flesh. Rather, our dominant paradigm emphasizes disdaining the body
and lamenting the spirit, thereby either indulging the former or discounting it, while either
disempowering the latter as incarcerated in flesh or seeking its “liberation” from flesh. This
is an Anti-Life Equation denigrating both body and spirit, and playing a fundamental role in
humanity’s current crises in faith, politics, and sustainability.
The Myth of Orpheus has traditionally been interpreted as exemplifying this emphasis
by portraying him as a failure both of body because attached to his mortal lover and of
spirit because unable to refrain from dooming her to eternity amongst the shades of Hades.
In this frame, the mythic master of the lyre becomes a proponent of a transcendentalist
imperative to free spirit from carnal prison. But what if Orpheus was not a failure — not
because he failed in bringing Eurydice’s spirit shade back to the day world, but because he
succeeded in relinquishing his love from her carnal form and from his attachments to and
projections upon her?
From this perspective, that of a Recombinant Mythology, we may reclaim our
foundational stories from the anti-life perspectives and interpretations that color them.
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Thus we may recognize Orpheus as the very image of perceiving, acknowledging, and
embracing the spiral gift of life, in which spirit enters body as a journey of experience for
the tempering of soul, for transforming or transmuting phenomenal, incarnate being, rather
than as a trap of separation, dislocation, and isolation from divinity.
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Q: Of what is the spirit made?
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— or —
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: RESPONSIBILITY :
A: Amor.
That is, “Rota Taro Orat Tora Ator.”
“The Wheel of Taro[t] speaks the Law of Ator [Hathor, or Love].” (A.E. Waite)
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Part One | Theoretical Component
Chapter 1 | Questioning Our Answers
We possess art lest we perish of the truth.
Friedrich Nietzsche, “Nachlass” (The Will to Power, 822)
Sometimes Satan comes as a man of peace. Bob Dylan, “Man of Peace” (Infidels, 1983)
A. Introduction
Humanity roils in a death wish. Set on renouncing — or decrying while indulging — our
“imperfect” mortality so prey to lusts and illnesses, to decay and capricious nature, we have
turned from celebration of life to cultivation of death. Through fearful avoidance and
reckless action, our irresponsible choices mire this planet in destruction, disease,
despoliation, pollution, fratricide.
We can do worse, and appear to be planning it. Can we do better, and how might we?
If the dilemma at work here were merely one of existential misapprehension, of
immaturity in recognizing and bemoaning life’s fleet rush to phenomenal extinction, it
might find progressive resolution in any one or several of the doctrines of renunciation or
“afterlife” comprising humanity’s preëminent spiritual teachings and religions. Yet something more insidious coils here: a literalist dogmatizing and applying of these teachings that
drives unreflective humans to fear their existence, their impending doom, as it impels them
to indulge experience, to “get it while they can.” In combination, these drives drown
spiritual perception and aspiration in a consumptive disdain for phenomenal or “material”
being that informs our callous waste of this plane of existence — or, put more forcefully,
this plane of tempering soul through phenomenal being.
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Viewed in aggregate, the perspectives, attitudes, and behaviors flowing from the current
paradigm’s hostile disdain and hedonistic devourment of material life seem, perforce, a
formula for despoiling the planet as a viable stage of phenomenal experience and spiritual
temperance — and, quite possibly, for destroying ourselves as a viable vehicle of
phenomenal (that is, of lived, experiential) being. From this view emerges the initial of
three questions forming the basis of this dissertation:
Can we recognize and describe an aggregate of beliefs and narratives in the modern
world that amounts to a philosophy or mode of existence against life, an anti-life
equation?
The first portion of this study explores the effective existence and implications of such
an Anti-Life Equation, in conscious doctrinal and unconscious behavioral expressions. An
idea (an image) rather than a doctrine, The Anti-Life Equation comprises an imaginal
conception stepping toward descrying a particular truth, folly, fallacy in human belief
difficult to say and hear in direct, mundane terms. The discussion builds upon Joseph
Campbell’s proposition in Creative Mythology of “The Great Reversal,” that period around
the early to middle sixth century B.C.E. when “the myths, rites, and philosophies” of early
cultures turned from “rather positive” to negative views of “the pains and pleasures of
existence,” a moment in human religious and philosophical conception when, “Life
became known as a fiery vortex of delusion, desire, violence, and death, a burning waste”
(420). Indeed, as Campbell describes it, at this time in Greece “the Orphic saying ‘Soma
sema: The body is a tomb’ gained currency” and “[i]n the Buddha’s teachings, the image of
the turning spoked wheel [of samsara, or eternal cyclical return and renewal], which in the
earlier period had been symbolic of the world’s glory, thus became a sign, on one hand, of
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the wheeling round of sorrow, and, on the other, release in the sunlike doctrine of
illumination” (420-421).
Gilbert Murray, that great scholar of Ancient Greece a generation before Campbell,
identified just such “a change in Greek thought between, say, Plato and the Neo-Platonists,
or even between Aristotle and Posidonius, and which is seen at its highest power in the
Gnostics” (8). Writing in Five Stages of Greek Religion, Murray emphasized a fourth stage of
Greek thought at “the very threshold of Christianity” (211) evident in “the Movements of
the Fourth Century B.C.”:
This was the time when the Greek mind, still in its full creative vigour, made its
first response to the twofold failure of the world in which it had put its faith, the
open bankruptcy of the Olympian religion and the collapse of the city-state. Both
had failed, and each tried vainly to supply the place of the other. Greece responded
by the creation of two great permanent types of philosophy which have influenced
human ethics ever since, the Cynic and Stoic schools on the one hand, and the
Epicurean on the other. (17)
As Murray elaborates, the subsequent fifth stage of Greek thought, “a period based on
the consciousness of manifold failure” (18) with its attendant poles of morbidity and
exaltation, comprised a retrenchment of Greek culture marked by a “progressive loss of
hope in the world, in sober calculation, and in organized human effort” (ibid.) that fostered
religious and philosophical assumptions imminently manifest today:
This sense of failure…threw the later Greek back upon his own soul, upon the
pursuit of personal holiness, upon emotions, mysteries and revelations, upon the
comparative neglect of this transitory and imperfect world for the sake of some dream-world
far off, which shall subsist without sin or corruption, the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever.
(ibid., emphasis added)
This paradigmatic shift toward disdain for phenomenal existence as exemplified by the
human body enters the Western tradition at least as early as Plato, strengthens with
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Augustine, and finds renewed vigor in the pronouncements of Francis Bacon (Bordo 8, 75,
93) and enshrinement in such devoutly rigid Christianity as, Lawrence Hatab asserts,
“puritanism [which] expressed a disdain for the body as a focus for guilt feelings and a
measure against which the soul’s nature could be disclosed” (213).
From these considerations and their apparent urgency emerges the second and third
questions forming the basis of this study:
Can we devise a re-visioning or recombinant means or strategy of peering into our
formative narratives and beliefs in a way that recapitulates them yet allows different
(life-affirming) interpretations, propositions, perceptions?
How might we example such a recombinant strategy in defining and debating and
defusing the perceived anti-life paradigm?
James Hillman and Christine Downing open a trail. While the former reminds us in
Re-Visioning Psychology that, “Myths do not tell us how; they simply give us the invisible
background which starts us imagining, questioning, going deeper” (158), the latter notes
that:
Myths have the power to engender new myths, to activate mythmaking, to engage
us in what Campbell calls creative mythology: the conscious reshaping, reänimating of
old myths, which gives them the power to provide direction, depth, meaning to our
lives — and to both provide social commentary, and express/facilitate changes.
(Lecture notes, MS 620: Approaches to the Study of Myth, 25 Sept 06)
Thus, myth itself — mythic imagination — serves as means.
The production component of this dissertation — “Orpheus & Eurydice: A Mystery
Play” — distills and exemplifies a re-visioning approach to our foundational stories perhaps
aptly named Recombinant Mythology: a practice, an ethic, of storytelling that embodies
insights and perspectives proposed by the disciplines of Depth and Archetypal psychology.
Realized through applying mythic imagination to traditional mythological, scriptural, literary,
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and even personal narratives, Recombinant Mythology suggests itself as a method of
rejuvenating and revivifying both each individual’s experience and those ancient cultural
stories that provide the root of our culture yet have become calcified and, in many ways,
misapprehended, misunderstood, and misapplied — as, for instance, in rampant
fundamentalist doctrine and rigid political ideology.
Defined simply, Recombinant Mythology comprises the creative discipline of thorough
investigation, faithful recapitulation, and fundamental recalibration of foundational stories
for renewed understanding, re-visioned meaning, reïmagined endings. In these darkening
days of forgotten significances and shifting paradigms, we look to our oldest, most essential
sources of wisdom and guidance for clearer, more primary knowing of whence and how we
came to this moment of vivid trials and turnings, and of where we may unwittingly stumble
or informedly choose.
The discipline of Recombinant Mythology delves our mythic narratives for crucial values
encoded, with an eye to retrieving lessons and principles lost with the diminishment of
such tales into “legend” or “mere myth” and their ulterior interpretation toward validating
modern anti-life assumptions. With such refined investigation as a start, Recombinant
Mythology revitalizes our essential narratives through careful examination and explication,
both re-reading and re-telling the known and familiar toward recapitulating it while
rejuvenating mislaid or misdoubted understandings and applications. As such retelling
enlivens and reïnvigorates our grasp of our informing narratives, it opens room for revisioning, redrafting commonly assumed endings for those that speak to the particular
questions and dilemmas and aspirations of our times.
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By way of illustration, perhaps it can be said that in the dawning Spring of the Myth of
Orpheus his story unfolds with a successful retrieval of Eurydice (earliest versions). In the
story’s Summer, it shifts to a woeful misjudgment that loses Eurydice forever (classic
versions). In the Autumn of the Orpheus myth, the tale becomes “Orphic,” a means of
suggesting a new dispensation, one of finding in failure a new vision beyond the sorrows of
mortal life (modern versions). And yet in the Winter of these millennial times, might the
Myth of Orpheus, mined for its most primal lessons, suggest to us neither success nor
failure, neither repudiation nor recrimination of mortality, but its relinquishment and
even replenishment? Might Orpheus have succeeded in his apparent failure not through a
dismissive transcending of this vale of tears and loss, but through an affirmative transforming
of his relationship to it?
This study’s deepest inquiry lies in the possibility and means of restating our cultural
myths to find their life-affirming leitmotifs lost in the philosophical götterdamerung of life as
loss. Certainly humanity has recognized, empirically if literally, that birth begets death, and
perhaps therefore suggests an element of folly in the act of living itself. Yet our greatest
visionary literature (scriptural and individual) suggests that life becomes folly precisely
when we embrace a fatalistic, despairing, immature attachment to life and a consequent,
ironic rejection of it. That is, life loses libido, savor, meaning, interest — and thus our
cultures, our beliefs, our very existence become imperiled — when we fail to grasp the gift of
experience and cycle (death begets life, too) represented and offered by the phenomenal
realm. For when we selfishly strive for an eternity (“immortality,” or a prolonged egoic
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identity) inimical to that infinity (the ineffable totality) of which each of us is a unique
spark, life not only diminishes but sputters or, worse, begins consuming itself.
B. Review of Literature
Many of the works mentioned in this review of literature, and all listed in the Works
Cited section, earn direct reference throughout or in specific sections of or this study. A
few noted in this review provide essential reference and frame, though not necessarily
citation, in the course of the study.
The Anti-Life Equation. This initial portion of the literature review surveys works
critiquing our current psycho-spiritual and socio-physical crises toward identifying an
aggregate of beliefs and narratives (active if unconscious) in the modern world perforce
contra- or anti- phenomenal life. To this end, Campbell’s The Masks of God series serves as
hub for comparing and debating mythological imagery and paradigms. His work leads us in
several complimentary directions, from the Depth and Archetypal psychology of C.G. Jung
and James Hillman to the religious inquiries of Henri Corbin and Mircea Eliade, to the
literary analysis of Heinrich Zimmer and Edward Edinger, to the philosophy of Plotinus,
Plato, Descartes, Nietzsche. The Works Cited section of this study lists works by these
authors contributive to the discussion.
Just as the work of Edward Edinger grounds us in both Greek narratives and Jungian
concepts and furthers our discussions of paradigmatic codification, psychological individuation, and mythological interpretation, so that of Lionel Corbett orients us to the creative
and destructive elements of the human psyche and suggests means for integrating them
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with fresh vision and intention. Of necessity, the study acknowledges the contributions of
Sigmund Freud, particularly his quartet of commentaries on religion.
The study finds further orientation and commentary on religious experience and
institutions, as well as perspectives on such commentaries by Freud and Jung, through the
work of Greg Mogenson’s A Most Accursed Religion and God Is A Trauma and Murray Stein’s
Jung’s Treatment of Christianity. A sextet of authors helps provide context for the discussion’s
survey of Plotinus, Plato, Descartes, and Nietzsche: Susan Bordo’s The Flight to Objectivity,
Lawrence Hatab’s Myth and Philosophy, Frank Reynolds and David Tracy’s Myth and
Philosophy, William Irwin Thompson’s The Time Falling Bodies Take To Light, and Kevin
Schilbrack’s Thinking Through Myths. Robert Ellwood’s The Politics of Myth offers contrast
and context between Jung, Eliade, and Campbell, while the anthology Meeting the Shadow,
edited by Connie Zweig and Jeremiah Adams, illuminates our discussion of “the dark side
of human nature” through the work of dozens of indispensable writers. The study derives
historical, political, and comparative analysis of the Judeo-Christian-Muslim continuum
from, among others, the works of Malise Ruthven (Fundamentalism) and Karen Armstrong
(A History of God; Islam: A Short History; The Battle for God; and The Great Transformation).
The discussion of humanity’s place in and perception of the world also refers to Géza
Roheim’s The Origin and Function of Culture, Robert Romanyshyn’s The Wounded Researcher
and Technology As Symptom and Dream, Norman O. Brown’s critique of transcendentalism,
Life Against Death, William E. Paden’s Interpreting the Sacred, and Marion Woodman’s
writings on “Trauma and the Death Mother.” Critical women’s voices are considered
through Barbara Newman’s Sister of Wisdom and Mary Condren’s The Serpent and the
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Goddess, while environmental concerns are represented by such works as Thomas Berry’s
The Dream of the Earth and David Abram’s The Spell of the Sensuous. Further cross-cultural
perspective on experiential being derive from such sacred writings as Satprem’s The
Adventure of Consciousness, the Hindu Rig Veda, the Navajo Diné bahané, the Iroquois Ritual
of Condolence, and the Mayan Popul Vu.
Recombinant Mythology. The discussion orients its hermeneutic approach to mythology,
literature, and cultural belief — and thus its formulation of a Recombinant Mythology —
through the works of Jung, Campbell, Hillman, Edinger, and T.S. Eliot.
Jung’s Alchemical Studies provides a formulating approach and ethic to the discussion,
while Jeffrey Raff’s Jung and the Alchemical Imagination adds interpretive insight. Campbell’s
The Flight of the Wild Gander offers ruminative insights on mythology and symbol. Hillman’s
Re-Visioning Psychology, Healing Fiction, and The Dream and the Underworld provide the
foundation and superstructure for the dissertation’s conceptualization and explication of
Recombinant Mythology, much edified by Edinger’s The New God-Image and Eliot’s writings
on “the mythic method” (“Ulysses, Order, and Myth”). Works crucial to envisioning and
expressing a renewing way of peering into our foundational stories include Rudolf Otto’s
The Idea of the Holy, Erich Neumann’s Depth Psychology and A New Ethic, Rafael LopezPedraza’s Dionysus in Exile, and Richard Tarnas’ The Passion of the Western Mind and Cosmos
and Psyche. An anthology and three studies broaden and deepen the argument: editor Larry
Allums’ The Epic Cosmos, Eleazar Meletinsky’s The Poetics of Myth, Edward Whitmont’s The
Symbolic Quest, and D. Stephenson Bond’s Living Myth.
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The Myth of Orpheus and Eurydice. We must remember at the outset that no original,
definitive version exists of the Orpheus myth. As John Warden notes, “By the time that
Orpheus emerges as a figure with a recognizable physiognomy and biography his myth has
already been through the hands of generations of artists literary and plastic” (viii). Yet this
fact serves our purpose in identifying Orpheus as the essence of poesis, or the creative word,
the evolving “currency in which our culture is transmitted” (ibid.). Thus, the study
examines the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice and its permutations, extrapolations, and
interpretations from pre-Ovid remnants to the modern era at least as far as Rainier Maria
Rilke’s Sonnets to Orpheus. The literature surveyed comprises disparate, often dissenting
renditions of the myth, including artistic reïnventions or reconfigurations; mythological,
philosophical, hermeneutic, spiritual, and esoteric treatments; and the Orphic tradition.
The survey necessarily encompasses a great breadth and depth of literature, including
works of wider focus that illuminate the figures of Orpheus and Eurydice, Orphism, and
the traditions and processes of poesis. That said, several works prove central to the exegesis
and analysis of the myth itself, to its interpretation, redaction, and elaboration, and to the
rendition comprising the dissertation’s Production Component.
Crucial guidance in the dissertation’s exegesis and analysis of the myth derives from
William Arrowsmith’s “Introduction to the Bacchae” in Euripides V, Charles Boer’s
translation of The Homeric Hymns, Helen P. Foley’s rendition of The Homeric Hymn to
Demeter, and Allen Mandelbaum’s “new verse translation” of The Metamorphoses of Ovid.
General orientation to the myth came from Thomas Bulfinch’s Mythology, Walter Burkert’s
Greek Religion, Volume 11 of Mircea Eliade’s The Encyclopedia of Religion, Henri F.
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Ellenberger’s The Discovery of the Unconscious, and John Block Friedman’s Orpheus in the
Middle Ages (2d Edition), and Fritz Graf’s Greek Mythology.
Of inestimable utility and insight, the trio of Robert Graves’ The Greek Myths Volumes
I and II and The White Goddess: A Historical Grammar of Poetic Myth provide practical and
interpretive detail and clarity to the study’s exploration and analysis of the Orpheus myth
and its centuries of elaboration, as well as decisive thematic inspiration. As informative and
inspirational to the discussion are Jane Harrison’s Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion,
W.K.C. Guthrie’s A History of Greek Philosophy and Orpheus and Greek Religion, and B.R.
Hergenhahn’s An Introduction to the History of Psychology (4th Edition).
The work of James Hillman, extensively central to the dissertation’s theoretical discussion, serves as essential here, particularly his Anima: An Anatomy of a Personfied Notion.
Mary M. Innes’ Orpheus in the Underworld and Ivan M. Linforth’s The Arts of Orpheus
ground the study’s exposition, interpretation, and elaboration through their comprehesive
historical, mythological, thematic, and interpretive exploration of the myth and figure of
the master poet.
Of fundamental importance to the entire dissertation in each of its section is
Robert McGahey’s The Orphic Moment: Shaman to Poet-Thinker in Plato, Nietzsche, and
Mallarmé. Finally, a trio of works salted the discussion’s explication and rendition of the
Orpheus myth: Mark P.O. Morford and Robert J. Lenardon’s Classical Mythology (8th
Edition), Paul Roche’s intriguing “The Mighty Themes of Euripides” in his translation of
Three Plays of Euripides: Aclestis, Medea,The Bacchae, and Charles Segal’s Orpheus: The Myth of
the Poet.
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While most of those works prove equally essential to tracing the myth’s interpretation,
redaction, and elaboration, they are joined by such works as Dorothy Zayatz Baker’s Mythic
Masks in Self-Reflexive Poetry: A Study of Pan and Orpheus and Jan Bremmer’s anthology
Interpretations of Greek Mythology, Burkert’s Orphism and Bacchic Mysteries: New Evidence and
Old Problems of Interpretation. The weave of the dissertation draws its sinew from Edward
Edinger’s indispensable The Eternal Drama: The Inner Meaning of Greek Mythology.
Several works of C.G. Jung and Carl Kerényi inform the dissertation’s perspective on
Orpheus, as well as its thematic argument, most particularly Jung’s Man and His Symbols
and Contributions to Analytical Psychology (with H.G. Baynes, and C.F. Baynes) and Kerényi’s
Dionysos: Archetypal Image of Indestructible Life (as translated by R. Mannheim), and Jung and
Kerényi’s collaboration Essays on a Science of Mythology (as translated by R.F.C. Hull).
Historical, mythological, and interpretive aspects of the myth and of mythology
generally, as well as inspirations to the Production Component’s elaboration of the myth,
draw from Ginette Paris’ troika of Pagan Meditations, Pagan Grace and Wisdom of the Psyche,
Rainer Maria Rilke’s Sonnets to Orpheus. (in Stephen Mitchell’s translation), Elizabeth
Sewell’s The Orphic Voice, Walter A. Strauss’ Descent and Return: The Orphic Theme in Modern
Literature, Evans Lansing Smith’s The Descent to the Underworld in Literature, Paintings, and
Film, 1895-1950: The Modernist Nekyia, and M.L. West’s The Orphic Poems.
The dissertation’s closing rendition of the myth greatly benefits as well from such
works as Noel Cobb’s “Who Is Behind Archetypal Psychology? An Imaginal Inquiry” and
William G. Doty’s “Orpheus: The Shamanic-Mantic Kitharôdos (Singing Lyreplater),” both
published in Spring: A Journal of Archetype and Culture, and Lee Irwin’s “The Orphic
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Mystery: Harmony and Mediation” from Alexandria, the Journal of the Western Cosmological
Tradition (no. 1). Further nuance and clarity derive from F.M. Cornford’s From Religion to
Philosophy, and Robert B. Fagles “The Serpent and The Eagle: A Reading of The Oresteia.”
Christine Downing’s Gods in Our Midst: Mythological Images of the Masculine, A Woman’s
View and The Luxury of Afterwards, and Joan M. Erikkson’s Legacies: Prometheus, Orpheus,
Socrates offer the work unique contemporary perspective and context. W.H.D. Rouse’s
translation of Homer’s The Odyssey suggested important details and themes as did The Odes
of Pindar (as translated C.M. Bowra), E.V. Rieu’s rendition of Apollonius of Rhodes’
Argonautica, and I.M. Oderberg’s Sunrise essay “Creative Power in Orphic Myths.”
C. Organization of Study | Part One: Theoretical Component
Chapter 2: Understanding Our Foundational Stories. Chapter 2 establishes the root of this
dissertation’s query, and the inspiration for its production component: that moment in
which humanity apparently turned from a natural joy in phenomenal existence to an
intellectual conquest of nature. Investigating that turn as a shift in existential,
mythological, and philosophical paradigms, this chapter comprises two sections: “Soma
Sema: Lineaments of The Great Reversal and The Anti-Life Equation” and “Transcendence
versus Transformation.” The first section traces a burgeoning aggregate of attitudes and
perspectives from Plato’s insistence on the body as “prison” and Augustine’s torment at
phenomenal sensual immersion, through Francis Bacon’s call to “let all compounds be
dissolved” (xxxi) and René Descartes’ decisive splitting of mind and body, unto the modern
secular tension between denial and indulgence of lived experience, to perceive and describe
a manifest, symptomatic Anti-Life Equation. The second section elaborates the discussion by
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surveying relevant religio-philosophical movements, East and West, arising from The Great
Reversal and fueling, often unwittingly, The Anti-Life Equation. The apparent oppositional
fatalism between traditions of spiritual transcendence and material transformation forms
the center of the survey. Special attention to the perceptions, dilemmas, and aspirations of
these movements emphasizes both the crucial existential, ontological, phenomenological,
and spiritual questions they sought to answer and the ineluctable material consequences
they fostered — most specifically, the modern secular crises of faith and of sustainability
rending humanity’s global social fabric and, indeed, our phenomenal viability.
Chapter 3: Transforming Our Foundational Stories. Chapter 3 delineates the nature and
means of human understanding, how it organizes and transmits its perceptions,
aspirations, values, and complexes through belief systems codified in symbol, ritual, and
story. Tasked with briefly outlining the functions of mythology as such (including scriptural
and literary forms), the study privileges the depth and archetypal approaches of Jung,
Campbell, and Hillman, while incorporating crucial contributions by Corbin, Eliade, Eliot,
Otto, and the breadth of the universal tradition of epic poesis. Thus, the chapter’s first
section — “On Mythic Imagination, Re-Visioning, the Mythical Method, and Mythopoesis” —
both clears the ground for the immediately subsequent theoretical discussion of
Recombinant Mythology and tills that ground for the ultimately consequent re-visioning of the
Orpheus and Eurydice myth that models the discipline of Recombinant Mythology as answer
to the dilemma of The Anti-Life Equation. The chapter’s second part — “On Recombinant
Mythology” — considers the proposition of a principled re-visioning strategy of peering into
our foundational narratives and beliefs in a manner that recapitulates them and yet
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retrieves their innate wisdom by moving them away from modern fatalistic interpretations
and conclusions toward modal life-affirming propositions and perceptions. Outlined here
as a process of synthesis (integrating elements lost or dismissed), catalysis (emphasizing and
accelerating individuational understanding), and apocalypsis (revealing hidden or subverted
insights), Recombinant Mythology suggests itself as an hermeneutic and a literary discipline —
that is, as both an interpretive and compositional technique.
Chapter 4: Remembering A New Poesis. Chapter 4 comprises two parts: “Lineaments for
Application of Recombinant Mythology” and “Orpheus, Eurydice, and the Orphic
Tradition.” The first section offers a succinct elucidation of the employment of
Recombinant Mythology both as hermeneutic discipline and as literary technique. Thus, this
chapter sows the seeds for the dissertation’s Production Component, a recombinant
interpretive portrayal of the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice. The chapter’s second section,
an analytical artistic and philosophical history, surveys the narrative, genesis, and
significance of the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice from its most essential mythic form
through its continual philosophical, spiritual, and literary elaboration and exploitation
over centuries. Thus, the study reveals the myth as an archetypal model of Recombinant
Mythology itself and traces its metamorphoses through ulterior interpretation and revision
into a repository for incipient anti-life sensibility and thence into a representative formula
of The Anti-Life Equation. Yet through this survey, the study retrieves the myth’s essential
ideas and thus distinguishes core meanings within the accretion of portrayals and
interpretations from Classical to Modern times. That retrieval, in turn, informs the
recombinant vision impelling the dissertation’s Production Component. Further, in
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acknowledging and catalyzing the several prominent portrayals and interpretations of the
myth of Orpheus and Eurydice, the third part of the chapter’s second section surveys the
myth’s accreted psychological representations and resonances. The discussion builds on socalled Orphic applications and interpretations of the myth to contour, briefly, meanings
within the circumstances, figures, and imagery of the narrative, and to relate its expressive
and catalytic roles in understanding both The Anti-Life Equation and a Recombinant
Mythology.
Chapter 5: Summary Conclusion: Descrying A Great Transition. Chapter 5 summarizes the
study, emphasizing the ways in which humanity codifies its paradigmatic beliefs through
mythological narrative — whether in form of mythic lore, folktale, scripture, or literature.
The discussion concisely reviews our modern crises of faith and sustainability as symptoms
of an aggregate of attitudes far afield from their purportedly spiritual mission of
“salvation.” The conclusion reïterates the example of the privileged myth, Orpheus and
Eurydice, as repository of anti-life sensibility, as model of a Recombinant Mythology, and as
catalyst for a new life-affirming vision, that of the dissertation’s Production Component,
derived from retrieved meanings within the kernel of the narrative’s core circumstances,
figures, and imagery.
C. Organization of Study | Part Two: Production Component
Orpheus & Eurydice: A Mystery Play emphasizes the myth’s quintessential moment — the
poet’s looking back to his life’s love — toward demonstrating a re-visioning, a re-membering,
or recombinant meaning that retrieves a crucial transpersonal and individuational
understanding of Orpheus from the ulterior dark of moralizing anti-life transcendentalism
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and into the conscious light of ethical life-affirming transformation. While acknowledging
and integrating humanity’s instinctual Apollonian lament over inevitable mortal doom, the
work yet retains an intuitive Dionysian revel in creation’s ingenious — and joyous —
cyclicity. Glimpsing the poet as a mediator between these poles, the work expresses a
realization and embrace of Orpheus as a model of soul retrieval: that is, reconciliation of
humanity with its phenomenal experience through mindful embrace and conscious,
celebratory relinquishment of life, rather than alienation of humanity from its material
existence in fearful disdain and querulous repression and repudiation or renunciation of
life.
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Chapter 2 | Understanding Our Foundational Stories
A. Soma Sema: Lineaments of The Great Reversal and The Anti-Life Equation
1. Body As Tomb: The Great Reversal and The Failure of Nerve.
The soul’s functioning can be as held in thrall by the monolithic perspectives of the spirit
that would save it as by the monolithic brutalities of matter that afflict it. (Mogenson 16)
Among the innumerable inspirations of Joseph Campbell’s Creative Mythology — from
nature’s terrible wonder to the poet as spinner of tales — the idea that continually calls my
attention is that of “The Great Reversal,” that period around the early to middle 6th
century B.C.E. when “the myths, rites, and philosophies” of early cultures turned from
“rather positive” to negative views of “the pains and pleasures of existence,” a moment in
human religious and philosophical conception when “Life became known as a fiery vortex
of delusion, desire, violence, and death, a burning waste” (420).
Indeed, as Campbell describes it, at this time in Greece “the Orphic saying ‘Soma sema:
The body is a tomb’ gained currency” and “[i]n the Buddha’s teachings, the image of the
turning spoked wheel [of samsara, eternal cyclical return and renewal], which in the earlier
period had been symbolic of the world’s glory, thus became a sign, on one hand, of the
wheeling round of sorrow, and, on the other, release in the sunlike doctrine of illumination” (420-421). Anthropologist and psychoanalyst Géza Róheim, one of Campbell’s
favorite writers, also pondered this perspectival shift, in terms of psychosocial development:
Prolonged infancy [in humans] explains the traumatic character of sexual experiences…
and the existence of the Oedipus complex itself, which is partly a conflict between
archaic and recent love objects. Finally, the defense mechanisms themselves owe their
existence to the fact that our Soma (Ego) is even more retarded than the Germa (Id), and
hence the immature Ego evolves defense mechanisms as a protective against libidinal
quantities, which it is not prepared to deal with.” (17)
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Though couched in different terms with divergent emphases, both Campbell and
Róheim appear to me to be discussing a propensity — we might indeed say an immaturity —
in the human experience, in human psyche, toward denigrating and resisting the transient,
mortal nature of its phenomenal life. In fact, something within Róheim’s rather euphemistic “libidinal quantities” resounds for me as “natural life and its terms of engagement.”
This paradigmatic shift toward disdain for phenomenal existence as exemplified by the
human body enters the Western tradition at least as early as Plato, strengthens with
Augustine, and finds renewed vigor in the pronouncements of Francis Bacon, as detailed
by Susan Bordo in The Flight to Objectivity (8, 75, 93), and enshrinement in such devoutly
rigid Christianity as, in the words of Lawrence Hatab in Myth and Philosophy, “puritanism
[which] expressed a disdain for the body as a focus for guilt feelings and a measure against
which the soul’s nature could be disclosed” (213):
Consequently…limitations and sufferings in the physical world were seen as a form
of punishment and an obstacle to be overcome in favor of some disembodied,
immortal existence. Purity replaced justice and asceticism replaced moral training.
(ibid.)
Campbell, again, lends some perspective:
The life-isolating effects of this separation of the reigns of nature…and the spirit…
remains to this day an essential psychological problem of the Christianized Western
world; and since it is at root a consequence of the basic biblical doctrine of an
ontological distinction between God and his universe, creator and creature, spirit
and matter, it is a problem that has hardly altered since it first became intolerably
evident at the climax of the Middle Ages. In briefest restatement: the Christian is
taught that divinity is transcendent: not within himself and his world, but “out
there.” I call this mythic dissociation. (op. cit., 393)
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We call it The Anti-Life Equation for the purposes of this study: a congeries of
perspectives, attitudes, and behaviors redolent of an essential contempt for phenomenal
existence.
Campbell’s notion of “The Great Reversal” finds resonance in Gilbert Murray’s
identification in Five Stages of Greek Religion of “The Failure of Nerve” in Greek thought
consequent to the collapse of its earlier Olympian order of “Hellas against the brute world”
that perceived the phenomenal realm “as governed by an organized body of personal and
reasoning rulers, wise and bountiful fathers, like man in mind and shape, only unspeakably
higher,” who fostered “the strife, the ultimate victory, of human intelligence, reason, and
gentleness, against what seems at first the overwhelming power of passion and unguided
strength” (82). Indeed, scholars of Greek mythic-philosophic systems consider axiomatic
the proposition that the rise of classical Hellenic culture represents, as Murray wrote, “a
moral expurgation of the old rites…aimed at direct stimulation of generative processes…”
(83-84), “an attempt to bring order into the old chaos” (83) as impelled by Homer’s
“religious reformation in Greece” (82) through formal arrangement of disparate, essentially
unitive elements (84-86), and “an adaptation to new social needs” (83) as the culture
moved from tribal and agricultural to civil organization (87-89).
Or, as portrayed by Mark Booth in The Secret History of the World:
We see the change of consciousness that the story of the siege of Troy is all about in
the famous saying of Achilles: “Better to be a slave in the land of the living than the
king of the shades.” The heroes of Greece and Troy loved to live in the sun and it
was a terrible thing when it was suddenly shut out, and their spirits were sent off to
the land of the shades, the Western gloom. This was the “death-dread” of
Gilgamesh intensified to a level that seems almost modern. (166-167)
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The consequences of these shifts, and their attendant reörientation of Greek systems of
inquiry and understanding, bred a “great difference in tone” within the culture and among
its transcribers of experience and belief that Murray described as “a change in the whole
relation of the writer to the world about him” as evinced in comparing “the great writers of
classical Athens, say Sophocles or Aristotle, to those of the Christian era” (155). While
“not specifically Christian,” Murray notes, this perceptual/experiential-cum-philosophic/
mythic shift indicates “a rise of asceticism, of mysticism, in a sense, of pessimism”:
…a loss of self-confidence, of hope in this life and of faith in normal human effort;
a despair of patient inquiry, a cry for infallible revelation; an indifference to the
welfare of the state, a conversion of the soul to God. (ibid.)
The significance of this shift impels our inclusion here of Murray’s elaboration of its
implications, not the least for their especial relevance to our notion of an Anti-Life
Equation:
It is an atmosphere in which the aim of the good man is not so much to live justly,
to help the society to which he belongs and enjoy the esteem of his fellow creatures;
but rather, by means of a burning faith, by contempt for the world and its standards, by
ecstasy, suffering, and martyrdom, to be granted pardon for his unspeakable unworthiness, his immeasurable sins. There is an intensifying of certain spiritual emotions; an
increase of sensitiveness, a failure of nerve.” (ibid., emphases added)
Such dissociation may clamor most evidently in the work of René Descartes.
Descartes culminated as much as innovated. Concerned with clarity of thought — or,
per Bordo, “purity” of consciousness (17), an “immutable state of mind” (88) — Descartes
held that erroneous perception and understanding (including religious conceptions of
“God”) derive from “prejudices” having “their origin in a hyperabsorption in the senses”
(ibid., 91). Indeed, Descartes viewed the “prison of the body” as the essential component in
humanity’s incapacity “to perceive clearly and distinctly” (ibid., 89), and wrote, as Anthony
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Kenny emphasizes in Descartes: A Study of His Philosophy, that an infant “has in itself the
ideas of God, itself, and all such truths as are called self-evident… [I]f it were taken out of
the prison of the body it would find [such truths] within itself” (111).
Thus Descartes — his thought today considered the antithesis of religious doctrine —
shared in a tradition of distrust “in this life and of faith in normal human effort.” But
where the West’s purportedly catholic religious tradition condemned the phenomenal
world as inherently corrupt and pursued vigorous theological inquiry as “proof” of its faith,
Descartes proposed a system of rigorously patient inquiry explorative of the mechanics of the
phenomenal world — his own cri de coeur for an infallible revelation of its principles and
functions, and thus for a certitude renewing, as it were, humanity’s nerve.
While admirable in such goals, and in its recognition of the deceptive limitations of
sensual perception — and in its almost Eastern admonition against consciousness-diverting
immersion in phenomenal experience — Descartes’ critique merely glosses the corollary,
elaborative insight that, since phenomenal experience comprises the basis of human
consciousness, our dilemma of clarity may well have more to do with refinement of sense
perception and relinquishment of sense immersion with all its distracting and deadening
attachments than with an alienating renunciation of material existence or an improbable
(indeed, disingenuous) escape from or transcendence of sense experience. Further, clarity of
understanding as a human imperative suggests that we work, as a task of individuation or
tending soul, toward transformation not of the world per se but of our existence and
experience within it. The implications of such a work within — of such a conception of — the
phenomenal realm encourages a perspective upon — a perception of and participation with —
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both creation itself and creative agency (as “Creator” and as human roles in an unfolding
creation) challenging of if not necessarily contrary to that of our modern sensibility. Of
course, Descartes’ innovations of descriptive insight and prescriptive method in addressing
perceived human insufficiency, this existential alienation impelling a mind-body split,
actually culminates an ancient tradition of thought, as shown by Murray, intent on
“freeing” humanity from the, as it were, errors of interpretation and knowledge — and,
indeed, of behavior — arising from perceptual assumptions.
That this culmination forms the basis of modern scientific method should not distract
us from the understanding that it also underlies the doctrines of transcending “original
sin” at the core of modern monotheistic religions — as Friedrich Nietzsche exclaimed.
2. Mythology, Religion, Philosophy: Thoughts on The Anti-Life Equation
But they’ve been told that God is mysterious, unfathomable, so to them incoherence
is the closest thing to God. The far-fetched is the closest thing to a miracle. (Eco 444)
When Nietzsche maligned Richard Wagner, after years as his laudatory “prophet,” he
did so not because the great composer diminished in artistry but because he moved from
operas based in Teutonic mythology (epitomized by Der Ring des Nibelungen) to a final trio
based in Christian religiosity (Tristan und Isolde, Die Meistersinger, Parsifal). Nietzsche’s volteface on Wagner derived partly, he claimed, from his own maturation, but also from what
he saw as Wagner’s own turnabout, from championing and creating music as a means of
uplifting humanity and awakening consciousness — “music leading mankind to greatness
and allowing individuals to experience life,” as Benjamin Moritz explains in his dissertation
“The Music and Thought of Friedrich Nietzsche” (31) — to adapting a bourgeois romanti-
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cism that misled his audience into, at best, complacency and capitulation to ecclesiastical
injunctions and prerogatives, and, at worst, aggrandizement of authoritarian polemic and
power. Further, Nietzsche saw Wagner himself, the potent creative light, succumbing to
this spiritual and moral flaccidity, and accused him of “an apostasy and reversion to sickly
Christian and obscurantist ideals” that amounted to, in Walter Kaufmann’s translation in
The Portable Nietzsche of “Nietzsche Contra Wagner”:
a self-crossing out…of an artist who had previously aimed at the very opposite,
striving with all the power of his will to achieve the highest spiritualization and
sensualization in his art. And not only in his art, but also in his life. (675)
Indeed, Nietzsche famously wrote that, “Richard Wagner, apparently triumphant, but
in truth a decaying and despairing decadent, suddenly sank down, helpless and broken,
before the Christian cross” to the point of having “condescended step by step…even to
anti-Semitism” (ibid., 676). Nietzsche so reviled Parsifal, Wagner’s swan song, that, “I
despise everyone who does not experience [it] as an attempted assassination of basic ethics”
(ibid., 675). His histrionics over the work illuminate his underlying contempt for pomp and
pompous sacrifice, what he viewed as Christianity’s peculiar and hypocritical enshrinement
of religious doctrine over spiritual self-determination, its contempt for life as befouled in
Original Sin, and the resultant “universally wasted energy, work, hope, youth, love — weary
from nausea at the whole idealistic lie and pampering of the conscience, which [in Parsifal]
triumphed once again over one of the bravest” (ibid., 676):
I should really wish that the Wagnerian Parsifal were intended as a prank — as the
epilogue and satyr play, as it were, with which the tragedian Wagner wanted to say
farewell in a fitting manner worthy of himself — to us, to himself, and above all to
tragedy, with an excessive, sublimely wanton parody of the tragic itself, on all the
former horrid earthly seriousness and earthly misery, on the most stupid form,
overcome at long last, of the anti-nature of the ascetic ideal. (ibid., 674)
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Much worth asking here, in acknowledging Nietzsche’s counter-dogmatics, is whether
he unwittingly echoed the ideological rigidity he so railed against. Yet we must recall that
Nietzsche critiqued Christianity less as mythic structure than as promulgated doctrine that
had itself departed from — indeed, apparently lost — mythic perspective in its ideological
insistence on a dogmatic literalism, on even an historical factuality, of the Christian
narrative over its profoundly inspirational efficacy as allegory and, more, metaphor for the
spiritual journey of humanity as individual and as community.
As one example, take the doctrine of eternal punishment as recompense for religious
(let us as well say, in this instance, ideological) error. While perhaps useful as a vivid
metaphorical goad against choices and acts harmful to self and disrespectful to social order,
the medieval notion of unrelenting, unceasing torment not only registers as both utterly
out of proportion and inimical to the forgiving god of the Christian covenant, it strikes the
modern mind as “obviously insane,” in the words of Murray. He elaborates:
And yet by the crimes to which that false belief led them they almost proved the
truth of something very like it. The record of early Christian and medieval persecutions which were the direct result of that one confident religious error comes
curiously near to one’s conception of the wickedness of the damned. (op. cit., 23)
That is, as Nietzsche averred, Christian literalism perforce established upon this plane
of phenomenal life, of being, the very supernatural horror with which it intimidated,
cowed, and controlled life.
The episode of Nietzsche contra Wagner represents a critical juncture in the triangular
relationship and debate between mythology and philosophy and religion, for while it
centers apparently on appropriateness and efficacy of material for ennoblement of
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humanity, it spirals deeply through two larger questions: distinctions and commonalities
between the three disciplines; and philosophy’s crucial critique of — within attempting
answers to many of the same questions as — mythology and religion.
Regarding the former subject, we might best propose lengthy disquisitions on how they
speak differently, often yet not always with different intentions, about a shared menu of
ideas, experiences, aspirations. Indeed, as Hatab observes, the mainstream of our
philosophical tradition evinces “overlapping interests” with spiritual, moral, and ethical
concerns, whether expressed through mythological tale or religious scripture, from
“Descartes (science, metaphysics, theology) [to] Locke (science, psychology, democratic
politics) [to] Kant (science, moral theory, religious belief)” and beyond (op. cit., 303).
Regarding the latter, we may well appreciate the appraisal philosophy lends to
existential and epistemological, ontological and spiritual (particularly as ethical and
individuational) questions of being, belief, purpose, meaning, mission, even iconography.
For, as Hatab observes, “Nietzsche…stand[s] as [one of] the most profound and penetrating
figures in existential thought [because] rather than simply rebelling against traditional
philosophy or indulging in some kind of reactionary romanticism, [he] pursued an internal
critique of philosophy” (ibid., 2). And in this respect precisely our study instigates a
philosophical examination of the transcendental prejudices — what we here call The AntiLife Equation — of Judeo-Christian (and Muslim) religious doctrine.
For two millennia, the image of a crucified human body has been the essential religious
expression of our culture, “the supreme symbol of Western civilization,” as Edward
Edinger notes in Ego and Archetype, that “irrespective of religious belief or disbelief…must
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have something important to tell us about the psychic condition of Western man” (150).
What it represents narratively and imagistically (that is, as mythology), enshrines doctrinally
(as religion), and expresses philosophically have at times, often simultaneously, opened the
human heart and mind to vistas of hope beyond the mundane pleasures and sorrows of
this phenomenal realm, and have closed the human spirit to its own voice, its inner experience, its personal relationship with spirit beyond life — or, more to the point, within life.
For while surely, as C.G. Jung asserts, no authentic process of individuation begins
without crucifixion — that is, no movement away from simple immersion in phenomenal
existence obtains without an awakening, catalyzing realization and sacrifice of its
mundanities — such catalysis, to avoid a fatalistic transcendentalism or, worse, a life-denying
contempt and renunciation of lived being, must deepen us into our fullest perception of
the created world and ourselves within it as more than our mere selves. Such individuation
awakens the phenomenal self to its greater Self, to itself as spirit-infused matter, as spirit
acquiring a crucial understanding of experience (an experience of experience) toward a beingness
perceptive and reverent of both spirit and matter: a being of more than either spirit or
matter, a being of spiritualized matter (body infused with spirit) and matter-tempered spirit
(spirit immersed in phenomenal temperance). That is, individuation requires not a
defamation of our phenomenal existence as mere captivity of spirit, as mere tomb of spirit,
but rather affirmation of our living being as womb of spirit. In this, movement away from
(or, better, through) phenomenal immersion toward spiritual apperception requires more
than catalysis of living but apotheosis of perception of living.
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While we must remain aware that religious imagery and philosophical discourse both
confront the human dilemma, we must as well acknowledge that, on the one hand, religion
addresses (some might say plays upon) our spiritual yet unempirical sense of forces beyond
the apparent while, on the other hand, philosophy addresses (some might say reduces) our
practical yet unmystical experience of perceptual and cognitive propensity and limitation.
That said, philosophy distinguishes itself from both religion and mythology not merely
in the manner of its approach and narrative, but in its ability — one might as well say its
ethic — of critically assessing its own assumptions. Where mythology immerses one, as it
were, in narrative of portrayal and explication, and where religion absorbs the faithful into
a culture of posit and explanation, philosophy engages one in critical question and analysis,
even unto one’s means of analysis. As such, philosophy provides a decisive tool not
necessarily for destroying but for deconstructing narratives both practical and theoretical —
that is, toward assessing a given narrative’s components and structure, its encoded values
and assumptions, and toward retrieving, re-membering, reconstructing underlying themes
forgotten, often buried with ulterior ideological or dogmatic motives. And this process may
be engaged through formal dialectics (the dialogues, say, of Plato or Hume) or through
artistic portrayals (images, plays, stories, opera). And yet here mythology stands, if you will,
on the opposite side of philosophy from religion. For while religion presents answers to the
human dilemma as concrete truth demanding belief and, to that extent, adherence,
mythology stands closer akin to philosophy in that its use of imagery and story concerns
itself less with dogmatic belief than with communication of value, insight — with, if you
will, spiritual rather than religious (dogmatic) truth. In this respect, religion may appear as
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calcified (dogmatized) mythology, legendary narrative too often become doctrinaire
political institution rather than informing, guiding illustration.
For example, the Biblical story of Lazarus may be taken mythologically, say as a parable
illuminating experience and understanding that invites a multiplicity of perspectives. Or it
may be taken philosophically, as a commentary on approaches to conduct or on the nature
of the world that asserts a methodology of perspective. And it can be taken scripturally,
religiously, as a moral imperative and historical (literal) occurrence that inculcates a
morality of conduct. Where a mythologist might emphasize the experience of the story, how
it describes and what it asks us about the world, and where a philosopher might emphasize
the implications of the story, how it reveals mode and means of understanding ourselves in
the world, a cleric might well emphasize moral lessons, how we must perform in the world,
toward imprinting his particular precepts of belief — “to clarify and critically justify the
ontological signification and existential significance of the Christian message in its myth,”
as Kevin Schilbrack puts it in Thinking Through Myth (65).
In this regard, we may readily parse the manner is which each of these three approaches
embraces or evades the polysemous meaning championed by Dante Alighieri, and the
means by which they employ or eschew Dante’s four levels of interpretation: the literal
(including the “factual historical”) comprising denotative construction of meaning; the
allegorical (or mystical) comprising associative elaboration, generally pedagogical, of
meaning; the moral (or instructional) comprising prescriptive or ideological codification of
meaning; and the anagogical (the spiritual or religious, or mythological) comprising
intuitive revelation of meaning.
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Mythology, then, is inherently philosophical, and philosophy, for all its empirical
rationalism, is intermittently mythological — that is, both are generative of an explicative
narrative about the world and “can evoke in our minds the picture as well as the notion,”
as Frank Reynolds writes in Mythology and Philosophy (184). Religion partakes of mythic
narrative, as well as philosophical (particularly theological) inquiry, yet proceeds from a
center of (generally literal) belief and moral imperative.
Favoring personal ethic (and, further, artistic endeavor) over received, injunctive
morality — as mythically portrayed in Also Sprach Zarathustra — Nietzsche rebelled against
religious dogma, particularly as exemplified by institutional Christianity, and celebrated, in
The Birth of Tragedy, “existence…justified only in aesthetic terms [and] resist[ing] to the
bitter end any moral interpretations of existence whatsoever” (9-10):
It is here that one could find — perhaps for the first time in history — a pessimism
situated ‘beyond good and evil’; a ‘perversity of stance’… Morality, on this view,
became a mere fabrication for purposes of gulling: at best, an artistic fiction; at
worst, an outrageous imposture. (ibid., 10)
Holding Christianity as “the most extravagant set of variations ever produced on the
theme of ethics,” Nietzsche in one bristling declamation condemned not Christ but the
Church, and claimed that his philosophy — “the purely aesthetic interpretation and
justification of the world I was propounding” — placed him “at the opposite pole from
Christian doctrine” (ibid.):
a doctrine entirely moral in purport, using absolute standards: God’s absolute
truth, for example, which relegates all art to the realm of falsehood and in so doing
condemns it. I had always sensed strongly the furious, vindictive hatred of life
implicit in that system of ideas and values… From the very first, Christianity spelled
life loathing itself, and that loathing was simply disguised, tricked out, with notions
of an ‘other’ and ‘better’ life. A hatred of the ‘world,’ a curse on the affective urges,
a fear of beauty and sensuality, a transcendence rigged up to slander mortal
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existence, a yearning for extinction, cessation of all effort until the great ‘sabbath of
sabbaths’ — this whole cluster of distortions, together with the intransigent
Christian assertion that nothing counts except moral values, had always struck me
as being the most dangerous, most sinister form the will to destruction can take; at
all events, as a sign of profound sickness, moroseness, exhaustion, biological
etiolation. And since according to ethics (specifically Christian, absolute ethics) life
will always be in the wrong, it followed quite naturally that one must smother it
under a load of contempt and constant negation; must view it as an object not
unworthy of our desire but absolutely worthless in itself.
As for morality, on the other hand, could it be anything but a will to deny life,
a secret instinct of destruction, a principle of calumny, a reductive agent — the
beginning of the end? — and, for that very reason, the Supreme Danger? Thus…my
vital instincts turned against…the Christian libel on life. (ibid., 10-11)
All this — reviling what Jung understood, per Anthony Storr’s The Essential Jung, as “the
Christian belief that human nature is intrinsically evil” (196) — merely as prelude to
Nietzsche’s The Birth of Tragedy from the Spirit of Music. A seminal Hellenist, Nietzsche
understood, according to Reynolds, that “Greek ethics was always more concerned with
moral action than with moral theory” (op. cit., 96) — that is to say, more with ethical insight
and practice than with doctrinal moral proscription. Recognizing that “Platonic spirituality
and rationalism were intimately related in Christian thought [and prompted] rejection of
‘primitive’ mythology” (Hatab 215), Nietzsche “conten[ded] that reason and morality are
two sides of the same coin, the correction of (or dissatisfaction with) an existential world”
(ibid., 221).
But what underpins the hegemonic Christian tradition Nietzsche repudiated intellectually and viscerally? After all, so eminent a thinker as Edinger perceives that, “when the
Christian myth is examined carefully in the light of analytical psychology, the conclusion is
inescapable that the underlying meaning of Christianity is the quest for individuation” (op.
cit., 131) — an insight certainly consonant with Nietzsche’s exhortations for each of us to
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shed humanity’s role as reverential sumpter and embrace apotheosis as new-born child.
Indeed, as Murray recalled, ancient rite prescribed — literally? anagogically? — making a
“sacramental feast” by which one acquires the “vital power” of beast, or of bestial nature
(shadow). His language here, denotative in appearance, rather forcefully conjures images
and terms of Biblical scripture appropriated and catalyzed by Nietzsche:
The classical instance is the sacramental eating of a camel [a beast of burden, or
reverential sumpter] by an Arab tribe, recorded in the work of St. Nilus. The camel
was devoured on a particular day at the rising of the morning star. He was cut to pieces
alive, and every fragment of him had to be consumed before the sun rose. (op. cit.,
37, emphases added)
Eaten alive, that is, to harvest “the spirit, the vitality” of the beast, for, Murray reported,
“[i]f the life had gone out of the flesh and blood the sacrifice would have been spoilt”
(ibid.). Murray cannily asks us, amidst this imagery of spiritual vitality and imminently
rising sun, to imagine humanity’s “transition from the real animal to the imaginary human
god” (38) — or, we might insist, to Nietzsche’s new child, born of humanity sacrificing its
reverential life of burdensome conditioning (perceptual and moral) toward a life of selfdeterminant will (participatory and ethical). Through appropriation and re-membering,
Nietzsche sought apotheosis of imagery older than yet acquired by the Christian hegemony
of Western culture. Murray again lends perspective:
At the great spring Drômenon [of Ancient Greece] the tribe and the growing earth
were renovated together: the earth arises fresh from her dead seeds, the tribe from
its dead ancestors; and the whole process, charged as it is with the emotion of
pressing human desire, projects its anthropomorphic god or daemon. A…divine
Kouros, a Year-Daemon, a spirit that in the first stage is living, then dies with each
year, then thirdly rises again from the dead, raising the whole dead world with him
— the Greeks called him in this phase ‘the Third One,’ or the ‘Saviour.’ (49)
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Do we read this rite of, in Murray’s words, “a casting out and killing of the old polluted
life — the old man in us must first be crucified” (ibid.) as a literal renovation, a needful
purging of “the infection of death” (50) and sowing of seeds? Do we see it as an associative
evocation of greater personal, interpersonal, and transpersonal tasks? Do we view it as
admonitory, even compulsory, rule of conduct in living? Do we ask of it insight into each
ourselves and into each our paths in this human being? How we answer, particularly and
severally, imparts manner and method of being within this phenomenal world, and reveals
our relative awareness and embrace of anti-life propensities.
Similarly, as cited by Storr, Jung acknowledged that “this apparently unique life [of
sacrificial Jesus] became a sacred symbol because it is the psychological prototype of the
only meaningful life, that is, of a life that strives for the individual realization — absolute
and unconditional — of its own particular law” (op. cit., 204).
And yet Edinger’s “when” — a substantial and looming if — remains decisive.
Which returns us to Campbell’s proposition of a Great Reversal and its codification in
the Orphic credo of soma sema (µ µ: “the body as a tomb”), the essential corruption
or insufficiency of the phenomenal world, and, most crucially, humanity’s need to subdue,
master, and escape from it.
This notion rivets our attention here because within it we may descry a distinctly
double-edged sword. For, as a cautionary metaphor, “body as tomb” girds us as extraphenomenal being from wallowing in the drives and conditions inherent in phenomenal living,
from submerging consciousness, spirit, and soul in a delusionary devotion to ephemeral
existence. Yet, as a literal doctrine, soma sema exhorts us as phenomenal beings to under-
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stand ourselves as incarcerated in carnal body, to perceive this phenomenal living as
entrapment of soul, as pollution of spirit, as deadener of consciousness. And though we
may well recognize how such doctrine imparts a crucial truth for human spiritual evolution, we must also see its merely partial or contingent truth. For we might also perceive —
or, in James Hillman’s phrase in Re-Visioning Psychology, see through (118) — the world as
precisely a state, a phenomenal existence, for engaging such apparently soul-endangering
experience, and, even further, for honing or tempering soul. Then might we see, truly
witness, Gaia as a platform, a stage, wherein the totality of spirit enters into experiential
specificity toward realizing soul — as a stage, that is, for individuating and realizing soul.
For as more still than merely the basis of human consciousness, phenomenal experience
forms the foundation (if, perhaps, as only the starting point) of human being. To that critical
extent, then, phenomenal experience establishes the ground of our existence, of our
understanding, and of our sense of the terms, nature, ends, and origins of the phenomenal
world (material experience) and of our being within it and, perchance, beyond it. That
sense — as much spiritual, intellectual, and psychological as physical — begins with the
body, which must, however purportedly “pure” at its conception and subsequent birth,
traverse a maturation and, with pluck and intent, an individuation that tempers the
“innocent” existence and understanding toward an “experienced” being and acuity of
awareness, clarity of consciousness, purified or rarified perception. That is, as phenomenal
ground, the body may well be seen as vehicle for mind and spirit, yet perforce stands apart
from mind and spirit only in an extreme alienation, even a pathology of
“depersonalization” in the words of Avner Cohen’s “Descartes, Consciousness, and
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Depersonalization” (passim). Indeed, as Jung insists in The Structure and Dynamics of the
Psyche, body and psyche are neither connected to one another or like one another, but are one
another: “psyche and matter are two different aspects of one and the same” (215).
Thus, humanity’s propensity to lament the terms and apparent nature (the mortal and
apparently capricious nature) of its phenomenal existence too consistently leads it to, in
effect, throw out the seed with the rind: to disdain material/phenomenal existence in the
name of a spiritual or “purely” intellectual transcendence that fails to honor (read: truly
accept) those terms; that favors an “escaping” dismissal or outright disdain over an engaging
acceptance and integration of existence, often to the extremes of, by turns, mortifying and
indulging the flesh (read: exploiting material substance and life); that neglects the needs within
humanity’s mortal lament — however much religious doctrine soothes (rather superficially
and inconclusively) that emotional and psychological reaction.
Yet perhaps the most damnable consequence of human intellectual alienation from its
phenomenal ground may well be its essential disregard of that ground as product or gift or
artifact or essence of creative agency. With said ineffable agency held apart (often as
“Creator” or “God”) from its phenomenal manifestation comes both concomitant
dismissal of said manifestation and consequent externalization of the sacred ineffable, in
turn impelling further lament for “salvation” by same external agency.
More than a loss (an ignorance or, worse, a denial) of the essential sacrality of all
creation (if only as the product of a sacralized creative agency), such alienation at once, in
extremis, abrogates human responsibility in the name of “higher power” and exiles
sacralized agency from creation. As such, “God” must become, in human experience and
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perception, a chimera of remote yet exacting authority or of tenuous and exasperating
fancy. Thus on one extreme we have a credulous and rigid orthodoxy of faithful acceptance
and on the other extreme a skeptical and rigorous methodology of materialist exploitation.
Thus humanity forges a shadow, a complex of discarded and repressed needs and wants,
and of desired or reïfied hopes and dreams, from that which it would escape. Humanity
thus loses both the world (material/phenomenal being, its nature and ends) and any
metaworld (extra-phenomenal or spiritual being, as either experience of humanity or as
“God”), the former deemed an inadequate, corrupt “prison,” the latter doubted as an
insufficient, inconclusive project of (presumedly subjective) speculation. What lies between
these poles may be an integrative understanding with reverence for creation and participation
in creative agency.
Such integrative clarity of understanding as a human imperative suggests the “exclusively
phenomenological” methodology favored by Jung as discussed in The Earth Has A Soul: a
“standpoint… concerned with occurrences, events, experiences” of phenomenal and
psychological existence that integrates individual, subjective perception into the larger,
objective consensus gentium of human society (3). Rather than demeaning lived experience —
phenomenal being — this understanding leads humanity not away from its mortal lament
but into “a careful and scrupulous observation of what Rudolf Otto aptly termed the
‘numinosum,’ that is, a dynamic existence or effect, not caused by an arbitrary act of will [but
by a] cause external to the individual” (ibid., 4). That is, a clarity of understanding integrative
rather than dismissive of or hostile to our phenomenal being leads us to religion in its truest
sense: re-ligo as a “leading back to,” a uniting with, spiritual being (that is, a joining, a making
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whole) rather than as a “binding to,” an obligation of, doctrinal belief (that is, a restraining,
a making liable or guilty). Such religion, such mythic understanding of our place as spirit
within the phenomenal world, offers not stricture but structure, turns us from an
adherence and accountability to external “God” toward an awareness and understanding of
inherent “God” — to a recognition of our participation within creative agency — as both external
and internal, as both immanent and transcendent, as more than us and yet as precisely us
in our clarity or “purity” of consciousness. Such a being within — such a conception of — the
phenomenal realm encourages a perspective upon — a perception of and participation with —
both creation itself and creative agency as experiential being in mutuality rather than as
existential being(s) in isolation.
Campbell throughout Creative Mythology affirms this idea of phenomenal living as gift
of tempering soul, of experience (that is, of life) as sorrowful joy — not the least in citing
Gottfried von Strassburg, whose Tristan was “a labor out of love for the world and to
comfort noble hearts” (37-38). And this as contrast, perhaps stark, to the moralizing love
story of Wagner’s Tristan and Isolde: “Not the common world do I mean of those
who…cannot bear grief, and desire but to bathe in bliss,” Campbell quotes Gottfried:
“Another world do I hold in mind, which bears together in one heart its bitter sweet, its
dear grief, its heart’s delight and its pain of longing, dear life and sorrowful death, its dear
death and sorrowful life” (38).
These are the words of a poet conscious of the vicissitudes of the phenomenal world
not as persecution requiring control or escape but as challenge requiring participation and
engagement. This stands in stark contrast, indeed, to those, such as the ascetic Jains and
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early Gnostics, adopting soma sema as complete and final truth: “for here too a strict
dualism was posited of spirit and non-spirit, and a graded regimen undertaken of
renunciative vows to clear the spiritual element of contamination by the material — life in
this world, and this world itself, being conceived as a mixture of the two” (ibid., 146).
Though attributed to extreme sects, this literalist doctrine rather permeates Western
religious thought — as, for instance, embodied in the fundamental Christian doctrine of
Original Sin, which, as Campbell reminds us, Saint Augustine exposited in City of God
Book XIII: “Then began the flesh to lust against the Spirit, in which strife we are born,
deriving from the first transgression a seed of death, and bearing in our members, and in
our vitiated nature, the contest or even victory of the flesh” (ibid., 149).
Again, while such conceptions may intend to protect us from capitulation to base
(“unvirtuous”) impulses and to inspire us to clearer awareness both of the character of this
(“merely”) phenomenal realm and of our place within (and beyond) it, they instill an
implicit alienation from existence. Worse, they foster, however unwittingly, a hostility
toward and disdain for this world that, as evidenced throughout the modern era, informs
and impels our current irresponsibly consumptive stewardship of the planet. And worst:
because evincing an ulterior use of teachings ostensibly intended to temper and liberate
humanity from both its despondency over mortality and its propensity for wallowing in
phenomenal life, these profound notions encased in literalism, these “apparent readings of
Scripture,” appear designed “not so much for…enlightenment as for…moral control”
(Nietzsche 142). Which is to say that they seem most readily utilized in an exoteric, literalist
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form to frighten, intimidate, and coërce adherence and even conformity quite apart from
the awakening, enlightening, empowering message of their esoteric, spiritual message.
Gilbert Murray concurred, writing that the timeless religious drive to lift new,
regenerative life “free from the contagion of ancient sin or underworld anger” (op. cit., 32)
serves more than apparent ends. The common ancient rite of animal holocaust, Murray
noted, “is a sacrifice to placate or appease the powers below, the Chthonioi, the dead and
the lords of death[:] a ritual of placation, that is, of casting away various elements of
pollution or danger and appeasing the unknown wraths of the surrounding darkness” (2930).
The implications of such a belief system for, say, “heretical” others or for “vermin”
groups within any given society or for aboriginals encountered in the process of “discovery”
suggest themselves. But what, also, of the implications of such a belief system for its own
adherents?
The quest to appease (or overcome) an apparently capricious nature, to purge
“unexpiated defilement,” wrote Murray,
explains the curious cruelty of early agricultural doings, the human sacrifices, the
scapegoats, the tearing in pieces of living animals, and perhaps of living men, the
steeping of the field in blood. Like most cruelty it has its roots in terror, terror of
the breach of Tabu — the Forbidden Thing. (51)
That is: breach of strictures unknown and known — such as the eating of an apple —
that foments loss, exile, death; breach of unseen factors and forces fostering the peace and
plenitude craved by humanity over the strife and entropy so evidently part of its
phenomenal lot. Yet while Murray speaks of these activities as ancient placation born of
archaic religious understanding, can we today distinguish them, genuinely — particularly
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with such images central to our religious and cultural narratives — from the massive human
rending through global warfare, or through environmental conquest and exploitation, no
less certain in its understandings and imperatives in these our purportedly more cultured
times? On the contrary, might we perceive a through line of assumptions, a pattern of
thought or an aggregate of beliefs evident regardless of religious, philosophic, or even
mythic wrapping? And might we realize that these wrappings, in so far as they intend
amelioration and catalysis of such limited thought, present not fault but symptom — our
perceptions and applications of them most of all, most specifically as promulgated and
rigidified by wardens as interested in preservation of doctrine as in salve (or “salvation”)
through doctrine? Investigation of this notion comprises this section’s third part,
“Institutional Mind,” while for now Murray sheds more light. Discussing an “oracle” class,
in ancient times as now, “enjoining the rules of customary morality, justice, honesty, piety,”
he reminds us that such arbiters — entrenched scripturalists, secular politicians, invested
economists, say — “hated change and strangled the progress of knowledge” or, we may say
in terms appropriate to this study, of individuation: “Also, like most manifestations of early
religion, they throve upon human terror: the more blind the terror the stronger became
their hold” (54).
And so Nietzsche railed. One wonders whether Nietzsche, in recognizing the
exploitation of spiritual promise for political order, shuddered, for even a moment, with
the thought that his critique of Western literalist fatalism might itself be turned, in
literalist fashion, to justify base political ends?
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Viewed in aggregate, the perspectives, attitudes, and behaviors flowing from this
current paradigm’s hostile disdain and hedonistic devourment of material life seem,
perforce, a formula for despoiling the planet as a viable stage of phenomenal experience
and spiritual temperance — and, quite possibly, for destroying ourselves as a viable vehicle
of phenomenal being. We here call this doctrine The Anti-Life Equation.
From this view emerges the initial of three questions forming the basis of this
dissertation:
Can we recognize and describe an aggregate of beliefs and narratives in the modern
world that amounts to a philosophy or mode of existence against life, an anti-life
equation?
An idea (an image) rather than a doctrine — an imaginal conception stepping toward
descrying a particular truth, folly, fallacy in human belief difficult to say and hear in direct,
mundane terms — the dramatic phrase “Anti-Life Equation” may lend especial urgency in
investigating and questioning this notion when we consider the historical and altogether
current impulse of its millennialist adherents to “bring about literally,” as Campbell writes
in Creative Mythology, “the mythological end of days, when the last scintilla of enfolded light
will have been released from its material coil” (159). Or, as Hatab notes:
A linear model of time, crystallized in the later Christian tradition, has time running
an irreversible and unrepeatable course [that is, contra samsaric renewal] from an
absolute beginning to a final end. Such a notion implies the conviction that time [that
is, phenomenal existence] is inferior to a timeless eternity which will eventually resolve
the negativity of temporality by bringing time to an end. (op. cit., 193).
And yet, Edinger’s “when,” that crucial looming if. For the answer to our all-too-human
existential-cum-spiritual crisis, our civilizational, philosophical dilemma, rests not in
repudiating Christianity, per se, any more than it rests in repudiating or renouncing this
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phenomenal realm. Indeed, in critiquing perceived and demonstrated insufficiencies of
our faltering paradigms, we must retain their answers even as we address their begged or
ignored questions. This approach leads us away from the rigidity and ingenuousness of
calcified doctrine toward a flexibility and ingenuity requisite to integrative awareness. In
turn such suppleness permits, perhaps even inspires, participation with, embodiment of,
integration of, values and principles as experience rather than their externalization as mere
precept, doctrine, ideology. This movement, this catalysis of experience and apotheosis of
perception, brings us through our sense of phenomenal life as exile of spirit into
engagement with the world, with what J.C. Ransom called “the world’s body,” noting that
where rigid and literalist dogma or practices “stud[y] nature in order to control it” such
mythic activities as poetry “even more than religion, can best represent the mysterious
complexity of nature (the world’s body)” and humanity’s place within and participation with
it (Searle 4).
As Jung sagely reminds us, midmost a critical assessment of religion:
We can accuse Christianity of arrested development if we are determined to excuse
our own shortcomings; but I do not wish to make the mistake of blaming religion
for something that is due mainly to human incompetence. I am speaking therefore
not of the deepest and best understanding of Christianity but of the superficialities
and disastrous misunderstandings that are plain for all to see. The demand made
by the imitatio Christi — that we should follow the ideal and seek to become like it —
ought logically to have the result of developing and exalting the inner man. In
actual fact, however, the ideal has been turned by superficial and formalisticallyminded believers into an external object of worship, and it is precisely this
veneration for the object that prevents it from reaching down into the depths of the
psyche and giving the latter a wholeness in keeping with the ideal. Accordingly, the
divine mediator stands outside as an image, while man remains fragmentary and
untouched in the deepest part of him. (cited in Storr, op. cit., 257)
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And, accordingly, Gaia becomes in our eyes but the isle of our exile, not a garden to
which we became blind. Yet here in our awakening to this phenomenal life, this tempering
being, is the Christ we set outside ourselves. Here is Christ — quite apart from the doctrine,
the dogma, the institution founded upon him — as example of Nietzsche’s new-born child:
“The image of Christ gives us a vivid picture of the Self-oriented ego, i.e., the individuated
ego which is conscious of being directed by the Self,” writes Edinger (op. cit., 146),
employing, demonstrating, his “when.”
Here is embodied Nietzsche’s so-called “will to power,” better understood as each our
individual will to ethical life: full, aesthetic, participatory, unattached engagement with the
phenomenal realm toward return, respite, in the source of all. And toward phenomenal
engagement in itself. Here is our allowance, our embrace, of the phenomenal world not as
tormenting tomb of spirit but as catalytic cauldron (womb) for soul. The third century
philosopher Plotinus indicated as much in The Six Enneads, in language expressing both
image and notion, partaking of mythos and logos, narrative and idea:
The souls of men, seeing their images in the mirror of Dionysus as it were, have
entered into that realm in a leap downward from the Supreme: yet even they are
not cut off from their origin, from the divine Intellect; it is not that they have come
bringing the Intellectual Principle down in their fall; it is that though they have
descended even to earth, yet their higher part holds for ever above the heavens.
(148)
Plotinus even lends perspective to our tendency toward immature disdain for this
toilsome world, our toilsome task of tending soul:
Their initial descent is deepened since that mid-part of theirs is compelled to labour in
care of the care-needing thing into which they have entered. But Zeus, the father, takes
pity on their toils and makes the bonds in which they labour soluble by death and
gives respite in due time, freeing them from the body [for rest and renewal, release,
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not repudiation], that they too may come to dwell there where the Universal Soul,
unconcerned with earthly needs, has ever dwelt. (ibid., emphasis added)
Edinger, in different terms, concurs, again demonstrating his “when”:
It is in the later phases of psychic development, when a fairly stable and mature ego
has already been achieved, that the psychological implications of the Christian
myth are especially applicable. In fact, the Christian myth presents us with images
and attitudes pertaining to the individuation process which is specifically a task of
the second half of life. (op. cit., 153)
Which may be to say, with Nietzsche rather than with Augustine, that the Christian
narrative — this exquisite expression of reverent yet disattached participation in the world,
on conscious terms and with conscience — serves best (means most) not as an ideology of
ordering life but as a guide to living, as a metaphorical or mythic model par excellence,
precisely when shared as such, as an encouragement in compassionate reverence and
awareness against mortal sorrow and for joyful wonder in phenomenal life, rather than
when promulgated as a judgment in condemnatory recrimination and doctrine against
existential immersion and for social order or, worse, political control. Humans may need,
and prosper with, a goad. Are we convinced that we deserve, and flourish with, a yoke? If
humanity truly aspires, with Nietzsche, toward an awakening — a childlike wonder in —
expressive, mature gnosis rather than, with Augustine, toward a quaking in — a serfdom
mired in — capitulative, fearful obeisance, which model — which mythic consciousness — shall
we heed? The answer — eschewing simple dichotomies — may be a little of both, if a little of
one over the other.
“But,” as Umberto Eco ponders in the depths of Foucault’s Pendulum (his philosophizing myth — or is it mythologizing philosophy?), “if existence is so empty and fragile that it
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can be endured only by the illusion of a search for its secret, then…there’s no redemption;
we are all slaves, give us a master, that’s what we deserve…” (516).
That is, if human existence — phenomenal life — so incarcerates and blanches spirit
that “mere” humans may navigate it, overcome it, only through a torturous self-abnegation,
an anti-life repudiation of the created world, then don’t we need our Grand Inquisitors, our
abusive fathers, our devouring mothers, our genocidal dictators? Who will answer “yes” but
the coërced, the beaten, the confused?
How our masters empty — defraud — existence of its inherent meaning, in the name of
God and redemption. But what if this existence is not about redemption? What if redemption, salvation, were just another doctrine, a curse on the affective urges, a transcendence
rigged up to slander mortal existence, a persistent libel on life?
What if salvation isn’t about being saved — from “sinful” (imperfect, mortal) matter, a
“misbegotten” world (the lie promulgated to sell salvation) — but about being salved: healed
in entering, facing, participating in (rather than managing or acquiescing to) this trying yet
tempering hurly-burly of existence? What if experiencing this fleeting phenomenal
existence is not about damning and escaping its constituent senses and responses but about
integrating them toward a wholeness of being? Not in the name of transcendence as
escaping but as overcoming (better: assimilating — better still: relinquishing) the soporific of
matter — to transform it, infuse it, transfuse it, with spirit, thus to temper soul. No. Not it,
but each our individuating selves.
A looming if. To which we well say, “When.”
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If the dilemma at work here were merely one of existential misapprehension, of
immaturity in recognizing and bemoaning life’s fleet rush to phenomenal extinction, it
might find progressive resolution in any one or several of the doctrines of renunciation or
“afterlife” comprising humanity’s preëminent spiritual teachings and religions. Yet something more insidious coils here: a literalist dogmatizing and applying of these teachings that
drives unreflective humans to fear their existence, their impending doom, as it impels them
to indulge experience, to “get it while they can.” In combination, these drives drown
spiritual perception and aspiration in a consumptive disdain for phenomenal or “material”
being that informs our callous waste of this plane of existence — or, put more forcefully,
this plane of tempering soul through phenomenal being.
In Creative Mythology’s chapter on “Experience and Authority,” Campbell outlines a
branch of the genesis of this disdain through the legalistic theology of Church fathers such
as Saint Anselm (1033-1109). Parsing the question Cur dues homo? (“Why did God become
Man?”), Anselm posited that “man” owes its essential part, its soul, to God by virtue of His
creational gift and humanity’s disobedience toward its Creator. Yet because “the injury…
had been against the infinite majesty of God, whereas man is finite…no act or offering by
any number of men could ever have cleared the account. And God’s whole program for
creation was meanwhile being frustrated by this legal impasse” (19). A doctrine of Original
(and continual) Sin here clearly emerges (or, rather, finds reïnforcement), an essential
imperfection against infinity (divinity or Totality, only ignorantly equated with immortality)
that only The Infinite can cure.
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Without pursuing this line of supposed reasoning to its most absurd extent, we can yet
perceive its incipient “anti-life” implications, furthered in Saint Anselm’s corollary propositions: first, and perhaps hopefully, that “[i]n Christ, true God and true Man, the species
had a perfect representative…at the same time…infinite and consequently adequate to
make satisfaction for an infinite offense,” while second, and rather dismally, that “[m]erely
living perfectly, as Christ did…would not have sufficed to compensate for man’s fault, since
living perfectly is no more than man’s duty and produces no merit to spare” (19).
Such air-tight — which is to say airless — logic leaves humanity in a double-binding
Gordian knot, despite the apparently redemptive sacrifice of Christ (who we might
consider, paradoxically yet suggestively, as infinity or Totality in specificity — like, perhaps,
the rest of humanity): first, essentially imperfect humanity has no hope of living a
nonetheless irremedial perfection; second, only through an external — and altogether specific
— agency may humanity even hope to redeem its Original Debt (i.e. Sin). Here again we
face a choice between, or an opportunity to integrate, two understandings: re-ligo as a uniting
with spiritual being, a making whole, or as an obligation of doctrinal belief, a making liable
or guilty.
This quite in contrast to such doctrinal iconoclasts as Peter Abelard (1079-1142), who
according to Campbell “indulged [a] general tendency to look upon grace [that is, divinity
or infinity: totality] as a blossoming of nature” — or, in other words, as a “total verity,” an
inherent, internal potential “which includes all others [that is, all specificities] within it”
(20). Of course, as Campbell later notes, Abelard as exponent of “a flowering of free
creative thought” earned malicious destruction, “the Waste Land theme of the agony of his
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life [constituting] the same dreadful murder of light and life by grim power (the art of the
systematic exercise of power by men over men” (398): Abelard’s life as literal, allegorical,
moral, and anagogical narrative of the anti-life forces herein discussed; Abelard’s life as
antithesis to the institutional mindset discussed in the next section of this study.
Campbell pursues his map of this externalization of divinity, which is to say this
alienation of humanity:
The biblical representation of God as somebody ‘up there’…not the substance but the
maker of this universe, from which he is distinct, had deprived matter of a divine
dimension and reduced it to mere dust. Hence, whatever the pagan world had regarded
as evidence of a divine presence in nature, the Church interpreted as of the Devil. (20)
Thus did the Church codify what Campbell terms “The Great Reversal,” in which
humanity turned from harmony with natural life as joyful if challenging being, as cauldron
of experience, to alienation from phenomenal living as sorrowful, entrapping incarceration
in flesh. Certainly profound, perhaps this perception, this intention, was crucial. Yet its
institutional extension brings us to the brink of a foreseeable extinction.
Moreover, it contradicts, vitiates, the first and second functions of mythology, as
Campbell defined it — “to reconcile waking consciousness to the mysterium tremendum et
fascinans of this universe as it is [and] to render an interpretive total image of the same, as
known to contemporary consciousness…‘to hold, as ’twere, the mirror up to nature’ [as] the
revelation to waking consciousness of the powers of its own sustaining source” — in favor
of its third — “the enforcement of a moral order” (4-5).
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3. Institutional Mind
Men are disturbed, not by things, but by the principles and notions
which they form concerning things. Epictetus, The Enchiridion (5)
Institutional mindset and “the art of the systematic exercise of power by men over
men”? Institutional extension of revelatory vision unto foundational narrative become so
rigidified as to bring us to the brink of a foreseeable extinction? What might we mean by
these notions positing a recidivist propensity in humanity toward institutional mind? The
concept informs this study’s vision of freeing our narratives, formative and potential, from
both an anti-life perspective and the rigid, often literalist, perforce ideological frame that
reïnforces it.
Two observations ground our notion of humanity’s propensity to institute doctrines
(ideologies) and systems (cultures) and cleave rigorously to them, even unto rivalrous
subjugation, overt and covert, and global warfare, hot and cold, that changes materially the
cultures and systems thereby “protected.” Indeed, the more rigid our doctrine or system,
the more we enforce adherence, the more we warp (alter the terms of) its underlying belief
and praxis, excepting those rigid systems predicated on outright coërcion.
Our first observation acknowledges the cyclicity of all forms, what may be considered
the rhythmic terms and conditions of phenomenal existence, while the second implicates
humanity’s resistance to cyclicity, its lament over the impermanence and perceived
capriciousness of the natural world, the terms and conditions of our phenomenal
existence.
All systems, organic or crafted, material or philosophical, have their seminal moment
(germination, revelation), their elaboration and establishment (development, proclamation), their
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institution as codified doctrine (emergence, inculcation), their calcification (florescence and
dissemination, indoctrination and adherence), then decay or compromise of principle
(senescence, self-preservation), struggle to retain influence and assumed "purity" (decadence,
ideology), then (often sordid) decline (death, collapse). Western culture represents this
mortality in the plane of physics as the law of entropy. Hinduism records it as karma and
laya, or the laws of action and dissolution. That we most readily see this play out on
micröcosmic levels, as with individuals and their enterprises, does not preclude its
operation on a macröcosmic one, as with cultures and beliefs, material or metaphysical.
Indeed, in these millennial(ist) days, we wallow in abundant evidence that our current
civilizational system — the dominant paradigm of dichotomous rivalries — rapidly
approaches meltdown (indeed, at this writing appears to be in meltdown), clearly faces the
unsustainability of its operative structures and of its own most precious tenets and beliefs
(however empirically or “objectively” formulated).
And yet — our second observation — we cling to these systems, as seems consonant with
human nature at least as regards that mortal fear in humanity, that keen consciousness of
individual and collective mortality, as discussed throughout this study, that drives humans
individually and collectively toward visions of a more permanent and “perfect” afterlife or
of a more or less “random” and singular existence, which visions in turn impel disdain for
or indulgence of material existence — neither always understood consciously, either
sometimes propounded or pursued vociferously. Such mortal fear inspires in humanity not
only a desire for some lasting structure evidentiary of its continuity — realized in
architecture, works of art and thought, couched in diverse institutions and systems — but
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also a predilection for rigid adherence to such structures, generally as a guarantor of
continuity and accretive progress, often as a form of personal and group identification and
assurance, sometimes as a means of personal and group aggrandizement and hegemony.
And while we can well understand these drives, desires, propensities, and predilections,
and their play and utility — especially through retrospection upon our known history and
through insights from centuries of portrayal and commentary upon them — we have come
to a moment in our history and a clarity in our sight revealing, with mounting evidence,
that such fear and such rigid adherence drives us toward doom through rivalrous
dichotomy and through unsustainable operative structures. For as our institutions,
structures, and systems play out their cycle into entropy, we remain subject to that fear that
mires us in rigid adherence to them. Indeed, too often our resistance to natural cyclicity, to
entropy, impels us to project it as Other, as external “enemy” threatening our system,
rather than to seek in Otherness a complementary and protean diversity renewing our
modes and structures.
On the contrary, if history and ideology demonstrate anything, more often we seek
“renewal” through conquest of Otherness.
In this respect we well recall Blaise Pascal’s admonition in his Pensées that, “Men never
do evil so completely and cheerfully as when they do it for religious [or any ideological]
conviction” (894). Indeed, as sociologist Daniel Bell writes in his conclusion to The End of
Ideology, “Ideology makes it unnecessary for people to confront individual issues on their
individual merits. One simply turns to the ideological vending machine, and out comes the
prepared formulae. And when these beliefs are suffused by apocalyptic fervor, ideas become
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weapons, and with dreadful results” (405). Bell’s assessment (albeit couched in an
argument that rivalries of political ideology purportedly climaxing in the 1950s would give
way to “more parochial” ideologies henceforth) resurfaced as recently as journalist George
Packer’s article “Deepest Cuts” for The New Yorker of 25 April 2011. Assessing President
Obama’s struggle with obstructionist Republicans in the House of Representatives, Packer
echoed Bell while distinguishing between “ideology” and “principle,” writing that,
“Ideology knows the answer before the question has been asked. Principles are something
different: a set of values that have to be adapted to circumstances but not compromised
away” (20). Writing at nearly the same moment, Jacob Heilbrunn cited in The New York
Times Book Review of 15 May 2011 Jonathan Kay’s “verdict” from Among the Truthers that,
“It is the mark of an intellectually pathologized society that intellectuals and politicians will
reject their opponent’s realities” (10).
These observations touch on our study’s proposition that ideology, a product of
institutional mind, thrives on and fosters rivalrous dichotomies predicated on difference
and distinction at the expense, ineluctably, of principles such as mutuality, commonality,
multiplicity, diversity — and as such both mitigates breadth and synthesis of perspective and
redounds to anti-life beliefs, policies, and actions. Perhaps our most proximate instance of
this comprises the apparent “rise of fundamentalism” across religions during the past four
decades, in which dogma dictates practice — typically through insistence upon particulars
of practice as belief, as distinct from belief that indicates and enables practice — and
thereby proscribes alternatives to and, often, questions about ideological instruction, core
belief, and manifest practice. Such rigidity, as discussed throughout this study, evinces not
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so much a cultivating of belief and concomitant practice as an instituting and cleaving to a
given system against uncertainty, if for community. And yet the test of principle (and an
indicator of even covert ideology) rests not in belief but in actual practice, in praxis. Indeed,
belief — and the rhetoric of any belief — amounts to nothing in absence of an informing
and expressing, validating and testing, questioning and tempering practice. As Hans-Georg
Gadamer writes in Truth and Method:
A person who thinks must ask himself questions. … This is the reason why
understanding is always more than merely re-creating someone else’s meaning.
Questioning opens up possibilities of meaning, and thus what is meaningful passes
into one’s own thinking on [a] subject. Only in an inauthentic sense can we talk
about understanding questions that one does not pose oneself. … To reach an
understanding in a dialogue is not merely a matter of putting oneself forward and
successfully asserting one’s own [or received] point of view, but being transformed
into a communion in which we do not remain what we were. (375)
A communion, we may add, that transforms our understanding through
acknowledgement and allowance of (not necessarily agreement with) countervailing and
complementary understanding. Such communion stands essentially opposite that
communion of conformity required by ideology. Indeed, critiquing the institutional mind
that absorbs human imagination in dogmatic literalism leads us to Heinrich Zimmer’s
warning in The King and the Corpse that, “The man of today is helpless before the magic of
his own invisible psyche” — not because psyche inherently overwhelms us but because of
our dismissal of relatedness with psyche in favor of “rationally directed power over the
material forces of the earth” (19). After all, as Hatab reminds us in Myth and Philosophy,
“the notion of truth as a reduction to and conformity with conceptual principles or
empirical facts is problematic” (44). Citing Martin Heidegger’s delineation of a primal
appearing as “a more primordial form of truth, unconcealment… before any conceptual or
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empirical reductions,” Hatab insists that:
Here we can find a deep sense of truth in mythical “appearance”… Mythical
appearance is positive and presentational (cf. the actor appearing on stage), rather
than something which hides the truth (cf. he only appears to be kind). Myth, like
art, must “come forth.” Its truth is not in some existing condition simply waiting to
be described; its truth is found only in the creative coming-forth itself. (ibid.)
That is, mythic imagination discloses truth not as predicated on rigid dogmatic specificity
or “purity” of ideological dictat but as realized in experience, existence itself, as creative
process (or praxis) and the participatory re-creation (witness, revelation) allowed by
engagement with any artifact of creative process. In this, we must agree with Hatab that
“…it might be said that mythical meanings are the reverse of modern assumptions about
‘truth’…” (35), particularly those truths propounded as reductive, exclusive, discriminatory
(as distinct from differentiating). Such “inclusiveness” of engagement, Hatab shows, not
only allows and enables but recognizes as vital, essential, even natural, “a pluralistic sense of
truth” sympathetic to and, indeed, synthetic of all disciplinic (non-dogmatic) approaches:
If there is anything to retrieve from myth, this will not entail a return to the mythic
past but rather a deeper reflection upon what disclosure of a world means, one that
can include reason and myth, science and art, and a sense for a certain confluence of
such forms. (45)
One thinks, of course, of Hesse’s glasperlenspiel — as discussed in the final section of this
study’s Chapter 4. And one considers again that the “proof” or test of belief resides not in
scriptural doctrine or philosophical rhetoric or ideological dictat but in practice. Indeed,
we argue here that all belief systems work (in guise appropriate to each) either toward
bringing devotees wishing to learn into an expressing and informing practice, or toward
subverting devotees willing to practice into an expropriating and conforming adherence —
and not to principle so much as to the propounding institution. As such, we might well
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elaborate Marx’s statement that “religion is the opiate of the masses” into “ideology is the
opiate of the 20th century.”
Of course, this is not an argument against institution per se, against retention and
elaboration and codification of insight and hard-won knowledge or wisdom, nor against
the human hope of continuity. On the contrary, we well recognize that often institutions in
their conception aim at establishment and assurance of some of our highest aims, as poet
and activist J. Glenn Evans declares in the opening statement of his “People’s Manifesto”:
Born free, we human beings came together and formed institutions, both political
and otherwise, in order to develop an orderly society, provide for mutual protection
and implement policies intended for the common good. Our public institutions
provided us with a social fabric that allows us to live together. We accepted common
rules as being intended to benefit all of us so we can live together in a reasonably
safe and productive environment. (1)
Yet it is a critique of institutional mind, our insistent — indeed, fearful and arrogant, and
hubristic — attachment and adherence to the apparent certitude of our insights, our
instituted doctrines and systems. And a warning against that propensity in human thought
and feeling — particularly evident in the past epoch of known history since “The Great
Reversal” — that reacts out of its perception of loss, insufficiency, and impermanence not by
forging narratives of acceptance and responsive participation (what some might call
“stewardship”) but by instituting ideologies of defiance and aggrandizing conquest (what
some might call “mastery”).
Perhaps the greatest irony of our human intelligence hinges upon our lamenting,
resistant, oppositional reaction of quest for permanence or unassailable status quo in the
face of our keen understanding of this plane’s conditional rhythmic cyclicity. For in that
hubris, the narratives and very doctrines we create in codifying our understanding — meant
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to reässure and encourage and inspire us, to set us at peace with our fleeting existence as
well as with our cultural milieu, even with their promissory hopes of surcease of fear and
sorrow in exalted environs of purity and permanence — turn us against ourselves, against
our abode in nature, against our phenomenal existence, against the joys and the pains
native to incarnate being.
Indeed, the particular fallacy of institutional mind most resonant with this study consists
in the ineluctable, inevitable shift of all instituted structures (including subjective religious
or philosophic and objective scientific or logical systems) away from foundational revelation and elaborative cultivation and development (that is, praxis) toward institutional
codification, ideological calcification, preservation and enforcement of doctrine (that is,
adherence). So looms the Brave New World disclosed by Aldous Huxley. Useful on a
practical level — indeed, often wildly successful on an organizational level — this character
of institutional mind tends toward rigidification and ideological intolerance (an arthritic
imagination, if you will), self-perpetuation of institution even before maintenance of
informing revelation or doctrine, rather than toward elaborative revision and allowance,
cultivation of further revelation especially in question of initial informing revelation or
doctrine. That is, even our most agile and assimilative structures and systems predicate
themselves, ultimately, on continuity of administration and doctrinal adherence, on
protection and perpetuation of instituted answers rather than, primarily, on contingencies
of cultivating revelatory experience, on elaborating and re-visioning per corollary and even
countervailing questions. Few, even in redirecting efforts or focus, depart from their
instituted “culture.” Fewer still question the larger institutional structure — the dominant
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culture — within which they abide. On the contrary, our cultural paradigm so privileges
institutional structures and systems — and, reflecting and informing the culture itself, a
particular form of institution, the corporation — that it impels, first, the couching of
inaugural revelation or principle in some adminis-trative institution, and, second, the
movement of such institution away from serving its inaugural principle as primary into an
emergent primary principle of perpetuating the established institution and its
administration (if ever in the name of the inaugural principle).
The point remains crucial to our discussion in Chapter 3 of a Recombinant Mythology
that mitigates, as best it can, literal and ideological approaches to myth, much as Ernst
Cassirer in An Essay on Man. Cassirer lights upon institutional mind and its ideological
mode in warning us that any approach to interpretation of myth (or, we may add, any
repository of understanding) in terms of an extant theory or perspective impels “stretching
and pressing the facts for the sake of rendering the theory a homogenous whole” (81). For
any individual or organization moving from a revelatory praxis (propounding and
cultivating insight) into an administrative project (codifying and perpetuating doctrine)
tends, ineluctably, toward rendering its (and any) knowledge (say, scientific theory or
religious dogma) in terms of its privileged approaches, with decreasing reference, other
than critical or assimilative, to countervailing information, insight, understanding,
knowledge: such institution in its very essence seeks promulgation of answers, training in
method, rather than proposition of questions, searching for meaning.
In contradistinction, a Recombinant Mythology — in consonance with Jung’s Depth
Psychology, Campbell’s Creative Mythology, and Hillman’s Archetypal Psychology —
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cultivates a poetic basis of mind that views all facets of life and being, including dream,
(his)story, body, scripture, spirit, ideology, as poetic, as mythological — that is, as expressions,
embodiments, of psyche, of psychic life. Thus, as we shall see in Chapter 3, one of the
crucial tasks of this new poesis entails critiquing and, perhaps, shattering the grip of (or,
rather, relinquishing and assimilating) institutional mind. Indeed, this study suggests that
institutional mind manifest as ideology comprises a decadence (a state of conceptual decay)
of any belief system. While certainly ideologies — our cornucopia of “isms” — often
function as, so to speak, living gods, as rarefied, perforce deified movements often of
conscience and dissent, they by definition tend toward a conceptual fixity that, however
initially useful, runs — dangerously because ineluctably, even inevitably — into coërcive,
proscriptive rigidity.
Consider not patently objectionable ideologies such as Fascism or Stalinism but
notably “good” ideologies such as environmentalism, feminism, anti-authoritarianism
(once dubbed “disestablishmentarianism”): these latter served crucial roles in countering
neglect and contempt within a dominant paradigm yet did so precisely as counters, as
oppositions to prevailing insufficiencies. As such, they ultimately played, if unwittingly, into
the system they critiqued by participating in its model of dichotomous rivalry (rival
fatalism), in turn propounding neglect or contempt for (and in the manner of) the system
disserving their concerns. For example, a harsh schism developed within feminism once its
initial argument for women’s equality and self-determination within the dominant (socalled patriarchal, evidently oligarchic) paradigm demonstrated in its turn neglect and
contempt not only for central concerns of that paradigm but for countervailing definitions
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and aspirations of later feminists (as, for instance, whether those privileging motherhood
could be deemed “true” feminists — a question more sensitive to dogmatized principle than
to the movement’s seminal emphasis on self-determination).
Thus does institutional mind cling to its promulgated certitude or critique, neglecting
or forgetting the answers it opposes as insufficient, too often neglecting or contesting
further questions — especially those that revise doctrine. Indeed, this propensity constitutes a
central thread in the paradigmatic dilemma of Modernism and so-called Post-Modernism,
as treated in this study’s conclusion: the former critiques prevailing insufficiencies while
eschewing concrete alternatives as insufficient or idealistic (in keeping, cannily, with its
implicit objection to counter doctrine); the latter supposes a pervasive relativism arisen from
such objection and pursues a commingling of all forms (or doctrine) with an explicit
avoidance of any alternative but, as it were, alternity itself (that is, a patchwork alternation
and/or juxtaposition of forms and styles).
Again, our argument arises not against the process of discovery that such oppositional
proscription may evidence and further, nor against the utility of critiquing revelation and
promulgation, but as caution over the adherence to fixity that such proscription may
encode: in a system of dichotomous rivalry and entrenched ideology, oppositional critique
and even reactionary proscription have their place, yet a provisional one susceptible to
revision lest falling into a stalemated or conflagrational rivalry.
For what happens when irresistible force meets immovable object? In systems of closed
or oppositional ideology, complex arises: resistance as manifest in rivalry, denial, conflict,
coercion, with concomitant destruction and decline (enervation) of system and/or
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principle, a milieu of repudiation and consequent diminishment. In systems of open or
juxtapositional exchange, congruence arises: resolution as manifest in recognition,
acknowledgement, contrast, choice, with concomitant reclamation and retrieval
(rejuvenation) of system and/or principle, a milieu of relinquishment and consequent
replenishment. In other words, radical identification, as evident in The Anti-Life Equation,
impels confrontation of rigid, literal projection with emergent repressed shadow, while
mutual consideration, as proposed in a Recombinant Mythology, affords accommodation of
encountered, perceived Other with established privileged structure. Thus the benefit, even
crucial necessity, in such encounter — especially between apparent polar opposites — of a
mediator, a model of synthesis, such as the figure of Orpheus proposed in this study’s
Chapter 4. The answer to the fatalism of dichotomous rivalry, to the mutually assured
destruction (rival fatalism) of counterposed ideologies, rests in synthesis — mutual
acknowledgement and allowance, if not assimilation — rather than in conquest or coërcion,
lest either “pole” become the Other it opposes, an ironic and fitful, and deforming, kind of
assimilation much less constructive than cultivating innovation through the mutual
allowance of contrast, comparison, and exchange.
For what serves life must remain more important than any doctrine of or about what
serves life — a formula difficult for our modern institutional mindset, our conditioned
perspective of dichotomous rivalry, which yearns for certitude, supposed “truth,” and an
instituted doctrine — a Way, the Path — enshrining it. While such structures prove
practically useful in due measure, they too often turn fixed and thus toxic in praxis. And yet
the dominant paradigm, by definition, looms so pervasive and persuasive that we take it for
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granted, for necessary, that we must exert an effort of awareness, an effort of critical and
conceptual intelligence, of imagination, to realize that even so efficient a system remains but
a model: merely one and neither the only nor always the best mode of perceiving,
understanding, acting. The resolution would be neither capitulation to nor conquest of
any paradigm or any structure, especially a depleted and insufficient one, but catalysis of
structure, as through the retrieval and recombination, the recognition and reclamation,
proposed in a Recombinant Mythology.
Think of the anti-authoritarian so-called “disestablishmentarianism” that ran through
the 1960s: by definition, an oppositional rather than propositional protest — a purportedly
“revolutionary” rather than a resolutionary movement — to a neglecting and condemning
dominant paradigm. Indeed, a counter-culture, and, in fact, a reactionary response to an
entrenched system (the establishment) itself condemned, justly, as reactionary in its
opposition to change. No more revealing example of the propensity for ideology to
institute and perpetuate dichotomous rivalry suggests itself than the “establishment”
response to the “counter-culture” in suggesting itself as embracing “antidisestablishmentarianism” — a silly joke, yet one revealing how dichotomous rivalry eats itself alive: a
counter-doctrine to a counter-doctrine to an entrenched doctrine.
No more explicit example of institutional mind suggests itself than the modern
multinational corporation. What began as a crucially efficient engine for organizing capital
(means) and labor (method) toward extraction of resources and generation of surplus
commodities and crafted “goods” (innovation and production) became an ideological
construct of amalgamating and concentrating all resources (means, method, and material)
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for generation of profits toward accumulation of influence and power (exploitation and
domination). So single-mindedly efficient, even merciless, in fulfilling these “expanding”
goals (actually a contracting of intent to the primary function of self-aggrandizing
perpetuance), the corporation stands now as the defining structure of the West and much
of the world, such that not only commercial and conceptual activity but education, science,
and government are indebted to, if not outright adoptive of, its model — and if not
indentured to some aspect of the global corporate matrix.
The issue revolves not around trade or even a modicum of “profit” but around greed
free of accountability, greed unfettered by regulation, greed unenlightened by responsibility
and conscience, greed neglectful and contemptuous of values and principles at least
rhetorically propounded. The issue revolves around exploitation — of resources including
fellow beings and inhabitants of every sort on this planet, of society and its laws as a game
for “fixing” rather than a coöperative structure worth furthering — unrelieved by reciprocity, unleavened by conscious compassion, unassuaged by acknowledgement of implication
and consequence, unconcerned with the values and principles at least prospectively at
Western culture’s heart. The issue revolves around the commodifying profit motive,
capitalism as ideology, that would assess all phenomena as extractable resource (“All the
world is a derivative!” in Wall Street-speak), that would render all questions of responsibility and accountability moot, that would reduce interactivity to transactional leverage,
that would account all relationships secondary — if not sentimental, and rescindent — to
the relationship of profit engine to its persuadable consumer and exploitable worker. The
issue involves a perception of the entire created world as extractable resource rather than
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habitat, as raw material rather than prima materia, as fodder for exploiting profitability
rather than as field for nurturing life, as matter for shaping and controlling rather than as
mater of our physical being and self-understanding. And that perception, that ideology, that
perceptual narrative, entails an untenable isolation: individual against community, personal license against collective liberty, the “fittest” against any “weaker” other, extraction
against sustainability, reward against reverence, false security against sane feasibility, profit
over people, greed over generativity. A Brave New World, indeed.
Here we discern, indeed, “the art of the systematic exercise of power by men over men”
and the institutional extension of revelation as foundational narrative so rigidified as to
bring us to the brink of a foreseeable extinction. Surely our foundational narratives offer us
more than this model of living, more than the evident end to such a single-minded plot.
Let industry freely market its “goods” — but let industry be responsible for the consequences of its resource extraction and processes. Let industry render adequate fee, fealty, and
reverence for its uses of and impacts upon our common habitat, heritage, and legacy.
As a prime example of institutional mind, corporate capitalism indicates our genius for
both rigid constructs and for coöptation of revelation. Yet the Great Reversal of human
reverence for its phenomenal milieu manifests not only in a single-minded deification of
industrial commerce, not only in incipiently anti-life religious doctrine and ulterior
interpretation and application of myth. Even our modern sciences, dedicated to the
proposition of an “objective” witness (and, of course, manipulation) of the created world,
entraps itself in institutional mind, in doctrinal thinking and ideological commitments to
its own perspectival proficiency, expertise, validity, impartiality. Indeed, even as we
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recognize our culture’s adoption of scientific certitude with its method of accretive,
systematized knowledge, we must also recognize science itself as an institutional construct,
one propounding its perspective as superior to all others, one emphasizing a perspective
predicated less on asking what Nature reveals than on demanding of Nature answers
serving its intent of mastery, manipulation, and control — and one whose ample utility and
effectiveness are undercut by its address of only a spectrum of our existence, and in only
particular ways, as evinced by its fostering of as many or more dilemmas than it resolves.
For instance, our paradigm of an “objective” and disinterested science vested in “pure
discovery” rather than in its own utility and application lead us to such scenarios as a
global agricultural regimen that bodies forth excess for some and famine for more while
begging such tantalizing questions as that recently noted by Dan Charles of National Public
Radio: “Can we feed the world without destroying the environment?” According to his
report, titled “Facing Planetary Enemy Number One: Agriculture”:
…agriculture is probably the single most destructive thing that humans do to the
earth. Consider: Cropland and pasture now cover 40 percent of our planet’s land
surface; farming consumes nearly three-quarters of all the water that humans use
for any purpose; farming accounts for a third of all the emissions of greenhouse
gasses that humans release into the environment. (Those greenhouse emissions
come from clearing forests or grassland for crops, the emissions of methane from
rice paddies, and the conversion of nitrogen fertilizer into nitrous oxide — a powerful greenhouse gas.) That’s bad enough, but Jonathan Foley from the University of
Minnesota, who led this new analysis, says it’s likely to get worse. Demand for food
is expected to double over the next forty years. Are we truly, to quote environmentalist Bill McKibben, facing the “end of nature?” (12 Oct 2011)
Or such scenarios as the reconstruction of “the genetic code that caused the Black
Death,” as disclosed by outlets including BBC News and NPR. A report for the latter by
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Nell Greenfieldboyce under the headline “Decoded DNA Reveals Details Of Black Death
Germ” revealed that:
Scientists have used DNA lurking inside the teeth of medieval Black Death victims
to figure out the entire genetic code of the deadly bacterium that swept across
Europe more than 600 years ago, killing an estimated half of the population [i.e. 50
million people]. … [Also,] scientists have sequenced the genes of the deadly 1918 flu
virus, but that was from preserved tissue samples. (13 Oct 2011)
Emphasizing only the significance and difficulty of the genetic coding project itself, the
article noted that the work established “firmly” that antecedents to the virulent bacteria
Yersinia pestis, which infects people today, caused bubonic plague. Having raised no
questions as to the wisdom or propriety of mapping the plague agent, the article evinced no
irony in reporting the study’s help in understanding the character and pathology of such
diseases, and quoted Thomas Gilbert of The Natural History Museum of Denmark as
saying, “It’s a great result. It looks very, very convincing. There’s no reason why the data
shouldn’t be real.” Gilbert added, also without hint of irony or omen, that, “What was
unique about this paper is that they basically finished first and they did it on plague. But I
know for example, people are doing it on tuberculosis, and people are doing it on all sorts
of other things.”
The article ends, again with a tone of unquestioning confidence in the scientific utility
of such work with no suggestion of concern for possible applications of its resuscitation of
the Yersinia pestis antecedent, “[Gilbert] says the insights that come from these studies
will…help scientists understand how deadly epidemics have emerged in the past so that
they can get ready for what might come in the future.” Comment on any qualms in such
work appeared only in the article’s comments section, where a reader identified as Jean
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Southeast (Somebodyasking) wrote, “yes...lets all fish for a plague that killed millions with
deadly efficiency. with any luck, we might harness it as a weapon...or a tool to get rid of
those we find ‘undesirable’ ” [sic].
These two popular press articles glimpse the merest shard of the proverbial iceberg
accreted by our anti-life attitudes and behaviors wed to an institutional mindset of scientific
certitude. Other shards include the revelation, as detailed by Jonah Lehrer in his article
“The Truth Wears Off” for The New Yorker of 13 Dec 2010 of “the decline effect” in a host
of scientific “proofs.” He writes:
The test of replicability, as it’s known, is the foundation of modern research.
Replicability is how the community enforces itself. It’s a safeguard for the creep of
subjectivity. Most of the time, scientists know what results they want, and that can
influence the results they get. The premise of replicability is that the scientific
community can correct for these flaws.
But now all sorts of well-established, multiply confirmed findings have started
to look increasingly uncertain. It’s as if our facts were losing their truth: claims that
have been enshrined in textbooks are suddenly unprovable. This phenomenon…[i]s
occurring across a wide range of fields, from psychology to ecology. (52)
Lehrer calls the decline effect “especially troubling because of what it exposes about the
scientific process” — that scientific method championed by Francis Bacon for its assurance
that humanity could “put Nature to the question” — and describes how an expansion of
experimental testing so broadens our pool of insight as to make our conclusions statistically
suspect; in fact, he wrote, “the decline effect deserves more attention: its ubiquity seems to
violate the laws of statistics” (54). Further, Lehrer demonstrates both a “publication bias”
within most scientific (and other) disciplines — for instance, “ninety-seven percent of all
published psychological studies with statistically significant data found the effect they were
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looking for” (55) — and, worse, a syndrome within scientific community itself that suggests
at least one element of the decline effect:
…after a new paradigm is proposed, the peer-review process is tilted toward positive
results. But then, after a few years, the academic incentives shift — the paradigm has
become entrenched — so that the most notable results are now those that disprove
the theory. (ibid.)
While this might suggest scientific method’s capacity for self-correction, it tends rather
to indicate its propensity for “scientific paradigm, one of those intellectual fads that both
guide and constrain research” (ibid.). The upshot for our purposes here rests not in
suggesting any “invalidity” or ultimate uncertainty of science per se but in observing the
ways even our most rigorous tools for understanding (and manipulating) our world tend
toward rigid institution as paradigm or ideology that confirms assumptions even in an
atmosphere of research and quest, and that, as it were, “edit out” countervailing
information, observation, question. The implications of this comprise a central basis both
for our proposition of The Anti-Life Equation and for a Recombinant Mythology.
Indeed, Lehrer reports that “selective reporting of results is everywhere in science”
(ibid.), with “…scientists find[ing] ways to confirm their preferred hypothesis, disregarding
what they don’t want to see. Our beliefs are a form of blindness” (56). And yet, “The
current ‘obsession’ with replicability,” he adds, “distracts from the real problem, which is
faulty design” (ibid.) — that is, the tendency for researchers to extrapolate “answers” from
questions both asked narrowly (from a statistical standpoint) and replicated insufficiently
(owing to the volume of experiment and study); to neglect provision (and even account)
for personal, disciplinic, and test-design biases; to neglect the nearly unaccountable element
of randomness and essential variability, especially while inclined to extrapolative answers —
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“unknowable chance can skew tests of replicability” (ibid.); to assume validity of prior
“proofs” susceptible to the three prior tendencies. Which puts one in mind of another
news report (uncredited), from The Economist of 26 March 2011: “Tantalizing evidence is
emerging of a serious gap in biologists’ understanding of the diversity of life on
Earth…because biologists have been using the wrong tools” (91).
Again the question here remains not one of discounting scientific method in evoking
its limitations, but of alerting all methods and doctrines to the necessity of opening each
their distinct visions, of re-visioning their disciplines, through acknowledgement of their
ingrained one-sidedness (or, we may say, bounded purview) and allowance of
countervailing notion, test, information, perspective, and discipline. That is, to persuade
institutional mind to relinquish its adherence to — its deterministic insistence upon and
fetish for — monolithic certitude in the name, at best, of discovery and diversity, or, at
worst, of mastery and control.
One such adherence (or fetish) may well be that for explanation itself. Another
(uncredited) article in our previously cited issue of The Economist discusses the claim by
David Deutsch, a quantum physicist at Oxford University, that science earns its cultural
prominence because it “provides good explanations”:
[E]xplanations hold a special status as fundamental descriptions of the world. A
decent explanation has universal reach…and the quest for explanation is what
makes people human. Identifying good explanations constitutes progress… And
because there is no particular limit to what can be explained, explanations are
infinite. (97)
But though “Mr. Deutsch argues that decent explanations inform moral philosophy,
political philosophy and even aesthetics” (ibid.), he demonstrates his own fixity of perspec-
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tive (that is, his doctrinal bias) in neglecting, at least as summarized in The Economist review
of his book The Beginning of Infinity: Explanations That Transform the World, to acknowledge
that, whatever their status in the world, explanations derive from a root perspective, a
strategy and technique — or, we should say, method — of inquiry and of description, from an
instituted system and means of measurement and assessment, including language and
jargon of exposition. Further, he neglects the wise proviso that, whatever its reach and
apparent plausibility, an explanation in itself holds validity only in terms of its strategy and
technique, and only as universally as the applicability of said system and means. Even
Deutsch’s criteria for “a good explanation” — “one that is hard to adapt to changing
circumstances; that is often simple and elegant; and that explains apparently unrelated
phenomena” (ibid.) — neglects the basic observation that a convincing and accepted (thus
“good”) explanation may well provide expositional answer without benefit of accuracy or
correctness (as, for instance, the long self-evident explanation — or “truth” — that our Sun
orbited Earth). From this perspective, explanations are, indeed, infinite. The implications
for his grandest suggestion — that “mankind is only just at the beginning of an almost
everlasting journey of creating explanations” — may speak for themselves: what good are
explanations if they serve only to confirm our fixity of perspective, our complacency of
certitude? Rather than cultivating a rigid method of inquiry, might we better insist upon a
flexible method of multi-disciplinary perspective? And one versed in connotative
(metaphoric, flexible) as well as denotative (literal, fixed) understanding? Certainly this
study proposes as much in its ensuing chapters.
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Let us pause here to wonder whether Deutsch in his quantum studies might consider,
as does William E. Paden in Interpreting the Sacred, the rabbinic tradition that holds the
Torah as inexhaustible of explanation and of interpretation, let alone of understanding:
Commentators find meaning in every syllable. One of the great students of Torah
stated that his work was but a drop from the ocean of knowledge: “If all the seas
were ink, and the reeds pens, and the heaven and earth scrolls, and all humankind
scribes, they would not be sufficient to write the Torah that I have learned, and I
have taken from it no more than a man would take by dipping the point of his pen
into the sea” (100)
Given the altogether human creation (however divinely inspired) of the Torah, can we
consider it more inexhaustible of explanation and interpretation, of understanding and
meaning, than the (however) created phenomenal universe? Of course, Deutsch might well
reply that rabbinic tradition addresses a nigh inscrutable scripture, a mythological narrative
in mystic language definitively distinct from his denotative and rational method grounded in
the observably real. But to that we must at least ask our hypothetical Deutsch whether he
recognizes that his method and its canon of explanations describes not a different reality but
a shared (perforce unitive) reality in different terms, terms neglectful of transrational yet felt
and observable experience. Further, we must suggest that strict denotative explanations,
however “rational,” neglect not only crucial elements of lived and felt experience, and of
psychic and psychological experience, but crucial necessities impelling our search for
explanatory knowledge and for extra-explanatory understanding — connotatively and
anagogically descriptive expressions of our inner as well as outer experience.
Thus the fundamental necessity to humanity not of institutional mind set in
purportedly unassailable and fatally defended ideology but of mythic imagination — that is,
not of rigid answers of doctrinaire destination but flexible questions of discovery, of meeting
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destiny. Or, we may say, the necessity to humanity of an interplay between our perceptions
and what we perceive, between our insistence for understanding and our infinitely
interpretable phenomenal plain — following R. Martuswicz’s “Say Me To Me”:
To ask...as the play between what we know and don’t know, between the thought
and the unthought, and always between the said and the unsaid. As such, a question
is an invitation to the play of multiplicity that operates between the given and the virtual.
When we ask why...we are opening a space in which there is an indefinite number
of possible answers for us to choose... (99, emphases added)
Answers as distinct from explanations. And an indefinite number of possible answers
not as a declaration of the relativity of any answer but of the relatedness — let us say, as
expounded in this study’s conclusion, the relate-ivity — of possible answers, and of distinct
means and disciplines for proposing and perceiving answers and, more, for asking questions.
In this regard, Paden encourages us to link our efforts and means of interpretation with
“the deconstructive act of overcoming illusory grids of meanings” (such as any closed
perceptual or ideological scripture or method) as “an act of disillusioning, deobjectifying,
and dismantling — an act of freedom” (101). And, we may add, an act of opening,
questioning, broadening — of synthesizing and re-visioning — our perceptions and narratives,
our understandings and interpretations. As Paden reminds us:
Religious symbols and words [and also mythological narrative and literature] do not
simply signify, they speak and perform — and in so doing they transform perception,
punctuate the routine world with their own power, effect felt presences, and engage
the participant. The purpose of religious language [as that of myth and literature and
the mythic imagination that informs them] is not just to represent a world but to act
one out. (ibid., 98)
For, as Hatab insists in distinguishing the functions and significances of mythology and
thus of mythic imagination, “explanation intends what myth does not exhibit, namely the
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elimination of mystery in the light of verifiable causes or rational principles clearly known
by the human mind”:
Explanation answers the question why or how something is by discovering a prior
cause, tracing the cause of a thing back to another (profane) thing. Myths, on the
other hand, should be seen to disclose that something is, the first meaningful form a
world takes, the background of which is hidden. Myth is therefore not explanation
but presentation of the arrival/withdrawal of existential meaning. The shift from
mythical disclosure to rational and scientific thinking cannot be seen as a correction of myth because it was a shift to a new intention — the reduction of beings to
the explanatory capacities of the human mind or verifiable natural causes. To see a
myth as an error (a wrong explanation) is an anachronistic misunderstanding of the
functions of myth. Myth presents more than natural things alone (the profane); it
presents the arrival/withdrawal of sacred meaning within the world. (op. cit., 23)
More than a crucial assessment of the explanatory reduction central to institutional
mind as it establishes ramparts against what it understands and propounds as a capricious
nature, Hatab’s fine analysis foreshadows this study’s privileging of mythic imagination as key
to diagnosing The Anti-Life Equation and to operating a Recombinant Mythology. Further, it
validates this study’s contention that its explaining Theoretical Component, however
serviceable, serves best as a prologue to its representing Production Component.
We must remember that all systems of inquiry, even that at play within this study
(albeit diligently exposited and revealed), have embedded biases — as do technologies
themselves: for example, the keyboard-optional iPad assumes passive consumption rather
than active creation, a mutuality of participation. Even our institutes of higher learning,
duly divided into digestible disciplines that too often function as territorial domains
dismissive or contemptuous of interdisciplinary collaboration, seem rife with doctrinaire
declension. For instance, as discussed by James Seaton in a Humanitas article reviewing
George Panichas’ Joseph Conrad: His Moral Vision:
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Most schools of literary criticism today rest their authority not on the depth or
breadth of the critic’s knowledge of literature but on the claims of a discipline,
theory or political outlook whose standing is derived from sources other than its
ability to encourage sensitive readings of literary works. (66)
Citing various “critical approaches whose names indicate their basis in an overarching
(though perhaps discredited) theory…[and] an embattled cultural or political stance” (ibid.),
Seaton applauds Panichas’ suggestion that “Conrad’s intention is not to study political
ideas for their own sake but ‘to use ideas that the novel poses as a journey of moral
discovery.’ ” Or, we may add, as a journey of individuation toward meaning. The
implications of this crucial emphasis resonate deeply in our proposition of a Recombinant
Mythology throughout Chapter 3 of this study.
Finally, and crucially, perhaps our most vital objection to humanity’s propensity toward
institutional mind and its anti-life expressions speaks to an evident “crisis of democracy”
within our homeland itself and in countries abroad seeking emergence from dictat into
governance representative of the people. The question remains one of monology (fixity
unto ideology) rather than complexity (diversity unto pluralism).
Democracy means not “majority rules.” Though especially during the past decade of
zero-sum partisan politics we appear in retreat and dismissal of this understanding,
“majority rules” constitutes only one, and certainly not the definitive, effect of democratic
process — if we understand “process” as an open and inclusive direction of discovery rather
than as a destination, especially toward insistently fixed or predetermined notions of “goal”
or “Truth.” On the contrary, at least for our purposes here, “process” suggests a mutuality
of participation in proposing, juxtaposing, freely and devotedly debating — even contesting
— a plurality of purported truths, propositional questions, and proposed goals, in a spirit of
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determination only in so far as that entails (as it responds to and resolves) disclosure,
acknowledgement, consideration, negotiation. As Paden notes, “a pluralistic approach is
the activity of creative dialogue between religions [and between all systems and narratives],
where each stands to learn from the other and perhaps even to be changed in some ways by
the other, in an atmosphere of complementarity” (op. cit., 94). Indeed, in this respect, the
concept of destination (seen, say, as effect or artifact of process), impedes process (seen, say,
as engagement with discovery or, again, meeting destiny) — most particularly when pursued
from a position of ideology or predeterminancy.
Thus, Democracy means various parties — most purely, individuals — comparing issues
and agendas, airing voices, concerns, and experiences in open debate toward the best
mutual decision possible. Which, of course, works best — indeed, at its best necessitates —
disclosure, acknowledgement, consideration, negotiation: mutual participation in
proposing, juxtaposing, freely and devotedly debating, and committedly resolving. In such
genuine democratic process (whether of an entire polity or of representatives chosen by a
polity), some parties “lose” (or, better, defer), some agendas and concerns may for a time
appear neglected, yet such losses are acceptable or digestible in the context of debate
predicated on open (inclusive and disclosive), accurate (balanced and fair), heeded
(acknowledged and allowed), and committedly resolving mutuality of participation.
But when parties vote not on the basis of genuine debate and heeded, weighed
concerns but from an ideological position, from predeterminancy — when debate equals
mere formality or cynical sham, when mutual allowance amounts to nothing more than
“courteous” rhetoric — then contested positions become polarities (dichotomous rivalries,
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rival fatalisms), and democracy becomes an obstacle to agenda and thus dispensable, rather
than a means of defining policy and as such crucial.
Indeed, our study holds these propositions to be self-evident (an embedded bias hereby
diligently exposited and revealed). For two evident concerns of this study remain “the art of
the systematic exercise of power by men over men” — not the least for how power acquires
and exploits our foundational stories (and the mythic imagination that generates, interprets,
and thrives upon them) for its own perpetuance — and that institutional extension of
revelatory vision unto foundational narrative become so rigidified as to bring us to the
brink of a foreseeable extinction. Because these concerns, the propensities in humanity
that bring us to their expression, roil redolent in our turbulent (for some, end) times. As
social psychologist Stanley Milgram made clear more than four decades ago through his
now notorious study at Yale University:
A substantial proportion of people do what they are told to do, irrespective of the
content of the act and without limitations of conscience, so long as they perceive
that the command comes from a legitimate authority. If in this study an anonymous
experimenter could successfully command adults to subdue a fifty-year-old man,
and force on him painful electric shocks against his protests, one can only wonder
what government, with its vastly greater authority and prestige, can command of its
subject. There is, of course, the extremely important question of whether malevolent political institutions could or would arise in American society. (37)
Worth including here is the comment Milgram appended to that observation, from
political scientist and British Labour Party leader Harold Laski:
Our business, if we desire to live a life not utterly devoid of meaning and
significance, is to accept nothing which contradicts our basic experience merely
because it comes to us from tradition or convention or authority. It may well be
that we shall be wrong; but our self-expression is thwarted at the root unless the
certainties we are asked to accept coincide with the certainties we experience. That
is why the condition of freedom in any state is always a widespread and consistent
skepticism of the canons upon which power insists. (ibid.)
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Ideology is not the answer to ideology. Such resort to dichotomous rivalry begets fatal
conflict, as the 20th century, at least, demonstrates. The dialectic of differentiation become
the doctrine of opposition of its nature breeds either-or conflagration. Where mutual
witness and allowance opens pathways to shared existence, expanded option, diversity of
expression and choice, mutual protection through mutual respect, oppositional dialectic
and orthodoxy closes doors to synthesis — to relate-ivity — and musters in catastrophe. In
democracy, the former assures civility and exchange, where the latter fosters civil strife and
expropriation.
“Nothing is fundamental,” Michel Foucault insistently reminds us in an interview
included in The Foucault Reader: not the “fundamental oppositions” of Claude Lévi-Strauss
and Pierre Bourdieu or the “fundamental contradictions” often employed to legitimate
ritual studies, nor, we may add, the certitudes of interpretation and meaning espoused by
any “critical approaches whose names indicate their basis in an overarching (though
perhaps discredited) theory…[and] an embattled cultural or political stance” (Seaton 66).
Rather, Foucault inveighs, “There are only reciprocal relations, and the perpetual gaps
between intentions in relation to one another” (247). (This proposition of reciprocal
relations suggests the synthesizing enthymesis discussed in our next chapter, and the relate-ivity
discussed in our conclusion.)
Thus, what matters in a context of open debate, in democracy or its hybrids of
representative governance, is not who gets the most votes but how the question, the need of
the country, is served. Where the constituency served comprises not the greatest good as
discerned in response to the greatest number or the greatest need of the governed but the
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greatest influence as discerned in obligation to the greatest leverage or the mightiest broker
of privilege, we have neither democracy nor representation of the governed but
representation of privilege tending toward a governing oligarchy or outright autocracy.
And yet hope for our currently fractious (as distinct from our traditionally contentious)
democracy, and perhaps for our dichotomizing humanity generally, may reside in a peculiar
element of the American character identified before the 19th century’s midpoint by Alexis
de Tocqueville. Discussing a peculiar tension in America between private self-interest
(especially for financial and social advancement) and public largesse of spirit, Tocqueville
observed in his famed Democracy in America that, “An American will attend to his private
interests as if he were alone in the world; the moment afterward, he will be deep in public
business as if he had forgotten his own”:
Sometimes he seems to be animated by the most selfish greed and sometimes by the
most lively patriotism. But a human heart cannot really be divided in this way.
Americans alternatively display passions so strong and so similar, first for their own
welfare and then for liberty, that one must suppose these urges to be united and
mingled in their being. Americans in fact do regard their freedom as the best tool
of and the firmest guarantee for their prosperity. They love them both for the sake
of each other. They are therefore by no means inclined to suppose that it is no
business of theirs to meddle in public affairs. On the contrary, they think it their
most important concern to secure a government which will allow them to get the
good things they want and which will not stop their enjoying those they have in
peace. (306-307)
Tocqueville here describes evidently oppositional interests as mutual and complementary, as finding relatedness — a robust relate-ivity — in their ostensibly polar intentions and
needs. That is, Tocqueville describes a synthesis in the American character, perhaps no less
alive a century and a half later, of rivalries twined (if not quite resolved, if alive with a
dynamic tension) in mutuality as much as or more than in rivalry. In this we may derive
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some hope for the American, and increasingly global, experiment in democracy, and
recognize its micröcosmic implications for our larger question here of resolving — through
recognition, acknowledgement, contrast, assimilation, and catalysis — The Anti-Life Equation
become so entrenched in our interpretive approaches to our foundational narratives, and
so in our perceptions, beliefs, and institutions.
Our point remains not to damn our human propensity to institutional mind but to
recognize and acknowledge, to juxtapose and assimilate it to, our ostensibly polar capacity to
understand that responsible assessment and correction of the evident failings of our
culture — as of any institution or manner of perceiving and living — require precisely that
flexibility rendered rare within our culture by the mindset of dichotomous rivalry. That is,
we seek via our diagnosis of The Anti-Life Equation, and through the propositional method
of a Recombinant Mythology, to foster our ability and commitment to critique limitations and
to retain capacities, to encourage our recognition that while candidly critiquing any
structural or systemic prejudices and failures of a culture we must retain from it the
perceptions, insights, and successes the culture was created to provide. Thus, while we
recognize the apparent fallacies of, say, a patriarchal capitalist system enmeshed in a naïve
technological positivism, we err in assuming as an appropriate solution a simple reversion
to, say, a matriarchal communalist system enchased in a yielding agrarian reverence for
Nature (as attractive as that may appear in our current cultural lacuna). For that earlier
system must by definition not address issues giving rise to the subsequent system, just as
that latter system (as we now see) in its often reactionary address of specific issues
denigrates and discards requisite values of the earlier system.
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Rather, we must synthesize an integrated response. To survive the fallacious rival
fatalisms of the current predominant culture, the next civilizational wave — the coming
prevailing paradigm with its attendant themes, values, and codifying images — must
comprise a return of the sustainable and essential values (if not the specific systems and
modalities) supplanted by the current system, while retaining the sustainable and essential
values (if not the specific systems and modalities) that gave rise to the current system now
in crisis.
For the purposes of this study, we consider this a process of recombination: the recognition afforded by a candid and open assessment and retention of viabilities within our
current cultures, and a rigorous and balanced diagnosis and dissolution of insufficiencies
within our current paradigms; the retrieval permitted by our candid and open assessment
and retention of viabilities within “other” and former cultures, and a rigorous and
balanced diagnosis and dissolution of insufficiencies within “other” and former
paradigms; and thus the reclamation of our purported principles and the trajectory of our
conduct within this phenomenal plane through a conscious and sapient juxtaposition and
synthesis — a mapping and splicing — of that recognition and retrieval with our acknowledgement and allowance of questions arising from our current mélange of dilemmas. Not
toward a codified and enforced destination, but into a process of entering the presence of
our being, of proceeding into our future, of meeting destiny. The anticipated result: a
renewal of human culture on terms compatible with the parameters of life on this world —
a system that itself would inevitably require renewing reässessment and dissolution.
This meeting of destiny, this new and renewing paradigm, must be cultivated
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organically, through a process of social/spiritual evolvement abetted by the inclusive
processes discussed throughout this section, not through a coërcive political/economic
imposition of, say, a New World Order. In short, the current crisis in human cultural
viability and sustainability must be addressed not through prescriptive solutions posited
within the blinding assumptions of the very paradigm that fostered our dilemmas, but
through an inclusive process of re-visioning those assumptions themselves. Such an
enterprise necessitates a process of reëxperiencing our dominant perceptions, beliefs,
images, and narratives, and of reässessing those interpretations that codify them, to realize
solutions more than superficial, to regenerate rather than merely revivify our cultural life
and civilization. When the status quo reveals to us its inherent limitations and fatalisms,
we must return to its fundamental principles — the questions it arose to answer, the
answers it arose to question — to understand how and why it failed, and to consciously craft a
new paradigm that relinquishes the errors while retaining the successes of the decaying
paradigm.
This study proposes that to these ends — as answer or antidote to The Anti-Life Equation
detailed in this chapter — myth provides the material, mythic imagination the means. As
Hatab reminds us:
myth expresses the immediate specificity and variety of lived experience which
concepts must filter out in favor of abstraction. It is for this reason that myth is
inherently pluralistic and nonreductive. Events do not follow universal, regular
laws, and the world is not unified or reduced to a common essence. Consequently,
we might want to say that a purely mythical view is always polytheistic, in a manner
of speaking. The world is presented as a multifarious context of existential meanings, a
constellation of sacred powers, and not as a system of laws or manifestations of a
primal being [or, we may add, of any particular ideology or institutional mindset].
(41, emphasis added)
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If we can gather fresh glimpses of our informing myths — by which we here mean neither
our society’s fanciful self-imagery nor its fraudulent rhetoric, but our culture’s codifed
values, our foundational stories — we may recognize the deeper implications of our civilizational narratives and the outcomes they impel: the questions we ask of them and the
answers we draw from them, the answers they posit and suggest to us, the questions they raise
and ask of us. And then, perhaps, we might redraft them, reïnterpret them, recombinate
them, in such a way as to rewrite their endings, and redraft our futures.
B. Transcendence versus Transformation
1. Retrieval and Recombination
And crawling on the planet’s face, | some insects called “the human race,”
lost in time and lost in space, | and in meaning. The Rocky Horror Picture Show
Humanity mires in a death wish. Set on renouncing (or decrying while indulging) our
“imperfect” mortality, prey to lusts and illnesses, to decay and capricious nature, we have
turned from celebration of life to cultivation of death through fearful avoidance and
reckless choices, our irresponsible actions tangling this planet, this place of living, this
living plane, in destruction, disease, despoliation, pollution, fratricide. In crucial ways
terrified of our mortality, we have in crucial ways become mortified at life.
Humanity, far ago, reversed course, as Campbell details in Creative Mythology: Gnostics
“str[iving] for release from corruption through a systematic disobedience of [natural]
laws…through asceticism or its opposite, the orgy”; “yogis…striving to separate their souls
from the glories and riches of this world”; monks of the Middle Ages “approv[ing] that lifenegating mentality” of asceticism; Constantine “enforc[ing] an imperial Christianity [and]
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renunciatory movement”; Mani “preach[ing] a syncretic doctrine…of darkness and
deception”; Buddhists promulgating the “principle of delusion (maya), by which the mind
is turned from the pure light of unconditioned consciousness and made captive by the
fascination of those things, mixed of light and dark, that are the passing phenomena of this
spatially and temporally conditioned universe of names [nama] and forms [rupa]” (146-147),
and others and more in their denials and repudiations. We had our reasons, perceptions to
validate and enforce.
We can do worse, and appear to be planning it. And we can do better — not another
reversal but a retrieval, a transformation rather than a transcendence, a conscious relinquishment
rather than a renunciation or repudiation of our phenomenal existence. And, in that, a
sustaining stewardship and respect for the phenomenal world rather than a depleting
manipulation and disdain of it. In fact, a reweaving of our sense, belief, experience of —
and, crucially, of our narratives about — this phenomenal arena.
For just as the perceptive, the sensitive, the aware of long ago received these tattered,
agéd visions and wove these narratives, our foundational tales, to describe and define our
existence — to order our living and approach our being — so can the perceptive and
sensitive and aware of today revision the warp and weft of our descriptions and definitions,
to address the spent reasons of then, to answer the new reasons of now: “For not authority
but aspiration is the motivator, builder, and transformer of civilization” (ibid., 5).
Again, this study ponders and seeks demonstration of a clarity of understanding
integrative rather than dismissive of or hostile to our phenomenal being, one that leads us
to religion in its truest sense, to an awareness and understanding of “God” — to a recog-
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nition of our participation within creative agency — as both external and internal, as both
immanent and transcendent, as more than us and yet as precisely us in our clarity or
“purity” of consciousness. Such a being within, such a conception of, the phenomenal realm
encourages a perspective upon — a perception of and participation with — both creation itself
and creative agency as experiential being in mutuality rather than as existential being(s) in
isolation. Further, such integrative clarity of understanding as a human imperative suggests
the “exclusively phenomenological” methodology favored by Jung, as discussed in The Earth
Has A Soul: a “standpoint…concerned with occurrences, events, experiences” of
phenomenal and psychological existence that integrates individual, subjective perception
into the larger, objective consensus gentium of human society (3). Rather than demeaning
lived experience — phenomenal being — this understanding leads humanity not away from
its mortal lament but into “a careful and scrupulous observation of what Rudolf Otto aptly
termed the ‘numinosum,’ that is, a dynamic existence or effect, not caused by an arbitrary act
of will [but by a] cause external to the individual” (ibid., 4).
In this pursuit, we again turn to Campbell and Otto in their suggestion that we retrieve
and reclaim the deepest meanings of our narratives with reference to their essential
functions:
• To retrieve life — to address, affirm, acknowledge, embrace, and relinquish it —
perhaps we must do the same for death, for our all-too-human selves, for Self. That
path, as explored in this study’s third chapter, involves reweaving, retelling,
recombining our visions away from fixed doctrinal interpretations and answers toward
flexible imaginal revelations and questions that vivify us, each of us and the
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community of us, to be, as envisioned in Creative Mythology, “made cognizant of the
portion of the ever-living god [divinity or infinity or totality] who died to himself to live
manifold [in specificity] in us all” (14-15), to feel again of this plane, our planet, our
home, that “[i]t is into and through her that the god’s substance pours into this field
of space and time in a continuous act of world-creative self-giving; and through her,
in return — her guidance and her teaching — that these many are led back, beyond
her reign, to the light beyond dark from which all come” (25). (Note here how
Campbell adopts imagery from one of our primary foundational narratives, and
through interpretive emphasis recombines them toward meanings less literal and moral
than spiritual and anagogical.)
• Who, we ask with Campbell, will sing again? Who will sing out about how “each
individual is the center of a mythology all his own, of which his own intelligible
character is the Incarnate God, so to say, whom his empirically questing
consciousness is to find” (ibid., 36)? We all must sing again. We all must be Spinners of
Tales — tales of learning, tales of renewing, tales of our selves and of one another:
tales of individuation. We all must be Spinners of Tales:
Creative artists…mankind’s wakeners to recollection: summoners of our
outward mind to conscious contact with ourselves, not as participants in this
or that morsel of history, but as spirit, in the consciousness of being. [Ou]r
task, therefore, is to communicate directly from one inward world to another,
in such a way that an actual shock of experience will have been rendered.
(ibid., 92) … And never to “surrender to the invincible force of an outside
determinant, but the sense of an inward potentiality in the process of
becoming. (ibid., 140)
That is, reweaving meaning, dyeing anew faltering paradigm and vision, transforming
the material with spirit rather than transcending spirit from matter, relinquishing
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rather than renouncing, recanting, repudiating — unless it be repudiation of fear of
death by relinquishment of life in recognition of death and departure and renewal and
release for those souls, so enlightened, finished with this realm. In this way may every
one learn to “open…one’s own truth and depth to the depth and truth of another in
such a way as to establish an authentic community of existence” (ibid., 84).
• And, crucially, in such quest and in this study, purporting no doctrine, especially
none against God or any god. For, as Otto noted in The Idea of the Holy, “The image
of the vehicle of grace, arriving in vision from untold depths, puts on the guise of the
local mythic symbol of the spirit, and as long as such symbols work there can be no
quarrel with their retention” (85). Only, let them work, let them be useful to stated
purposes of growth and renewal, as vision shared rather than as doctrine imposed.
• So much better may we do, in facing ourselves, in realizing, as hoped in Creative
Mythology, “a knowledge beyond all such dualistic conceptions as matter and spirit,
bondage and release, sorrow and bliss” (157).
If we choose. If we will.
From these considerations and their apparent urgency emerge the second and third
questions forming the basis of the third and fourth chapters of this study:
Can we devise a re-visioning or recombinant means or strategy of peering into our
formative narratives and beliefs in a way that recapitulates them yet allows different
(life-affirming) interpretations, propositions, perceptions?
How might we example such a recombinant strategy in defining and debating and
defusing the perceived anti-life paradigm?
Equipped with awareness of the anti-life propensities informing interpretation and
application of our foundational stories, this dissertation explores the former question with
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two particular challenges: retaining necessary answers and effective approaches propounded
by the current paradigm while reaching back into — seeing through — our foundational stories
and current interpretations and applications toward questions and approaches dismissed
from preceding, spent, or exiled paradigms and required by dilemmas and insufficiencies
generated by our current paradigm. Thus, the study considers retrieval rather than
repudiation of our foundational stories, and revivification of them on their own terms by
rejuvenating inherent but forgotten or dismissed or mislaid themes and values.
This retrieval informs the dissertation’s exploration of the latter question, seeking
neither doctrine nor treatise, neither ideological manifesto nor “grand unified” narrative,
but a means of — an hermeneutic or poesis for — elucidating the proposition a Recombinant
Mythology and an ethic of embracing life through the vehicle, for the purposes of this study,
of a single, apt, resonant mythic narrative.
2. Dreams of Gaia and The Anti-Life Equation
Of thee, O earth, are my bone and sinew made: to thee, O sun, am I brother.
Here have I my habitat. I am of thee. (Thoreau 48)
Frogs leap from pots of boiling water, an old axiom says. But set in pots of lukewarm
water slowly brought to boil, frogs swim about till death. It’s a simple observation of living
creatures’ talent for acclimation, for adjusting to their environs and adapting for survival.
Yet the gradualism of Darwin’s Theory of Evolution allows as much as encourages adaptive
change. Our axiomatic frogs face circumstances of immediacy.
As does humanity — insert here litany of burgeoning dire woes daily evidenced across
the globe. And, like frogs, humanity swims about in its comfort zone pondering, let us say,
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as circumstances gain immediacy. Of course, a crucial difference between frogs and
humanity is that we humans not only remember experience but conceptualize consequence
and remedy, implication and strategy. Here’s another crucial difference: to some great
extent — let us say, by and large — humanity controls its pots, impacts more distinctly its
pots’ conditions: in some wise itself has slowly brought to boil our global habitat.
Can the question “How did this come to be?” remain relevant when such immediate
questions as “What’s to be done?” grow increasingly dire? Yes: in that assaying, the first
question not merely diagnoses what we’ve done and how but to some extent addresses why
we’ve done it — and in that may suggest attitudinal shifts not merely contouring answers to
the second question but, perhaps, impelling its resolution.
The why lies in our meanings, our conceptions of our global habitat (or, let us say, Gaia),
and of ourselves within it. As Thomas Berry notes in introducing The Dream of the Earth:
For peoples…their story of the universe and the human role in the universe is their
primary source of intelligibility and value. Only through this story of how the
universe came to be in the beginning and how it came to be as it is does a person
come to appreciate the meaning of life or to derive the psychic energy needed to
deal effectively with those crisis moments that occur in the life of the individual
and in the life of the society. (xi)
Theodore Roszak offers, in The Making of A Counterculture, crucial elaboration that both
candidly acknowledges our human condition and implicitly acknowledges the conditioning
systems we enter upon birth, and to which we remain beholden:
Even before our world view guides us to discriminate between good and evil, it
disposes us to discriminate between real and unreal, true and false, meaningful and
meaningless. Before we act in the world, we must conceive of a world; it must be
there before us, a sensible pattern to which we adopt our conduct. (80)
A telling implication of this truth — of humanity creating, requiring, depending upon
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formative and organizing story or “world view” — is that our world is not only understood
and experienced via our dominant vision (encoded, conditioned values and beliefs), but
that our world perforce is determined and shaped by our vision of and within it, as
Robert Romanyshyn observes in Technology As Symptom and Dream: “Not only does the
self create its own vision, it also creates the world in the image of that vision” (79).
That the West and, ever more, the globe now embraces a story of sundering — of
humanity fallen from divine grace (from totality, let us say) and stranded, as it were, on a
lonely planet, within a capricious phenomenal nature, inside mortal bodies (in specificity,
let us say) — seems clear. And this despite rancorous contest between “East” and “West”
most often couched in political and fundamentalist religious brinkmanship. Oddly,
science in the area of quantum physics currently seems most engaged in exploring (rather
than defending dogmas about) ontological questions within metaphysical discourse. Yet
the scientific industrialism taken hold in the world since The Enlightenment merely overwraps, cloaks, persistently dichotomous and sapiens-centric values and belief systems.
Berry identifies a particular shift in human perception and intention embodied in
the work of Francis Bacon (1561-1626), the Elizabethan philosopher and catalyst of the
scientific revolution who envisioned “a better order in earthly affairs through scientific
control over the functioning of the natural world” (xii). This exhortation to divine, map,
and harness Gaia gained doctrinal force with its elaboration as the essence of “progress”
in human affairs by French Cartesian philosopher Bernard Fontenelle (1657-1757), and
achieved supremacy and fulfillment in The Industrial Age of the recent two centuries.
Berry declares:
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Whatever their differences, both liberal capitalism and Marxist socialism [that is,
the dominant political belief systems of the 20th century] committed themselves
totally to this vision of industrial progress which more than any other single cause has
brought about the disintegration that is taking place throughout the entire planet. By a
supreme irony this closing down of the basic life systems of the earth has resulted
from a commitment to the betterment of the human condition, to ‘progress.’ (xiii,
emphasis added)
And yet we do well to acknowledge the reasons — the why — behind that commitment,
if only to remember what it sought to address. Humanity, or its thinkers and leaders, chose
not to destroy the planet per se but to conquer it — or, more to the point, to “free”
humankind from this phenomenal realm’s perceived capriciousness, and perhaps from its
mortal terms altogether. Berry summarizes this imperative, by way of diagnosing our
current situation, as “the need to extricate humans from the controlling forces of the
natural world” (xiii) culminating in “the entire effort of the industrial society to transform
the natural world into total subservience” (31). While he here demonstrates clearly our
need to alter paradigms of value and belief, Berry dismisses as “quite easily critiqued”
arguments that “the historical roots of this ecological disturbance lie in the deepest sources
of Western spiritual tradition” with its, he argues, “limited consequences” (116). Of course,
Berry wishes, justly, to move us forward, from recognition that “[t]he issue [of survival and
dominance] now is of a much greater order of magnitude” (xiii) to reclamation of our
planet through re-visioning our place within it. Yet our treatment of the planet — our
evolution, let us say, from subjects of nature to determined conquerors of it — implicates
our spirituality, our perceptions and beliefs, our mythologies and doctrines encoding and
promulgating our relationship with and role upon and within this planetary phenomenal
realm. And, again, we may benefit decisively from looking back toward why we’ve lost that
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“more intimate human association with the natural world” (116) requisite to responsible
stewardship of it — or, better, to conscious recognition and embrace of our inextricable
participation within (dependence and impact upon, our coëxtensivity with) Gaia, if only to
recall what our now exhausted answers sought to address. After all, consuming the planet is
mere symptom.
Or is it? Inquiring into justifications of religious belief and political authority, and
explanations of the “true nature” of the world, in reading through various scriptures and
both “occult” and “alchemical” texts, we encounter a common transcendentalist thread
that finds apt distillation in a quote attributed to Bacon and considered central to the
alchemical opus of transmutation: “Let all bonds be dissolved.” All bonds? Of authority
and religion, of relationship and relatedness, of dependence and interaction, of spirit and
matter? In the name of distinguishing, separating out, components? And in the name of
parsing combinations, and mastering recombinations: of shaping matter, reaching to its
essence, transforming it, transmuting essence, and freeing spirit trapped within it.
Indeed, as Roszak observes in The Voice of the Earth, practitioners of Bacon’s “New
Philosophy” plumbed scientific understanding of Gaian processes (“natural magic” or
anima mundi) to discern — in the words of German alchemist philosopher Cornelius
Agrippa (1486-1535) — “the nature of those things which are in the world, searching and
enquiring into their Causes, Effects, Times, Places, Fashions, Events, their whole, and
Parts, also” (143). Roszak comments that, “This association of the anima mundi with
alchemy and magic is a significant departure in Western history. Here we have pursuits
aimed at mastering or at least effectively manipulating natural forces” (ibid.).
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We might here add, “Thus am I become the destroyer of worlds,” much as Robert
Oppenheimer recited the Bhagavad-Gita at the Trinity explosion at Alamagordo, 16 July
1945, the quintessent moment of the “alchemical operation” of dissolving all bonds and
“freeing” spirit — or at least the energy of creation — from matter. What better emblem —
both icon and metaphor — have we for what Jung considered the tragic character of our
Modernity: a materialist culture at odds with the material world through its divorce from
Nature and consequent casting of matter as shadow not to be acknowledged and integrated
but to be dismissed as inert and corrupt, to be delved and destroyed in dangerous disregard
for its actuality, its beingness, and for our participation with and responsibility to it. As
Susan Rowland discussed in a colloquium on “The Myths of Jung” at Pacifica Graduate
Institute, a central dilemma of nuclear technology derives from its emphasis on splitting
rather than transmuting matter, an intent that Jung saw as diabolical rather than dialogical —
as, in Rowland’s paraphrase, “the darkness of the human psyche made manifest, evidence
that we are living the Christian myth now materialized as marginalized energies turned
dark that might otherwise hold a redemptive component” (Lecture notes, MS 540, 28 July
08). Further, Rowland noted, Jung claimed that humanity arrived at this tragic moment
“by too long ignoring the animalistic side of our psyche [and, we may add, the metaphysical
component of nature] — which must come back to us in darkness if that’s the only way we
will take notice of it” (ibid.).
Thus even in this most literal of forms, we witness the anagogical, the mythological, as
expression of our values (and, indeed, of our ambitions), a means of not merely describing
and understanding but of mastering and rending the veils of creation (fantastic arrogant
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hope of a desperate, life-despairing portion of humankind). And while we must appreciate
the stunningly beneficial results of such atomizing intelligence, we must as well acknowledge its staggeringly maleficent applications, and imperatives. For relentlessly tearing apart
a machine to see how it functions — whatever one’s stated purpose — bespeaks a child’s
approach to understanding. Similarly, viewing any organism — on micro or macro scales —
as merely a kind of machine, as simply functional, as valuable primarily in its exploitation,
bespeaks a child’s simplistic understanding, not the least for its utter disregard for interrelatedness as ecology, for interdependence as matrix of being. Such recklessness and
simplification grown willful despite (or in ignorance of) experience suggests a fatal
immaturity, or arrogance — as portrayed, say, by Kurt Vonnegut in his parable Cat’s Cradle,
in which only after creating the world-consuming Ice Nine do researchers understand that
“Science has now known sin” (17), or by J.R.R. Tolkien in his epic The Lord of The Rings, in
which the wizard Gandalf admonishes his ambitious and corrupt mentor Saruman: “And
he that breaks a thing to find out what it is has left the path of wisdom” (252).
By contrast, consider Siddhartha Gautama under his bodhi tree, grounding lightning,
practicing that centering and expanding breath of yogic pranayama, relinquishing thoughts
as they arise, his very life essence floating from grounding bodily root to florescing spiritual
crown. Unacquiring yet unresisting, his open eyes glance a nuclear glow of sunset across
the field, an orange dome descending behind — seemingly into — a tangled cluster of
branches. Descending into — seemingly mingling with — a trunk opposite, light penetrates
and absorbs into, coëval with, another great bodhi. Just as the buddha’s breath ascends and
descends his spine, that tree’s Sol-infused sap rises to canopy leaves and cascades through
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trunk to roots. Just as the sun radiates into and transmutes within the tree, thence flowing
into seed and soil, a tide ripples through grasses toward Siddhartha, an evening breeze
echoes the fingers of sunlight fanning across the sky, brushes his face and catches his
breath in surprise, then releases it back into the swirl, back through the grass toward that
tree breathing in time with him, seemingly.
Where, as portrayed by David Abram in The Spell of the Sensuous, Socrates chided
Phaedrus about his urban life — “I’m a lover of learning, and trees and open country won’t
teach me anything, whereas men in the town do” (116) — Siddhartha Gautama invested
himself in open country, under a tree, grounding lightning. Might we here remember that
tree felled for a cross, and our Jesus martyred upon it? Or remember Yggdrasil, the World
Ash, the center of the Scandinavian mythic world, as central as the shushumna spinal
channel to Hindu teaching, both mainline conduits of all energies, the latter traversing the
body physical and spiritual no less than the former delving into underworld and reaching
into heavens, its leaves forming clouds, its fruits the constellated stars, its trunk a ladder
supporting the nine Nordic worlds that comprise our earth, our sky, our afterworlds, as
Tamra Andrews reveals in A Dictionary of Nature Myths:
Yggdrasil…it was said, was the reason the world existed. It miraculously renewed
itself with dew from the heavens and with magic waters from the wells and springs
that flowed beneath the roots. Yggdrasil was so large that its roots extended to the
Underworld and is branches reached far into the heavens. It supported nine worlds
and provided a path for communication between them. The goddesses of fate, the
Norns, spun the threads of life beneath the tree and controlled the passage of time.
(227)
Perfect images, perhaps, of an interwoven, interleavened world.
How have we come to forget it, to fell it (hack and rack the growing green!), to hang a
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blesséd son, humanity and divinity in specificity, from its arms fixed crosswise? How have
we come to factor our entrancements and miseries and fears and greeds and aspirations
and ambitions into such divorce from, such disenchantment with and of, our natural
world, our global habitat, our toilsome paradise, our tempering phenomenal realm, our
Gaia? How have, as Roszak writes in The Voice of the Earth, “the poetic metaphors and
symbolic imagery [and our understanding of and devotion to them] that had sustained the
Great Goddess …w[orn] thin…displac[ed by] a new metaphor, that of the machine…and a
new symbolism — mathematics” (144)? How came our calculations for survival and
recriminations against mortality to such an Anti-Life Equation? Why did we turn from Gaia?
What have we wrought with our disparately-expressed yet resonantly-patterned
institutional minds?
Our survival impulses and mortal fears have been turned, channeled, harnessed toward
a philosophy or pattern of philosophy, however veiled or unadmitted, of freeing spirit from
matter: “…we turned our eye toward the future and turned our back on the past. Progress
and not history was destined to matter,” as Romanyshyn declares (op. cit., 180) — or, we
may say, progress has become the destiny of matter: progress, progression, evolution, unto a
“return” to nothing, all thing, totality, divinity as singular unity, as non-specificity, as
beinglessness, all-beingness, nirvana, annihilation. Indeed, in describing humanity’s postReversal wish to “free” spirit from matter — that is, to escape cursed, “sinful” mortality and
phenomenal incarceration, to abandon human body and being — Romanyshyn all but offers
an alchemical manifesto:
We carry death with ourselves…as deeply as we carry earth with ourselves as embodied creatures. We carry death as carnal knowledge. To escape death, then, we
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would have to do more than simply depart earth, more than simply break that natal
bond of gravity between body and earth, that bond inscribed in our flesh by which
the earth holds fast to claims upon the body and finally reclaims it. In our departure, we would even have to do more than destroy the earth, because we would still
carry within ourselves, within every bone and muscle, within every gesture, a living
reminder of our tie to earth. To cheat life of the death we owe it we would have to
cleanse ourselves completely and totally of all that, of every touch, taste, and smell
of matter, of its stench and corruption. To defeat death we would have to rid ourselves
of the scourge of aging and its signs of decay. To conquer death we would have to
purify ourselves and all traces of how we matter. Our ascent would have to be an act
of purification. Our departure, perhaps reminiscent of the fall but reversed by the
will of technological humanity, would have to be as angels. (ibid., 29, emphases
added)
“Let all bonds be dissolved,” indeed — and remade: purification as repudiation,
dismissal of (scant trace of admitting, recognizing, accepting) our phenomenal task of
tending and tempering soul, anima mundi, beingness in specificity. Rather shall we as angels
of (presumably) silicon and circuitry, beyond death, no longer mere quintessences of dust,
rise unto a heaven of our own conceiving, a (presumed) immortality as mechanism, within
cyborgian mechanics of our own devising — to (what then?) wander the stars in exalted
terms? Yet still material terms. And not fully apart from matter, but rather armored in selfappointed materiel, ego-crafted jackets lost to the qualities of human perception and
experience (of human being), however comparatively limited — Les geographies solennelles des
limites humaines, as Paul Eluard wrote in Les Yeux fertiles (42).
And so “free” then to pursue our “Puer-Prometheus-Mars-Apollo drive,” in the words
of Noel Cobb’s “The Soul of the Sky”: “to soar away from ‘our’ world and ‘our’ sky into
abstract space — ‘somewhere over the rainbow’ — whether literally or in the deadly
glamorization of science and the hubris of its belief in a scientifically objective world”
(135). Free now to exhaust the limits of our new iteration, our new encasements. And soon
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to encounter — it must be so, a mere myriad of millennia hence — inherent, inevitable (dare
we say natural?) entropic limitation, a “return” not to totality but to resentment at
boundary, condition, the existential terms of whatever form we fabricate, however
comparatively refined. For we haven’t escaped: not ourselves, not our mode of beholding
creation, now enshrined in a “better” model of chassis. At best, we’ve tricked ourselves,
subverted the terms of human existence and being into a technological cul-de-sac, however
touted as liberating, evolutionary, self-determined step. Because we abandon the terms and
the implications, the essence, of our humanity.
Berry writes, “The burden imposed upon the human in its natural setting, generally
referred to as the human condition, established a situation unacceptable to an anthropocentric community with its deep psychic resentment against any such demands imposed
upon it… [T]he industrial age was invented to avoid the return due of the benefits
received” (31). That is, as Marco Barreto observes in his article “On the Death of Nature: A
Psychological Reflection,” humanity negates nature and our role within and responsibilities
to it, seeing Gaia as a mere amalgamation of “raw material that is subjected to man’s will
and interests”:
No form of reciprocity is recognized, and thus the extension of man’s drive to
dominate and exploit nature finds no limits. And here lies a fundamental flaw in
the…modern form of domination and what is false in it: the unlimited human
desire for domination is projected onto nature’s limited (but not recognized as
such) potentiality of being exploited. In other words, the Faustian drive for
domination is ruled by the ‘bad infinity’ of desire and clashes against the concrete
finitude of nature. The increasing diversity of ecological catastrophes in our time is
a sign of that flaw and that falsehood. It bespeaks the logical insufficiency
of…domination. (258)
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What we have is not an evolutionary progress grounded in nature but an attempt at
remaking nature through a spiritual fantasy of perfection. That is, avoidance of “base”
humanity unto renunciation of our very being. And yet our literature is rife with projected
images of “perfected” beings, Draculas and Frankenstein Monsters made superhuman
through diabolical apotheosis or zealous surgical eugenics. What would these creatures say,
asked what they’ve lost (apart from “eternal rest”)? Both long for humanity — and prey upon
it in resentful despite. Would a hulking or agile cyborgian “progression” continuously look
“forward” to its next updated version, or, at last, too late, would it look back, long for
return to what was cast aside, to how it lost Self, and ask, “Why?”
Such is the nature of Jungian shadow, that repository of negative choices (traits
repressed or unrecognized) strengthened in being avoided rather than faced, as
Romanyshyn reminds us: “What we would deny returns, however, as symptom. … What we
would abandon, forget, disown, discard, and destroy, reappears, making its claim upon us to
be remembered, owned, embraced, and lived” (op. cit. 29, 151, emphases added).
What we have denied, disowned, is an enspirited world, Gaia as entity at least as
complex and intelligent as humanity. This ignorance of our planetary habitat’s soul
(unheeding, forgetting, insensate to anima mundi) forms, in Hillman’s words in The Thought
of the Heart and The Soul of the World, “the archetypal source of our world’s continuing peril:
the fateful neglect, the repression, of the anima mundi” (127). An approach to resolution,
then, requires recognition of those essences denied, disdained, refused, declaimed,
undeveloped. Perhaps our initial steps here of asking why we deny such essences may
permit identification and even address of compelling fears and desires, and needs. We
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don’t require special psychological insight to understand our shadowed essences, rather
only honesty, full disclosure, with our fullest commitment to Self.
Jung understood that, as argued in The Earth Has A Soul, “[n]ature is not matter only,
she is also spirit,” and that “[t]here is nothing without spirit, for spirit seems to be the
inside of things” (80-81). Furthermore:
The psyche, if you understand it as a phenomenon occurring in living bodies, is a
quality of matter, just as our body consists of matter. We discover that this matter
has another aspect, namely, a psychic aspect. It is simply the world seen from
within. It is just as though you were seeing into another aspect of matter. (82,
emphases added)
Observing that “nature spirit was opposed by the Christian spirit” (81), Jung wrote:
In the alchemical view, Christianity has saved man but not nature. The alchemist’s
dream was to save the world in its totality: the philosopher’s stone was conceived as
the filius macrocosmi, which saves the world, whereas Christ was the filius microcosmi,
the savior of man alone. The ultimate aim of the alchemical opus is the
apokatastasis, cosmic salvation.” (87)
Note here how, implicitly, Jung distinguishes alchemy from its eventual division into
wholly materialistic scientific disciplines.
An alchemical opus? Through transmutation — transformation: an infusion of matter
with spirit — rather than through transcendence, dissolution of matter to set spirit loose?
Through distillation and reïntegration, renewal, rather than disintegration, destruction?
Which way we lean — and whether we survive — may be our truest test of faith, inconsiderate of mere dogma and insistent upon the broadest imaginal sensibility, one with
capacity not to diminish humanity but to recognize its place, even its centrality, within a
greater living continuum. As Henry David Thoreau advised in his opus On Man and
Nature, “Men of little faith stand only by their feet — or recline on the ground, having lost
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their reliance on soul” (49). And not on human soul alone, but on the anima mundi
inspiring all being, our Gaia not least of all.
When we view suffering not as some persecution for fault or “sin” but as process of
awakening consciousness to the terms of this existence and our aspiration for fuller being —
as process of accepting responsibility and participating in the here and now, in this realm
(even for the sake of all realms); as process of recovery unto grace or wholeness — then we
understand our dharmic duty to all being (and to our own human being renewed, more
conscious than perhaps ever before): an ethically right and necessary duty performed in
keeping with the flowing order and terms of this tempering, challenging, not curséd, world
— Gaia, a circumstance of phenomenal existence thus come, thus come into, for the very
purpose of questing for (and, with fortitude, receiving and communicating, participating
with — tending) soul.
“To yearn for permanent blue skies,” Cobb declares, “where all is spiritually pure and
heavenly blissful, is to dream of a sky that is not of this Earth. It is to fall prey to a
monotheistic fallacy, a life-negating fantasy of ultimate paradise” (op. cit., 132). To yearn for
immortality, even as a mechanistic facsimile of personal consciousness, is to dream of a
being not of humanity. Rather, may we dream of returning to human being, to renewed
embrace and celebration of our humanity, and to full awareness of our interdependence
with our planetary habitat, our living planet, our Gaia?
As Barreto writes, we must negate our negation of denying the earth:
The ecological catastrophes that result from this position [our anti-life denial of
anima mundi] force modern consciousness to become aware of its own particular
logical configuration, and also give birth to ecological thinking, as a positive
reaction against that position. (op. cit., 260)
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Hillman embraces, in The Thought of the Heart and The Soul of the Earth, the implications
of such impending, individuational awareness:
We will not be able to move in this direction until we have made radical shifts of
orientation, so that we can value soul before mind, image before feeling, each
before all, aesthesis and imagining before logos and conceiving, thing before
meaning, noticing before knowing…anima before ego. We would have to let
fall…the game of oppositions altogether. (128-129)
Further, he assures us, “A great deal of what we now hold dear would break down so
that the emotion held by these cherished relics could break those vessels and flow back into
the world” (129). Conscious, embracing engagement with the world — reëngagement,
participation — may be our only way back to nature and into Gaia, and back toward our
authentic human being. Just because we experience — or, rather, perceive — ourselves as
separate from Gaia, from creation, from our cherished divine totality, doesn’t make it so,
as now quantum physics and long ago Vedic scripture suggest.
Let us, as Gaston Bachelard asks in Earth and Reveries of Will, “elevate the cogito of
earthen matter not only to the level of universal consciousness but to the metaphysical level
of an I-Thou relationship”:
Earthen stuff worked in tandem makes us brothers at work. Already, in solitude,
earthen matter has taken us by the hand, instructed us how to shake hands fondly. In
the modesty of its substance, earthen matter is totally authentic. Human tenderness
is a legitimate metaphor for its beautiful material images. (63)
And, per Berry: “after the distancing, a new intimacy; after the mechanistic, a greater
biological sensitivity; after damaging the earth, a healing” (op. cit., 69).
That makes a fine story, a crucial new (or renewed) tale, a revivifying foundational
narrative, upon which to begin building, with which to replace our old anti-life equations
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and sapiens-centric Cartesian persuasions. For as Abram insists, “not all stories are
successful”:
There are good stories and mediocre stories and downright bad stories. How are
they to be judged? … The answer is this: a story must be judged according to
whether it makes sense. And “making sense” must here be understood in its most
direct meaning: to make sense is to enliven the senses. A story that makes sense…stirs
the senses from their slumber [and] opens the eyes and the ears to their real
surroundings… (op. cit., 265)
What have we to lose, but our fear of dying, our attachment to mechanical simulacra of
life that deaden our sensations and drown our instincts, as if we lack maturity,
consciousness, to manage our living and being. That’s an old story, an old mode of being,
one from which, apparently, we once required protection and reässurance. But that’s no
longer true.
Or is it?
Do we at last approach a capacity to live beyond the ancient, now amplified, “deathdread” of Gilgamesh? To recognize our mortal specificity in the phenomenal world as a
being amidst a myriad of being. To recognize that, in the words of 11th century Sung Dynasty
administrator Chang Tsai as rendered by Siu-chi Huang:
Heaven is my father and Earth is my mother, and even such a small creature as I
finds an intimate place in its midst. That which extends throughout the universe I
regard as my body, and that which directs the universe I regard as my nature. All
people are my brothers and sisters, and all things are my companions. (144)
The final section of this chapter concerns a seminal step, a representative example, in
approaching that capacity, one that also inaugurates our illumination of a Recombinant
Mythology for cultivating that capacity.
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3. Questions in Answer to Job and Jung
Would one who hates justice govern? … Would you call a king a scoundrel…?
Job 34.17-18 (Tanakh 1388-1389)
Job suffers enigmatically. A man of constant faith and considerable wealth, he loses
without apparent cause the latter yet refuses with adamant conviction to lose the former.
And his only recourse is to question God. That he does so to reach a greater understanding
of his relationship with the divine as much as to discover the reasons for his suffering —
that is, to ascertain the terms of his faith and the degree of his self-responsibility — constitutes
the genius of the tale, suggests four layers of interpretive approach, and thus establishes
itself as a keystone to our next chapter’s proposition of a Recombinant Mythology.
Adopting the form of call-and-response, Job’s lamentations and objections answered by
associates and ultimately by God, the Book of Job may be read as a parable of good versus
evil — resonant with titanic struggles against the feral Rahab and Leviathan — that
illustrates faith tested yet resilient (3:8, 7:12, 10:13, 26:12, 38:8-11, 41:1-4); as a narrative
argument for rule by just litigation — that is, for social justice (9:5-12, 12:13-25, 37, 39, 49,
73) — with evocations of Proverbs (5:10, 17, 8:11, 12:11) and rather parodic reference to
Psalms 8 (7:17-19); as a plaint of one (perforce representative) man over the perceived
capriciousness of mortal life and its onerous terms; and, at its core, a negotiation over the
terms of earthly (phenomenal) existence — yet not in resistance seeking their transcendence
but in insistence seeking their transformation through clearer explication and recourse
under the covenant adjudicating those terms: specifically, rights and obligations of the
parties (Man and God) to those terms, their implications, and their consequences. At this
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fourth level, most especially, the Book of Job catalyzes our understanding of God — and
thus our relationship with divinity, and thereby our understanding and transformation of
our foundational stories — through a distinctive climactic moment implying humanity’s
self-responsibility.
First: the call and response between Job and God.
Though generally considered a tragedy of persecution, misunderstanding, and
ambivalent resolution, the Book of Job, as Northrop Frye observes in The Great Code, “is
technically a comedy by virtue of its ‘happy ending,’ with Job restored to prosperity” (197).
But it’s a somber, purgatorial comedy at best, with Job’s losses recouped (via replacement in
toto) rather than his sufferings and objections addressed — at least directly or, more
precisely, externally. For, knowing himself “blameless and upright” (1:1) at least in terms of
the faith and law he upholds, Job seeks more than outright redress; he seeks address,
answer, to the causes — the motive reason and the necessity — of his misfortunes, assumed
as persecutions and presumed unjust given Job’s religious fealty and observance (so great
that he insists on atoning for his children’s potential transgressions).
Thus, Job finds neither comfort nor understanding in the exhortations of his three
comrades, who each suggest in different ways that misfortune’s cause (that is, Job’s fault)
must lie within. Similarly, we must wonder whether Job finds comfort and understanding
in the replacement of his lost belovéd daughters and sons with wonderful new daughters
and sons, in new treasure double the old, in flocks of sheep and oxen and she-asses
amassed to twice their former size. Or whether he views such renewal, in its way, as no less
capricious than their preceding achievement and bereavement.
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For though, as Frye notes, “a renewal or future restoration is most intelligible as a type
of present transcendence” over fault or fate or ill fortune, or mortal existence, “…the transcendence can hardly be to a different state of being altogether, as in waking from a dream:
if the restored world were discontinuous with the world of the boils and uncomprehending
friends, there would be no point in the poem” (ibid.). That is, transcendence of ill holds
meaning — and brings understanding — within the terms, in the context, in which the ills
occurred and the transcendence realized, and much less, if any, meaning as escape of those
terms in part or altogether. Thus Job sees beyond the simplistic arguments of his friends:
Eliphaz the Temanite arguing that God cannot acquit mortals, so blind to their
insufficiencies (4:17-21) that wise men eschew complaint (15:2-6), that piety serves men
rather than god, who requires adherence rather than display (22:2-4, 22:21-22); Bildad the
Shuhite imprecating complaint and petition for redress (8:2-3) as presumptuous denial of
right order and consequence (18:4-5), not to mention divine will (25:26); and Zophar the
Naamathite defaming debate itself and especially dissension against authority (11:2-5)
greater than wicked humanity (20:4-14) and the sole arbiter of right living (20:15-29).
In answering in turn these maledictions, Job establishes the call-and-response model of
deposition-opposition-proposition that God alone, his faith tells him, can meet with apt
reply and judgment. Indeed, Job in refuting the orthodox wisdom of his fellow sages and
“refusing to be comforted,” as James Kugel writes in How to Read the Bible, “…ultimately
calls into question the most hallowed doctrines of the wisdom outlook” (639). For Job — a
true believer in sacred tenets, an exponent of those tenets as law, a dutiful monitor of his
own thought and action under that law — encounters a conundrum fathomed by neither
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his former faithful pronouncements nor the rote bromides of his companions. As much as
this conundrum looks and sounds, especially to Job’s sage advisors, as the question of how
misfortune comes to conscientious people (“through sin, and through wisdom that passeth
understanding” the rote answer — or, as Jack Miles wryly puts it in God: A Biography, “No
one is guilty of no injustice!” (312) — it spirals more intricately under Job’s intense feeling
and avid cogitation into the question of how fidelity applies to a covenanted peoples unto
their highest conception of authority. That is, Job’s human grief and natural lamentations
over loss turn not to defiant counter-judgment against a law now seemingly as capricious as
the mortal life it purported to order, but to impassioned debate — deposition-oppositionproposition — over the nature of that law, over the applicability and thus feasibility (the
righteousness, if you will) of divine law itself.
For though Job concedes, in words of litigation, that, “Man cannot win a suit against
God” (9:2), yet he insists upon his right of petition — “On my part, I will not speak with
restraint; I will give voice to the anguish of my spirit; I will complain in the bitterness of my
soul.” (7:11) — and continually demands, in words of litigation, his right to trial before his
accuser, the God who would persecute him without prior warning or claim against him
(without, we may say, due process), even while conceding that, “He is not a man, like me,
that I can answer Him, | That we can go to law together. | No arbiter is between us | To
lay his hand on us both” (9:32-33). Indeed, in his very concession Job begs the need of a
new covenant, or of an arbiter between imposition and sufferance, or both — most
especially when the terms of adherence and dispensation pale or fail. For, his companion’s
objections notwithstanding, Job’s insistence upon dialogue with his persecutor affirms
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what Martin Buber identified as “the dialogical relationship between humans and God,”
and which, as Christine Downing notes in Preludes:
Buber does not believe can divide redemption into a part that is dependent on us
and another part that is dependent on God; nevertheless, in the meeting between
God and human both human action and God’s grace are reality. The world, says
the Talmud, was created for the sake of human beginning, for the sake of the
turning. To be created in God’s image means for Buber to be created as responseable. (95, emphasis added)
Form echoes content here, as to some extent Job pursues two concepts rather at odds:
the inarguably inscrutable purpose and ineffable wisdom of the divine (God, Nature,
existence, totality) quite beyond futile disagreement and defiance, and Job’s dawning — then
burgeoning — demand for justice (as much or more for clarifying the covenant as for any
personal vindication or acquittal). These beguiling and rival notions speak to crucial
questions of faith in itself, and thence to tertiary concerns such as whether righteousness
may expect protection (let alone recognition and reward) or must persist for its own sake,
and whether one may declaim misfortune as unjust because of former righteousness. For
the purposes of our study, these notions suggest the necessity, and a means, of delving into
our foundational narratives toward discerning their terms, their meanings and
implications, and the efficacy — indeed, the appropriateness — of our adherence to them.
Job’s human answerers fail him because they emphasize inherent or unseen fault (that
is, writ large, an inherent or “original sin”), fixed doctrines of balanced action and
consequence, and the unassailable primacy of God, rather than acknowledge (much less
empathize with) his wracking conundrum over enigmatic justice (or, writ large, capricious
nature). That is, as Jung in his “Answer to Job” rather apoplectically puts it, “They…deny
him even the last comfort of sympathetic participation and human understanding, so that
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one cannot altogether suppress the suspicion of connivance in high places” (539).
To the credit of the writer or compiler or redactor of the Book of Job, the “answer” to
Job’s conundrum comes not in resolving pronouncements or acts but in questioning, in
debating issues — that is, it arises from, in Kugel’s fine words, “neither Job…nor the
comforters…nor, for that matter, even God…but all three together — which is to say, [from]
the back-and-forth of the book itself” (op. cit., 641).
Second: legal aspects of the covenant between Job and God.
Among its other functions, the Book of Job serves as a narrative argument for rule by
just litigation — that is, for social justice (or, we may say, due process) — in direct response to
an ultimate authority “Who by Himself spread out the heavens, | And trod on the back of
the sea” (9:8) and “Who performs great deeds which cannot be fathomed, | and wondrous
things without number” (9:10), and yet who, for the common human, “passes me by… |
…goes by me… | …snatches away — who can stop Him? Who can say to Him, ‘What are
you doing?’” (9:11-12).
Repeatedly, in words of litigation, as if law might grasp or grapple with mystery, Job
laments and challenges this status quo so disruptive of its own promised status quo, order
maintained through adherence and dispensation: “He may well slay me; I may have no
hope; Yet I will argue my case before Him. In this too is my salvation: | That no impious
man can come into His presence” (13: 15-16), and “See now, I have prepared a case; | I
know that I will win it” (13:18) — equal parts concession and conviction. That is, Job
retains his faith even as he questions its tenets, for to hold steadfast in faith requires, at
least in part, understanding of its terms.
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Here again, Job’s (rather histrionic) lamentations and (altogether cogent) concessions
reinforce his claim to requisite dialogue, hearing and trial, to mitigate reactive punishment,
to vitiate undue persecution, to arbitrate capricious judgment — and, by implication, to
inaugurate among humans a social justice, Lex Humana, in adherence and honor of Lex
Divina, of course, yet also to assure its right application in its honor and in the face of its
unreliably whimsical, apparently arbitrary — dare we say, as might Job, essentially hypocritical?
— dispensation: “Job was concerned, of course, about the implications for his fellow men
should God prove to be what he seemed to be for Job” (Miles 324).
If in Job petitioning to God we see our incumbent task of questioning (neither
dismissing nor calcifying) our foundational stories, we open our sight, as this study intends,
to the necessity and a means of delving into those narratives and our interpretations of
them toward discerning their meanings and terms, toward assessing their implications and
the efficacy of our adherence to them, and, crucially, toward transforming them — always
first through questioning — from their diabolical applications contemptuous of life toward
dialogical participation response-able to life.
Such is the heroism — not to say the desperation — of Job and his uncanny insight. For,
as Miles reminds us, “The Lord presents himself, with withering sarcasm and towering
bravado, as an amoral, irresistible force. But Job has never called the Lord’s power into
question. It is his justice of which Job has demanded an accounting” (315) — because the
wisdom tradition that claims Job’s faith and adherence defines God as a “simultaneity of
justice and power” (ibid.). That in answering Job God eschews a further imposition of his
power — in favor of mere (staggering!) declarations of that power — suggests, if implicitly,
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that He May Be Listening. Miles asks us to attend as well: “Why does [God] not claim that
his justice is beyond Job’s understanding rather than that there is no such thing as justice?
Job would be, after all, …rebuked” (ibid.). Similarly, Elihu son of Barachel [resonances of
Elohim or Elijah and Barachiel?], a fourth of Job’s friends, repudiates the condemnations of
the wise trio, arguing that righteous faith cannot protect against misfortune, for faith
curries neither reward nor security but aptness, closeness, understanding. Yet while Elihu
ignores Job’s question of justice, neither does he invalidate it as did the wise trio, thus
allowing the fair inference that, perhaps, a man of true faith may lose his fortune for more
than mere punishment but as inducement to realize higher pursuits — such as declaiming for
justice. Further, perhaps the insufficient answers to that bereft man’s complaint serve as
challengers — awakeners — to understanding.
Jung might consider that too generous, were he to consider it at all. His main concern
revolves around not the declamations and insistence of Job for justice, per se, but in Job’s
lamentations over an arbitrary, unreliable authority, perforce. Characteristically eloquent
and insightful in, essentially, placing himself in Job’s position, Jung repeatedly castigates in
rigorous terms “an unconscious nature god” (549), “a God who does not care a rap for any
moral opinion and does not recognize any form of ethics as binding” with his “incalculable
moods and devastating attacks of wrath” that “prove…himself to be a jealous defender of
morality and…specially sensitive in regard to justice” (531). In truth, Jung fairly sneers:
“Hence [God] had always to be praised as ‘just,’ which, it seemed, was very important to
him” (ibid.). And Jung persists in analyzing Yahweh as a psychological type exhibiting
“violence” (543) and “an ulterior motive” (542) and “behavior…so revolting that one has to
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ask oneself whether there is not a deeper motive hidden in it” (538). On this point, Jung
waxes with particular vitriol:
God does not want to be just; he merely flaunts might over right. Job could not
get that into his head, because he looked upon God as a moral being. He had
never doubted God’s might, but had hoped for right as well. …
The answer to Job’s conundrum is therefore: it is Yahweh himself who darkens
his own counsel and who has no insight. He turns the tables on Job and blames
him for what he himself does: man is not permitted to have an opinion about him,
and, in particular, is to have no insight which he himself does not possess. For
seventy-one verses he proclaims his world-creating power to his miserable victim,
who sits in ashes and scratches his sores with potsherds, and who by now has had
more than enough of superhuman violence. (541)
To Job’s laments — “Truly man has a term of service on earth; | His days are like those
of a hireling — | Like a slave who longs for evening’s shadows, | Like a hireling who waits
for his wage” (7:1-2) — Jung responds in kind, with compounded brio worthy of Nietzsche,
attributing to Yahweh “a perfectionist intention which excludes that kind of relatedness we
know as ‘Eros’” (561). He continues:
The lack of Eros, of relationship to values, is painfully apparent in the Book of Job:
the paragon of all creation is not a man but a monster! Yahweh has no Eros, no
relationship to man, but only to a purpose man must help him fulfill. But that does
not prevent him from being mistrustful like any other husband, though even here
he has his purpose in mind and no man. (561-562)
As much as, in principle, we may concur with Jung’s portrait of a jealous and wrathful
Yahweh, we may also come away from his argument sensing overstatement, a quite literal
response to God’s Biblical pride with no sense of any subtle underlying allegorical or moral
motif of challenge (if ample ulterior motive of self-aggrandizement), and neglect of such
underlying anagogical issues as not merely the fact (in Judeo-Christian terms) of humanity
as means for divine self-revelation, but the opportunity for humanity in that role. For
instance, with all due respect to just objection over God’s whimsical (prideful) persecution
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of Job, perhaps He just doesn’t know — and perhaps He, too, struggles for understanding,
this Totality beguiled by specificity. And perhaps Job epitomizes our opportunity (if not, in
fact, our precise role) to further both divine self-revelation and human spiritual development: to wit, an insistence on dialogical arbitration (or, better, a re-visioning) of our — after
all, mutual — covenant toward inter-dependence (or, better, inter-relatedness) rather than codependence. This essentially juridical (administrative) and litigious (arbitrative) inspiration
and example speak as a central significance of the Book of Job, and perhaps as the central
task of humanity. As such, the Book of Job demonstrates amply humanity’s need for a
method, such as a Recombinant Mythology, for questioning the authority and fixity of our
received notions, our entrenched paradigm, our ulterior interpretations of our foundational stories — just as Job questioned the authority and fixity of his covenant with God.
Jung hints at this, though in oblique terms still intent on analyzing God’s poor character in literal terms, when he describes the basis of Job’s continued faith despite his losses:
He clearly sees that God is at odds with himself — so totally at odds that he, Job, is
quite certain of finding in God a helper and an “advocate” against God. As certain
as he is of the evil in Yahweh, he is equally certain of the good. … Yahweh is not
split but is an antinomy — a totality of inner opposites — and this is the indispensable condition for his tremendous dynamism, his omniscience and omnipotence.
Because of this knowledge Job holds on to his intention of “defending his ways to
his face,” i.e. of making his point of view clear to him, since notwithstanding his
wrath, Yahweh is also man’s advocate against himself when man puts forth his
complaint. (531)
Indeed, Job may be seen as externalizing (claiming the role of) one of Yahweh’s
opposites, whether the conscious or the unconscious (a matter of perspective). But so
intent on analyzing the tale in terms of its narrative and character, Jung neglects,
apparently, Job’s unfolding case, rehearsed before uncomprehending or dismissive
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associates and at last brought before God. That case holds forth, for all with ears to hear,
not an indictment of God, per se, but a demand for justice — that is, adherence to the
covenant by all parties to it — and does so through expression of pain, through confession
of faith, and through illustration of right behavior:
Did I ever brush aside the case of my servants, man or maids,
When they made a complaint against me?
What then should I do when God arises;
When He calls me to account, what should I answer Him?
Did not He who made me in my mother’s belly make him?
Did not One form us both in the womb? (31:13-15)
But on Job’s subtle insight and mission, Jung remains silent (in terms of the narrative;
he amply analyzes both Job and Yahweh in psychological terms), more interested in
analyzing God and his immature demands and authoritarian presumption than in the
possibility of a divine plan or, more importantly, Job’s canny way, in words of litigation, of
making God listen: “O that I had someone to give me a hearing; O that Shaddai would
reply to my writ; Or my accuser draw up a true bill!” (31:35). These words issue in
lamentation, certainly, yet contain and offer and convey more than grief and outrage: these
words protest grievance and petition demand; these words beseech address and redress. And as
they call out their grievance and demand, they awaken us to the necessity, the justice, of
acknowledgement and hearing and response: thus they alert us that just as humans bear
responsibility under their covenant with God, so God bears responsibility under his
covenant with humanity. That is, both share — in fidelity, if faith mean anything — responseability, due responsiveness, to one another, in living and being as much or more as in
suffering and in honoring, as much or more as in communicating, learning, and striving
toward self-realization of divine and of mundane. Such fidelity, a covenant of mutuality,
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undergirds the diligent and resolutionary questioning sought by a Recombinant Mythology, as
discussed in this study’s next chapter.
The implications for humanity’s myriad of doctrines — scripture “divinely received” or
method philosophically factored or cosmology mythologically encoded — must by now
speak for themselves: they require of us not adherence so much as the faith of dialogical
(psychological and transpersonal) question and trial, an openness not merely to receipt of
and obeisance to proffered revelation literal and moral, however codified and enforced, but
to a cultivated capacity to see through allegorical and ideological applications and justifications of doctrine into their multiplicity of meaning and deeper anagogical messages.
Job, in his suffering, comes to this insight — hence his demand. And Jung proclaims
him, “the vanquished and oppressed,” the victor: “Job stands morally higher than Yahweh.
In this respect the creature has surpassed the creator. As always when an external event
touches on some unconscious knowledge, this knowledge can reach consciousness” (572).
And in so reaching, knowledge catalyzes. Yet if, as Jung observes, this “much needed selfreflection…makes possible Yahweh’s decision to become a man” (ibid.) in the person of
Christ (a response begged by the tale yet not accepted as fulfilled by Job’s own people), may
it not also illustrate the interdependence of the divine and the human, their mutual
influence and import, the omnipotent All un- or too-conscious to perceive reciprocity until
consequences of his impactful (nigh instinctual) capriciousness redounds in specificity,
revealed through testament (word) of a finite man, thus redounding in consciousness for
both All and one, for each and all? In terms of the narrative, a parable, an illustration.
Indeed, as Edinger echoed Jung in The Creation of Consciousness, “If Job gains knowledge
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of God, then God must also learn to know himself. … The failure of the attempt to corrupt
Job has changed Yahweh’s nature” (69). May we add that in gaining knowledge of God, Job
gains knowledge of his Self, and in nature is himself changed? Further, crucially, may we
turn to Gilbert Murray’s observation, given that “[t]he voice of God is the imagined voice
of the whole tribe, heard or imagined by him who is going to break its laws” (20-21n):
…surely the apparent externality of the religious command seems to belong to a
fairly common type of experience, in which the personality is divided, so that first one
part of it and then another emerges into consciousness. (21, emphasis added)
In other words, we may see in and derive from Job’s trial — his questioning of and
hearing with God — an approach toward seeing through proffered revelation literal and
moral, however codified and enforced, and beyond allegorical and ideological applications
and justifications of doctrine, into that multiplicity of meaning and deeper anagogical
message that permits questions arisen today and forgotten from yesterday, that moves from
spent applications, justifications, and trajectories of doctrinal ideology, toward questions
fresh and retrieved resident beyond our calcified interpretations and ad absurdum answers,
resident within the essences of our foundational stories. The cultivation of such capacity —
as discussed in this study’s third chapter — may provide our surest path away from the
destruction we dread and perforce pursue.
Frye suggests that, “Perhaps if we are to see Job in his restored state we should see, not
beautiful daughters or sixteen thousand sheep, but only a man who has seen something
that we have not seen, and knows something that we do not know…that in the midst of
death we are life” (197). Though, perhaps, Job’s account brings us further still, from seeing
only a man to perceiving that man’s experience, even to seeking that man’s wisdom, and
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maybe to instituting that man’s demanded reform.
“As [Jung’s] book on Job indicates,” declares Romanyshyn in The Wounded Researcher,
“religion is about the responsibility we have as humans to become aware of the part we play
in bringing to greater awareness the god-image in the psyche” (22). And about, we must
add, bringing to greater awareness our relations with the god-images we conceive. And,
further, about bringing to awareness through this process or praxis a deeper relationship (a
relate-ivity) with each our Self.
Or, in terms of Jungian individuation: when the self (human ego) encounters the
divine (transpersonal Self), it realizes as did Job a new awareness that both humanizes its
conception of God and transforms its conception of the human, bringing the egoic and
transpersonal into “an ever-increasing psychic wholeness which heals dissociations and
reconciles the paradoxical opposites that have been contained within the unconscious Godimage,” as Edinger writes in The Psyche and Antiquity (151).
Or, in other words and in terms both of the story at hand and as regards this study’s
answer to The Anti-Life Equation: might humanity reclaim its projection of God as right
dispenser of justice, and institute for itself right justice as dispensed within the word (all
words) of God?
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Chapter 3 | Transforming Our Foundational Stories
A. On Mythic Imagination, Re-Visioning, the Mythical Method, and Mythopoesis
1. Epic Literature As A Mythopoesis of Recognition and Reclamation
And of all these things, the Albino whale was the symbol. Wonder ye then at the fiery hunt?
(Melville, 165)
A current under sea | Picked his bones in whispers. As he rose and fell
He passed the stages of his age and youth | Entering the whirlpool.
(Eliot 41:315-318)
God is a concept | By which we measure our pain. John Lennon
“Call the world if you please ‘The vale of Soul-making,’ ” wrote John Keats. “Then you
will find out the use of the world” (369). And yet to appreciate that vale — call her Gaia, if
you please — and to conceive of Soul itself, one must devise or apprehend an image of soul,
and perhaps as well a purpose for soul. The West, in the context in which Keats writes,
most readily conceives of soul as the immaterial or spiritual essence of a human, each our
eternal part, our transcendent part, that essence from beyond this phenomenal vale. And
that part or essence most generally refers to human derivation from and even participation
in divinity, most often distilled as “God.”
Tracking back from a conception of Gaia as vale or plane of making or tempering soul,
we move to our apprehension of soul itself, establishing it as an essence derived from and
in relation to something greater than our ephemeral (and thus “mere”) phenomenal
existence, something thus contingent necessarily upon our creation, our creator: divinity;
“God.” And being conceptions beyond perceptible proof, being expressions of intuition
and extra- or metaperceptual faith, these image-ings — of God, of soul, of Gaia as vale for
soul’s emergence — comprise the quintessence of human visioning, the pinnacle of our
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understanding of human being, the very stuff and substance of mythopoesis (from Greek
μυθοποιία or μυθοποίησις: muthopoiein, “story-making”) — and the pith and purpose of

epic, a mythopoesis of recognition and reclamation: indeed, myth the warp and epic the weft
of the meanings within all our forms, images, and structures. (Here we may recall Dr.
Samuel Johnson’s observation, as recorded by Jack Lynch, that, “Epick…undertakes to
teach the most important truths by the most pleasing precepts, and therefore relates some
great event in the most affecting manner” (paragraph 208).
As one example drawn from our foundational stories, think of crafty Odysseus.
Though tress-woven Calypso relinquished Odysseus to his longing quest, she could not
ward him from unrelenting Poseidon. Thus in fleeing his sensuous oblivion of Ogygia and
all the trials leading to it, Odysseus suffered further tribulation, “tossing about on the
water,” as Homer wrote in The Odyssey (70), nearly to his end. All but drowned, bereft of
makeshift vessel and of all guise and gift and equipage, Odysseus washed ashore, retaining
— spared by — naught but his quick wit, timely inspired by Athena. After kissing mother
earth, the hero crept into a shaggy coppice, “under a couple of low trees…growing close
together out of one root, a wild garden olive and a blackthorn” (ibid., 72). Heaping leaves
over his naked self, he huddled grateful for even so rough a bed, “lying under the leaves
like a smoldering brand which someone had buried under black ashes far away in the
country” (ibid.) — that is, like an ember of future fire saved against encroaching loss or ill
fortune: “that is how he keeps the seed of fire, or else he would have to go elsewhere for a
light” (ibid.).
How exquisite a metaphor for mythopoesis, the imaginal making of meaning, and
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especially for the poesis of epic, that grand adventure, image, and idiom disclosing truth,
folly, fallacy, possibility (and always more) unsayable through mundane experience, diagram,
explanation. Indeed, as renowned choreographer Martha Graham declared in Blood
Memory, while the discoveries of the explicatory language of denotative science “will in time
change and perhaps grow obsolete,” the allusive language of connotative art “is eternal, for
it reveals the inner landscape, which is the soul” (4).
For here is a man, the reluctant hero Odysseus, rendered witness by fortune to all the
glories and depredations of his people and culture, then laid waste, riven, left exposed by
virtue of that fortune to suss the folly and fealty of his choices and the cultural and personal
implications of his quest. Or, we might say, to recognize his gods’ companionship with his
daimon — not unlike Job, as discussed in our preceding chapter. Or, further: to feel, as it
were, the inner sleeve of meaning under the bright rhetorical, heroical façade of his world.
That Odysseus (and Homer as well) finds and faces this meaning through story, through
his testament of great deeds endured, bespeaks the heart of epic.
For Odysseus, by Poseidon dispossessed, is soon shriven, brought before the masters of
Phaeacia, the land of his grounding, to exchange for their salving hospitality the epic tale of
his adventures (perhaps cannily spiced for extra texture), thus bringing his hosts to a
greater sense of their guest — of the hero they laud to him, by him revealed himself — and
bringing to himself a deeper understanding of his tempering trials, and of, ultimately,
himself.
Stuff and substance, pith and purpose, indeed. Because in any media of artistic
endeavor, the mythic imagination most delves the human soul, most awakens and
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challenges and re-images our defining stories, most acutely inscribes our foundational values
in vivid expression. Indeed, imagination mediates our perceptual and experiential
encounter with the world outside ourselves, that phenomenal and extra- or
metaphenomenal world beyond our sensual and extra- or metasensual experience and
understanding, and leads us into the fullness of being, the totality of existence outside and
beyond our individual, specific knowing. Thus, mythology, however presented, may well be
humanity’s highest art, and, as Morford and Lenardon make clear, “in a sense…the highest
reality” (5): a transcription of a truth more essential — and more eternal — than that of data,
however serviceable. For an appreciation of the deep-rooted recurring patterns of
mythology, as Jung promulgated, brings us to an understanding of myth as the
quintessential expression of humanity’s collective unconscious — that is, as “a revelation of
the continuing psychic tendencies of society” and of soul (ibid., 9).
In this, a primary value of myth for the seeker (as opposed to the entertainment-hungry
consumer) derives from its awakening of imagination, and a particular region of the
imagination called the mythic or metaphoric (the poetic, if you will). This imaginal or, we
may say, epic perspective — mythic mind or mythic imagination — allows us to peer past the
apparent, through the ostensible meanings of images and events (stories) received from
outside and often interpreted for us, and begin understanding our stories not only with
greater dimension but with greater awareness of and participation in what they mean — to
our lives, to our relations. In precisely this pursuit, philosophy and psychology serve in the
modern world as successors to mythology as such.
Often clothed in particular, cultural, connotative imagery, but not shackled by specific,
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literal, denotative fact, mythology remains protean — and elusive. Just so, myth finds
refreshment in retelling, recapitulating, reïnterpreting, and, in Hillman’s phrase, revisioning: “a poetic basis of mind” rooted not in cerebral physiology or conceptualization,
nor in language and its structures, not in social organization nor observations and theories
of behavior, but in “the processes of imagination” (op. cit., xvii). As such, stories by their very
nature are transformative.
Since, as Plotinus demonstrated, “[a]ll knowing comes by likeness” (27), the paramount
expression of a poetic basis of mind, the critical function of the processes of imaging, of
imagination, is mythopoesis, the making of semblances for approaching things ineffable, what
cannot, in their essence, be directly glanced or discretely defined or even fully apprehended
by perception or cognition. Beyond observation, such mystery — unto infinity or divinity,
divine totality, “God” — must be gleaned, conjured, in conception, through an approach that
contours and likens the inscrutable through means of familiar and even specific image. In
other words, to move toward and into the presence of what cannot be known, we begin with
the familiar, the apparently known, for what else beyond the apparent may be suggested,
what else beyond the believed known may be revealed — both of the apparently known and
through the apparently known into — unto — the unknown.
As Hillman reminds us in Re-Visioning Psychology, “Ideas give us eyes, let us see,” the
word idea itself “point[ing] to its intimacy with the visual metaphor of knowing” (121) via
its roots in Latin videre (“to see”) and German wissen (“to know”). Indeed, to ideate, to
conceive, is to imagine, to make (into) image. Hillman adds that, “Ideas are ways of seeing
and knowing, or knowing by means of insighting. Ideas allow us to envision, and by means
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of vision we can know” (ibid.). Thus, as ideas let us see, images give us something to see,
and metaphoric images give us more to see. Of this process, mythology (and its elaborative,
codifying corollary: religion) is the example par excellence, the sine qua non of human
conception and expression.
And by means of evocative image — imaginal metaphor — we can know (gno?) more
deeply. As Dennis Patrick Slattery notes in The Wounded Body, “Words [that is, we may say,
images] can conjure an absence into presence… We could say that…words re-member what
is absent into a presence because the words allow us to imagine what is not there through
their verbal simulacra” (138).
Yet at this juncture, like Hillman in The Thought of the Heart and the Soul of the World,
we must point to the work of Henri Corbin, who reminds us that such creative force of
imagination derives from neither wholly mental nor intellectual seeing but also, as much,
from feeling, intuiting, from the heart or soul. Corbin’s “gift [was] to enable us to
experience thoughts that come from another language and culture,” Hillman reminds us —
and here we may emphasize: including those other cultures such as Egypt, Greece, and
Rome, fundamentally underpinning our own — “as if they were of our own hearts” (5).
Describing Corbin’s “rhetorical imaginative power” as a magic that allowed him to “speak
from within his speech,” that actuated the transformation that “he was his words” (ibid.),
Hillman equates this power with the himma of Andalusian Sufi philosopher Ibn ‘Arabi. Of
that, Corbin himself writes in Alone With The Alone:
This power of the heart…specifically designated by the word himma…is perhaps best
suggested by the Greek word enthymesis, which signifies the act of meditating,
conceiving, imagining, projecting, ardently desiring — in others words, of having
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(something) present in the thymos, which is vital force, soul, heart, intention,
thought, desire. (224)
Not, we must emphasize, the desire of acquisition in itself but the desire of gnosis, the
search for aware participation, the quest for clear and full perception and experience.
Thus, we may say, an enthymesis of ardent questioning, peering into, visioning and re-visioning,
twines together with (indeed, aquifies and spurs) poesis to more than forge doctrine, a logos
of denotative knowledge, but to forage for, to form and foster, meaning, mythos as
connotative narrative. That is, letting desire connote that which it seeks, we may again recall
Dr. Johnson, echoing Horace in his Life of Milton: “Poetry is the art of uniting pleasure
with truth, by calling imagination to the help of reason” (op. cit.). For, as Romanyshyn
suggests in The Wounded Researcher, “knowledge is born in an act that delays the impatient
desire to fulfill an impulse for the sake of knowing” (229). This important observation
figures crucially in the discussion of Recombinant Mythology presented in the second section
of this chapter.
While mythology (that is, mythopoesis — that is, art) approaches this practice with
evocation and suggestion and a concreteness of imagery designedly literary and ineluctably
metaphoric, and directed to the personal, to the individuational soul, religion (including
its secular varieties) assaults the discernment of mystery with invocation and exhortation
and a concreteness of imagery often fully literal and perforce dogmatic, and directed to the
communal, to the civilizational person. That is, while the former addresses, even in the
form of community ritual, the process of soul-making within each individual, the latter
exhorts, often in the form of community ceremony, the requirements of society-making for
each adherent or citizen. We must indulge carefully the latter, just as we would craft
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judiciously the former, because, as Hillman warns in Re-Visioning Psychology, “Any
psychology [or, we may add per our discussion in the previous chapter, any system of
ideating] that believes itself, that takes itself at its own word, no longer reflects the psyche
or serves soul-making” (145). On the more prosaic level of rhetorical effectiveness, we
might here well recall Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s observation, paraphrased by Christopher
Ricks in his introduction to John Milton’s Paradise Lost, that “the real limitation of the
didactic is that it is less (not more) morally effective and vivid, precisely because its moral
purpose is too direct” (xxix).
Asking “What is the case for myth?” Louise Cowan in her introduction to The Epic
Cosmos reïnforces with utmost eloquence this important discernment and differentiation.
A goodly excerpt allows us to appreciate her connections and nuances:
As a container for the diverse aspects of existence, a pattern or design based not on
fact but on value, epic [myth — or, we may elaborate, imaginal metaphor], has the virtue…of enlisting participation in a communal order that transcends — yet includes
and dignifies — the lives of individual human beings. Myth…enables us to place
ourselves within a destiny larger than our own small and relatively insignificant
circle of success or failure. It empowers us to face disappointment, defeat, and
death without self-pity or bitterness. Paradoxically, however…rather than imposing a
rigid uniformity on society and thus stifling individual passion and creativity, such a
vision of order — in which people agree about the meaning of life — supports and
enhances diversity and endows ordinary acts with purpose and grace. (4, emphases added)
As such, we may understand these imaginal processes, and the images they conjure, as
the products of not only metaphysical or spiritual belief and insight but of socio-political
values, intentions, and imperatives — and, therefore, also as expressions of a given culture’s
demons, shadows, and complexes. Thus, any culture’s image of “God” serves as expression
not only of ideals and aspirations, that which is embraced and propounded, but of nadirs
and repressions, that which is outlawed and denied. Further, the God-image propounded
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by a culture, in proportion to its concreteness and specificity, both institutes shadow
material compensatory to its defined form (begging, as it were, unconscious movements of
material excluded from its specific form) and constitutes those components of existence
valued and disdained, exalted and feared, fostered and forgotten (expressing, that is,
conscious judgments vested in its concrete form or hidden in its shadow).
Thus, as much as a God-image comprises a means of expressing, managing, and
perhaps resolving a culture’s ideals and fears, it also reïnforces those ideals and fears as a
symptom of its own conception. That is, while we may view a given culture as symptomatic
of its God-image, we may as readily understand a culture’s God-image — its understanding
and application of that image, its relationship to it — as symptomatic of its given culture.
As Jung notes in Freud and Psychoanalysis, “The psyche does not merely react, it gives its
own specific answer to influences at work upon it” (CW 4:665). Our God-image, collective
or personal, comprises such a response to influences, of which the greatest is phenomenal
existence itself. Building on this insight, Mogenson reminds us in A Most Accursed Religion
that grasping “the spiritual significance of a symptom for our lives” requires us to approach
it from this perspective, as “not merely a reaction to…outer influences” but as “a reply or
answer to those influences, an answer, moreover, arising from our own specific nature as
this is rooted in the otherness of the objective psyche” (185). In this regard, then, we may
view “God” as we understand it (or even avoid it) as an expression, a symptom, of our
cultural order and its expressions, and of each our relationship to our particular experience
and existential dilemma — that is, to our perception of the world and of ourselves within it.
As such, “God” becomes more than a salve to that dilemma but a means of understanding
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and expressing our very conception of that dilemma, and thus a basis for reframing our
answers to it. Or, as Mogenson, puts it:
Addressing us as if it were a God, the symptom demands submission, obedience,
and sacrifice to a side of our nature, which must now be dialectically deployed to
counter external impingements or to redress internal exclusivities (i.e., our onesidedness attitudes). (ibid.)
We might readily reverse the polarities of that statement, perceiving that our symptomatic complexes, expressing themselves as our God-image, demand our heeding attention
and acknowledgement, our devoted dialogue. Much in the manner of Job, as discussed in
our previous chapter. In either case, the need for such devoted attention — that heeding
acknowledgment crucial to individuation and to retrieval of mythic imagination, to address
and redress of external and internal incongruence, and thus to questioning our culturallyencoded existential dilemma(s) and responses to them — here calls out to us. And whether
we understand the symptoms of our existential dilemma as expressive of our relationship to
“God” or understand our image of “God” as expressive of our existential dilemma, such
heeding guides us beyond understanding any God-image as source or product of dilemma
and answering belief to realization of any such image as amalgam or aggregate of
perception, value, assessment, and response decisive fundamentally in the content and
establishment not only of any God-image per se but of our existential dilemma(s) as such.
For instance, as outlined in our discussion of The Anti-Life Equation, the West largely
conceives incarnate existence as an incarceration of spirit in which humanity suffers an
inherent flaw, essentially its sundering from God (divine eternity or totality), a “fall”
understood gnostically as loss of participation in — or, say, audience with — limitless being,
or scripturally as exile from the presence of a supernal divinity (Zeus in the case of Prome-
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theus; Yahweh for Adam and Eve; God the Father for Christ and his devotees; Allah for
Mohammed and his adherents). That is, this conception of God-image and humanity’s
relationship to it constitutes an imaginal perception that we are sundered from a divinity
conceived as external to our phenomenal being and apart if not in fact absent from Gaia,
the merely created world. While on the one hand this image informs our conception of
Gaia blanched of divinity, set apart from that which impelled her creation, it also expresses
our disdainful sense of this phenomenal vale not as a place of soul-making but of carnal
incarceration and torment, a veritable vale of tears. What this necessarily indicates about
our “God” perhaps speaks for itself. What it indicates about our culture speaks as much,
suggesting a trauma regarding — and concomitant fear and resentment of — our mortal
existence. As noted in Chapter 2, in The Origin and Function of Culture anthropologist and
psychoanalyst Géza Róheim explains this trauma in terms of psychosocial development:
“the defense mechanisms themselves owe their existence to the fact that our Soma (Ego) is
even more retarded than the Germa (Id), and hence the immature Ego evolves defense
mechanisms as a protective against libidinal qualities, which it is not prepared to deal with”
(17).
That is, separation anxiety, deeply rooted in our biology and developmental experience,
fosters defensive mechanisms of alienation from, and often resentment toward, the world.
Tracking forward from this assertion, we can understand both why we would image an
omnipotent God by turns loving and dismissive, and why we would narrate our
understanding of such a God with tales of sundering, trial, redemption, and salvation, and
of resentment, challenge, and negotiation (again, as viz. Job).
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To recognize our God-image as symptomatic of such anxiety, then, offers an initial step
toward conscious heeding of our yearning, per Mogenson, for “a regenerative form of
existence” (186).
We may discern most distinctly the enhancing approach of mythology in works of epic
literature, that form of narrative most redolent with the archetypal figures and patterns and
the psychological predicaments and movements comprising the core of mythology — and
which, therefore, we may equate in principle and in intention with mythic conception or
mythic imagination. Indeed, the unknown — that ineffable divinity of our pursuit — finds
presence most visibly, plausibly, purposefully in epic works. For, as Louise Cowan in “Myth
in the Modern World” avers, “epic displays on a panoramic scale an entire way of life —
caught, it is true, at a moment of radical change and yet, viewed from an omni-dimensional
standpoint, in that very act transfigured and preserved” (4). And perhaps no American epic
narrative more potently pursues and partakes of mythopoesis than Herman Melville’s MobyDick.
Superficially an account of mid-19th-century whaling, ostensibly a dualistic meditation
on good, evil, and duality itself, Moby-Dick demonstrably conjures through particular,
specific, intensely concrete and detailed cultural imagery a suggestive and even prophetic
vision of (among a myriad of other possibilities) incongruence and hypocritical fallacy, of
adherence to code despite contradictory implications, of grace within mundanity and
sacred within profane (and vice versa), of attitudinal, behavioral, and doctrinal reductio ad
absurdum invisible to characters within the spell of received attitudes, behaviors, and
doctrines dangerously insensate to reflective consideration and revision. Thus Melville’s
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tale is one of recognition (of witnessing and revealing) and of reclamation (of re-visioning and
redirecting, and certainly of renewing) our cultural (dis)course, or at least our perspective
on it. Indeed, as Mark Schorer declares in “The Necessity of Myth”:
Myth is fundamental, the dramatic representation of our deepest instinctual life, of
a primary awareness of man in the universe, capable of many configurations, upon
which all particular opinions and attitudes depend. (355)
To which we may well append Slattery’s crucial elaboration that, “There is a healing of
a cultural wound through myth that aids us in repatterning our existence based in the
home of the myth” (op. cit., 134).
The epic enterprise — exemplified by Moby-Dick, a portrait clustered deeply with telling
cultural and literary (and always more) minutiae — suggests Eliot’s lamenting phrase in The
Wasteland, “These fragments have I shored against my ruins” (46:431). Again, such
gathering and reshaping of images and events to reveal and redirect perspective bespeaks
the heart of myth generally and of epic particularly. While the former encodes a particular
culture’s values and beliefs — its engagement with the world as experienced and
understood, and its sense of humanity’s role and status within the world, per William
Doty’s Mythography (11) — the latter portrays a particular struggle with values and beliefs,
those dominant, those decaying, those emerging: an attempt to maintain or restore or
build a “good city.” Such effort necessitates the hero, a (brute or enlightened) visionary
who strikes an accommodation (not necessarily a balanced one) between nature and polis
by, as best he can, subduing the compulsions of instinct (let us say liberty) to the
requirements of culture (let us say society). Whether the hero visions subduing his own
nature or the natural world (a tension within both The Odyssey and Moby-Dick) leans a
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particular epic toward resonance with one or the other of its literary fellows — tragedy or
comedy, from both of which epic may partake as it will. Further, how an epic leans informs
both its commentary upon and its vision for a culture.
In this light, well we may ask whether Melville concocted a mere portrait of his country,
a comment upon or caution against its trajectory, a prognosis about or prescription to cure
its pursuits — and the answer must be affirmative while insisting that he accomplished
more still: that Melville crafted a mythic image of and a mythological map for his America.
In effect, that is, Melville redrafts — reïmages — the American sensibility and the Biblical
scripture at its heart as a recombinatory act of bringing it into resonance with his 19th century
perspective. Of course, his inconceivably erudite, subtle, multifarious masterpiece defies
any brief discussion (let alone any definite interpretation), particularly in recognition of its
grandly nuanced intricacies of character, action, dimension. Yet a small glimpse at the
merest of its devices serves to illuminate how myth may inform (infuse) literary narrative,
and how literary narrative may assay the mythic.
Consider one small episode, a sliver of a scene, from near the narrative’s beginning.
Circumambulating and describing a Massachusetts whaling village, Melville’s sometimes
reliable narrator Ishmael notes that, “In New Bedford, fathers, they say, give whales for
dowers to their daughters, and portion off their nieces with a few porpoises a-piece.” (42)
Ishmael continues:
In summer time, the town is sweet to see; full of fine maples — long avenues of
green and gold. And in August, high in air, the beautiful and bountiful horsechestnuts, candelabra-wise, proffer the passer-by their tapering upright cones of
congregated blossoms. So omnipotent is art; which in many a district of New
Bedford has super-induced bright terraces of flowers upon the barren refuse rocks
thrown aside at creation’s final day.
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And the women of New Bedford, they bloom like their own red roses. But roses
only bloom in summer; whereas the fine carnation of their cheeks is perennial as
sunlight in the seventh heavens. (ibid.)
This passage works on numerous levels, most obviously as a detailed presentation
(literal) of locale and exposition of local society, with particular emphasis on its economic
means and affluence. That means, of course, is the whaling industry, so soon to be revealed
in the narrative as, to name a few perspectives, a filthy slaughter (moral), a quest against
capricious nature (allegorical), an immersion in wonder and grace (anagogical), a tragedy of
despite, the blind momentum of industrial endeavor. But here, early on, we have a cleverly
and vividly described yet almost banal scene of a town festooning itself, with its abundance
of cetacean wealth, in a kind of perpetual summer, especially for the women made fetching
with spermacetti cosmetics (“the fine carnation of their cheeks…perennial as sunlight in
the seventh heavens”). Eschewing language of comment (literal, moral) for that of
description (allegorical, anagogical), Ishmael paints (wittingly? wryly? oblivious?) a portrait of
human community ornate with harvested nature to the extent of achieving a life in some
respects divorced from nature, or at least the natural rhythms of its seasons. This is no
mere allegorical conceit, New Bedford signifying some paradise or perdition, but a cunning
display of symbology, metaphor that becomes more potent, more bivalent as the story
unfolds, mires more deeply in the whale “trade” supporting this complacent affluence
dependent upon yet distanced from nature (“super-induced bright terraces of flowers upon
the barren refuse rocks”).
Whether one perceives Melville as lauding or lamenting the implications of this
portrait may depend, let us say, on whether one resonates in reading the tale more with the
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witnessing Ishmael or the spitefully questing Ahab, or another indelible character such as
Queequeg. That Melville crafts a mythology we cannot doubt, for though his narrative
institutes no evident scriptural corpus in itself, it both intensely evokes (refers to,
comments upon, and adopts imagery from) his society’s primary text — the Old and New
Testaments — while making of one of thousands of then-commonplace whaling voyages a
representative adventure of self-discovery, self-ignorance, dualistic rivalry, and so much more.
In fact, Ishmael’s sojourn reflects and comments upon the Biblical epic encoding (as do all
epics) “the movement toward a destiny of fulfillment,” in Cowan’s phrase (op. cit., 9), while
itself taking on such shape and dimension, even to the extent of redrafting the Bible —
perhaps we might better say re-visioning it, Melville reconfiguring its ideas and images rather
than transposing them.
Further, Moby-Dick transcends (if ever, doubtfully, intent upon) mere transfiguration of
the Bible, but presents through means of familiar and even specific images the contours and
likeness of otherwise inscrutable ineffability, the titular whale itself but one multivalent
example (sigil of phenomenal entrapment? agent — or principle — of a Nature impeached for
imposing mortality on angelically perceptive humanity?). In this, we witness Melville’s
fulfillment of his own quest, the artist’s epic of cultural (and spiritual and instinctual, and
always more) recognition and reclamation. Indeed, with Moby-Dick Melville allows himself,
as Campbell writes in Creative Mythology, to “be wakened by — and then reciprocally
reäwakening — the inexhaustibly suggestive mythological symbols of our richly compound…
heritage of intermixed traditions” (94). And — a seminal Modernist grasping the Bible as
symbolic narrative crafted by humans rather than a literal chronicle dispensed by God —
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Melville perhaps goes far in untangling for our sight the intricacies of our mythic tapestry.
As through example Melville comprehensively assays art itself, he attains and examples that
status lauded by Campbell (and which we might dub recombinant mythologist):
Creative artists…are mankind’s wakeners to recollection: summoners of our outward mind to conscious contact with ourselves, not as participants in this or that
morsel of history, but as spirit, in the consciousness of being. Their task, therefore,
is to communicate directly from one inward world to another, in such a way that an
actual shock of experience will have been rendered: not a mere statement for the
information or persuasion of a brain, but an effective communication across the
void of space and time from one center of consciousness to another. (92)
And in epic the artist’s task includes re-collecting and re-membering the traces of our
humanly experiences and values and beliefs, and the meanings within our stories encoding
them, and “the uncreated conscience” of our collective humanity: a task by which we
recognize ourselves, our culture, and our world, and ourselves within world, culture, and
Self. Slattery deepens this recognition of the artist and his epic task, tracing meanings
within metaphors such as Ahab’s scarred mien and the hulking white whale: “The act of
writing itself becomes the great elongated scar on the face of the white page that redeems
the community, but only through the violence of the…chase” (op. cit., 133).
Writing of epic, Cowan suggests a hallmark of all artistic endeavor: “its penetration of
the veil separating material and immaterial existence, allowing an intimate relation
between gods and men and a resultant metaphysical extension of space” (op. cit., 11). That
Moby-Dick does this in the very guise of a quest of piercing veils and extending space is but
one of Melville’s epiphanic gifts to literature. With this and an astounding affluence of
ideas, forms, and techniques, Melville infuses his literary narrative with mythic conception,
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and thus attains mythic effect and proportion with it, “remember[ing] the sacred past,
contend[ing] with the ambiguous present, aspir[ing] to the prophesied future” (16).
That Moby-Dick invites and sustains (we might say, with Cowan, includes and dignifies) a
multiplicity of (even contradictory) interpretations not merely bespeaks its deep genius but
fulfills (we might say, with Cowan, empowers) its epic function, that enhancing approach of revisioning and seeing-through that deploys metaphoric images (evocation and suggestion, the
crafting of semblances and resonances) to give us more to see that we may know more deeply,
that we may deepen gnosis. Or, we may say, to reflect the psyche, and to serve soul-making.
As Hillman notes in Re-Visioning Psychology, “By means of an idea [that is, we may elaborate,
an image] we can see the idea cloaked in the passing parade” (121). From this perspective,
we may understand epic — mythic, scriptural, literary — as the fullest imaginal means of
transforming a people’s vision.
In the spirit of seeing-through, and toward explication of a Recombinant Mythology, how
might we interpret Moby-Dick? A resonance quaking through my every retracing of the
images and passages of Melville’s epic is what in the second chapter of this study we’ve
discussed (adopting the strategy of metaphor) as The Anti-Life Equation: an aggregate of
perspectives, a mania, an alienation, an immaturity (my looming suspicion) perceptible in
humanity as a corpus that Ahab in his mad chase of the white whale fully embodies. In
Ahab’s lexicon, the whale is evil. And not merely, if certainly, for maiming him, tearing
away — no doubt gulping down! — his leg, now replaced by an ivory rod from some kin
spermacetti’s very bone (109). Rather, the albino whale presents no monstrosity merely, but
represents monstrosity itself, Nature as capricious monster. Its matted, malicious hulk is but
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“a pasteboard mask” that “in the living act” slips aside to reveal “some unknown but still
reasoning thing…strike through the mask!” (140, emphasis added). For, Ahab insists, the
mask, mere seeming, is a wall imprisoning our knowing (might we as well say incarcerating
the spirit?) of that thing, the unknown (earlier, ineffable) but still reasoning thing dwelling
within, driving, animating the malicious and deadly hulk. And, perchance, as well imprisoning not only perception but being itself (again, spirit itself), and we must be free: “strike
through the mask! How can the prisoner reach out except by thrusting through the wall?
To me, the white whale is that wall, shoved near to me” (ibid.). Here Ahab rants at least as
heroic demi-god, if not as a god himself: master crafter of his epic mania, his quest and its
meanings, his contention with an unruly creation. In his quest, then, Ahab hunts the soul
of the world — yet in malice, for conquest, rather than in wonder, for gnosis.
In speaking of tending dreams (that is, of re-visioning and seeing through images),
Hillman warns us in The Dream and the Underworld of this heroical mentality, deeming “the
culture-hero…a killer among images”:
The image makes it mad, or rather evokes its madness, because heroic sanity insists
on a reality that it can grapple with, aim an arrow at, or bash with a club. Real
equals corporeal. So it attacks the image, driving death from his throne, as if
recognition of the image implies death for ego. The heroic ego literalizes the
imaginal. Because it lacks the metaphorical understanding [that is, the mythic
imagination] that comes with image-work, it makes wrong moves, and these
violently. (115)
And thus this hapless man Ahab (a metaphoric image for literalness of mind, in this reading), the very image of a wounded humanity rabid with its sorrow and malice at the mortal
terms of existence, proud in its angelic perception, bitter at its quintessence of dust, intent
in some unwitting malignity of hubristic certainty that, as pinnacle of creation, it should —
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must — somehow transcend creation, even unto wresting the heart from bestial being,
chasing ineffable essence out of its supposed prison, “round Good Hope, and round the
Horn, and round the…Maelstrom, and round perdition’s flames before…giv[ing] up” (139).
It’s a suicide chase, and a Gaiacide conceit, this quest for renunciation and
transcendence, escaping spirit from matter, rather than a more plausible relinquishment (a
settling and an abiding with mortality) and transformation of matter through infusion of
spirit — in some circles rendered “tending soul.” Images, anyway, for considering: notions
to winkle in deeper pondering the whiteness of the whale.
We get (Ahab insists on getting, would have us get) our revenge at the world, for it
failing our fervent wishes, in interesting and apocalyptical ways: clearing the stables of
unrighteous men (Odysseus’s return to Ithaca); setting our entire will to hunting down
phantasms — or creatures holding our projections; retiring to a bed and counting out
harmless colors (see Toni Morrison’s excruciating epic Beloved); putting sword and fire to
one another; dissolving all bonds with supernova bombs realized at a site named Trinity;
cooking and eating our planet. But apocalypse doesn’t mean what we fear. It’s not an end of
“sin” and advent of righteousness. It’s the ultimate reveal (disclosure: Greek apokályptein or
ἀποκάλυψις: apokálypsis — “lifting or pulling away of veils; revelation”), and most likely of

just ourselves: each our Self to our self, our Self individually — and perhaps the culture
collectively, if our hubris relents its course and we avoid, steward ourselves from, nemesis: a
planet melted down, an atmosphere missiled uranious. That is, if we re-vision what’s within,
recognize and reclaim what we imagine animates us.
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Again Slattery, in his article “Watery World/Watery Words,” brings meaning and
metaphor together, to bear, conjuring Melville in the act of his task:
So Ishamel, in writing a poetic/historical text, not only establishes or founds a
context for himself after his struggle, an activity for which he is surely to be
understood as heroic, but reveals for us the relation between water and words,
between liquid language and the flux of experience as its given form. (63)
That is, we perhaps could add, between conception and meaning, between idea and
image, between seeing and knowing, between understanding and gnosis.
Just as Ishmael writes his epic, Odysseus fully enters his by stepping from the rushes
and taking his first stride toward recounting his tempering trials, in so doing bringing
himself but a skipping stone’s throw from home. How different Ahab at his end — “I turn
my body from the sun.” — and Odysseus at his (unsuspected) beginning, stepping from
thicket into new dawn. The latter presents the very image of mythopoesis, the making of
meaning via vision, testament, seeing through, a hero transformed into human. The former,
perhaps, in this reading, serves as antithesis, the damning of meaning via blindness,
command, imposition, seeing but surface, only seeming: humanity bound in heroics, an
unseeing, a literal basis of mind pursuing its (so often ideological) projections of meaning
even unto destruction.
2. Religious Mythology vis-à-vis Mythic Imagination
Crucial to the study of mythology must be a clear differentiation between doctrinal
(religious, ideological) and creative (spiritual, mythological) approaches to, and treatments
of, divine practice, perception, and imagery.
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The cleric and his congregation operate, essentially, from an understanding of their
concepts, doctrines, and practices as unassailable rules of operation dispensed from higher
(indeed, ultimate) authority, of which the cleric serves as expert intermediary. The focus of
contemplative understanding and practice of religious doctrine is prayer, a means by which
disbelief may be interrupted or wholly suspended in that it requires an immersion inimical
to the balance of open curiosity and critical vigilance appropriate to consideration of any
image or idea of divinity, ultimate or provisional. Thus, the priest labors to harmonize
personal prayer with codified scripture, giving precedence and predominance to the latter.
Conversely, the artist or philosopher (we may say mythologists, each in their way)
operates, essentially, from an understanding that all concepts, doctrines, and practices are
mediated, created representations filtered through human (that is, mundane and specific)
perceptions, of which the creative individual serves as amanuensis or conduit. Thus, the
artist works to materialize personal vision through vivid representations, lending credence
and preëminence to the former, if for the sake of the collective understanding.
Of course, just as an artist inflated with vision may mistake his representations for
discreet and actual supernal fact, and thus fall prey to a delusionary prophecizing, so may a
priest transported by fervor lose his earthly bearings and drift in a wholly theological
rapture. Either may thus devolve into cultist behavior concerned with doctrinal promulgation and enforcement rather than divine apperception. Here the literal rules again.
Thus must we recognize fundamental distinctions within fundamental similarities
between the authentic creative poesis of the artist, the ulterior inflated poesy of the prophet,
and the calcified doctrinal poetics of the priest. Though our historicizing culture privileges
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the efforts of the latter two, the mythologies of the world remember the former as well and
draw to and from both spiritual artistry (poetry) and religious ministry (scripture) a
rejuvenated, reconstituted proximity and intimacy with the very fonts of creative thought
and expression, and thus of divine perception and gnosis. For within poetic expression
resides a propensity to rely on capricious emotional reactions — such as shock or
astonishment, or pleasure and joy, or anguish and sorrow — in addressing the conditions
and fortunes of vicissitudes of the natural order, while the opposite impulse often prevails
within religious devotion: the submersion of personal experience and insight within
accepted (acceptable) doctrinal formulae. (Of course, these poles may reverse in certain
contexts.)
Because mythology treats a myriad of themes and subjects — however characteristically
couched in story or tale or enacting ritual — we may best understand it by means of its
functions, its role in human culture and aspiration, the values and meanings it attempts
and offers and imparts. Campbell and Doty in tandem provide us as comprehensive a
description of “what a myth is” as we are likely to parse, fashion, or paraphrase. The latter
crafts an expositional definition in Mythography while the former delineates a functional
understanding in Occidental Mythology.
Doty (11) explains the particular cultural stories that, aggregated, form a mythology as
defining stories or foundational accounts comprising metaphoric and symbolic diction and
imagery that foster emotional conviction and participation while charting a particular
culture’s values and beliefs — its engagement with the world as experienced and understood
— and its sense of humanity’s role and status within the world. Crucially, Doty emphasizes,
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such accounts provide means of interpreting individual and collective experience within a
shared (community or cultural) perspective as well as material for creative (“secondary”)
elaboration.
Cultivating a broad historical and cultural perspective on humanity, Campbell
elucidates mythology according to four essential operations or functions. The most vivacious
and protean function is that of evoking (or retrieving) our wonder at (within) the paradoxical
riddle of phenomenal being (519) — returning us to recognition, as discussed in Chapter 2,
of what Otto termed the numinous, the presence of divinity.
A secondary function of mythology is that of mapping cosmology, an imaginal structure
or order of phenomenal being that sensibly, congruently derives from and validates this
wonder, an astonished joy and horror, in presence of that paradoxical phenomenal being:
the paradox of phenomena and the phenomena of paradox (ibid.).
A third function of mythology is that of reïnforcing community, our chosen
civilizational constructs and social contracts, toward orienting and assimilating individuals
into community. Again, broad historical and cultural perspective on humanity reveals that
a progressive, accretive expansion of the variety and quality of community characterizes our
evolution from isolated, even insular, groupings or societies toward a multifarious yet
potentially universalist global culture (520).
A fourth function of mythology is that of introducing and familiarizing each member
of a community into awareness, exploration, and understanding of oneself in terms of
mental and physical capacities, spiritual and philosophical traditions, and personal
expression and creativity — which is to say, personal-cum-communal evolvement (521).
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Though Campbell’s model may yet prove incomplete — mythographer Evans Lansing
Smith has proposed a fifth function, the aesthetic (Lecture notes, MS 502, Spring 2007) — it
resonates as an elegant basis for any approach to mythology.
While creative expression tends toward facilitating these functions, doctrinal adherence
tends to mitigate them insofar as institutional and institutionalized dogma aims first at
maintaining its manifest structure and teachings (and achieved status), and only
secondarily at enlightening, nurturing, encouraging, freeing individuals from the ready
confusions, seductions, and conditions of phenomenal being. (As per the notion of
“Institutional Mind” discussed in Chapter 2.) Heretofore in human history, at least since
the Great Reversal, the four essential functions of myth have more often been employed to
subordinate the individual to an established order, to channel or even stultify human
creativity toward the acceptance and maintenance of strictures of conduct, structures of
social organization, pictures of phenomenal “reality.” In an age of darkened understanding
and virtue — an age of inflexibly calcified and willfully stagnant concepts and images — such
oppressive repression of humanity flourishes. In an age, in a culture, of cultivated
awareness and nourished expression, human spirit flourishes and reaches toward
enlightened perception, visionary expression, spiritual and social expansion — toward soul.
And yet having defined “what myth is” (even how it functions), how may we apply our
understanding? How may we enter a mythological system, or one of its specific stories? For
this, of course, we require a mythic story. And, as proposed in Chapter 4, the example par
excellence may be the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice.
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As mythology in essence is itself value and meaning, both expressing and preserving the
insight and ethic of the cultures each specific mythology contours and portrays and
informs, mythology may in large measure be seen as the creative act itself, poesis, the
generative, formative Word, “the matrixing mode and activity for any and all our
endeavors,” per Doty (xvii), that shifts its forms and figures with the interpretive needs of a
given age. As such, we may see mythology embodied in such a figure as Orpheus, the
master singer who has weathered both fate and time as a protean character receiving and
reflecting the projections of countless ages, who indeed, as Walter Strauss notes in Descent
and Return: The Orphic Theme in Modern Literature, “prolonged the sound of his lyre and of
his voice across the ages, modulating his song to accord with the deepest needs and desires
of men in their troubled histories. And, in his journey through history, this mythical figure
has himself been modulated and modified” (1).
What better guide — a ψυχοπομπός (psychopompos) both lyric and epic — may we
invoke: one that lends concrete vision to our understanding of mythology, a metamorphic
figure to lead us through our sojourn of understanding and expressing a “middle path”
between spiritual credos and mythological expressions of immanence and transcendence?
Orpheus doubly serves as metaphor for mythology itself as the very archetype of poesis,
understanding archetype as the building block of mythology, as, per Hillman’s Re-Visioning
Psychology, “the deepest pattern of psychic functioning, the roots of the soul governing the
perspectives we have of ourselves and the world” (xix). Further, Campbell as a like
mediating figure offers a lucid explication of the effective gifts mythology affords us, along
with a concise diagnosis of their historical employment to constrain and dampen human
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spirit and gnosis of soul, what you might call the consumption of spirituality by religion
(whether scriptural or ideological or secular).
Humanity at this juncture appears in grievous need of clarity as to the functions of
mythology, reëducation as to its true (or most protean) function, and encouragement to
experience it, participate in it, employ it, for the revivification of ourselves individually and
collectively, and of the forms and functions of our shambling, insufficient culture. In this,
we must not discount or discard the crucial philosophical and spiritual wisdom that we are
more than merely phenomenal beings (or that the phenomenal itself is more than merely
mundane), and thus must guard vigilantly against utter immersion within (“seduction” by)
the phenomenal realm. Yet also we must neither discount nor disregard our essential
material condition, disdain for which makes of our intrinsically paradisiacal garden planet
(or, rather, of our approach to it) a hell of exploitation, usurpation, depletion. To perceive
and understand ourselves as a quintessence beyond mere matter need not, and must not,
blind us to the exquisite tempering challenge of our incarnational moment, nor the
inherent value of this plane of that tempering, of Keats’ soul-making.
Mythology is the material, mythic imagination the means. If we can gather fresh glimpses
of our informing myths — that is, neither our society’s fanciful stories nor its fraudulent
rhetoric but our culture’s codified aspirations and values — we can recognize the deeper
implications of our civilizational narratives and the outcomes they impel, and redraft them,
reïnterpret them, recombinate them, in such a way as to rewrite their endings and redraft
our future.
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No more apt or proximate event in living memory examples this principle and our
need in addressing it than that epochal call to our informing myths received on September
11, 2001. Our initial, natural response to that call came in cleaving to our current
understanding of those myths, to our status quo interpretation of ourselves as delineated in
our stories and rhetoric about ourselves and our place in the world. And yet that call to our
assaulted status quo required more of us if we were to avoid reflexive reaction, righteous —
even self-righteous — defense and justification and enforcement of that status quo, our
concretized way of thinking. Did we succeed, in the advent and since? Have we failed, in
the moment and in the long run? Since the event and our responses, the implications and
repercussions of both, continue unfolding even today, we are right in persistently asking
these questions, and right in insistently applying the principles of insighting that in the
second part of this chapter inform the notion of a Recombinant Mythology. For now, a brief
glimpse into that maelstrom serves as initial example of the recombinatory process.
3. 9/11 As Mythic Event
I don’t think anyone could have predicted that these people would take an airplane
and slam it into the World Trade Center. … Had this president known
that a plane was going to be used as a missile, he would have acted on it.
National Security Advisor Condoleeza Rice, 16 May 2002 Press Conference
The Towers fall every day, fall again, and then again, in loops of videography running
continuously since September 11, 2001. World Trade Center 2 stands billowing out
sulfurous clouds, an odd skyscraper sconce for a jumbo jet made missile turned into
flaming fireball. Then off away from the periphery a shadowy projectile rushes in, and
WTC1 erupts in roiling fire and shattered debris, commences spewing its own black pall of
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fume. The twins glower under eddying swirls of smoke soon caught by winds and made
vaporous vanes divining unimagined, onerous directions, unpredicted, ominous destinies.
In less than two hours, both are gone — not toppling, or pancaking, or tumbling down, but
free-fall gliding, smooth as blades, following their rigid linear contours, slamming into their
deep architectural “footprints,” and bellowing now a new moiling mantle of atomized
concrete, glass, paper, steel, human detritus. Some little while later, as the occluded sun
exits the scene, WTC7 — struck by no plane, visibly scathed but moderately — falls just the
same, implodes into the hollow ground of its sub-basements, demolished with little
remnant but more atomized residue.
A turning point in United States history. A sea change in American society. A new
Pearl Harbor impelling righteous rhetoric and swift retribution — whether sanctions or
ultimatums or military pre-emption. And a reconfiguration of American perception, of
itself and of its place in the world. We all have lived and responded to this politically,
socially, emotionally, literally, morally, allegorically. What of mythically, imaginally? What of
anagogically? What more than meets the eye in what we have witnessed, the event itself and
what we have made, historically, consciously, literally, of it? And what mean these stories,
still morphing, we tell ourselves about (and these policies, still unfurling, we legislate
against) “9/11”?
Depth and Archetypal Psychology — the legacies of such masters of the imaginal as
Jung, Corbin, Marie Louise von Franz, Mircea Eliade, Campbell, Hillman — lend us means
of witnessing more deeply, of tending what we see, and enjoin us to use them. Four crucial
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tools are ways of seeing or looking into: personifying, pathologizing, psychologizing (or, more
luminous, mythologizing), and de-humanizing (or, perhaps better, soul-making).
What rights are his that dare not strike for them? Isolt (Tennyson 219)
In Re-Visioning Psychology, Hillman employs the term personifying not in the colloquial
sense of attributing human life and character to animal or inanimate objects, or even in the
literal sense of representing a quality or concept in human form, but “to signify the basic
psychological activity — the spontaneous experiencing, envisioning, and speaking of the
configurations of existence as psychic presence” (12): that is, as distinct essences of
beingness (and certainly not as literal beings) in their own right. In this way, Hillman helps
us look upon any image or figure not as literal personification, embodied fact, but as
essence or presence, present possibility and quality made tangible, palpable, viscerally
perceptible as felt experience. In fact, our modern literalist propensity to view our icons as
(colloquially) personifications of the essential concepts they represent constitutes a “sin
against the imagination” compounded “whenever we ask an image for its meaning,
requiring that images be translated into concepts” (ibid., 39).
The coiled snake in the corner cannot translate into my fear, my sexuality, or my
mother-complex without killing the snake. We do not hear music, touch sculpture,
or read stories with meaning in mind, but for the sake of the imagination. (ibid.)
Imagine personifying the events of 9/11 — or the Twin Towers themselves: granting
them their capital letters and acknowledging, addressing, allowing the energies they
embody. Like two pillars of vital knowledge and achievement, more reflection than
duplicate of one another, WTC1 and 2 stood fully twice as tall as buildings clustered
around, looming like beacons (of world commerce, of course) or conductive rods,
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antennae, perhaps needles freeing geomantic force, living earth energy, upward into the
heavens. Betimes, such as early morning, they materialize from mists like herms of fleetfoot Argeiphontes, god of commerce, patron of thieves. Or like warding giants, an ersatz
Fafner and Fasolt parleying in fatal avarice over their gelt. These are association; what
informed the Towers’ stance?
My one time in their proximity, chugging along on the Staten Island Ferry, I reveled at
how this sleek duo of monoliths framed Lady Liberty, like her own particular Jachin and
Boaz, the solar and lunar warders bounding the Tarot’s High Priestess. Yet the Priestesses’
pillars themselves are symbols, in cartomancy for twined virtues of understanding and
wisdom, severity and mercy, splendor and victory. (How they replay, evolving, through the
cards: foreshortened to enthrone The Emperor; gilded to frame The Hierophant; set as
rival trees behind The Lovers; clustered as city spires beyond The Chariot; draped with a
single veil backdrop for Justice; joined as a cross to suspend The Hanged Man; sundered
yet forewarning beneath The Moon; united yet split in two for fiery cataclysm in The
Tower.) In the Bible, Solomon casts Our Lady’s pillars of bronze and sets them “at the
vestibule of the temple” (1 Kings 7:21), Jachin (yakin, “thy throne”) in the south, Boaz (beoz,
“God’s strength”) in the north. I remember laughing then with the memory of the scene
from Godspell, a “rock opera” on the Gospel of Matthew, where Jesus and Judas soft-shoe
on the roof of the nearly finished Tower 2: where else to proclaim their “good news” but at
the peak of the New World’s largest manufactured Meru?
All these images may point us toward pathologizing our felled towers: what wants psyche
through the erection, prominence, hegemony, destruction of these monuments? An
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awakening of soul. A humbling of ego toward fuller, more integrated awareness. A
relinquishment by the contesting self of primacy so that the unseen may be seen, the
repudiated redeemed, the drive harnessed, the unconscious heard. And so we work to see
through (psychologize or, more luminous, mythologize) these structures, their associations,
their implications, their literal edifices, to some sense of their ideas, their meanings, their
ramifications, their metaphoric edification of our understanding, our knowing, our gnosis.
Because, as Hillman reminds us:
A psyche with few psychological ideas is easily a victim. It has meager means for
orientating itself as a soul in a psychological field. It also loses the ability of seeing
through ideas that are imposed upon it. It asks wrong questions and forgets itself as
soul; it turns to ideas from other areas and is blinded by the dazzling illuminations
coming to it through notions of nature, of history, or of religion … Then the soul
forgets its distinct nature, that it requires its own ideas, and that evolutionary
development, transformations of energy, a dialectic of opposites, or a theology of
salvation are borrowed coin from alien realms. (op. cit., 118)
Depth and Archetypal Psychology address the interactivity of our instinctual and sociocultural beings, our animal and adaptive sides, by peeling away layers of psychological
“problem” toward resolving the evident disconnect between these beings: the instinctual
misaligned (if aligned at all) with dayworld (cultural) conformism, and the resultant rupture
between humanity’s instinctual nature and cultural existence.
In fact, looking upon any image or figure as the embodiment (and in that regard as a
kind of guarantee) of its essential meaning both delimits our felt experience of that
meaning and removes it from ourselves, from our living imagination, to rest it in an
external dispensation “above” us — and not in the salutary sense of a “power beyond” us
but in the practical sense of an agency beyond our influence and, increasingly, our
recourse. That is, (colloquially) personified essences — justice, say, or virtue, or evil —
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become contained in an external image, an image of a quality or state, rather than
expressed as an aspirational longing in us all, as a living activity of (an active presence
within) the community. By contrast, Hillman’s insistence that we, as it were, give person to
our icons — that we recognize and allow each their inherent presence or life — “means giving
them full credit; it means restoring fallen idols and cracked icons which have been
reformed and counterreformed into pale likenesses of once holy numens” (ibid., 41). That
is, recognizing and allowing the presence boded by our images, figures, and narratives means
seeing through to and reclaiming the soul embodied within these forms.
In this way, any given essence, image or figure, becomes more than a rhetorical icon,
more than a weathered statue or dog-eared narrative signifying either its most literal concept
or what we think we know of it, but returns to the life suggested by yet utterly beyond
representation, finds life in anyone sensible to the presence within the figure. Experiencing
any image or figure or narrative in this way (as particularly cultivated by familiarity: reading
again, encountering again, and concertedly again), we may know it more deeply, feel it
more keenly, rise to the promise of its principles.
Hillman employs the term pathologizing “to mean the psyche’s autonomous ability to
create illness…and suffering in any aspect of its behavior and to experience and imagine life
through this deformed and afflicted perspective” (ibid., 57, emphasis added). Eschewing (without
invalidating) medical and religious notions of illness as morbid disorder, Hillman asks us
to allow and see illness or (supposed) abnormality “as perspectives [with] psychological
necessity” — that is, as states or means of informing experience “involving purposes which
we have misperceived and values which must present themselves necessarily in a distorted
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form” (ibid.). As he notes, “Each soul at one time or another demonstrates illusions and
depressions, overvalued ideas, manic flights and rages, anxieties, compulsions, and
perversions” (ibid., 56). What if we could see and allow these sojourns of the soul as
necessary (even “normal” or typical) advents of meaning, as experiential states imparting
varied perspective and deepened meaning? Hillman suggests that such allowance would
make pathology “no longer…wrong or right, but merely necessary” (ibid., 57) — necessary as
both a manner of experiencing and understanding, and in itself, as one of a range of typical
human perspectives or modes. The implications of this approach may speak for themselves
toward re-visioning, toward recombining and redirecting, the fatalistic elements of our
thinking, the anti-life interpretations we bring to our foundational images, figures, and
narratives. For a Recombinant Mythology fosters a recombinant psychology.
Our attempt to envision pathologizing psychologically is to find a place for it, a way
of accepting it, in general and as a whole. We want to know what it might be saying
about the soul and what the soul might be saying by means of it.” (ibid., emphases
added)
“And,” Hillman insists, “this attitude must come before making moves to treat it,
condemn it, justify it, or do anything else for or against it” (ibid.) because this attitude
permits a deepening of understanding, a greater heeding of presence in its fullness, a
broadening of experience into a discounted means of expression and meaning. Permitted
pathological expression, the essence connotated rather than contained in image or figure or
narrative reveals its shadow elements, admits its susceptibility to corruption, coërcion,
seduction by confusion and inattention, and by ambition and power. And this revelation
and admission alert us to our responsibilities to renew essential principles, living essence, in
the face of our too easily complacent reliance and apathetic dependence upon mere
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iconography, upon doctrine rigidified into dogma, upon insight become institution tasked
first, inevitably, with its own survival, only secondarily with the revelation that undergirds
it yet wants more for expansion, elucidation, further experience, praxis, than for
enshrinement, codification, calcification, theoria. Indeed, all theoria (from Greek :
theory, speculative contemplation, belief, philosophy, ideology) find “proof,” their real
meaning and application, in practice. Further, belief systems work (in guise appropriate to
each of us) to bring us either into practice, into relatedness with principle, or into adherence,
into subservience to institution.
For instance, Justice may be represented as the image of a Muse-like goddess, or
abstracted into the icon of scales, or vested in the logo of an agency instituted to enforce it.
But justice is first an idea, a sense of rightness or harmony well expressed as balance or
evenness, and as such it is a perspective, a modi res considerandi, as Hillman notes in ReVisioning Psychology: a “way…of regarding things” (121). To reïterate: related to the Latin
videre (“to see”) and the German wissen (“to know”), idea functions as insight or inner
vision, and denotes the capacity and act of envisioning, in the sense of both seeing
(perceiving) a thing and seeing into (conceiving) a thing: “Ideas allow us to envision, and by
means of vision we can know” (ibid.).
In this respect (this way of “looking back at”), the figure of Justitia embodies not the
self of justice, the (colloquially) personified concept, but the attributes and qualities — as
Hillman aptly insists, the presence, the essential being — of that perspective, that sense and
experience, of rightness, of equitable treatment within community. Such respective and
respectful understanding comprises a “seeing through” or psychologizing, in Hillman’s
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phrase, of Justitia from person, icon, or even ideal into alive quality, living essence, tangible
principle, the presence of which vigilant individuals may feel, into which they may enter.
Justitia floresces, then, from state-sanctioned and -mediated image or concept-laden and
-befogged icon into actual (if not literal) being, into essential principle and remembered
aspiration, both a quality of life insisted upon by her representation and a living quality
evoked by her representation. That is, Justitia comes to life not as her representation but
through her representation, remembered as living, as requiring life, through (because of) her
representation. As Hillman notes, “Our word idea comes from the Greek eidos, which
meant originally…both that which one sees — an appearance or shape in a concrete sense —
and that by means of which one sees” (ibid.). We erect statues not of but to Our Lady of
Justice, to remind us of her life, quality, character, and necessity, not to replace them or
merely represent them, not to contain but to connote them, not to invoke her name but to
evoke her presence, to remind us (and her) that she lives, and lives within each of us who
honor her necessity and nature: “Ideas are both the shape of events, their constellation in
this or that archetypal pattern, and the modes that make possible our ability to see through
events into their pattern” (ibid., emphasis added). Perhaps, then, our statues of Justitia, all our
representations of her (and thus, by extension, all our essential depictions, our
foundational images, figures, and narratives) serve as more than decorations, more than
mere signs, but as talismanic calls to stand in her (and their) presence, to remember her, to
live her (and each them all).
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What can come of seeing through our statues (our images, figures, and narratives) to the
ideas they harbor? What might come of the deeper seeing and the deeper-still seeing through,
the perceiving and conceiving, the seeing into and the seeing thereby? Hillman asserts:
The implicit connection between having ideas to see with and seeing ideas
themselves suggests that the more ideas we have, the more we see, and the deeper
ideas we have, the deeper we see. It also suggests that ideas engender other ideas,
breeding new perspectives for viewing ourselves and our world. … The idea has
opened the eye of the soul. (ibid., 121-122)
Could our essential, foundational meanings transcribed into images, figures, and
narratives arise from — out of — their representations to full life in our ideating,
remembering, respectival hearts? What might that inspire? As Jean Houston notes in A
Passion for the Possible, “Change the story and you change perception; change perception
and you change the world” (23).
Hillman observes that, “Archetypes are psychic structures, but not only this, for they are
also Gods who cannot be encompassed by anyone’s individual soul” (op. cit., 134). Further,
he reminds us that each our own psyche is not only “in us as a set of dynamisms, but we are
in the psyche” (ibid., emphasis added), and that archetypes are much more than the
implements or tools of reason: archetypes are the very forms that organize reason.
Let us then imagine archetypes as the deepest patterns of psychic functioning, the
roots of the soul governing the perspectives we have of ourselves in the world. They
are the axiomatic, self-evident images to which psychic life and our theories about it
ever return. (ibid., xix)
Hillman insists upon “one thing…absolutely essential to the notion of archetypes: their
emotional possessive effect, their bedazzlement of consciousness so that it becomes blind to
its own stance” (ibid.). Just as one receptive to the presence of, say, Blind Justice, sheds concept and rhetoric and, at last, self, and breathes the idyllic, soulful air of potent, elemental
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principle. For, at last, the aim of seeing through images to their fundamental essence and
inherent being — that is, the concern of Depth and Archetypal Psychology — “is not with
the revival of religion, but with the survival of soul” (ibid., 170). Psychologically, the deities
portrayed in representational forms are neither dead fancies nor rhetorical flourishes, nor
even conceptual abstractions or literal beings, but living essences, psychic experiences alive
with power, meaning, and presence: “[In] religion…Gods are believed in… In archetypal
psychology, Gods are imagined” (ibid., 169).
Thus, Hillman exhorts us to dehumanize our mythic images, to free them of human
requirements and preöccupations: “Soul-making becomes more possible as it becomes less
singly focused upon the human; as we extend our vision beyond the human we will find
soul more widely and richly, and we will rediscover it, too, as the interiority of the emptied,
soulless objective world” (ibid., 181).
And we will awaken to our experience of, for instance, Justitia as much more than quaint
image codifying abstraction, as other than some heretical pretender to the throne of “The
One God,” but rather as a necessity, a requisite value, hinted at by her various images.
Were Blind Justice to assume (or resume) being in itself and for those it serves or inspires,
apart from (albeit suggested by) her representations and abstractions and conceptualizations, what gifts and challenges might she bring to today’s operation and administration of
justice? What renewal of soul? The implications of such an approach for all our foundational
narratives may indeed speak for themselves. In Healing Fiction, Hillman writes:
When an image is realized — fully imagined as a living being other than myself —
then it becomes a psychopompos, a guide with a soul having its own inherent
limitations and necessity. … Moreover, without images, the imaginative perspective
itself withers, only reinforcing the ego’s literalism. … The images which could teach
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the ego its limits… having been repressed, only return unimagined as archetypal
delusions in the midst of subjective consciousness itself. The ego becomes demonic.
It fully believes in its own power. (62, 65)
And it coërces and corrupts what it encounters to its own corrupt, self-aggrandizing
ends — the essential nature of a literalizing, dogmatizing Institutional Mind.
And yet the ego’s literalism may be used against itself, toward freeing both image and
soul. A recent popular employment of our model, Justice, serves as resonant example — of
applying this approach in itself, and as guide toward our proposed Recombinant Mythology.
In Chapter V of the graphic novel V for Vendetta (a scene omitted from the recent film
version), the ostensibly anarchic terrorist V confronts, irrationally, manically, a statue of
Justice on the roof of London’s Old Bailey Theatre. The scene, included here as Appendix
B in awareness that no description can do it justice, thoroughly examples Hillman’s revisioning method, toying with our cultural literalization of a once potently meaningful icon
toward awakening the reader to the essence within the corrupted image. Alone in the
night, playing fool to a lifeless simulacrum of virtues long crushed in his totalitarian world,
V exhorts the statue as a storm gathers. His speech, spoken to dead clay and to himself
(rendered for himself, and for we readers in our identification with him as protagonist)
seems at first gratuitous, crazy. Yet it allows V (and, through him, us) to wrench back from
the compromised image all that she promises, all that she suggests, all that we look to her
to remember.
In short, V’s rationally senseless, imaginatively ingenious gesture allows him to free his
psyche (and, through him, ours) from both his concepts of justice and Justice’s containment in her representation. For, as Hillman notes in Archetypal Psychology, “archetypes are
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the primary forms that govern the psyche. But they cannot be contained only by the
psyche, since they manifest as well in physical, social, linguistic, aesthetic, and spiritual
modes” (13). Thus, archetypes — as beyond human, as contouring the unknown, that
ineffable divinity of our pursuit — can be contained in not one vehicle but are expressed
(we may again say connotated or anagogically vested) in a multiplicity of vehicles, unlimited
means of expression. (The decisive significance of this notion for the often misunderstood
work of Joseph Campbell and for the formulation of a Recombinant Mythology receives
consideration in the following fourth section of this first part of Chapter 3.)
Thus, V’s apparent literalizing of Justice by direct address serves as means of retrieving
his psychic conceptions of and attachments to her image (his complexes around justice, if
you will) — and exploding her statue serves as a metaphor for the necessary process of
dehumanizing, psychologizing, seeing through her usurped façade. Both V and Hillman
remind us that we must not rely on images but as they kindle experience of presence,
remembrance of the principles they ask us to envision, to bring to life. And that, indeed, is
a Great Work of soul-making, of soul retrieving.
Her representation shattered to a million shards, the soul of Justice sails free to find
expression as she will, in another statue, in other signs, within the breasts of the vigilantly
living: Quantum mortalis pectora ceacae noctis habent?
In thus applying mythic image and imagination, we see through, surfing associations as
we will yet listening to the presence of things, of being, of beingness itself, and, ultimately,
with pluck, to the presence of our Selfs, to soul.
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In this way, perhaps, we may make more of our felled towers than what our leaders and
enemies will. Neither declare WTC1 and 2 as such, but recall for a moment those twin
titans of Biblical and Qu’ranic lore, Gog and Magog, first referenced in The Book of
Ezekiel. Is this description resonant with, evocative or prophetic of, 9/11 and its aftermath?
“Son of man, set your face toward Gog, of the land of Magog, the chief prince of
Meshech and Tubal, and prophesy against him, and say, ‘Thus says the Lord God:
Behold, I am against you, O Gog, chief prince of Meshech and Tubal, and I will
turn you about…’ (38:2-4) “On that day thoughts will come into your mind, and
you will devise an evil scheme and say, ‘I will go up against the land of unwalled
villages; I will fall upon the quiet people who dwell securely, all of them dwelling
without walls, and having no bars or gates; to seize spoil and carry off plunder; to
assail the waste places which are now inhabited, and the people who were gathered
from the nations, who have gotten cattle and goods, who dwell at the center of the
earth.’ ” (38:10-12)
Is the echo of this in The Revelation to John resonant or consonant with millennialist
admonitions that “The End Times are upon us”?
And when the thousand years are ended, Satan will be loosed from his prison and
will come out to deceive the nations which are at the four quarters of the earth,
that is Gog and Magog, to gather them for battle; their number like the sand of the
sea. And they marched up over the broad earth and surrounded the camp of the
saints and the beloved city; but fire came down from heaven and consumed them…
(20:7-9)
And are we confirmed in this “revelation” by resonances within the Surah Al-Kahf of
Islam’s Qu’ran, in which Yajuj ( ﻱﺃﺝﻭﺝGog) and Majuj ( ﻡﺃﺝﻭﺝMagog) through an “evil and
destructive nature” have “caused great corruption on earth” (18:94)? And yet, “when Gog
and Magog are let loose and they rush headlong down every height (or advantage), Then
will the True Promise draw near” (21:96-97).
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The “shock and awe” of the event, and our continuing tribulations therefrom, may
impel us to seek certainty, security, even a salvational surety, from such literal readings of
our society’s most foundational narratives. Yet to what result but fulfillment?
Are the towers fallen — any city fallen — harbingers or enactments of doomsday, images
of our fear and fetishizing of destruction? Are the towers fallen more than literal event or
moral proof or even allegorical reference to typological scriptures? Are they anagogical
evocations of, say, “The power of consuming, purifying fire [that] destroys the old and
sweeps it away,” as Gerd Ziegler writes of The Tower (see illustration at Appendix C) in
Tarot: Mirror of the Soul, noting that, “Nothing is spared; the tower of the ego will be shaken
to its very foundation” (47)?
Or might we — may Depth and Archetypal Psychology — insist upon a new way of seeing,
a way of seeing into and through these stories that brings us not face-front into fatal
Armageddon with our disaffected brothers, but face-to-face with our fears, our shadows,
our projections, away from an anticipated End of Days and into a renewing apocalypse
(“tearing away” veils for disclosure — soul-making) with our kindred humanity?
4. On Creative Mythology (Campbell’s Synthesis and Integration)
C’est del Graal dont nus ne doit | Le secré dire ne conter. (Jung and von Franz 147)
Given the centrality to this study of Joseph Campbell’s thought and approach, and in
light of the diminishment since his death of his stature in the academic world, our
discussion turns to a consideration of his contribution as a mediating figure resonant (if
not cognate) with Orpheus — as shown in this study’s fourth chapter — and in the
formulation of Recombinant Mythology.
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Campbell opens Creative Mythology, the fourth and final volume of his Masks of God
series, with a reflection upon completion that declares “confirmation of a thought I have
long and faithfully entertained.” To wit:
the unity of the race of man, not only in its biology but also in its spiritual history,
which has everywhere unfolded in the manner of a single symphony, with its
themes announced, developed, amplified and turned about, distorted, reasserted,
and, today, in a grand fortissimo of all sections sounding together, irresistibly
advancing to some kind of mighty climax, out of which the next great movement
will emerge. And I can see no reason why anyone should suppose that in the future
the same motifs already heard will not be sounding still — in new relationships
indeed, but ever the same motifs. They are all given here, in these volumes, with
many clues, besides, suggesting ways in which they might be put to use by
reasonable men to reasonable ends — or by poets to poetic ends — or by madmen to
nonsense and disaster. (xx)
Could we parse Campbell’s work, toward revealing his methods, motives, and
assumptions, for any more concise or clear statement of theme, meaning, and proposition?
This statement, in itself, suggests much of Campbell’s position, values, and intention, and
serves as an hors d’oeuvre, if you will, for a particularly crucial and telling late course in the
veritable (if at times confounding) feast of Campbell’s Creative Mythology Chapter 7: The
Crucified, which serves as the basis of this collation of the whole.
The language itself, with its ready deployment of metaphor, offers our first indication
of not only Campbell’s methods and assumptions (that is, his values) but also of his
position and intention (that is, his motives). For while we may well argue with him whether
humanity in its variety and relative dispersal (pronounced and, indeed, decisive for much
of its history) has expressed itself in several distinct symphonies — if at all in such a rarefied,
specifically Western compositional form — we must also understand his metaphorical
generalization not as a literal application of familiar form (symphony: an elaborate musical
composition for full orchestra) onto unfamiliar form (foreign or “exotic” tribal and cultural
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rites, arts, and narratives) but as an allusive description of resonant expression (symphony:
a “sounding together” of disparate elements) within variable behavior (ritual and
mythology). Indeed, where superficial reading might impel one to objections over
Campbell’s supposed simplification of the diverse expressions of humanity (where he was
emphasizing likeness rather than ignoring difference), and, worse, his apparent imposition
of a Western structure and interpretation on these expressions (where he was applying
analytical process as he understood it, particularly from the perspective of comparative
literature), such reading turns a tin ear to his insight into the interlacing resonances and
consonances between cultures and thus quite misses his point of evoking “Schopenhauer’s
cosmic vision of the most miraculous harmonia praestabilita” (ibid., 460) — that is, of an
essential “pre-established” correspondence between body and soul, and among peoples.
(As an aside, we may note that here pessimist philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer built
on the rationalist thought of optimist polymath Gottfried Leibniz — as did depth
psychologist Jung, reading Leibniz’s harmonia praestabilita as a precursor to his own
formulation of synchronicity.)
In this, Campbell evinces a romantic sensibility, exalting metaphor as means toward
meaning, and championing myth as medium toward commonality. But though necessary
to an understanding of Campbell’s methods and position, romanticism per se remains
insufficient in grasping his assumptions and intention. For, as his retrospective declaration
reveals, Campbell also partakes of a modern rationalist — even somewhat reductionist —
view of human commonality, its to him mutually mirroring narratives organizing around
“ever the same motifs” and tending toward a realization of “some kind of mighty climax”
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(no doubt fortissimo ma allegro). Further, rather than emphasizing a given mythic story or
mythological system as “finished” (as characteristic of romantic mythologists) Campbell
acknowledges variability while emphasizing thematic threads or components of mythic
stories and systems toward — specifically, in fulfilling his intention of — revealing images,
patterns, and values shared by humanity regardless of specific, as it were provincial expression (a privileged position characteristic of reductionist mythologists). That is, Campbell
demonstrates less interest in defining any mythology (perhaps all mythologies) either as
essentially incoherent and informal “unliterary” fragments impelling action (as typical of
the reductive view) or as precisely intelligible and established narrative traditions inspiring
reflection (as typical of the romantic view). Rather, again and again — from The Hero With A
Thousand Faces and The Masks of God to Thou Art That, The Flight of the Wild Gander, and
The Inner Reaches of Outer Space — Campbell shares, as in the first sentence of Creative
Mythology, his fascinated perception (alloyed, we might say, of a contra-modernist unitive
spirituality, a quasi-modernist critical sensibility, and a proto-postmodernist accretive artistry)
“of the historical transformations of those imagined forms that I am calling the ‘masks’ of
God, through which men everywhere have sought to relate themselves to the wonder of
existence, the myths of the Primitive, Oriental, and Early Occidental worlds…” (3).
Even in this inaugural statement we see Campbell’s “two eyes” — that is, his
synthesizing vision — intent on acknowledging, building upon, and moving beyond the
contrasting reductionist and romantic perspectives that informed his concerted, largely
autodidactic immersion in world literature and mythology (always, it seems, viewing the
former vis-à-vis the latter). Indeed, in some regard we may view his work as an essentially
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visionary or artistic response to the rival fatalisms of this-or-that, either-or analysis between
habitually at-odds religions, cultures, and, indeed, modern disciplines, each with their own
doctrinaire interpretations and conclusions — a response, yes, romanticizing a movement
evident “since the middle of the twelfth century” away from received wisdom and toward
observed and experienced knowing: “an accelerating disintegration…undoing the
formidable orthodox tradition” and celebrating, “with its fall, the released creative powers
of a great company of towering individuals…” (ibid.). That is, an emergence, albeit gradual
and always provisional, of vision over doctrine, of shared expression over dispensed dogma
— of shared experience and creative expression (a living mythic imagination) over
promulgated religion and prescriptive scripture (too often a calcifying theological
institution).
A particularly heated (largely post-Structuralist) challenge to Campbell’s work revolves
around his deployment of the term “monomyth,” acquired during his efforts forging a
“skeleton key” to James Joyce’s Finnegan’s Wake. Yet here, again, Campbell receives due
criticism for employing this evocative yet disquieting word more for its sound to disciplinic
barons than for careful adducement of his meaning for it. That is, many within the
academic humanities see Campbell’s notion of a “monomyth” as denuding specific mythic
narratives and cultures of their individuality and uniquity, as promoting a single mythic
narrative and, as it were, a uni- or monocultural interpretive doctrine. Yet Campbell rather
works at revealing, as explicitly shown in Creative Mythology, resonant mythic patterns —
images, figures, and narratives — between cultures, at describing common mythic motifs and,
so to speak, a synthesizing interpretive perspective on only one clear element of mythic
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narrative: “a traditional rite de passage, or mythological hero adventure, the archetypal
course of which…universally follows a pattern of three stages…which I have called the
nuclear unit of the Monomyth” (362). Even Campbell’s phrasing here — in the lone
mention of “monomyth” throughout his Masks of God opus — evinces a discrete intention:
the archetypal pattern of heroic effort, a nuclear unit, a facet, rather than the entire corpus
of mythology, may be discerned throughout human culture, even in renditions at odds.
Further, he demonstrably both respects and celebrates variable inflections of the so-called
“monomyth” within distinct cultures.
This point bears address here, as it allows not only illumination of Campbell’s
propositions but overdue critique of his detractors. For instance, Jonathan Z. Smith —
“arguably one of the most important living historians of religion in the world,” per an
online hagiography by Hapaz (2005) —
formulates scathing critiques of scholars like Mircea Eliade and Joseph Campbell
who insist on positing the existence of some timeless pattern that is present in all
cultures. With what some may perceive as an obsessive meticulousness, Smith
documents dozens of counterexamples for each of their sweeping claims.
Yet in speaking from his disciplinic — perforce doctrinal — perspective, Smith adjudges
Campbell from an emphasis on mapping difference and of, in effect, privileging and even
preserving specific cultural iterations of image, figure, and narrative. With consequent
rigidity, Smith achieves a kind of literalness of view insensible to perceiving that Campbell
— throughout his work detailing and championing the wonder of culturally specific
expressions and applications (that is, interpretations) of archetypal forms — proposes neither,
so to speak, a disrobing of any particular culture nor a discounting of the particular
manner and meaning of any particular culture’s robing, but precisely a recognition of the
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essential commonality of the act of robing, of certain values vested in robing, of the nature
and intent, the quality and form, of robing itself.
Justly, if generally, claiming that “the process of comparison has too often been
undertaken in a sloppy and misleading way,” Smith declaims wide-ranging comparative
researchers, including Sir James Frazer, as “too quick to assume that two religious
phenomena had the same origin after observing surface similarities” (ibid.). As example he
cites Frazer’s suggestions in The Golden Bough that:
Christianity and a number of other ancient European and Near Eastern religions
shared a dying and rising god motif in which a young, strong, divine figure is killed
and then rises with the grain in the spring. Frazer believed that Jesus could be
understood as a later copy of figures like Attis, Osiris, Balder, Mithras, and so on,
who all followed this pattern, and whose stories were all ritually enacted by the
god’s worshippers. (ibid.)
Of course, this overstates (that is, misrepresents) not only Frazer’s observation — and
notice how Smith himself reduces five compared figures to a singular possessive “the god’s”
— but that of scholars following his work: Frazer observed a likeness, a shared expression of
human perception and belief, in the five figures mentioned, claiming them as resonant not
cognate, if perhaps mutually influential (an argument, not incidentally, widespread and
vigorously evidenced). In the dogmatism of Smith’s perspectival skepticism toward these
comparative studies, and in the apparent literalism of his reading of them, he loses or
dismisses the thread of their propositions, and of their intentions.
Smith declares himself, quite appropriately for his purview, “more interested in
difference than in similarity,” and insists:
Instead of fixating on the idea that both Jesus and Osiris were killed, … the scholar
should try to understand what distinguishes them from one another. Osiris was
dismembered; Jesus was not. Osiris’ body was reassembled by his loving wife; Jesus
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had no wife at all. Osiris was killed by a jealous family member; Jesus was executed
as a criminal. And so on. It is in the differences, not in the similarities, that we can
truly learn something about the cultures that gave rise to these stories. (ibid.)
We might answer that rather than emphasizing the binary dichotomies represented in
these cultures, we may try to acknowledge both images in their mutual distinctiveness and
resonance, and in their variation of evident archetypal motifs. That is, while undoubtedly a
declaration quite appropriate for Smith’s particular field and narrow focus, his statement
inappropriately (we might add disingenuously, for a scholar versed in textual criticism)
mischaracterizes the comparison of Jesus and Osiris as merely one of like death rather than
of resonant understanding, process, ritual and archetypal expression. Indeed, Smith here seems
intent on oversimplifying propositions he accuses of oversimplification. And this not to
mention his own definitive statements — as that “Jesus had no wife at all,” which may be
scriptural but succumbs under scrutiny to suspicion as invalid, inaccurate. (Not to mention
that Jesus, according to scriptural narrative, was indeed betrayed by a jealous member of his
extended family.) Of course, the essential point here consists in recognizing that Smith
exalts specifics to the exclusion of evident similarity; that is, he engages in a dogmatic
dichotomizing, a rigidity, closed to worthwhile, indeed crucial investigation and re-visioning.
And this merely reversing the fault — of exalting similarity over specificity — with which he
condemns so-called universalists. Finally, Smith tips his focus (that is, his bias) by insisting
that only “in the differences…can we truly learn something about the cultures that give rise
to these stories” (ibid.).
Only in differences? At best, rigidity. At least, dogmatism. At worst, ideology. Might we
not learn something truly in tracing the similarities between cultures — that is, the
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commonality amongst humanity? Didn’t Campbell? We should plead specially on neither
side. We truly learn much, particularly about specific cultures, in tracing and preserving
their particular responses to existence. And we learn much, especially, truly about
humanity, in parsing and emphasizing our shared responses to existence. Indeed, such
emphasis suggests a path away from The Anti-Life Equation and into Recombinant Mythology
in its eschewal of either|or ideologies insisting upon separate — while inculcating rivalrous
— dogma and interpretation in favor of both|and correspondences emphasizing shared —
while celebrating distinctive — experience and perception.
Smith may discern decisive and indispensable somethings in concentration on
distinction, difference, rival understandings. Viva la differénce. Yet Campbell wasn’t a
student of particular cultures, one or many worthy of preservation and celebration. He was
a student of human culture, of human imagination and expression. To that end, culture
for him presented vehicle, avenue, specificity; and he focused on — investigated and
privileged — looking into human psyche, human soul. That is, Campbell’s particular field
encompassed seeing through diverse cultures into human culture, into archetypal human
cultural pattern: image, figure, narrative. Indeed, Campbell appears most interested in
narrative culture.
In emphasizing difference over similarity, Smith merely reverses the fallacy with which
he accuses comparative mythologists (and, not incidentally, Jungian psychologists
interested in Depth and Archetypal Psychology): that is, in insisting, not unfairly, upon
celebration of cultural distinctiveness, of the nuance and particular values encoded in
specific cultural expression of archetypal image, figure, and narrative, Smith quite neglects
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— dismisses, in fact avoids — resonances between, commonality amongst, complementary
motifs shared beyond particular cultural forms. By contrast, Campbell (not to mention
Eliade; the 19th century work of Frazer presents a more problematic discussion beyond the
scope of this study) not only celebrates cultural distinctiveness — the four volumes of Masks
of God alone evidence that — but husbands, as primary to his particular focus and purview,
shared, common and complimentary archetypal motifs of image, figure, and narrative. This
approach inspired Slattery to dub Campbell both “a synthesist (my word)” and “the
mythologist of correspondences” (personal communication, February 2011).
Smith permits himself “even less patience [with the comparative view] for stories that
come from cultures far removed from one another in space and/or time”:
Though Balder was indeed hanged on a tree, the Scandinavian people who told his
story had a completely different world-view from that of the residents of firstcentury Palestine. One cannot do justice to either perspective if one considers them
“the same” as one another. (ibid.)
Of course, neither Eliade nor Campbell — nor Frazer — ever quite call these figures and
narratives “the same.” Rather, they emphasize their essential modal or motific resonance;
for our purposes here we might better state that they emphasize how these five distinct
cultures distinctly and yet resonantly express a palpably identifiable archetypal image, an
observable presence capacious enough to hold multiple meaning, with all due respect — in
fact, with celebration of — specific nuances, evident dissimilarities and even rivalries, of
value. And of course in this rigid hostility Smith disallows himself — and by extension us,
anyone braving the rapids of academic investigation — worthwhile consideration of not
only the comparative approach but ideas such as that of cultural diffusion, an idea neither
decisively convincing nor readily discounted. More importantly, Smith refuses us consid-
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eration of the ways not only that these two images refract and reflect one another (as well
as that of, say, the Buddha under his bodhi tree) but the ways they distinguish themselves,
as acutely revealing cultural expressions and as cross-cultural motifs, from one another.
Which is to say that Smith, intent on one perspective, sets up as rival and fallacious a
differing perspective that aims in fact to be inclusive and synthesizing.
Perhaps worse, in terms of this study’s perspective and purview, Smith’s objections
would delimit discussion of cultural motifs to their essential differences and rivalries of
value, and thus would eliminate the crucial contribution of — we might say, the essential
project of — comparative mythology and, not incidentally, of Depth and Archetypal
Psychology. None of which serves to declaim or discount Smith’s worthy critique, but to
renounce its rush to toss the seed of the comparative project with the chaff of infelicities of
era, available knowledge, perspectival enthusiasms and blindness. (Just as we would
renounce a rigid mononarrative explanation for human mythology, at least as portrayed by
Smith). Indeed, we do well to heed and assimilate Smith’s insistence that, “Historians,
then, must not generalize elaborate patterns across all religions everywhere. Rather, myths
and rituals should be seen as products of a particular historical moment” (ibid.). Yet neither
must we neglect seeing within particular myths and rituals shared motifs of response to
human cultural questions and aspirations persistent — indeed, inherent — before and
beyond any particular historical moment. One might gather from such statements that
Smith never encountered, or rashly dispensed with, the concept of archetypes.
Further, we must note that comparative mythologists neither “generalize elaborate
patterns” (rather have they carefully parsed recognizable and mutual motifs and expressions
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beyond specificities of culture) nor “insist on positing some timeless pattern” (by which
Smith means, with a discernible sneer, “universal” patterns or values) present in all
cultures. Rather, the comparative project has posited essentially mutual (not cognate) images,
figures, and narratives: nuclei, if you will, that present — that assert presence — beyond any
specific, any one or any several, cultures.
The over-determined “monomyth” rankles as, truly, an unfortunate, disquieting phrase,
particularly in its incitement of a literalist reading and right objection to that reading. For
our purposes here we might suggest, provisionally, macromyth or metamyth or “mythic
motifs” — or, better yet, mythic imagination as such, by which we mean no one story or
narrative or kernel thereof, not a master narrative, but an approach to narrative: a
recognition and cultivation of our perceptible (and perceptual) capacity to imagine and
express experience, belief, value, and a resonant nuclei of archetypal pattern shared within,
between, amongst humanity. And a persistence in that approach even when humanity’s
various cultures — that is, our various particular modes of expressing and representing
various particular and shared experience and value — differ, demean, and indeed rival and
contest one another.
And yet Smith’s view has held the ascendant in academia at least since Campbell’s
death in 1987. The primary target, alongside questioning the anthropological credentials
Campbell never claimed nor wanted, is the validity of monomyth as a notion even partially
useful in critical analysis and interpretation of narrative particularly, and of cultural image
and figure generally. Among representative claims:
• a thorough-going suspicion within mainstream mythological studies of, in the
words of Lesley Northup, “highly general and universal claims” of mythology. (8)
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• the position that, as posited by Donald Consentino, “It is just as important to
stress differences as similarities, to avoid creating a (Joseph) Campbell soup of
myths that loses all local flavor.” (183)
• the observation, as by Marta Weigle, that within the monomyth women appear
“only exceptionally, and then as indistinguishable from men.” (306)
• objections over the work’s apparent generality and vagueness, deemed by Muriel
Crespi as particularly “...unsatisfying from a social science perspective. Campbell’s
ethnocentrism will raise objections, and his analytic level is so abstract and devoid
of ethnographic context that myth loses the very meanings supposed to be
embedded in the ‘hero.’ ” (1104)
• dismissal of Campbell as mere “popularizer,” in the words of Alan Dundes: “Like
most universalists, he is content to merely assert universality rather than bother to
document it. … If Campbell’s generalizations about myth are not substantiated,
why should students consider his work?” (257)
Again accepting these critiques as worthy and necessary, we can yet illuminate their
insufficiencies. For in taking Northup’s caution against generalization and universalization
as just and crucial, we retain no obligation to discount human commonality evidenced on
so many fronts. Similarly, as important as we must hold “stress[ing] differences,” we retain
no justification in dismissing similarities, particularly those resonant and telling
psychological and mythic motifs and attributes shared amongst diverse and dispersed
humanity. Which is to say, any rigid objection to a valuable insight suggests its rebuttal by
reversal: as much as we must caution against indulgence on one front, we must as well
caution against indulgence on another. Of course, phrases such as “Joseph Campbell soup”
are mere rhetorical flourishes deflecting due consideration of complex perspectives, for and
against.
Among which complex perspectives remains that of the monomyth — or, we may well
add, all mythic narratives and religious scriptures since The Great Reversal — neglecting the
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role of women, “except…as indistinguishable from men.” A just socio-political objection
deriving from issues of gender-equality and -identity (an objection, indeed, responding to
entrenched anti-life contempt for women as “gateway” into phenomenal incarceration), this
statement fails altogether in understanding the mythic perspective of “male” as an active
psychological principle and “female” as its receptive balance vis-à-vis this phenomenal
existence and our relations to a supposed metaphenomenal existence and/or power. Which
is to say that reading mythic figures (as opposed to, say, historicized, literalized religious
figures and historical legends) as specifically identified with their portrayed gender
misapprehends and misapplies their larger, more essential mythic and psychological
significance for all of humanity, however well such reading illuminates social deficiencies of
human culture since, say, the rise of so-called patriarchy. Such reading, in fact, bespeaks a
persistence in — not only a caution against — the dichotomous thinking that would render
women “passive” or “feminine” without regard to the spectrum of attributes and potentials
available to any human being.
Just as sexuality encompasses a continuum of propensities rather than either-or
definiteness, just as human being permits (even when laws and morés do not) a range of
characteristics regardless of gender, so do myths portray qualities, essences, energies or
presences of being beyond their culturally-indicated portrayals, whether bedecked with
feathers or assigned either of three (or more) combinations of genitalia. That is, this
objection, while necessary of address and assimilation, too much retains a literalism
inimical to the breadth and depth of mythic imagination. For instance, the philandering
spirit may best, as far as the Hellenes were concerned, be identified as a “masculine”
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essence no better represented than by muscle-bound Zeus. Yet we all know women Jovian
in their freedom of elective partners. And we may think of them, conveniently,
complacently, as “masculine,” but we don’t confuse them as “male.” Rather than
condemning Greek myth for its manner of portrayal and apparent prejudices, perhaps we
may transform our understanding of the images, figures, and narratives of Greek myth with
our metamythic consciousness and our hard-won understanding of human sexual identity.
That would constitute a compelling recombinant synthesis of ideas rather than a rivalrous
contest against protean imagery.
Finally, the complaint against Campbell as a “mere popularizer” carries the sour taste of
reflexive dismissal. Indeed, it suggests reaction to popular notions of Campbell’s work rather
than engagement with his extremely detailed investigations. The more specific charge of
“merely assert[ing] universality rather than bother[ing] to document it” amounts to bluster.
Campbell painstakingly documented his source material and interpretations of them; one
may object to his methods and conclusions, if one were subjecting Campbell to a
disciplinic particularity and rigor he neither professed nor pursued. On the contrary,
Campbell proposed a disciplinic multiplicity and a comparative rigor his critics refuse: an
integrative perspective, method, and hermeneutic they appear incapable of imagining, let
alone assimilating. Rather, the objection comes to contempt for Campbell’s universalizing
synthesis itself, which, again, bespeaks a disciplinic rigidity rather than a cogent demurral.
And yet have we not through the course of this study identified dogmatism, ideology, rival
fatalism, institutional mind, as the central element — indeed, the nuclear unit — within our
current anti-life dilemma?
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In response to such calcified thinking, so consonant with the modern era’s lingering
lust for ideological purity, we do well to invoke Laurence Coupe, who in Myth discusses a
“radical typology” that allows story on its own terms and thus frees it from, for example,
the literalism and “prophetic” determinism of Christian dogma — along the lines of
Dante’s re-visioning of Biblical theme and imagery, as through his “audacious glorification”
of Beatrice (107). For instance, noting the “violent suppression of a she-monster” (108)
evident in the seminal Enuma elish creation story and carried into both Old Testament
(explicitly as Eve’s capitulation to the Edenic serpent) and New Testament (as John’s
revelation of the “whore of Babylon”), Coupe describes Dante’s La Commedia as a “Third
Testament” more than rejuvenating but perforce recombinating Biblical doctrine:
Now, in this ‘Third Testament,’ not only is the balance redressed by giving Mary
her due as the agent by which the messiah comes into the world, but the bounds of
dogma are overleaped entirely by making a female figure who is of no theological
significance, except to Dante, the main focus of redemption. If allegory presupposes
an act of demythologization, radical typology proposes an act of remythologization.
The sacred may be realized in the profane. The apocalypse may inform every
moment of history. (ibid.)
That is — crucially for our discussion of a Recombinant Mythology in the next section of
this chapter — we must highlight here that Dante neither overthrows Biblical imagery nor
simply recapitulates it but recombines it through new emphasis — indeed, through
emphasizing extant material theretofore “of no [or little] theological significance” as
expressive of themes lost or neglected or hidden within the narrative purposed to a
doctrinal or ideological — that is, an institutional — agenda. Thus does Dante example the
precise notion of “apocalypse” as renewing disclosure: Greek apokályptein or ἀποκάλυψις:
apokálypsis — “lifting or pulling away of veils; revelation”).
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In this, we may readily understand mythic image, form, and narrative as much more
than doctrine or basis for ideology but as, to paraphrase Northrop Frye, food for the imagination. If as Coupe asserts, in consonance with evident material, social, and psychological
experience, we as individuals and as community remain continually “in the making” (125),
then the purported certitude of logos remains perpetually in doubt, and thus subject not to
incessant overthrow but insistent refinement, recalibration, re-vision, recombination —
through mythos. Necessary as organizing principles, as testament of organizing principles,
our scriptures, doctrines, narratives — our foundational stories — must remain open to
question, to critique and redress, as Job demonstrated, if humanity is to flourish in that
diversity and flexibility requisite to facing the vicissitudes not only of phenomenal being
itself but of the unfolding, the opening and expanding, the ripening, of human consciousness. Indeed, our rigidity protects us at too great a cost, ultimately inimical to our
prosperity (not to mention our perceptual and ethical intelligence) and, perhaps, to our
survival. Thus, in alliance with Coupe and Campbell and with wariness toward all
institutional doctrine, we return again, continually — an unending poetic return — to
seeing our images, figures, and narratives in the name of seeing anew and seeing through,
of questioning more deeply, into their implications, their apparent and forgotten answers,
and into those questions our stories ask us that languish so habitually missed in our
searching for certitude, for proofs, for answers affirmative of our presuppositions and
biases and doctrinaire positions, those positions so calcified as to threaten our progress,
our renewal.
For their part, our critiques of the critiques of Campbell are meant not as dismissal
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but, on the contrary, as an altogether recombining assimilation and synthesis of approaches,
which receives fuller explication in the second part of this chapter.
In his synthesized methodologies and integrative propositions, Campbell holds a
mediating position (in important ways like that of Orpheus, as delineated in Chapter 4) visà-vis dismissive critics on one side lambasting him for, say, insufficient scholarship
(apparently having missed not merely the point but also the premise of his work in
decrying his putatively dilettantish imprecision), on another side questioning him for, say,
credulous universalism (apparently dismissing him for a purportedly naïve cross-cultural
approach insensitive to the crucial differences and specificities emphasized retrospectively
by post-modernist multiculturalism). Campbell’s four-volume opus The Masks of God stands
solidly against such claims.
Indeed, the fractious Wendy Doniger, in The Implied Spider, labels Campbell a
“superficial comparativist” who “stops at the micromyth, at the stripped-down plot where
several versions intersect,” thus “quit[ting] before the hard work begins” (92). She writes:
…if you just point out how The Tibetan Book of the Dead is like Dante’s Inferno, you
can see some interesting things, but you don’t see what you see when you go on to
learn Italian and Tibetan. Abandoning the mythic analysis when you have just
isolated the micromyth is like abandoning psychoanalysis at the point when the
personality has been dismantled, before it has been rebuilt. (ibid.)
While Doniger raises significant points — the glibness of merely structural comparison,
say, or the necessity of viewing subject material on several levels — she weakens her
argument with dismissiveness and oversimplification tending toward special pleading. Who
but the specialist will acquire fluency in Middle Italian, or Tibetan? Analysis of constituent
parts in isolation, not to mention comparison of image, event, and structure, comprise the
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very bases of investigative study — however much we rightly argue our work can and, if
consistent with our purview, should move wider or deeper or into greater specificity.
Again, the question of specialization intrudes: immersion suits the interests and
objectives of some while falling quite beyond the particular focus of others: Non hic sulcos
ducimus, non hoc pulvere desudamus (“I am not driving a furrow here; this is not my field of
labor”). Further, Doniger here admits only the broadest, most superficial acknowledgement
of Campbell’s work, for which the so-called micromyth was but a portion, a constituent
part, of his evident and manifest particular focus not on a given culture or mythic system in
its minutiae but on identifiable patterns across cultures and mythic systems in their
multiplicity — hence his provisional adoption of James Joyce’s “monomyth” as descriptive
of his recognition of a pattern of heroic journey common to human narratives. Recall such
statements from Campbell’s The Hero With A Thousand Faces (his elaboration of the
“monomyth” concept) as:
the purpose and actual effect of…ritual…[i]s to conduct people across those difficult
thresholds of transformation that demand a change in the patterns not only of
conscious but also of unconscious life. The so-called rites of passage, which occupy
such a prominent place in the life of a…society…are distinguished by formal, usually
very severe, exercises of severance, whereby the mind is radically cut away from the
attitudes, attachments, and life patterns of the stage being left behind. Then follows
an interval of more or less extended retirement, during which are enacted rituals
designed to introduce the life adventurer to the forms and proper feelings of his
new estate, so that when, at last, the time has ripened for the return to the normal
world, the initiate will be as good as reborn. (10)
And remember that this observation — emphasizing characteristics of ritual common
throughout the world, however in form “primitive” or “sophisticated” (unfortunate
locutions) — was written in 1949. While we do well to chart and challenge the “sins” of our
predecessors, we do equally well to discern and distinguish their messages and evident
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intents within assumptions we, retrospectively, indict as lapses. Lest we shed our needful
seed with their unwanted chaff.
Doniger’s special pleading finds its most ironic (or sordid) expression in her
admonitions against “defining myth” followed immediately by her elaborate, insistent, even
reductive attempts at a definition (79-107). This rebuke finds its most disagreeable
expression (because petty in phrase, evident egotism, and superficiality) with her blanket
declaration that Campbell “did it wrong and made it harder for me to persuade people that
it is possible to do it right” (64). Quite apart from its offhand and presumptuous
dismissiveness (not to mention its disingenuously ad hominem ending), this polemic evinces
an apparent certitude in Doniger (tending, we may say, toward the doctrinaire) that she
“has it right” and stands as agent of our enlightenment. That is, it suggests an ideological
bent quite at odds with her advocacy of “methods without…ideologies” (150).
In this, Doniger seems subject to an illusion, to a functionally fixed manner of viewing
Campbell and “comparativism”: where she sees him stopping at “micromyth” as a stripped
down plot or formula, she fails to see that for Campbell the “micromyth” was any specific
myth as such, intact, as a vehicle for examining, seeing into and looking through to what we
earlier suggested provisionally as macromyth or metamyth or, better yet, mythic imagination:
not the master narrative or formula of the popular mind or of academic dismissals of
Campbell but his elaborately stated approach to narrative, figure, image: myth.
By contrast, in The Politics of Myth Robert Ellwood examines the intentions and
insufficiencies of Campbell (as well as of Jung and of Eliade) in manner decidedly more
thoughtful, nuanced, and even-handed, reminding us that:
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…the mythologists, essentially both academics and curés of the soul, were in an
ambivalent posture between the primordial world and modernity. They were not
dropout Beats or monks, but professors and physicians, inside the modernist camp,
credentialed by its most characteristic institution, the modern university. For them,
in the end, myth had to become mythology to be useful; it had to be studied and
analyzed, and from it extracted what was universal and as applicable today as ever.
(7)
In acknowledging that “this was tricky, for in fact myth in its original package is only
particular” (ibid.), Ellwood manages to explicate a key hazard of their universalizing
position without suggesting erroneously that they were either unaware or negligent of this
crucial recognition — however much it was not their central focus.
Campbell stands between — increasingly, it seems, surrounded by — such naysayers
partly because of his own tendency toward heated, overreaching rhetoric in public and
media presentations during his later years; partly because of the subsequent rise of
multiculturalism and its apt, sometimes overstated insistence on cultural distinction and
divergence; partly because the multiculturalist insistence — intensified in crucial ways by
pressures toward a global community steered (if not driven) by economic and cultural
imperialism — diminishes and in fact often stands over and against a message of and search
for commonality, not the least as it issues from the direction of the (once and still) colonial
powers. And yet mostly Campbell (or, rather, his surviving work) comes to this
predicament because appropriate criticisms — of his enthusiasm for thematic resonances
between distinct images, stories, and rites, and of his advocacy of archetypal consonance
between cultures — disdain his (largely retrospective) insufficiencies of rigor and sensitivity
yet quite neglect, in its context and in its continuing relevancy for today, his work’s crucial
insights and message. That is, those critics emphasizing Campbell’s evident infelicities and
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blindnesses too often miss his essential contribution, tossing the seed with the chaff.
In this regard, Ellwood again imparts crucial (and sober) perspective:
…Campbell, however, spent countless words in the telling both of the stories and
the meanings. Like the nineteenth-century romantics, whose world of the spirit was
their true home, they believed first and final truth to be located in the Distant and
the Past, or in the depths of the self. The return to the supposed world of mythology was a return really to the premodern world as envisioned by the modern world.
Mythology in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries was grounded on the modern
world’s fantasy of the premodern. For the mythologists, as for their romanticist
progenitors, the mythological revival meant spirituality that was close to nature and
the soil, that was symbol based, that expressed itself in accounts of heroes and other
archetypes rather than individual [historical or even religious] figures. It was the
world of Plato’s cave, and the shadows on the wall were cast by the pure light of
primordial dawn. The mythologists’ myths were myths selected to and related to fit
modern needs. (7)
And, Ellwood hastens to add, “This is not unusual; religion [as well as, we may add,
mythology and literature] reconstructs itself every generation and must. The question is,
what were the needs of the modern world understood to be?” (ibid.)
And, more: what were effective means of answering — or, rather, deepening, exploring —
those questions?
Clearly, Campbell understood mythology (the mythic imagination as expressed
throughout the world in variable guises but in manifestly identifiable patterns and forms
and figures), and not any one mythology (no singular mythology, for his “monomyth”
propounds something quite different, as we have seen), as not only effective but elegant and
enhancing, engaging and even ennobling means of not necessarily answering questions and
not alone of deepening and exploring questions, but, in fact, of raising questions. Myth asks
us, as he persistently reminded academic specialists, storytellers, the public at large, “What
calls to soul?” That is, what calls for address, for consciousness, from the deepest recesses of
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heart, mind, soul, and psyche — as shown us through our images, symbols, figures, stories,
and their constant interpretive recapitulation and reconfiguration, even in places perceived or
presumed to be (or advocated as) in fixity, specificity, even a “pristine” aboriginality.
However much in looking back at Campbell’s seminal work we may become frustrated
with — and, indeed, critical of — apparent leitmotifs of romantic idealism and certitude, we
may yet understand and appreciate his work for its universalizing ethic, its concerted
advocacy of a harmonizing or synthesizing commonality (and not any dogmatic or
ideological single or master narrative). And we can appreciate that message in our postWWII era of territorial rivalries and bellicose dissension, whatever the arena. As Ellwood
suggests, equally important as our concern for minúte accuracy of observation is our
concern for manifest efficacy of interpretation. Campbell’s most profound insights met
their moment — and persistently speak to ours — with appropriate and useful questions
that clarify and illuminate much more than his limitations confound or obfuscate.
Further, to those who would decry him a dilettante Campbell would concede, and
warmly — and wryly. For Campbell was a dilettante, but in that word’s original sense (in,
with a nod to Doniger, the Middle Italian sense!) quite divergent from our common meaning
of a dabbler or indiligent (and superficial, Doniger would insist) amateur; the term, like
“myth” itself, has morphed in colloquial appropriation into its opposite. Indeed, in this
respect Campbell took several cues from the work of his great mentor Heinrich Zimmer,
often directly in the task of editing Zimmer’s work. Consider “The Dilettante Among
Symbols,” Zimmer’s forceful introduction to The King and the Corpse, the work-in-progress
Campbell completed “on the basis of numerous conversations with Dr. Zimmer himself
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during the months just preceding his death” (v). An ample portion captures Zimmer’s
flavor and intent as it illuminates Campbell’s position and intention (that is, his motives)
as well as his methods and assumptions (that is, his values) and, further, his importance for
a Recombinant Mythology — not the least in reflecting (anticipating) Hillman’s comments
about reducing or literalizing images, figures, or narratives. And notice how this passage
anticipates Coupe.
…the interpretation of the disclosed forms cannot be reduced to a dependable
system. For true symbols have something illimitable about them. They are
inexhaustible in their suggestive and instructive power. … The meanings have to be
constantly reread, understood afresh. And it is anything but an orderly work — this
affair of interpreting the always unpredicted and astonishing metamorphoses. No
systematist who greatly valued his reputation would willingly throw himself open to
the risk of the adventure. It must, therefore, remain to the reckless dilettante.
The dilettante — Italian dilettante (present participle of the verb dilettare, “to take
delight in”) — is one who takes delight (diletto) in something. …
The moment we abandon this dilettante attitude toward the images of folklore
and myth and begin to feel certain about their proper interpretation (as
professional comprehenders, handling the tool of an infallible method), we deprive
ourselves of the quickening contact, the demonic and inspiring assault that is the
effect of their intrinsic virtue. We forfeit our proper humility and open-mindedness
before the unknown, and refuse to be instructed — refuse to be shown what has
never yet quite been told either to us or to anybody else. … Sterilizing dogma is the
result, tightly enwrapped in a mental self-satisfaction, a secure conviction of
superiority. … Failing in the attitude of acceptance, we do not receive; the boon of
converse with the gods is denied us.
It is because they are alive, potent to revive themselves, and capable of an everrenewed, unpredictable yet self-consistent effectiveness in the range of human
destiny, that the images of folklore and myth defy every attempt we make at
systematization. They are not corpselike, but implike. (1-3)
Quite a heady dose of comparativist rigor and unabashed romanticism. And yet crucial
in revealing theme, meaning, and proposition in the comparative mythology (so-called)
propounded by Zimmer and Campbell as effective means of approaching the needs and
implications of the modern world, and of deepening, exploring those questions begged in
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such approach, an approach envisioned as, in essence, amplifying, synthesizing, questioning, furthering the work of such diverse disciplinarians as Frazer and Otto, Eliade and Joyce,
Jane Harrison, Emile Durkheim, Arnold van Gennep, Bronislaw Malinowski, Joachim
Wach — which is to say, of both reductionists and romantics (and neither) with various
methods, disciplines, and intentions. Indeed, proceeding from his own discipline of
comparative (English and medieval) literature, Campbell insisted on throwing open the
doors of each “department” along the corridor of humanities academia, challenging
specialists to share, contest, contrast, compare, and re-vision each their peculiarly atomized
views toward a grand… not ideology, but vision.
“[A]s Albert Einstein pursued a unified field theory for the energies of the outer
realms,” writes Phil Cousineau in introducing The Hero’s Journey, “Joseph Campbell
dedicated himself to forging a kind of unified field theory of the equally prodigious
energies of the inner realms…” (xi). In short, Campbell must be seen as a scholar of
considerable talent and insight, yet one not merely of mythology in itself but of, as it were,
mythological perspective, mythic imagination. That is, Campbell may best be understood as a
mythologist not in the sense of an academician preserving a particular tradition at a
particular point in its development but as a philosopher — an artist, really (an Orpheus, as
we shall see) — conveying a mode of understanding and meaning (that is, an hermeneutic),
with especial and consistent emphasis on the universality of that mode within the diversity
and crucial divergences of its distinctive applications and manifestations. To that extent, as
religious studies professor Robert Segal declares in Joseph Campbell: An Introduction,
“Campbell is oddly not much interested in myth — as myth. He is much more interested in
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human nature, which he simply finds revealed in myths. He sees myths as a repository of
the experiences and beliefs of mankind” (137).
Ellwood furthers this observation: “But while it is easy for academics to disparage such
an attitude, this is in fact no more than the approach that most predicants, more
concerned with saving the world than with footnotes, take toward their scriptural and
other sources, and no doubt represents one legitimate level of hermeneutics” (131).
Cousineau concurs: “To complement the rigorous methods of scholarship, [Campbell]
revived the art of hermeneutics — inventive interpretations in the spirit of Hermes, the
soul-guide — and fused them with the glint-in-the-eye regaling of a wise Irish storyteller. In
so doing he breathed new life into the old myths, as Albert Camus said each generation
must do” (xiii). And, we may well add, as Coupe insists we must.
Camus also cautioned us against dogmatism, ideology, which he combated first-hand
against Nazi occupation of France and for Algerian independence from France, reminding
us that terror fosters fear and fear halts thinking, and that for all ideologies, of left and of
right, of religion, of science, of academia, “fear is a method”:
We have witnessed lying, humiliation, killing, deportation, and torture, and in
each instance it was impossible to persuade the people who were doing these things
not to do them, because they were sure of themselves, and because there is no way
of persuading an abstraction, or, to put it another way, the representative of an
ideology. (258)
In Camus’ words we may readily hear an echo of Murray’s lament, detailed in this
study’s second chapter, over “the crimes to which…false belief led…early Christian and
medieval persecutions (op. cit., 23).
And through all this we may see that Campbell embodies mythic imagination, perhaps
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even epitomizes mythological innovation itself — that aforementioned re-visioning that
Hillman refers to in Re-Visioning Psychology as “a poetic basis of mind” (xvii).
Since, as Plotinus avered, “[a]ll knowing comes by likeness” (op. cit., 27) and, as we have
suggested, the paramount expression of a poetic basis of mind — the critical function of the
processes of imagination — is mythopoesis, the making of semblances for approaching things
ineffable through a method that contours and likens the inscrutable by means of familiar and
even specific image, then we may recognize that part of Campbell’s genius was his
application of mythic imagination to mythology itself. And so the particular focus of his work
passed beyond an atomizing specialization in a particular culture toward a universalizing
revelation of, in his aptly lyric (even, yes, romantic) words, “the key to the realm of the
muses” (Cousineau xiii).
This focus he pursued perhaps too well, or too fixedly (or too successfully), to some
degree assuring a backlash against his occasional glosses and evident fudging into, on one
hand, refined and exacting specialty, and, on another, into territoriality and provincialism.
And yet, Campbell would concede, and warmly — and wryly — the imperative for
rigorous scholarship, applauding the specialists while chiding them for their insularity. For
Campbell was an artist and kept an artist’s company — including that of his wife Jean
Erdman and her mentor and colleague Martha Graham, whose famous declaration we
earlier highlighted about the inevitable obsolence of scientific propositions vis-à-vis the
eternal found in art’s revelation of soul.
And Campbell knew — to reïterate an earlier observation — that in any medium of
artistic endeavor, the mythic imagination most delves the human soul, most awakens and
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challenges and re-images our defining stories, most acutely inscribes our foundational values
in vivid expression: that is, indeed, that mythology, however presented, may well be
humanity’s highest art and, reïterating Morford and Lenardon, “in a sense…the highest
reality” (5): a transcription of a truth more essential — and more eternal — than that of data,
however serviceable. For, as Jung promulgated and Campbell advocated, an appreciation of
the deep-rooted recurring patterns of mythology brings us to an understanding of myth as
the quintessential expression of humanity’s collective unconscious and consciousness: that
is, as “a revelation of the continuing psychic tendencies of society” and of soul (ibid., 9).
If mythology is the means of revelation, is its method the mythologist — not as
mythographer per se but as mythopoet? Certainly Campbell synthesized, to the best of his
ability, both aspects, and so, perhaps, yet stands between (if not astride) both territories,
both realms, as a mediating figure. Thus, to reïterate, his call in Creative Mythology to the
mythic imagination available within each of us:
Creative artists…are mankind’s wakeners to recollection: summoners of our outward mind to conscious contact with ourselves, not as participants in this or that
morsel of history, but as spirit, in the consciousness of being. Their task, therefore,
is to communicate directly from one inward world to another, in such a way that an
actual shock of experience will have been rendered: not a mere statement for the
information or persuasion of a brain, but an effective communication across the
void of space and time from one center of consciousness to another. (92)
Campbell might as well (mightn’t he?) have called such wakeners to recollection by their
more common monikers: fools, idealists, dilettantes (as was Da Vinci, “the greatest of
amateurs”) — no doubt noting Zimmer’s distinguishing of such madcaps from “[o]ther
interpreters [who] champion zealously this or that esoteric line of tradition, regarding it as
the one true clue, and its special cluster of symbols as the unique, all-comprehensive, and
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self-sufficient oracle of being. But such rigidities can only bind us to what we already know
and are, rivet us to a single aspect of the symbolization” (op. cit., 5).
But why? What cast Campbell away from academic rigidity, beyond Doniger’s ideas of
“hard work” and “right” way? What impelled him past a keen and judicious specialization
in, say, the Native American folklore that spurred him in youth toward his great work?
The answer — or, rather, the question explored — resides in the proximity of Creative
Mythology Page 420, where Campbell discusses “The Great Reversal” explored at length in
Chapter 2 of this study.
Humanity didn’t merely turn from abiding in existence (celebrating it, if many ancient
artifacts tell true) to pursuing progress. Humanity abandoned a role servient (as it were: of
stewardship) to phenomenal being, not in the name of survival but in the name of
transcendence, of escape. Humanity declined — disdained — life’s deal, the terms of
experiencing specific existence. Humanity yet declaims Gaia’s gift of phenomenal being,
intent on itself as spirit incarcerated, disremembering the opportunity of tempering,
realizing, tending soul.
Or so our dominant myths tell us. Or, rather, so we have come to mythologize for
ourselves. Might we reclaim our narratives and, more particularly, the conclusions we draw
from them, read into them, carry forth from them? Might we begin with reclaiming the term
“myth” itself, or even the moniker “dilettante”? Or, more broadly, as crucially, might we
begin with reviewing and reclaiming Campbell’s vision — duly acknowledging the
limitations and insufficiencies of his methods, motives, and assumptions, and duly
acknowledging the liminality and essentiality of his position, values, and intention.
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What a more richly abundant feast we might enjoy. And with symphonic
accompaniment (no doubt fortissimo ma allegro). At the least we have set the stage for our
discussion of a Recombinant Mythology, our proposed method of exploring likeness (and thus
gnosis) through mythic imagination as applied to mythology toward that reclamation and
retrieval posited in the first section of this chapter, by which we may more clearly
understand and, perhaps, more consciously transform our foundational stories.
B. On Recombinant Mythology
1. Our Quest for Understanding and Transformation
One day it would seem the very soul of the matter: a failure to imagine will make us die.
Arthur Miller (167)
As shown in Chapter 2 and in this chapter’s preceding section, our study stands on the
proposition that our experiences, our perceptions, our interpretations, and the images,
figures, and narratives we build around them, not only contour more than they capture,
not only suggest variable interpretations, but are susceptible to both reïnterpretation and to
re-visioning, to seeing through calcified forms and interpretations into presence, into apperception and understanding of missed or misplaced, or lost or forgotten, or unguessed themes
and meanings with their containment within entrenched, too often ulterior, doctrinal
interpretation. This study’s three central questions aim, then, not to fault human nature per
se nor, futilely, to contest it, but seek — quest — for a transformative understanding that
humanity may open to an enlivened sense (and, in that sense, a remembrance) of its own
fierce capacity to imagine not only or merely novel ways of perceiving and understanding
but deeper, more scrutinizing, more receptive and more present engagement with its ways of
perceiving and understanding. And this toward investigating means by which humanity, in
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its diversity, may rise to the more exalted promises of its stated beliefs — not in contest and
at any cost but in conversation and in terms of their exalted statements of belief. How do
we witness, see through our aggregate beliefs and narratives, the attitudes and behaviors
flowing from the current paradigm’s hostile disdain and hedonistic devourment of material
life, that amount to a philosophy or mode of existence against life, an Anti-Life Equation?
How do we, as it were, rewrite the obvious end of our current narrative?
Thus we return to our second central question:
Can we devise a re-visioning or recombinant means or strategy of peering into our
formative narratives and beliefs in a way that recapitulates them yet allows different
(life-affirming) interpretations, propositions, perceptions?
2. Wand and Cup, Bolt and Heart, Vajra and Grail:
Thoughts on Eastern and Western Engagement with the Natural World
Om Padmo Yogini Jnana Varahi Hung
(Know the Dakini to be your own mind.) Khungpo Naljor
The sense or recognition that modern Western society, its mainstream forms of
thought, feeling, and belief, have departed from — wallow in alienation from — the natural
world spurs many responses and even counter movements (however coöpted by Western
capitalism’s genius for assimilation), including investigation and practice (if merely partial)
of elements of Eastern spiritual and philosophical traditions, with their attendant
mythological imagery and narratives. Since well before the culture’s struggle to open during
the tumultuous mid-20th century, though accelerated during that period, waves of Eastern
thought have challenged or complemented and even infused Western thought, perhaps
most notably in America, according to biographer Robert Richardson, through the
transcendentalism of Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-1882) and such fellow travelers and
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acolytes as Henry David Thoreau and Walt Whitman, Margaret Fuller and Amos Bronson
Alcott, Convers Francis, William Henry Furness, Elizabeth Palmer Peabody, George
Ripley, and Jones Very (263).
Deeply partaking of the wisdom of the Vedas, the Upanishads, and the Bhagavad-Gita of
the so-called Hindu culture, Emerson earned acclaim for his propagation of a staunch
individualism — an early, spiritual notion of psychological self-actualization unto
individuation, we might say — and an acute, prescient critique of the burgeoning conflicts
and alienation of the incipient Modern Age. Indeed, Emerson’s departure from the
puritanical underpinnings of American society in such work as “Nature” (1836) and “The
American Scholar” (1837) spurred a sympathetic Oliver Wendell Holmes to declare
Emerson’s writings the nation’s “intellectual declaration of independence” (ibid.).
From the 1960s onward, our shores have received increasingly intensive and detailed
teachings, accounts, literature, practices — from the transcendental meditation of
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi to the Tibetan Buddhism of the Dalai Lama. Among these
distinct, if often related, streams of thought we may here trace one as to some degree
representative of the wealth of traditions witnessed — sometimes contemptuously,
sometimes curiously — and fitfully assimilated in the West under the perception that they
at least address, if not entirely or even sufficiently answer, our tradition of ambivalence
toward or contempt for the natural world and phenomenal existence, that they to some
extent assuage, perhaps even counter our anti-life conditioning. At the same time, such a
tracing will permit opportunity for engagement with the mythic imagination of cultures
beyond our own. As may by now be clear, these two imperatives form the core concern of
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Recombinant Mythology.
For our purposes here, the most apt tradition may be that of so-called tantra, the
Vajrayana system that swept into the United States in the middle 1960s and attained
widespread exposure through the 1990s and turn of the century. Superficially adopted by
practitioners of “sex magic” or other ecstatics emphasizing sexual facility, discharged
inhibition, and enhanced pleasure, tantra rather celebrates and employs sexual energy and
activity not for their aggrandizement in themselves but as avenues toward a radical intimacy
emphasizing heightened awareness and understanding and, indeed, reverence — “higher
consciousness” — of individual, mutual, and collective experience. That is, tantra cultivates
conscious, reverent sexuality and sexual practice not as self-gratification but as Selfdiscovery; tantra cultivates concrete realization and elective release of desires and
attachments by engagement of conscious, reverent sexuality and its consequent
relinquishments (often including intercoursal sex itself) rather than ephemeral pleasure
and exacerbated pain fostered by pursuit of an habitual, indulgent sexuality and its
attendant complexes (too often including alienated intimacy).
Which is to say that so-called “Eastern spirituality” apparently points to, betimes even
provides, an at-one-ment with the phenomenal (material, natural) realm too often cast in the
West as suspicious and capricious, at best dismissed as merely temporal, at worst disdained
as an entanglement in sensual and mortal conditions detrimental — inimical — to divine
spirit and everlasting soul. Somehow, as discussed in Chapter 2, the aggregate of Western
beliefs expanded from a position contemptuous of what we may now increasingly, belatedly
perceive as the gift of life itself, to one actually and actively hostile to it, as evidenced by our
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treatment environmentally, socially, politically, even spiritually, of this Gaian planet.
Thus “Eastern spiritually,” if you will, suggests itself to the West as something of an
antidote to this conditioning, or at least a means of perceiving and understanding our
experience and existence in a different way. Which is not about gainsaying, per se, the
useful cautions of religious admonitions against material indulgence, or of spiritual
doctrines of transcending so-called samsara. Yet it is about recognizing, intuitively and
viscerally as well as intellectually and emotionally, an essentially proscriptive and reactionary character to such religion and doctrine, and about wanting, wishing — willing — to “see
past” it as much as possible, to cultivate experience — perception and knowing — away from
it, beyond it, perhaps greater because ineluctably fuller than allowed or even apprehended
by it. Such willful impulse, of course, informs this study’s map of the inherent fatalism of
this character within Western thought, described here as The Anti-Life Equation.
For while such Eastern writings as the Vimalakirti Sutra on one hand ostensibly concur
with Greco-Biblical-Koranic cautions against corporeal reality (phenomenality) — “Accept all
sensations in accordance with the enlightenment of wisdom, and understand that all
phenomena are no more than phantom forms,” in Burton Watson’s translation (40) — they
yet in the main preserve a sense of reverence for earthly existence, if sometimes only as a
crucial theater (loka or bardo) of tempering experience:
Causes and conditions are the place of practice, for none of the links in the chain
of causation, from ignorance to old age and death, ever come to an end. Earthly
desires are the place of practice, for through them we know the nature of Suchness.
Living beings are the place of practice, for through them we know that there is no
ego. All phenomena are the place of practice, for through them we know the
emptiness of all phenomena. (ibid., 56)
Tantric practice — which may be salted with Saivite (Shiva-centered) training
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emphasizing renunciation and transcendence, or with Vaishnavite (Vishnu-centered)
instruction emphasizing release and transformation, or both, or neither — cultivates a
conviction that this phenomenal plane, however ephemeral, fleeting, or even deceptive, yet
serves as a plane of awakening to soul — of, if you will, realizing and tempering soul — and
presents images, ideas, and practices that encourage greater participation in incarnate
existence and away from identification and attachment to it. One of the means comprises
what in the activity-and-results-oriented West has been reduced to “sacred sexuality” or “sex
magick,” a means of engaging (as opposed to indulging), opening (as opposed to
repressing), harnessing (as opposed to merely tasting, enjoying), and integrating the various
energies, impulses, desires, and aspirations that typically drive rather than inform and
transform mundane existence and personal living. In the Mahayana Buddhist tradition,
these desires arise from our five sense organs — eyes, ears, nose, tongue, and body (or, as I
learned them through my tantric instruction: seeing, hearing, smelling and tasting,
ingesting, and touching) — and may be further understood as desires for “sleep, fame, food
and drink, sex, and wealth” (ibid., 150).
Such sacred sexuality instructs one in apprehending, consciously participating in, and
even transmuting the most abundant and accessible — and thus “seductive” or involving —
of humanity’s gross (that is, as it were, feral, not base) energies and desires. From this
understanding, we may approach, for instance, the magickal symbology of the union of the
avatars of Tibetan tantra, as described by Yeshe Tsogyal’s The Lotus-Born:
Master Padmakara [i.e. the Precious Guru (Guru Rinpoche) Padmasambhava] took
as his consort and support for sadhana [spiritual practice] the 16-year-old goddesslike…Lady Tsogyal of Kharchen. She was endowed with the nature of a wisdom
dakini [sky sprite or angel]. They remained in the profound meditation practice of
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Secret Mantra in the gathering hall of dakinis at the Tregu Cave of Chimphu. (122)
In fact, the Bardo Thõdol (literally, “liberation in liminality,” a.k.a. The Great Liberation
Through Hearing in the Intermediate State or The Tibetan Book of the Dead) counterposes our enveloping and persuasive five senses with practices wielding the five elements
(earth, water, fire, air, æther), associating the first four material elements with tantric
practice of the vajra karmas or, as rendered by Francesca Fremantle in Luminous Emptiness,
the “indestructible activities” (76) of pacifying, enriching, magnetizing, and destroying:
These are enlightened activities performed with an attitude of compassion for the
good of all living beings. Because they are not involved with attachment or ego,
they do not create the chain of cause and effect. Here karma is used in its true
meaning, simply action, rather than action and its results. In fact, these activities
cut through the karmic chain reaction and break its pattern. They are called vajra
because they are invincible and irresistible, no power can oppose them or prevent
them. They can be performed ritually for external purposes, but essentially they are
different styles of working on the path and of dealing with inner problems and
obstacles. (ibid.)
Again we find vivid magickal symbology in the vajra diamond lightning bolt (Tibetan
dorje) that plunders and winnows wallowing involvement and attachment. The heruka or
chief male deific expression of the vajra energy “represents the transmutation of all ordinary
hatred, aggression, and anger into the tremendous wrathful force of the awakened state”
(ibid., 323, emphasis added).
Holding a vajra in his right hand, with diamond-sharp clarity he destroys the undercurrents of negativity, irritation, dislike, and resentment that cloud our awareness
and reveals the brilliant mirror knowledge, blazing in flames around him. (ibid.)
Utterly destroying yet itself indestructible, this most important of Vajrayana symbols
indicates “totally ruthless compassion against those forces of denial that prevent us from
blossoming into our full potential” (ibid., 324). As forked lightning, the vajra bolt recalls
the trident, “a weapon that destroys the three poisons of passion, aggression, and delusion
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with a single blow [while] also symboliz[ing] the manifestation of the three kayas: the
perfection of body, speech, and mind; and the possession of mastery over the flow of prana
[vital breath] in the three nadis [energetic channels of body and spirit]” (ibid.). Further, the
adept may wield this club — or, alchemically, wand — “to beat, smash, and pulverize harmful
and obstructive forces” (ibid.). In pondering this wondrous imagery, can we help
contrasting its play through Western literature, as say the wounding spear of the Grail
myth? (Suggesting that we cannot, this study contemplates that contrast in the third section
of this chapter.)
While Padmasambhava’s Nyingma teachings, per Tsogyal, emphasize inner practices of
mahayoga (upaya or means, development), anu yoga (prajna or wisdom, acuity), and ati yoga
(dzogchen or insight, meditation) (op. cit., 235ff.), they yet foster acceptance of and even
participation with — in fact, impart a method of living within — the waking world:
As your essential farmland, cultivate the field of faith and engage in actions that are
in harmony with the Dharma. … As your essential food, eat the non-arising nectar
of dharmata [innate nature or suchness — that is emptiness or ephemerality — of
phenomena and mind], and practice unchanging samadhi [literally “adhering to the
continuity of evenness,” or still-pointed, unperturbed awareness]. As your essential
conduct, act without accepting or rejecting and be free from attachment. (ibid., 141,
235ff.).
In tantric philosophy and practice, every act is a means to practice, experience, and
describe mindful attunement with the natural order (dharma), and to model spirit and to
awaken or harmonize — to spiritualize — gross flesh. Put another way, as Fremantle
observes, tantric awareness opens one to dissolving appearances and boundaries (op. cit.,
294), the self-referential and self-protective specificity of ego, toward apprehension of and —
occasionally or perhaps ultimately — integration with the transpersonal and transmutative
(and even transcendent) totality of All. Through sadhana such as mantra (psychotropic
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chant), asana (physical conditioning), pranayama (holotropic breathwork), dhyana
(meditation and visualization), and jnana (spiritual study), one stills affective and sensual
passions not by subduing them but by integrating them through mindfulness, conscious
awareness and presence. Vajrayana tantra, in my understanding and training, constitutes
the amalgam of these practices (though in the West we’ve come to label them as “Yoga” —
which actually names the purpose of practice: uniting our specific existence with the totality
of being — and to reduce “Tantra” to various notions of sexual practice).
Still, the vital potency and importance of tantric practice is as readily evident as sexual
arousal is readily accessible, for, as Lady Tsogyal avers in Gyalwa Changchub’s Lady of the
Lotus-Born, “Without control of energy, the sexual act is commonplace” (172). Or, we might
say, merely feral — or even base. In any case, intercourse merely for the tasting, as it were,
for sensual enjoyment, both serves to inspire (condition) attachment to its rapturous
effects, and depletes vital energies employable to open rather than dull perceptions
emotional, intellectual, and spiritual. Tantric union, a sacred sexuality that engages erotic
energy and action, makes of intercourse a sacrament, an ambrosia transformative of bodily
awareness and experience, an elixir infusive of body with spirit, of participation of body with
spirit and, crucially, vice-versa. Or, in other words, the Secret Mantra of Tregu Cave, the
Diamond Vehicle, inculcates presence of mindful spirit within awakened body, integration
of one’s material and spiritual selves, participation in existence as both phenomenally
specific and actually total. This may be seen as one of the fundamental themes and
exhortations of the exemplary story of Yeshe Tsogyal, Lady of the Lotus-Born
Padmasambhava, who through such practice realized, enacted, and disseminated a
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compassionate love throughout ancient Tibet. And erotic (that is, more than merely sexual)
union was her means:
Bend and mingle energies of male and female. | Rely upon the skillful merging
of the winds, above, below — | Male assisting female, female helping male. | All
should do according to their measure. | Progress, persisting in the virtuosity of
bliss. | But if there is no mingling of bliss with voidness, | All is useless and the
path of Mantra is forsaken. | Taste rather bliss and voidness, as they rise, united!
(ibid.)
Far from an end in itself, as commonly adopted in the West, tantra serves as a means
toward, perhaps first, harnessing (that is, “subduing” and channeling, integrating and
conducting) energy, and, further, toward cleansing and heightening one’s (one another’s!)
perceptual awareness and total consciousness — the goal to which tantra is purposed, as
Fremantle describes:
Another way of looking at the nature of existence is from the point of view of our
own perceptions, the way we experience the individual world each of us inhabits.
All the phenomena that appear to exist outside us are also contained within this
world, because our actual experience of them only exists within our own minds,
mediated through the senses. Buddhism analyzes this realm of our experience in
terms of basic units, or dharmas in Sanskrit. (91)
In Buddhist iterations of Vajrayana, the external world cannot be understood as
separate from the individual (observer or participant), at least in part because, as we’ve seen,
“We can only know the world as we experience it” (ibid., 92) — that is, through our
perceptions sensual, cognitive, interpretive, intuitive. As such, the phenomenal world is
inextricably linked with each our personal world, or consciousness, which must be cleansed
within the phenomenal realm — in fact, through experience of phenomenal existence — not
particularly or necessarily freed from it. As Fremantle observes:
All material phenomena are defined by the fact that they can be seen, heard,
smelled, tasted, or touched. If they were not perceptible by the senses, we would
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know nothing about them, and whatever we do know comes to us only by means of
our senses. All the other dharmas are concerned with the processes of perception and
consciousness and with psychological states. These states of mind condition the way
in which we experience the world, so that mind and body, inner and outer, can
never be separated. The system of dharmas describes existence, not in a theoretical
way, but as it is actually lived by sentient beings from moment to moment. (ibid.)
Thus does Vajrayana, even with its admonitions against material-phenomenal
attachment and immersion, retain respect and even reverence for the natural order, even as
it insists upon our honing of perceptions, and our awakening and raising of consciousness,
a process of transmuting mere sensation into understanding and clarity, toward
enlightenment and gnosis. Crucially, this path of understanding provides means, praxis, for
cultivating such transmutation of perception, experience, awareness.
Further, according to Mahayana Buddhism, more than this phenomenal world in itself,
our (untended, uncleansed) perceptions within the phenomenal world cause the suffering
we in the West so lament and project onto matter as its inherent imperfection, and as our
“entrapment” within it. The four noble truths delineated in the Vimalakirti Sutra recognize
this while — far from condemning earthly existence — indicating a path to overcoming our
muddled (clouded) way of experiencing, holding that “all existence is marked by
suffering…caused by craving,” that “by doing away with craving one can gain release from
suffering,” and that “there is a method for achieving this goal” (op. cit., 151).
Further still, this Eastern wisdom disdains notions common in the West of external
divinity (while indulging a taste for imagery representing externalizations of divine energy)
in favor of a milieu, as it were, of attractions and resonances to which an immersed,
conditioned being is susceptible. In this mode of understanding we may recognize, as
earlier discussed, the notion that mythic images neither contain nor literally incarnate
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essences but rather express them, provide means of describing and experiencing them in
phenomenal terms. As Fremantle notes in discussing “The Bardo of Dharmata”:
Because of the sense of individual self, which still continues, we do not recognize
the deities as our own nature; instead we feel afraid of them, thinking they are
separate and external. The basic instruction is simply to recognize them, and thus
to be naturally and spontaneously self-liberated. However, we have a deep,
instinctive longing to return to individual existence, and so, at the same time as the
visions of enlightenment, we dimly perceive pathways leading back to the six realms
of samsara. (op. cit., 65)
Even with its cautions against phenomenal immersion, can all of this strike us as anything less than stark contrast with Western notions of soma sema — incarnate existence as
incarceration of spirit — in which humanity suffers an inherent flaw, essentially its
choiceful sundering from God (divine eternity or Totality), a “fall” understood gnostically
as loss of participation in — or, say, audience with — limitless being, or scripturally as exile
from the presence of a supernal divinity (Yahweh, God the Father, Allah)?
In exploring that contrast, this study now turns, as promised, to a consideration of the
esoteric spiritual legend of the Holy Grail. That turning not only permits an investigation
of this crucial contrast between East and West in understanding and engaging and
reverencing our phenomenal vale of soul-making. It also harkens back to Parsifal — that
figure so central to Wagner’s mythical method and message, and Neitzsche’s objection to
that message as representative of Western life-denying hypocrisy, as a lie within truth
propagated to sell salvation, and to expropriate creation. At the same moment, it offers
further sighting of Recombinant Mythology as answer to The Anti-Life Equation. (For clarity of
usage, please note here that the figure of Parzival, as elaborated by Wolfram von
Eschenbach from Chrétien de Troyes Perceval, the Story of the Grail, inspired Wagner but
loosely, and that, according to Danielle Buschinger (140) the composer rendered the name
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“Parsifal” in adoption of an erroneous etymological correspondence with Arabic Fal Parsi
or “pure fool.”)
3. Fidelitas: Gaia and Grail as Vessels of Harmony Requiring Discovery
Now you think a bow is swift: yet what it lets fly is swifter. … When you see a strong bow
you say the string is straight, except when plucked to an angle to drive an arrow on its flight.
(Eschenbach 128)
…the Grail, the lapis exillis, is the lapis ex coelis, the philosopher’s stone,
the terminal, the limit, the chthonian uterus of the empyrean! (Eco 423)
Among the many meanings imparted through the tale of Parzival’s quest, one strikes
me deepest. As much as a tale of individuation, even of redemption in the Christian sense,
the legend suggests a reaching back to, a search for rapprochement with, the natural or
created world, just at the point of the West’s decisive cultural turning away. Particularly
Wolfram’s rendition of the legend strikes me as a kind of parable, almost an exhortation,
to humanity to remember its place here, within Gaia, in relationship to our phenomenal
being, in the wake of the burgeoning hegemony of a doctrine predicated less on the
egalitarian preachings of its ostensible inspiration than on theological notions of sin and
salvation.
Of course, these impressions are informed by Campbell’s delineation of “The Great
Reversal” and Roheim’s observation of a traumatic immaturity in humanity, as discussed in
Chapter 2 of this study.
Parzival’s Grail quest presents a search for harmony, unity, attunement (at-one-ment)
within the mortal realm, and thereby for the wholeness or grace deemed lacking therein (or
at least, within a humanity marooned in matter). Yet the Grail itself appears indicative of
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our giftous planet, a symbol less of some divine dispensation against death for the elite and
more of the plentitude, the grace, all about us, within which we all dwell and strive —
indeed, within us — that, with fortitude (with effective praxis and cultivated consciousness),
we may realize and thence individuate unto soul. That is to say, the sorrowful disorder (or
“sin”) ascribed by religious doctrine to this realm, this living, is not a fault in or of the
world but in humanity’s sense and interpretation of, and consequent choices within, this
world.
Again pondering what for purposes of this study has been called magickal symbology,
can we help but contrast the Pentecostal image of munificent Grail with that of Getso’s
dream in conceiving Yeshe Tsogyal, as described by Changchub, of giving blood and milk
“to multitudes of people” and “fill[ing] the world with amrita, red and white” (9) — a deeply
esoteric tantric image too complex for treatment here. Precisely nine months later, Yeshe,
the Lady of the Lotus-Born, was herself birthed.
Contrast Getso and Yeshe’s world with images of the world posited in Grail legend and
tradition, one of realms lost, debased, or debauched: Tennyson’s Geraint in Idylls of the
King riding into a fallen castle and seeing “that all was ruinous” (67) or his Parzival’s return
to Arthur’s city, “our horses stumbling as they trode on heaps of ruin… the stones raw”
(187); T.S. Eliot’s The Wasteland with “roots that clutch” amid “stony rubbish…a heap of
broken images” (29) — a world impelling quest for lost well-being, plenitude, harmony, for
a place of renewing, fructifying, transcendent splendor. Even Sir Gawain and the Green
Knight begins with an invocation of besieged Troy, as noted by Brian Stone: “the
battlements broken down and burnt to brands and ashes” (21).
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This again harkens back to Campbell’s notion, in Creative Mythology, of mythic
dissociation (393), itself directly linked to this study’s proposition in Chapter 2 of an AntiLife Equation. These, in turn, color our reading here, particularly of Wolfram, inspiring a
sense that he serves his work — spun of ancient tales salted with Christian virtues —
peppered generously with subtle cautions against, perhaps, the dogmatism of literalist
Christian transcendentalism, but more toward assimilating Christian virtue within the here
and now, immanently, within presence, within consciousness, as a spur to a Parzival-like —
indeed, a Christ-like — individuation. Here and now. That is, as much as we might read
Arthurian myth as a Christian assumption (in fact, in our terms, a recombination) of Celtic
stories, the opposite may as well obtain: Celtic narrative and belief meeting Christian
narrative and theology, and tempering its severity, its dogmatic morality and disdain for
phenomenal life (viz. Original Sin, weakness of flesh), with reverence for the world — in
effect, turning Christian applications and interpretations of Celtic stories back upon
themselves, and infusing Christian sensibility with Celtic values.
Zimmer suggests as much during his analysis of four episodes from the Arthurian cycle
in The Corpse and the King:
The Arthurian romance of the Knight with the Lion stands for an accord between
Christian chivalric humanity, as symbolized in the knightship of the Round Table,
and the sheer powers of life, as represented by the [graal-cognate] holy, secret
fountain (the source out of which all the life powers perennially well), the Lady of
the Fountain, and the guiding kingly lion [a common sign for Christ] who assisted the
hero to the goal. (128)
For in creating his Parzival (“correcting” the Perceval of Chrétien), Wolfram models
and evinces the world — let us say, the Gaia — symbolized by the graal. As Eliade writes in
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Myth and Reality — his observation applicable to graal as legend; to Parzival as quester and
Wolfram as creator; to us as living, individuating beings; to religious doctrine, unveiled:
The man of the societies in which myth is a living thing lives in a World that,
though “in cipher” and mysterious, is “open.” The World “speaks’ to man, and to
understand its language he needs only to know the myths and decipher the
symbols. Through the myths and symbols of the Moon man grasps the mysterious
solidarity among temporality, birth, death and resurrection, sexuality, fertility, rain,
vegetation, and so on. The World is no longer an opaque mass of objects arbitrarily
thrown together, it is a Living Cosmos, articulated and meaningful. In the last
analysis, the World reveals itself as language. It speaks to man through its own mode of
being, through its structures and its rhythms. … For “Nature” at once reveals and
“camouflages” the “supernatural”; and this, for archaic man, constitutes the basic
and unfathomable mystery of the World. … In such a World man does not feel
shut up in his own mode of existence. He too is “open.” (141-143)
Of course, understanding Wolfram’s message (at all: in any way, let alone in this way)
entails individuation, engagement, seeking through to within, seeing through the pictures to
the threads. As Zimmer notes of Arthur’s Grail Questers, in this instance Gawain: “No one
in the desolate countryside could point the way for him or tell him anything… He was
compelled to follow his own inner voice” (op. cit., 68).
If humanity can heed, absorb the pictures, the ciphers, and peer through to their
meaning-weaving threads. If one such as Wolfram can weave fresh pictures imparting
meanings threaded with familiar themes rather than insisting on the primacy of this
picture or that way of weaving. If Parzival can remember that questing means not merely
finding, receiving, but participating, communicating, speaking in turn, asking: “What is this
thread?” “What ails the weaver?”
“This co-participation,” Eliade writes, “not only makes the World ‘familiar’ and
intelligible, it makes it transparent” (op. cit., 42).
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So what means the quest, the questing, the questioning, this necessary query that turns
waste to riches, disaster to “advent” (to borrow Anfortas’ term)? Campbell’s answer in
Creative Mythology deserves full play:
The question as to meaning, to be asked by the young hero of the Grail quest when
he beholds the rites of the Grail Castle, is the same, essentially, as that asked by the
hero of the Panchatantra fable, and its effect is also the same: the release for the
sufferer from his pain and the transfer of his role to the questioner. Moreover,
these two questions are at root the same as Hamlet’s “To be, or not to be,” since
their concern is to learn the meaning of a circumstance “thus come” — to which
there is no answer. There is however, an experience possible, for which the hero’s
arrival at the world axis [i.e., graal fortress] and his readiness to learn (as
demonstrated by his question) have proven him to be eligible. Will he be able to
support it? Nietzsche in The Birth of Tragedy, wrote of what he termed the “Hamlet
condition” of the one whose realization of the primal precondition of life (“All life
is sorrowful!”) has undercut his will to live. The problem of the Grail hero will
therefore be: to ask the question relieving the Maimed King in such a way as to
inherit his role without the wound. (424)
To reïterate: when we view suffering not as some persecution for fault or “sin” but as a
process of awakening consciousness to the terms of this existence and our aspiration for
fuller being; of accepting responsibility and participating in the here and now, in this realm
(even for the sake of all realms); of recovery unto grace or wholeness, then we understand
that Parzival receives a wise task, not a curse, from Anfortas. And pursues it as dharmic
service, gesture ethically right and necessary, duty performed in keeping with the flowing
order and terms of this tempering, challenging, not cursed, world: Gaia, a circumstance of
phenemonal existence thus come, thus come into, for the very purpose of questing for (with
fortitude, receiving and communicating, participating with: tending) soul. Such questing —
such questions — inform our challenge to The Anti-Life Equation suggested in Chapter 2 of
this study, and our proposition of an answering Recombinant Mythology discussed in the
final section of this chapter and modeled in Chapter 4.
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Of course this phenomenal realm of distinction and dichotomy, of specificity and
individual (self-!) consciousness is sorrowful: such are the terms of specificity, individuality,
temporality, mortality. Such are the means of tempering, individuating, remembering soul,
choosing soul — choosing being, this life and what comes with and after it — in the face of
suffering, hand-in-hand with suffering, uncertainty, loss. Such “salvation” is of necessity an
inside job, a lone quest — though susceptible to instruction, if too often, as Nietzsche railed
(and Camus with him), by leaders, religious and otherwise (our Herzeloydes and
Gurnemanzes) impeding us, harming us with disinformation and ulterior, coërcive dogma,
defaming the world in the name of “an ‘other’ and ‘better’ life”: “From the very first,
Christianity spelled life loathing itself…” (Nietzsche 10).
Or, borrowing Merlin’s musings, per Tennyson, on power-craving Vivien: “harlots
paint their talk as well as face with colors of the heart that are not theirs. … And they…that
most impute a crime are pronest to it… Yea, they would pare the mountains to the plain, to
leave an equal baseness… and judge all nature from her feet of clay, without the will to lift
their eyes, and see her godlike head crown’d with spiritual fire, and touching other worlds”
(op. cit., 135). While evoking our discussion of The Anti-Life Equation, this statement also
echoes those ladies of Moby-Dick, seen in Chapter 2 of this study, supposedly surpassing
Nature in harvesting it for cosmetic vigor.
What’s after, like an oak tree, springs from what was, precious acorn, but through
process of here and now, ever now, mindful presence. As when Parzival, experienced,
tempered, remembers, and asks, “What ails, thee, sir?” After all, the Tarot’s Temperance
(XIV — destination of VII, The Chariot’s determination) is an alchemical cauldron, a grail
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of admixing essences, as Ziegler writes: “The alchemical union of fire and water portrayed
above the head of [0] The Fool has now moved to the center of the picture. The whole card
is characterized by symbols of integration, the unification of opposites” (op. cit., 43).
And, reïterating an earlier question, what if salvation isn’t about being saved — from
“sinful” (imperfect, mortal) matter, a “misbegotten” world (the lie promulgated to sell
salvation) — but about being salved: healed in entering, facing, participating in (rather than
struggling with or controlling or acquiescing to) this trying yet tempering hurly-burly of
existence? Not in the name of transcending as escape but as overcoming (better:
assimilating — better still: relinquishing) the soporific of matter, to transform it, infuse it,
transfuse it, with spirit, thus to temper soul. (No. Not it, but each our individuating selves.)
Just as Lancelot, in Chrétien de Troyes’ Arthurian Romances, received from Bademagu a
balm to dress his wounds, an “ointment of the three Marys,” benison of grace, so the
journey, the quest, his dharmic duty of individuation, might continue (248).
As earlier suggested, Campbell throughout Creative Mythology affirms this idea of
phenomenal living as gift of tempering soul, of experience (i.e. life) as sorrowful joy — not
the least in citing Wolfram’s contemporary Gottfried von Strassburg, whose Tristan was “a
labor out of love for the world and to comfort noble hearts” (37-38): “Not the common
world do I mean of those who…cannot bear grief, and desire but to bathe in bliss,”
Campbell quotes Gottfried: “Another world do I hold in mind, which bears together in
one heart its bitter sweet, its dear grief, its heart’s delight and its pain of longing, dear life
and sorrowful death, its dear death and sorrowful life” (38).
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Again, these are the words of a poet conscious of the vicissitudes of the phenomenal
world not as persecution requiring control or escape but as challenge requiring participation and engagement, a harmony requiring discovery. This stands in stark contrast to
those, such as the ascetic Jains and early Gnostics, adopting soma sema as complete and
final truth: “for here too a strict dualism was posited of spirit and non-spirit, and a graded
regimen undertaken of renunciative vows to clear the spiritual element of contamination
by the material — life in this world, and this world itself, being conceived as a mixture of
the two” (ibid., 146).
Again pondering contrasts, and observing the embrace of balance — phenomenal living
and not or spiritual being — this time from Thich Nhat Hanh’s Old Path, White Clouds:
The Buddha counseled… “Yasa, this life is filled with suffering, but it is also filled
with many wonders. To drown in sensual pleasures is bad for the health of both
body and mind. If you live simply and wholesomely, not ruled by desires, it is
possible to experience the many wonders of life. … Some people despise their own
minds and bodies so much they want to commit suicide. They see only the
suffering in life. But suffering is not the true nature of the universe. Suffering is the
result of the way we live and of our erroneous understanding of life.” (152)
And no greater expression of this erroneous understanding than an Anti-Life Equation
defaming incarnation as incarceration, impelling humanity to disdain its supposed material
prison while eating it alive, expropriatiing for profit as “mere matter” this bastion of living
being so apt for tempering soul.
Our wide-ranging inquiry into contrasting and resonating quests could continue
infinitely. For instance, we have yet to consider Yeshe Tsogyal and her secret cave vis-à-vis
Condwiramurs and the Castle Perilous, or Anfortas the wounded Fisher King in
Wolfram’s Parzival with respect to Yama Dharma King, Lord of Death, in the Bardo Thõdol,
or how through practice our sensitivity to deific energies opens, according to Fremantle,
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“into magic, which could be called the practical application of symbolism” (294). Again,
while such conceptions as soma sema as incarcerating phenomenal condition and samsara as
suffering incarnational round may intend to protect us from capitulation to base
(“unvirtuous”) impulses and to inspire us to clearer awareness both of the character of this
(“merely”) phenomenal realm and of our place within (and beyond) it, they instill an
implicit alienation from existence. Worse, they foster, however unwittingly, a hostility
toward and disdain for this world that perforce informs and impels our current
irresponsibly consumptive stewardship of the planet. And all the more so in the hands,
from the lips, of fear-wielding ideologues vacant of a re-visioning ethic and imagination.
As Wolfram said in his Parzival, in only somewhat different context, “Much forest has
been cleared in the hope of winning her love!” (328). Wolfram appears to understand our
existential misapprehensions about the phenomenal world — hence, perhaps, his telling the
tale of an immature “Pure Fool” — yet, as with scripture, his work is as susceptible to eyes
searching for threads validating mere literalist dogma.
The brief impressions here leave unexamined many threads of Eliot and Eco, Zimmer
and Tennyson, Plotinus and Campbell, leave twined much intricately interlacing Wolfram
imagery (Cundrie as capricious nature!), all calling for detangling, seeing through,
questioning, recombining. And calling forth a means of questioning our foundational stories,
our means of interpreting the answers we believe our stories require: a means both of
hearing the questions our narratives ask us, and of asking our narratives the questions
required today for which they yet hold tempered insight, value, direction, from which they
might gain timely renewal, relevance, presence for themselves and ourselves and our world.
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In that hearing and asking, we may well realize that hope of Campbell, who looked in
Creative Mythology to creative artists, “mankind’s wakeners” (92) as agents of our common
renewal:
And…having learned from their own depths the grammar of symbolic speech, they
are competent to touch to new life the museum of the past as well as the myths and
dreams of their present — in that way to bring (as in the closing chorus of Wagner’s
Parsifal) “redemption to the Redeemer,” causing the petrified, historicized blood of
the Savior to flow again as a fountain of spiritual life. (94)
Or, we suggest with Eco: as a lapis exillis graal, as a lapis ex coelis philosopher’s stone, as a
uterus of the empyrean, womb of soul: Gaia.
L’envoi, per Johannes Reuchlin, De arte cabalistica 1517 (Eco 19):
In hanc utilitatem clementes angeli saepe figuras, characters, formas et voces invenerunt
proposueruntque nobis mortalibus et ignotas et stupendas nullius rei iuxta consuentum
linguae usum significativas, sed per rationis nostrae summam admirationem in asiduam
intelligibilium pervestigationem, deinde in illorum ipsorum venerationem et amorem
inductivas.
Or, as best I can render it in stupendously rough transliteration:
The helpful, merciful figures, characters, forms, and voices of angels often suggest the
proposition that we transient, ignorant humans be astounded by no affair of customary
speech but rather utilize, reveal, and reckon through our greatest wonder and admiration a
constant realization and investigation into that place within us inducing veneration,
reverence, and love.
4. Recombinant Mythology as answer to The Anti-Life Equation
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere | The ceremony of innocence is drowned;
The best lack all conviction, while the worst | Are full of passionate intensity.
William Butler Yeats, The Second Coming (1919)
Torn between devotion and duty, his heart and mind set at odds by outrageous
fortune, Arjuna Gudakesha received these words from his friend and teacher Hrishikesha,
Lord Krisna:
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The Vedas’ concern is with the three gunas [immersive elements or qualities of life].
Be without the three gunas, O Partha: freed from duality, ever firm in purity,
independent of possessions, possessed of the self. (Bhagavad-Gita II:45)
While Hrishikesha’s statement offers cautions against heedless indulgence of desire and
heedless acceptance of scripture, it more suggests the seed of realization: that the truth of
our experience, and the means of perfecting its practice, reside within, an inherent aspect
of our being.
But how do we meet that vital yet dispassionate Self? Where within does it reside?
Of this verse, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi wrote:
Modern psychological theories investigate causes in order to influence effects. They
grope in darkness to find the cause of darkness in order to remove it. In contradistinction, here is the idea of bringing light to remove darkness. This is ‘the principle
of the second element.’ If you wish to produce an effect on the first element, ignore
that element, do not seek its cause; influence it directly by introducing a second
element. Remove the darkness by introducing light. Take the mind to a field of
happiness in order to relieve it of suffering” (126).
But how?
We might first interject that Maharishi’s admirably alchemical proposition springs from
the conditions — the desires or gunas inspiring desire — it addresses: suffering perceived in a
dichotomous understanding of experience seeks its opposite (pleasure, perhaps, or
happiness) while what mystics call “true liberation” — surcease of suffering, release from
desire: liberaton — entails, as Krisna states, freedom from the interplay of opposites. Yet
Arjuna’s mentor asks him not, as a literalist might, to contest or renounce or repudiate that
interplay — truly a fool’s errand in our realm of phenomena, of distinctions and specificity
— but, simply, to be without them. To, we may say, relinquish them. (A prospect at which
Arjuna first balks, thus impelling the entire discourse of Bhagavad-Gita, which resolves in
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the archer-warrior’s liberation — not from dharma, circumstances met in integrity of
purpose, but from confusion inspired by the interplay of rivalrous opposites.)
For our phenomenal realm, with its beguiling distinctions and in its vivid specificity,
fascinates and inspires study, attention, immersion. Both darkness and light hold their
peculiar fascinations. Hence our existential dilemma, our phenomenal plight — as
perceived in a dichotomous understanding of experience, and as addressed, as accepted
and promulgated and reïnforced, by such interpretative insight codified into doctrine,
dogma, ideology. And yet this dichotomous understanding and its doctrinal interpretation
spring from the conditions they address. And the more convinced we are in our
understanding, the firmer our doctrinal interpretation, the more difficulty we have in
reörienting, revising, re-visioning, seeing through our entrenched perceptual and interpretive
frame. On the contrary: the more apt we are to reïnforce it through explicatory narrative,
through protective and promulgating institution, through social order, through art and
architecture and ritual, through dispensed scripture, the more our perceptions and beliefs,
our foundational stories, move from expressing and informing our experience to determining
it. Extended ad absurdum, this twines into an Anti-Life Equation for repudiation of and
“escape” from the very basis of our phenomenal existence. At worst, this becomes any one
of several promissory dogmas of purported liberation or salvation — not from our suffering
but from our very existence — that thrive on our fear and sorrow (and attendant anger and
confusion) in living rather than cultivate our acceptance of and participation within (and
concomitant responsibility toward and celebration of) the terms of living.
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Such is human nature — yet not in toto, for humanity retains a fierce capacity to reflect
upon perception and revise it; to renew understanding and vision; to imagine not only how
things appear and present themselves but how they might be elsewise, how we might be
other than we perceive, other than we are conditioned both by experience and by ideology
and its adherents. To understand as a tremendous act of awareness and humility the
application of this imaginative capacity toward pursuing, perhaps achieving, our stated
principles serves not to emphasize our insufficiencies but to affirm and endorse — and
perhaps revivify — those stated principles and the images, figures, and narratives that
propose and promulgate them.
Indeed, as earlier noted, this study rests on the proposition that our experience, our
perceptions, our interpretations, and the images, figures, and narratives we build around
them, not only contour more than they capture, not only suggest variable interpretations,
but are susceptible to both reïnterpretation and to re-visioning, to seeing through calcified
forms and interpretations into presence, into perception and understanding, missed or
misplaced, or lost or forgotten, or unguessed with their containment within entrenched, too
often ulterior, doctrinal interpretation. This study’s three central questions aim, then, not to
fault human nature per se nor, futilely, to contest it, but seek — quest — for an
understanding that humanity may open to an enlivened sense (and, in that sense, a
remembrance) of its own fierce capacity to imagine not only or merely novel ways of
perceiving and understanding but deeper, more scrutinizing, more receptive and more
present engagement with its ways of perceiving and understanding. Indeed, the question of
this third chapter investigates means by which humanity, in its diversity and in celebration
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of its protean variety and indispensable multiplicity, may rise to the more exalted promises
of its stated beliefs; may synthesize approaches privileging each culture’s central questions
and honoring the vitally generative multiplicity of their various answers; may strengthen
our identifiably mutual convictions into their realization — not in contest and at any cost
but in conversation and in terms of their exalted statements — images, figures, narratives —
of belief. In that, this study seeks common cause with an incipient movement in postmodern humanity to embrace and assimilate both the terms of its phenomenal existence
and the promise of its most generative, life-affirming pronouncements — or, in other
words, to shift its paradigms of understanding and acting within the world.
Otherwise, are not our cherished principles (mutual and distinctive) and their
statements (similar and unique) in our most cherished stories too often not aspirational
pursuits but merely rhetorical conceits, hollow bromides against harsh choices harshly met,
dispensed wisdom discarded in anxious expediency, mere sentiment: that is, nothing more
than — to adopt a debauched understanding of humanity’s most exalted gift — myth?
Our interest here, in other words, rests in recognizing the essential duality of phenomenal existence — and recognizing humanity’s diverse and distinct perceptions and
expressions of that existence — as interplay of complements, as mutually engaging and
revealing specificities of image, figure, and narrative, as interactive multiplicity of meaning,
rather than as rivalrous interplay of opposites, as manifestly sundering and destroying
fatalisms of truth, belief, doctrine, as internecine duplicities of ideology. Thus, this study’s
informing questions ponder the nature of our dilemma as generated by the interpretive
frames that condition and restrain our phenomenal experience; re-vision the contour of our
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narratives as required by the fatal imperatives depleting and endangering our phenomenal
stage and being; imagine means of resolution as indicated by our foundational narratives,
which encode our phenomenal experiences and aspirational visions, and offer us insight
into ancient questions lost to us in their proposed answering, into primal values misplaced
by us in realizing new values. As such, this study moves toward renewing questions
demanded of us in recognizing the limitations and exhaustion of our current ad absurdum
answers. That is, reïterating this study’s second question:
Can we devise a re-visioning means or strategy of peering into our formative
narratives and beliefs in a way that recapitulates them yet allows different (lifeaffirming) interpretations, propositions, perceptions?
Perhaps by embracing dichotomous phenomena as comprising not competing but
coëxtensive forms, constituent parts (including our rivalrous ways of viewing phenomenal
existence), we can turn polarity away from deadly conflict and toward dynamic harmony.
Writ simplistically (and perforce ideologically) as “good and evil,” the polar mentality can
extrapolate into any number of conundrums: body versus mind, thought versus feeling,
mythos versus logos, commerce versus culture, so-called democracy vis-á-vis so-called communism, industry against environment, affluence against sustainability, enlightenment and
ignorance, Spirit and Matter, life and death. More useful, Krisna suggests, is relinquishment
of oppositions — that is, relinquishment of egoic projection of and attachment to the play
of opposites that generate conflictual experience — for a broader perspective, a reïntegrative
or recombinatory perspective. How else can we untie our current Gordian knot of intractable
dilemmas, our apparent cross-cultural exhaustion in the face of our unsustainable attitudes
and approaches to ourselves and to our place on this planet, and to this planet itself, since
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simply hacking through provides no resolution, no assimilative understanding of our woes
and their sources, and thus assures our doom? (Alexander the Great did not die from
hacking apart his Gordian knot but from the attitudes and policies that impelled him to
that “answer” to its riddle — that impelled rivals to serve him poison.)
And so again: How? How do we revise our perspectives? How do we witness, see through
our aggregate beliefs and narratives — the attitudes and behaviors flowing from the current
paradigm’s hostile disdain and hedonistic devourment of material life — that amount to a
philosophy or mode of existence against life, an Anti-Life Equation? How do we, as it were,
rewrite the obvious end of our current narrative?
Satprem, speaking of recurrent cycles of being in The Adventure of Consciousness, offers
an observation as applicable to myth (the recurrent themes and images of our formative
stories and resultant civilizational structures) as to reïncarnation:
...we will be struck by certain repetitive patterns of events or deadlocked situations that
have an air of déja vu and seem surrounded by an aura of fatality — for what has not
been overcome [from the perspective of Depth and Archetypal Psychology, we
might say understood and assimilated] in the past returns again and again, each time
with a slightly different appearance, but basically always identical, until we confront
the old knot and untie it. Such is the law of inner progress. (89-90, emphasis
added)
How, indeed. How compelling, retaining for a moment Maharishi’s dichotomous
image, to help cleanse the darkness of our age by infusing it with light. Or, perhaps just as
well, feeding light with shadow. Or, dispensing with rivalry, synthesizing from dark and
light tonal qualities of hue to realize, renew, richness of color. And what a keen trick to
find our catalyst of redirection, the second element of renewal, within the first element: to
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regenerate and transform the first element with a piece (perhaps the essential piece) of
itself. A great work. A surpassing alchemy.
If this first, shaded element were human ingenuity, the source of so much of our clever
self-torture, the lock of interpretive fixity by which we so often constrain our fierce capacity
to reflect and re-vision, might not the element within that ingenuity, our requisite second
element, be human imagination, the font of all our understandings? Might not imagination
be the essence within ingenuity that reclaims our wayward intelligence and inspires us to
reshape the slings and arrows we so painstakingly forge and cast at each other?
Deadlocked situations evincing repetitive patterns of events — best witnessed and seen through
by our capacity for vision and reflection: mythic imagination, which most acutely inscribes
our foundational values in vivid expression, most awakens and challenges and re-images our
defining stories, most delves the human soul. Again, such gathering and reshaping of
images and events to reveal and redirect perspective bespeaks the heart of myth generally
and of epic particularly: myth the warp and epic the weft of the meanings within all our
forms, images, and structures. And these the very stuff and substance of mythopoesis, that
enhancing approach of re-visioning and seeing-through, of recognition and reclamation, that
deploys metaphoric images (evocation and suggestion, the crafting of semblances and
resonances) to give us more to see that we may know more deeply, that we may deepen gnosis.
Or, we may say, again invoking Hillman’s Re-Visioning Psychology, to reflect the psyche, and
to serve soul-making: “By means of an idea we can see the idea cloaked in the passing
parade” (121).
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Mythic imagination is the means, mythology the material. As we have seen throughout
this chapter, that material weaves not from naïve (“primitive”) superstition and false
science but from the inscriptions of various cultures’ experience of their worlds, and the
codification of their values. And more, mythology takes its textures not from ideology
(which may deploy myth in cynical self-justification) but from the human attempt to
transcribe our knowing of experience beyond the apparent, beyond the sensual, beyond the
phenomenal experience, yet apprehendable and experiential nonetheless. Even as mere
stories, mythologies reveal the style and structure of information within a culture. Beyond
archaeological interests, mythologies reveal the character of a culture’s daily life. Beyond
anthropology, mythologies reveal the tenets and values of a culture. Beyond sociology,
mythologies reveal the system and imagery of beliefs informing a culture. Beyond theology,
mythologies reveal the sense of place of a given culture. Beyond cosmology, mythologies
reveal the nature of the universe as exposited by a given culture. Beyond metaphysics,
mythologies reveal the quality and extent of a culture’s experience. Beyond epistemology,
mythologies reveal the essential ontological values and assumptions of a given culture.
Beyond the material, mythologies express the perceptual matrix of a given culture’s
apprehension of THAT suchness beyond this manifest world. As such, mythologies comprise
additional and variable interpretations of existence and being, not only or necessarily
competing and erroneous perspectives to our own. Acknowledged and allowed, investigated
and assimilated not in conquest but in juxtaposition and as additive balance, as further
nuances of understanding, mythologies intertwine for humanity as rich imaginal tapestry
not as the Gordian knot ideologues require.
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And as such, mythology — humanity’s capacity for mythic imagination — directly
addresses Jung’s central insight into the psychological dilemma of our age, that instinctual
dissatisfaction coursing through our modernity: loss of meaning, loss of soul — a sense of
inner emptiness, of living without an organizing and sustaining storytelling (as distinct
from a deterministic and hegemonic narrative), without an orientation to the suchness of
this phenomenal existence and our felt sense of being within it that weds local expression to
universal pattern, an orientation of mutuality that respects and celebrates, even in
counterpoise, all localities, all expressions of the universe, rather than destroys and subjects
distinctiveness, subsumes all specificities, to some ideologically “universal” totality.
The fault lies not in our narratives but in our interpretations of them: “For man has
closed himself up till he sees all things thro’ narrow chinks of his cavern,” as William Blake
tells us in his vision of The Marriage of Heaven and Hell (Plate 14) in more than an echo of
Dante’s Paradiso: “not that these things are lacking in themselves; the defect lies in you,
whose sight is not yet…sublime” (Mandelbaum 524 — Canto XXX: 79-81).
Corralled in an era of rationalist literalism that insists upon a rigid and thus narrow
facticity; that disdains as subjective any experience or perception or means of expression not
susceptible to its rarefied, utilitarian (if useful) systems of measurement, analysis, and
application; that too readily dismisses the Heisenbergian subjectivity of the objective project (that is: any fixed system of perception and understanding becomes subject to its own
terms and assumptions, and no longer disinterested however purportedly dispassionate),
we cultivate ever fewer means of approaching the “fanciful” foundational narratives that
inform and determine our assumptions and behaviors in and toward this phenomenal
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plane. Indeed, our epoch’s exaltation of materialist rationality constitutes a de facto
repression of our imagination, of our intuitive, extra- or metaphenomenal capacities. As
Jung reminds us in The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious:
…the repressed function is unconscious, and hence undeveloped, embryonic, and
archaic. In this condition it cannot be united with the higher level of the conscious
function. The unacceptable nature of fantasy [that is, we may say, of imagination]
derives chiefly from this peculiarity of the unrecognized, unconscious function. For
everyone whose guiding principle is adaptation to external reality, imagination is
for these reasons something reprehensible and useless. (CW 9.1, 63:93)
“And yet,” Jung continues in a passage apt for inclusion here, “we know that every
good idea and all creative work are the offspring of the imagination, and have their source
in what one is pleased to call infantile fantasy. Not the artist alone, but every creative
individual whatsoever owes all that is greatest in his life to fantasy” (ibid.).
To this add Gregory Bateson’s observation, in conversations recorded in John
Brockman’s About Bateson, that left-brain denotative, rationalist activity not balanced with
right-brain connotative, creative faculty renders not the hard science we suppose but a
calcified literalism: “mere purposive rationality unaided by such phenomena as art,
religion, dream, and the like, is necessarily pathogenic and destructive of life” (92).
Thus mired in an age of ideology and dogma, we are called to the incumbent task, an
informing ethic, of subjecting every dogma — narrative, mythic, religious, political, social — to
the recombinant move of asking our images, figures, and narratives not what answers they
give us but what questions they ask of us. That is, we must sift through our functionally
fixed answers to voice our needful questions. Such sifting — such recombination — informs
our challenge to The Anti-Life Equation suggested in Chapter 2 of this study, and our
proposition here of an answering Recombinant Mythology.
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And such sifting entails a process of delight (a shining of light into shadow), in the
manner of Zimmer’s dilettante as discussed in the first part of this chapter. For the
recombinant mythologist — the researcher or artist who delights in myth — recognizes mythic
images, figures, and narratives not as fixed scripture or false fantasy but, in Zimmer’s terms, as
“the everlasting oracles of life” (op. cit., 4). Such a mythologist more than organizes old
mythologies and their interpretations, but — like storytelling, shape-shifting Merddin of
Grail lore; or like Orpheus himself, our model in Chapter 4; like all of Campbell’s
“awakeners” — becomes in wielding mythic imagination a begetter of new paradigms by seeing
through and into mythic structures for their operation and application here and now. That
is, the praxis of a Recombinant Mythology entails more than understanding of and respect for
the answers suggested by and the interpretations attributed to mythic works, but diligent
questioning of mythic images, figures, and narratives toward assessing and addressing the
dilemmas of today. Indeed, as Dan Bar-On writes in Fear and Hope in the context of
Holocaust studies, “the question is not which historical [or, we may add, spiritual — that is,
psychological] truth the story reflects but rather, how the strategy that underlies the story serves
the narrator’s goals from his or her present perspective” (35, emphases added).
Of our oracular foundational narratives, Zimmer insists that:
They have to be questioned and consulted anew, with every age, each age
approaching them with its own variety of ignorance and understanding, its own set
of problems, and its own inevitable questions. For the life patterns that we of today
have to weave are not the same as those of any other day; the threads to be
manipulated and the knots to be disentangled differ greatly from those of the past.
The replies already given, therefore, cannot be made to serve us. The powers have
to be consulted again, directly — again, again, and again. Our primary task is to
learn, not so much what they are said to have said, as how to approach them, evoke
fresh speech from them, and understand that speech. (op. cit., emphases added.)
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In this irrational Age of Reason reductio ad absurdum, imagination provides a skeleton
key to salvaging our phenomenal experience from excesses and ignorances both sensual
and perspectival, both lived and theorized. That is, a cultivated and engaged mythic
imagination serves humanity as the quintessential key to the lock of interpretive fixity
impelling us to suicide. For only within the apparently fanciful images of our foundational
stories — those mythological epics misconstrued by rationalist certitude and literalist
doctrine and ulterior ideology — do we retain signs, symbols, visions by which we may
come, individually and collectively, to know ourselves: why and how we value what we do
and see what we insist on seeing, and in what vital ways and for what vital compulsions we
have built the current shambling lurch toward disaster. For, as Giambattista Vico noted in
The New Science at the dawn of the Renaissance, fanciful myth shapes the core beliefs that
determine cultural forms.
Complementary to as well as distinct from denotative understanding, the connotative
consciousness of mythic imagination offers us means of parting our own veils, of receiving and
witnessing the structure and character of our own thought (and, more importantly, of our
very nature as ineffable-cum-phenomenal beings), and therefore of intuitively and
consciously crafting our own promising destiny precisely in pursuit of the more exalted
promises of our stated beliefs, in cultivation of our identifiably mutual convictions unto
their realization — not in contest over iconography and practices but in terms of their
exalted statements (images, figures, narratives) of belief. Further, mythic imagination opens
us to — cultivates within us — a perceptual receptivity (indeed, a response ability) to discovery,
to inspiration by forces outside and beyond our fixed perceptions, codifications, interpre-
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tations. A Recombinant Mythology seeks apprehension and cultivation of this metaperceptual
capacity, humanity’s fierce aptitude for reflecting upon perception and revising it, for
renewing understanding and vision, as discussed at the beginning of this section.
As such, imaginative thought is expressive and creative agency. The how of it encompasses understanding the processes of formulation, witnessing the who compiling or
concocting forms, analyzing the what being formulated, reveling in the why of a given
form. Recognized as poesis, our capacity for making semblances for approaching the ineffable
— the indescribable, unsayable essences just within our perception, just beyond our apprehension: in our hearts, on our tongues, beyond our circling intellects — mythic imagination
as process and mythology as vehicle reveal themselves as our means, our greatest tools, for
seeing through, that secret entry to those layers of meaning beneath and above (within) the
apparent, the surfacial, the received and codified, to those further meanings beyond the
apparent, evident “factual truth” we in the West ascribe to what we see and take as a
straightforward, almost simple-minded literal and rational (and wholly material) “reality.”
Even in appreciation of all the wonders — of survival and of plenitude — achieved by
our ingenious Western culture, we recognize collectively that something lacks in our mode
of understanding and operating in the world; we sense a strain both upon the stage of our
existence, the planet inflicted with our endless extractions and poisonings, and upon our
individual and shared existence, the being assaulted with our continual anxieties and
posturings; we know, see all around us, the limitations within the successes of our
utilitarian thinking, the depredations mounting as debts to our affluence, even as we
shudder at the difficulty of identifying, admitting, seeing, addressing where the dilemma
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resides; even as we wonder, before turning back to the comfort of our conquering systems,
what we must face.
How do we redirect, transform, rewrite the narrative threads commandeered by our
entrenched interpretations and cultural values, our conditioned beliefs and perspectives?
Mythology serves precisely to answer this question, if we can only understand it. If, that is,
we can reïnterpret our received knowledge, the entrenched interpretations of our formative
stories — the images, figures, narratives, the forms and values that shape our culture and
ourselves — toward dispelling the assumptions and preoccupations and agendas impelling us
to an impending destination of darkness. A destination apt to evocative likeness, as
Slovenian philosopher Slavoj Žižek demonstrates in Living in the End Times (passim),
wherein “four riders of the apocalypse” manifest as the burgeoning worldwide ecological
crisis, entrenched imbalances within the global economic system, our revolution in
biogenetic engineering, and explosive social divisions and ruptures, each correspondent to
a stage of grief: ideological denial, eruptions of anger and attempts at bargaining,
depression, withdrawal. So pervasive and convincing looms this image of “four horsemen
of the apocalypse” — a cavalier quartet, according to “The Revelation to John” (6:1-8)
ending the New Testament, unleashed by the “Lamb of God” (Jesus Christ) on steeds
described as white, bright red, black, and pale, and drawing in their wake conquest,
warfare, famine, and death (sometimes via plague) — that it lends title to a myriad of
doomsaying pronouncements, including one, a documentary, announced in early October
2011, just as this study neared completion. A survey of “23 thinkers, advisors and Wall
Street money-men” discussing how “global mega-trends are converging when governments,
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organised [sic] religion and mainstream economists have stalled” (and calling the riders
“socially organised violence, debt, iniquity and poverty”), Four Horsemen includes in its
official trailer a comment most salient to our study, by Gillian Tett, a Ph.D. in social
anthropology, preeminent authority on global capital markets, and United States managing
editor of The Financial Times of London:
Most societies have an elite, an elite that tries to stay in power. And the ways they stay
in power is not merely by controlling the means of production, to be Marxist — i.e.
controlling the money — but by controlling the cognitive map, the way we think.
(0:51-1:04, emphasis added)
Mythology the material, mythic imagination the means, recombination one possible
method.
What do you do when your story takes a disastrous turn? You capitulate. Or you make
magick. You exert creative will and imagination. You rewrite the ending. Some of a rationalist bent claim this cannot be done; they see words as denotations in stone, or blood,
understanding their essential mantric magick in only a literal or utilitarian sense, proclaiming them “law.” But words — images, figures, narratives — provide maps, connote essences,
descry possibilities. It’s in their speaking, in their making and in our belief in that making,
that their magick stirs. Some of a mystical bent know this, those versed in mythology and
thus able to re-member its essences and to craft image, figure, narrative. They know that socalled reality is created — perhaps chosen is the better word — with every moment, waking or
slumbering. Depth and Archetypal Psychology understand this, too, for mythology as
pattern and pychopomic quide comprises its essential material; indeed, as Jung himself
asserted, Depth and Archetypal Psychology comprise a form of myth by other means:
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Psychology, as one of the many expressions of psychic life, operates with ideas
which in their turn are derived from archetypal structures and thus generate a
somewhat more abstract kind of myth. Psychology therefore translates the archaic
speech of myth into a modern mythologem — not yet, of course, recognized as such
— which constitutes one element of the myth ‘science.’ (op. cit., 179:302)
And, crucially, Jung cautions us that “a kind of fluid interpenetration belongs to the
very nature of all archetypes,” thus rendering attempts at projecting essence into any
singular form not only futile but inimical to their nature. Noting that “[c]lear-cut
distinctions and strict formulations are quite impossible” in “stak[ing] out the possible
extent of problems raised by [a given] archetype” even in our wish “to describe, at least
cursorily, its different aspects,” Jung advises us against such a “well-nigh hopeless
undertaking” in respecting that archetypal expressions “can only be roughly circumscribed
at best. … Every attempt to focus them more sharply is immediately punished by the
intangible core of meaning losing its luminosity” (ibid., 179:301).
In other words, archetypes permit insight into essences through image, figure, and narrative, yet neither exhaust the meaning of such essences nor entirely contain them. That is,
all of our images, figures, and narratives act as guides, semblances, expressions of qualities,
not as literal incarnations or embodiments of those ineffable, metaphenomenal essences
they contour. Thus, attempts at reducing (as opposed, let us say, to portraying) what the
Hindu faith describes as godhead into any one or discrete shape, or story, inherently fails to
capture the divinity pursued and described, and rather fixes a portion or aspect of its
possible imagining into perceptible form. (Of course, we may well reïterate, such attempt
provides exemplary glimpses into its culture of origin and adherence.) Further, therefore,
to exalt any such, if you will, icon beyond a touchstone for reverence, as more than an
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ennobling pathway to experience of the presence transcribed, mitigates, vitiates, diminishes
the very impulse that seeks — and perhaps deadens the capacity to apprehend — godhead.
And we must remember this in approaching the stories — the images, figures, and narratives — guiding us into and offering us the presence we wish to encounter. Further still, we
embrace this awareness (an attitude, a “poetic basis of mind”) in seeing through and
recombining our foundational stories toward approaching more fully the essences, the
presence, they contour.
As discussed throughout this study, humanity enjoys (or suffers) recourse to numerous
codified paths, many religious and secular doctrines, countless ideologies. While useful,
these institutional constructs tend to trap the seeker into exclusionist, often literalist
perspectives. And they tend to absorb the seeker’s personal power — for myriad reasons,
from social engineering to avarice to misguided and even well-meaning “salvation.” But to a
large extent, the truth of an individual’s experience can be approached but not found, not
fully realized and fully brought to life, by these received systems, but rather by the meanings
such institutions have captured for institutional ends long since diverted from cultivation,
revelation, and praxis of the conversation with Self that mythologists and depth
psychologists yet pursue. Indeed, as Aldous Huxley notes in The Perennial Philosophy:
Unfortunately, familiarity with traditionally hallowed writings tends to breed, not
indeed contempt, but something which, for practical purposes, is almost as bad —
namely a kind of reverential insensibility, a stupor of the spirit, an inward deafness
to the meaning of the sacred words. (x)
For our purposes, “sacred words” or texts include all mythological (including scriptural)
literature, that which expresses the human spirit and cultural motifs and morés, or, as has
become a mantra of this study, image, figure, narrative. A seeker, as distinct from an
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acolyte or adherent, must either perceive a personal truth within such literature, or find his
own way, his own path from the foundational self to the larger Self that crowns his being,
for, as suggested by Idries Shah in The Sufis:
Accustomed to looking at philosophy [with psychology, our modern successor to
mythology] as a makeshift, a groping toward truth, changing in accordance with the
acquisition of mere information, there are few people nowadays who can even
grasp the assertion that there is an ultimate truth against which everything can be
measured, and which is accessible to [hu]man[ity]. (13)
Mythic imagination offers to that self-directed realization a first step, a device for
mapping. Mythology (defined broadly as that expression of the spirit from fairytales to
scripture, from literature to archetypal analysis) comprises the fruits of such imaginative
labor. And yet in encountering mythology; in cultivating and engaging mythic imagination;
in answering our existential dilemma of attachment, as Arjuna, to the gunas of phenomenal
interplay; in questioning the institutional interpretive dogmas dictating our understanding
and application of our foundational narratives, we ask again: How? That is: Can we devise
a re-visioning means or strategy of peering into our formative narratives and beliefs in a way
that recapitulates them yet allows different (life-affirming) interpretations, propositions,
perceptions?
In pursuit of that question, we turn first to Eliade and Corbin, then to Jung, and at last
to a proposed Recombinant Mythology, bearing with us Rumi’s observation from Signs of the
Unseen that, “A tale, fictitious or otherwise, illuminates truth” (97).
Eliade and Corbin lead our quest for a renewing approach to our foundational stories
through, appropriately enough, paths of philosophical mysticism: the exploration and
cultivation of metaphenomenal experience and understanding through praxis. Ardent
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students of Middle Eastern cultures, both delved the mystic tradition arising within Islam
as Sufism, which in turn offers our discussion tools toward (and a parable foreshadowing)
Recombinant Mythology.
A spiritual philosophy and discipline rather than a dogmatic religious corpus, Sufism
intends revelation — through experience, insight, and personal knowing — of the deeper
messages, the enigma if you will, behind apparent religious codes, though certainly with
special emphasis on the Qur’an, the Muslim religious epic. In this intention we recognize
the Sufi desire to discover, nurture, and tend soul in the world. Indeed, as Shah explains,
“The Sufic way of thinking is particularly appropriate in a world of mass communication,
when every effort is directed toward making people believe that they want or need certain
things; that they should believe certain things; that they should as a consequence do certain
things that their manipulators want them to do” (25).
Sufism, by contrast, intends Self-knowing and -direction. And not least in following the
understanding of visionary Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn al-‘Arabi, who, in Corbin’s telling
from Alone With The Alone, “knew that this triumph [of intimate communion with his God
[or totality: creative essence, as we contour it here] is obtained neither by the effort of
rational philosophy, nor by conversion to what he was later to term a ‘God created in
dogmas’ [but rather] depends on a certain decisive encounter, which is entirely personal
[and] is the fruit of a long quest, the work of an entire lifetime” (44). Ibn ‘Arabi pursued
his revelation through “effects of the creative energy produced by the concentration of the
heart (himma) [and a] ‘method of theophanic prayer,’ the creative prayer that becomes
dialogue, creative because it is at once God’s prayer and man’s prayer” (40) — not unlike
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Job’s disputations with the God of Abraham, Ishmael, and Israel, or like the work of poets
and artists epic and otherwise. And in consonance with Jungian propositions regarding the
manner of human “meaning-making,” as outlined by Sherry Salman in The Cambridge
Companion to Jung:
Based on his personal and clinical experience of the numinous in psychological life,
where he encountered imagery identical to that of different religions, Jung
postulated a religious “instinct.” When this instinct to make meaning is blocked or
conflicted, as any instinct can be, disease will result. Jung argued that the archetypal
symbols which emerge from the unconscious are part of the psyche’s objective
religious “meaning-making” instinct, but that these symbols will be realized
subjectively within each individual. For instance, there is a human instinct to create
an image of a godhead, the function of which is to symbolize our highest values and
sense of meaning, but the content of this image varies within cultures and within
individuals. (56)
The source of Ibn ‘Arabi’s “theophanic function” according to Corbin (38), citing the
master’s autobiography? Active imagination, that term and praxis adopted by Jung that
throughout this study entwines with mythic imagination.
Thus, Sufis generally begin from a nonreligious viewpoint, as evident in their use of
parable, simple stories presenting spiritual themes in mundane terms. For Sufis hold that
answers to the great questions of existence and right-living reside within the mind and soul
of humanity, individually and collectively. The greater Self and knowing must be liberated
so that by self-knowledge our inherent intuition, the deep gnosis and spiritual instinct
within each of us, becomes the guide to human fulfillment. The common way, the way of
training and formal knowledge, stills and suppresses that intuition, quiets and controls it,
and humanity thus turns from awakeners into ecstatic experiencing with deep spiritual
insight to inmates of external conditioning with existential torpor and despair.
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As has been discussed throughout this study, almost all spiritual systems expound the
human soul as free and creative, with choice of thought and action, but most modern
monotheist dogma bewails the vicissitudes and seductions of phenomenal, sensual life, and
expounds controlling moral codes that in fact imprison soul in the name of saving it for
the putative good of (conformist) community and a promised joy and freedom in afterlife.
This common religious approach is amply critiqued with reference to historical and
contemporary failure in achieving (and, indeed, ulterior departure from) the quality of
communal good it rhetorically promulgates. And coupled with the ultimate unverifiability
of the promise of posthumous peace, such evidence impels some to the mystical path, the
way of personal experience and verification of spiritual meaning, as represented by such
traditions as Sufism.
The Sufi believes that by alternately detaching from and identifying with life — rather
than by embracing either extreme — one becomes free. Sufi mysticism derives from belief
that one can attune with the deep meanings and purposes of all life. Yet an abiding
practicality pervades Sufi practice, rooted in belief that its spiritualizing attunement must
occur within normal society, for Sufism is a transformational rather than a transcendental
spirituality, what Eliade in The Encyclopedia of Religion calls “a tradition whose main goal [is]
to celebrate the transforming power of the experience of mystical union with the Beloved
[i.e. God]” (14.108). Thus, Sufi service to humanity derives from recognition that one is
and remains a part of humanity. These commitments are expressed in an admonitory
warning from 1111 CE by El-Tughrai, a contemporary of Khayyam, as offered by Idries
Shah: “O Man, that art so full of information penetrating into secrets; listen, for in silence
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is safety from slips — ‘They have fostered thee for a purpose, did thou but understand it.
Have a care to thyself, lest thou feed with lost sheep’ ” (op. cit., 26).
The Sufi penetrates into enigmatic secrets, enters into divine union, through several
means — particularly dhikr (“remembrance”) and sama (“audition”) — that embody the
tradition’s underlying philosophical precept of imaginatio vera or creative imagination, what
Western mystics might call the Divine Principle. For the nuomenal and phenomenal
realms were created by God through (or as God as) an act of creative imagination, an
emanatory desire to know (It)self through a series of concentric reflections, “a progression
of spiritual manifestations” (Eliade 14.116). In contrast to the Western theological notion
of a cosmos come from nothing (creatio ex nihilo), Islamic theology posits the cosmos sprung
from the yearning of the theos agnostos or unknown God to escape from the isolation of
perfect unity or totality: “I was a hidden treasure and I desired to be known, so I created the
creation in order that I might be known” (Eliade 14.116). Thus emerged the different
planes of divine existence or manifestation, culminating in Allah, the God of Revelation or
gnosis, through whom humanity, the quintessence of emanation, the pinnacle of differentiation or specificity, realizes its origin and participation in divine total unity. Every Muslim
mystic seeks to recapture his gnosis of unity, his participation in the creative imagination,
“this experience of loving intimacy with the Lord of the Worlds” (Eliade 14.105).
The primary means of a knowing intimacy with God is Qur’anic exegesis, which
comprises two methods. Tafsir, associated with the conventional path of ‘ilm or discursive
reason, emphasizes exoteric elements of sacred text such as grammar and rhetoric,
philology and literary scholarship, historic event and prophecy — what we have identified as
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dogma. Ta’wil, associated with ma‘rifah, stresses a search for hidden or esoteric meanings
and intentions within sacred text — what we have called enigma. This process “by which
each soul traces the prophetic word back to its esoteric sense” (Gilbert Durand in Eliade
7.111) enjoys special favor among Sufis. Literally “to take back to,” ta’wil has entered
Western thought through the efforts of Corbin and Hillman, who often translates the
word as epistrophe (“turning about or back”) or archetypal reversion from associative image
(including word) to pure or essential meaning, as in The Dream and the Underworld (4, 100).
As the Muslim philosopher Kalami Pir suggested, “He who practices ta’wil is thus one
who turns the expression away from external [exoteric] appearance [zahir] and makes it
return to its truth [or true idea: haqiqah]” — that is, as Durand elaborates with reference to
Corbin, “to its hidden, esoteric meaning (batin),” for “the esoteric word…is pure metaphor,
or symbol (mithal): the unique and irreplaceable expression of the symbolized ‘as a reality
that thereby becomes wholly clear to the soul but that in itself transcends all expression’ ”
(Eliade 7.11, 112). As such, ta’wil offers to our study’s quest clear resonance with our
notion of mythic imagination, and a robust praxis for approaching it.
For through ta’wil, a seeker holds his or her place in this phenomenal realm while
entering the ‘alam al mithal, the world of symbols or pure images that Corbin called the
mundus imaginalis or imaginal world and defined as a realm of the imaginable universe
“where spirits take on body and bodies take on spirit.” Per Durand, “This world is at once
the reality of the intermediary faces or figures (angels) [i.e. concentric reflections or spiritual
manifestations of God] and of each soul’s spiritual activity” (Eliade 7.112). He continues,
just cryptically enough, that, “it is a world of angels/souls typified, in the revealed writings,
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by the image of the East to which the cognitio matutina aspires and which is nothing other
than an exodus” (ibid.). That is, the imaginal realm is a mediating plane between
phenomenal and creative (or formative or Platonic ideal) realities not merely approachable
by the mystic (the aspiring or dawning wisdom) but wholly desirable to him/her.
Thus mundus imaginalis — the imaginal world of all forms not merely conceivable
(imaginable or imaginary) but in potentialis (potential and possible) — is that place of images
(signs and symbols, metaphors and parables, or, as has become a mantra of this study,
image, figure, narrative) that communicate what cannot be directly shown, but which
“cannot be understood as purely psychological phenomena” (Eliade 7.109). It is the active
realm of imaginatio vera, and thus the creative or formative interstice between God (that is,
total unity as source) and Earth (or, more precisely, humanity — that is, phenomenal
differentiation and experience as expression). Thus we may see the imaginal as a threshold
realm that allows the mystic seeker understanding of and access to evocative (and evocable)
images expressive of and potential within the total unity of creative source (i.e. God),
without mistaking those images for the unity — that is, for the totality or for the portion of
totality each may represent — and thus falling into either idolatry (confused allegory) or
apophatic refusal (rigid iconoclasm) of that vital imaging of God that “give[s] expression to
something elemental in religious experience” (Eliade 7.111). To avoid such pitfalls as
idolatry and iconoclasm (not to mention dogma and ideology), each individual must hone
his/her personal spiritual development, which in turn assures access to ever deeper
meanings of texts such as the Qur’an — or, we may say in solidarity with Rumi, Jung,
Campbell, Eliade, Corbin, and Hillman, any foundational narrative.
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The Sufi tale of “The Travelers and the Grapes” beautifully illustrates the technique
and the essence of Sufism, as it illuminates our earlier discussion of Campbell’s especial
intention as a mediating mythopoet, and the proposition of a Recombinant Mythology.
As recounted by Shah (op. cit., 23, 24), our queries into Sufism may well be met with an
invitation to join a halka, the gathering circle that forms the basic unit and very heart of
Sufi teaching.
And so some Thursday evening, the Agha, a teaching master, receives interested
students, and he begins the session with informal questions and answers. Tonight a
newcomer queries the Agha whether all humanity shares a basic urge toward mystical
experience.
“We have a word,” the Agha replies, “which sums all this up. It describes what we are
doing, and it summarizes our way of thinking. Through it you will understand the very
reason for our existence, and the reason why mankind is generally speaking at odds. The
word is Anguruzuminabstafil.” And the teacher explains this word with a traditional Sufi
story:
Four men — a Persian, a Turk, an Arab, and a Greek — were standing in a village street. They
were traveling companions, making for some distant place; but at this moment they were arguing over
the spending of a single piece of gold, which was all they had among them.
“I want to buy angur,” said the Persian.
“I want uzum,” said the Turk.
“I want inab,” said the Arab.
“No!” said the Greek. “We should buy stafil.”
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Another traveler passing, a linguist, said, “Give the coin to me. I undertake to satisfy the desires
of all of you.”
At first they would not trust him, but ultimately they let him have the coin. He went to the shop
of a fruit seller and bought four small bunches of grapes.
“This is my angur,” said the Persian.
“But this is what I call uzum,” said the Turk.
“You have brought me inab,” said the Arab.
“No!” said the Greek. “This in my language is stafil.”
The grapes were shared out among them, and each realized that the disharmony had derived from
his faulty understanding of the language of the others.
Or, we may say, the disharmony derived from the literal understanding of their words,
even as we emphasize that each of their words holds a particular savor — associations and
experiences, values and understandings — unique to each traveler and worthy, necessary, of
retention, if not of disharmony.
The Agha continues, engaging the interpretive process of ta’wil in saying, “The travelers
are ordinary people of the world. The linguist is the Sufi. People know that they want
something, because there is an inner need existing in them. They may give it different
names, but it is the same thing. Those who call it religion have different names for it, and
even different ideas as to what it might be. Those who call it ambition try to find its scope
in different ways. But it is only when a linguist appears, someone who knows what they
really mean, that they can stop the struggling and get on with the eating of the grapes” (24).
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(In our day, we might look to a scholar of comparative literature, even a literary critic, or a
mythologist, a scholar of mythic imagination, as much as a linguist.)
Indeed, our four travelers are more advanced than most, for each holds a positive idea
of what he wants, though each fails to communicate it. Most individuals, our Agha
suggests, want something but don’t know quite what, though each may think he knows.
Says the teacher:
The Sufi speaks of wine, the product of the grape, and its secret potential, as his
means of attaining ‘inebriation.’ The grape is seen as the raw form of the wine.
Grapes, then, mean ordinary religion; while wine is the real essence of the fruit.
The travelers are therefore seen to be four ordinary people, differing in religion.
The Sufi shows them that the basis of their religions is in fact the same. He does
not, however, offer them wine, the essence, which is the inner doctrine waiting to
be produced and used in mysticism, a field far more developed than mere
organized religion. That is a further stage. (25)
That is a further stage of not merely living in the world, but of tending soul within the
world. That is the further stage of mythic imagination.
For in the devoted praxis of ta’wil — the epistrophe of “turning about or back” archetypal
image, figure, and narrative from received and associative understanding to pure or
essential meaning (Hillman: Dream 4, 100) — may be descried a process complementary to
that Jung described as “visionary meditation” (CW 9.1, 215-216:398) and “a method…of
introspection for observing the stream of interior images” (ibid., 190:319). This active
imagination entails “deliberate concentration” (ibid., 49:101) whereby, “One concentrates
one’s attention on some impressive but unintelligible dream-image, or on a spontaneous
visual impression [or, we may say, on any given image, figure, or narrative], and observes
the changes taking place in it” (ibid., 190:319). Far more than a practice of concentrated
excavation or free association but an engagement of a process of, in Hillman’s phrase, seeing
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through, Jung’s technique produces “a sequence of fantasies” (in the sense of imaginative
images rather than of indulgent conjurings), brings to awareness unconscious and often
repressed and projected contents, and opens vision as well to meanings beyond the
personally associative and the culturally indicated. That is, the process deepens into a given
image, moves toward seeing through its appearances and presentments to further, broader,
fuller meanings. And, crucially, it does so not through an habitual critical assessment of
(and ineluctable doctrinal assignment to) arisen imagery but through focused receipt,
witness, of imagery:
Meanwhile, of course, all criticism must be suspended and the happenings observed
and noted with absolute objectivity [or, perhaps better, receptivity]. Obviously, too,
the objection that the whole thing is “arbitrary” or “thought up” must be set aside,
since it springs from the anxiety of an ego-consciousness which brooks no matter
besides itself in its own house. In other words, it is the inhibition exerted by the
conscious mind on the unconscious. (ibid., 190:319)
The therapeutic (not to mention creative, and mythological) applications of this praxis
suggest themselves readily, particularly in revealing and assimilating meanings projected
(whether through personal repression or acculturated definition) and their underlying
complexes. For projections, Jung tells us, “[a]re nothing other than unconscious contents
appearing in matter” (ibid., 320:446). Discussing particularly those projections of ancient
alchemists that gave rise to their psychologically apt system of image, figure, and narrative,
Jung identified them as “the same contents that modern psychotherapy makes conscious by
the method of active imagination before they unconsciously change into projections”
(ibid.). Thus, active imagination comprises a process of receptivity to meanings beyond
consciousness, beyond ego-driven definitions, toward their transformation not into
something familiar per se but beyond the familiar and into greater meaning susceptible to
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conscious assimilation. The implications for a Recombinant Mythology intent on retrieving
our foundational stories from calcified, often ulterior, perforce dogmatic and ideological
interpretations may speak for itself. Yet Jung offers an additional comment that situates his
technique alongside our questions precisely in their address of a global system of cultures so
enwrapped in an aggregate of imperatives, modes of thought, and ways of perceiving that
not only has it lost the thread of its stated values (mutual and rivalrous); not only has it
departed from the imaginative means of engaging its epics (variegated and distinct)
encoding those values (shared and contrasted); but it has turned from their wisdom as
praxis rather than as rhetoric unto the despoliation of its basis for life.
To wit, per Jung: “Making [projections] conscious and giving form to what is unformed
has a specific effect in cases where the conscious attitude offers an overcrowded unconscious no possible means of expressing itself. In these circumstances the unconscious has,
as it were, no alternative but to generate projections and neurotic symptoms” (ibid.)
And, as we asked in Chapter 2 of this study, are not the deadly symptoms of our culture but neurotic projections of the facets and facilities of human consciousness and existence
departed from in The Great Reversal and nearly buried in the rise of religious doctrine,
philosophical wrangling, deterministic thinking, material imperative, ideological contest
that inform the current paradigm’s hostile disdain for and devourment of material life?
Must this unconsciousness despoil the planet — whether we accept it for the stage of
phenomenal experience it presents, whether we embrace it as the vale of spiritual
temperance, of soul-making, it offers — and thus ourselves, humanity, as viable vehicle of
phenomenal (that is, of lived, experiential) being?
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This critique — this demand in the face of a deadly and deeply entrenched status quo —
intends no turnabout disdain, no renunciation of the effective answers provided us, to
magnificent benefit, by all the stanchions of our manifest paradigm. On the contrary: it is a
question, a demand, that we awaken to the limitations of these answers, that we free
ourselves from narrow understandings, from our complacency of conquest and selfaggrandizement as a species, and see through, look into the heart of our collective statements
and actions to the assimilation of our shadowed complexes, toward the realization of our
potential not only or merely to escape this vale of tempering but to, at least, steward it, at
best to participate within it as the cohabitant beings, as the coëxtensive beings, we know
ourselves to be would we see anew the meanings within our sciences, our philosophies, our
religions, our collective gnosis.
How might we turn away from our fatalistic interpretations? How might be turn within
to the creative, the generative, the most constructive aspirations of our visionary hearts?
How might we turn back to — indeed, trace back, take back — the essences, the presence, so
variously described, so hotly contested, in all our varied ways of describing reality, divinity,
totality?
Can we devise such a re-visioning means of peering into our foundational stories, of
seeing through their prescribed meanings, in a manner that meets and honors them as they
are, that recapitulates them on their own terms, while allowing, discovering in them,
retrieving from them, life-affirming interpretations, propositions, perceptions? Put another
way, can we resolve the accumulating crises of our current system’s insufficiencies through
a rebirth of consciousness in the original, spiritual sense of religio: a tracing back, a linking
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back to the foundations of culture to rejuvenate it, to clear away chaff and sow seed for the
future? What essential elements have we repressed or perverted, and how can we rewrite
the looming end of this climactic chapter of humanity so as to meet the transition, the
transformation, without partaking of the plotted — perforce prophesied — desolation of our
current paradigm’s will to catharsis not as rebirth, revival, return, but as shedding, escape,
suicide?
As exampled throughout this study in adventuring through many myths and
metaphorical narratives, in twining threads of story and approaches toward a seeing
indicated in the works of Jung, Campbell, Hillman, and Corbin, Recombinant Mythology
proposes an interpretative move, both a poesis and an hermeneutic, of turning not away
from but into, toward our foundational narratives. Our survey of image, figure, narrative
from scripture and philosophy to parable and literature suggests something of what such
expressions offer, something of what our conditioning brings to them, something of their
role and response to our civilizational condition, and something of how we might peer into
their images and stories for insights both to their own meanings and to the questions
facing us today.
Further, as suggested repeatedly, we must remember in our needful questioning of the
current paradigm that the depleted answers (that is, interpretations and applications) of
today were once themselves questions demanded of an older order of answers, questions as
neglected by that older order as are crucial questions at last arising within our current
order. As we trace back to the lost answers of that older order, we must not discount or
demean but retain the questions asked of the old order’s insufficiencies and the effective
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answers instituted by the current order — even and especially in this moment of recognizing,
at last, the current order’s insufficiencies (including its error in discounting the older
answers superceded and therefore now returned as part of our new questions). For such
discounting, however justified, tosses seed after chaff. Its opposite — retention of
perceptions and values, if not of their applications and institutions — requires a
monumental task of mindfulness that may be possible only through a receptive
consciousness, one ripened through mythic imagination.
Let’s clarify that monumental task, and our spiraling description of it, through
imagination, with a bit of whimsical fantasy. Some imagine our current calcified paradigm as
primarily an entrenched and blind patriarchy. Perhaps so it is. Some also imagine a prior
paradigm of matriarchy responsive to so many of those things ignored or dismissed by our
so-called patriarchy. Perhaps so it was. Yet, to follow that narrative, the current order
(whatever it be) arose in response to conditions impelling innovation and to questions
neglected by the previous order (whatever it was): that is, our supposed patriarchy raised
questions the purported matriarchy neglected, and posited answers in disregard (some
would insist, in contempt) of the supplanted matriarchy; but in retiring patriarchy we must
avoid that mistake, even in retrieving values from matriarchy. Retirement need not be a
dismissal of what is, and retrieval need not be a supplanting with what was; both may work
together as a revivifying — a synthesizing — unto new, sustainable understandings and
approaches.
Per the terms of our whimsical narrative, the altogether common error of the arising
order was to dispense with, to disdain and demean, the effective answers of the older
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order, to forget the questions it sought to answer — to, as it were, toss its seed with its chaff.
Our challenge, in recognizing the insufficiencies of our current order, entails retention of
this order’s effective answers, neither dispensing with them altogether nor reversing them
in reaction to their failings. In terms of our fanciful narrative, a new so-called matriarchy
presents a poor response to our old purported patriarchy for that suggests merely a reversal,
a reactive return, to old answers (that is, further binary opposition) rather than a retrieval, a
synthesizing progress, with them. That is, fancifully: recouping the effective answers of our
old matriarchy while retaining the effective answers of our waning patriarchy suggests
neither renewed or reconstituted or revised matriarchy nor retained or reconfigured or
revised patriarchy but rather, if you will, a humAnarchy — an order privileging all humans,
thus accommodating the gender-identified insufficiencies of either such order. Because
reversals of position effect no more than pendulum swings, persistence in dichotomous
thesis and antithesis, rivalrous ideology, continuation of an exhausted game in new
circumstances.
Old wine in new skins? New wine in old skins? Dichotomous thinking traps us in
irresolution. Might we better craft new vessels from old skills and fresh wine from old
vineyards? Doctrine insists not on asking questions (beyond its bounded orthodoxy) but on
imposing answers (too often beyond its best competency). To the extent that doctrine
fosters effective answers and reciprocal responsibility, it serves. To the extent that, become
dogma, it dismisses investigative query, plurality of approach and understanding, it slays.
Might we rather synthesize perspectives and approaches toward broader, more effective,
more sustainable understanding and application? For if, as Jung writes in Essays on a Science
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of Mythology, “The most we can do is to dream the myth onwards,” we must understand that,
“whatever explanation or interpretation does to it, we do to our own souls as well, with
corresponding results for our own well-being” (79).
Such is the informing ethic of a Recombinant Mythology. For the effective answer to The
Anti-Life Equation is no reversing or opposing “pro-life” formula, no contesting aggregated
ideology, but life itself: our phenomenal existence in itself with all of its challenging condundrums and metaphenomenal questing and gradients of gnosis. Thus a Recombinant Mythology
(the article “a” before the moniker indicating a move, an ethic, a spiral path around the
hermeneutic circle, rather than — “the” — a formula or institution of method) comprises no
counter-doctrine to the current paradigm but a counter to all doctrine, including those of
the current paradigm. Indeed, the term recombinant indicates a synthesizing of elements,
not in the sense of an artificially engineered or amalgamated product but in the sense of an
organic evolution, a crossing-over and recombining assortment of attributes, features,
understandings. Yet while not an act or method of engineering, nor an egoic secondguessing of our images, figures, narratives, and their calcified status quo interpretations, a
Recombinant Mythology operates as a consciously enacted active imagination, a means of seeing
through doctrine toward dwelling with and receiving questions arising from our
foundational narratives and from our phenomenal experience to that awakened, most
receptive Self resident within each of us. To this extent, a Recombinant Mythology as ethic, as
hermeneutic move, serves as an insistent challenge to calcified assumptions, toward
shedding doctrinaire encroachments and dogmatic determinations and ideological
usurpations of our foundational stories; toward rejuvenating the life, the being, the
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humanity such stories arise to serve; that is, toward girding human imagination and action
with the strength of our (shared and distinctive) convictions rather than condoning us in
our merely rhetorical (and self-justifying) propounding of them.
Here’s how such an ethic, an informing hermeneutic and poesis, might work.
Recombinant Mythology proposes an intensive comparative investigation and vision of
image, figure, and narrative to recapitulate (restate) and recalibrate (re-imagine) the familiar
forms, dominant themes, and accepted interpretations of our foundational stories toward
renewed and re-visioned (recombined) meanings, understandings, and endings.
The approach begins with diligent research of a given story, group of stories, or system
of narrative, contrasting primary or initial iterations with subsequent renditions and
relevant interpretative commentary. Recombinant Mythology embraces the notion that an
essential function of any mythology involves moving its witnesses from a complacent egoic
certitude into uncertainty, vulnerability, thus opening them into receptivity to the
transpersonal. Thus, the ethic embraces a metaphoric, Jungian crucifixion of ego, with its
attendant assumptions, attachments, and conditions, into and via engagement in
mythological study. The process entails peering into the constituent parts of a given story
or system, then divining relationship between those parts. We must serve the material to
understand it, and we must understand the material to, first, recapitulate it and, with
insight, recombine its meanings. To these ends, enthymesis — the techniques of ta’wil, active
imagination, and re-visioning — are indispensable.
Thus in its early steps, a rigorously academic Recombinant Mythology privileges depth and
breadth, a necessarily multidisciplinary interest, over the imperatives and peccadilloes of
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any one theory, method, or discipline. The movement entails entering into myth to
identify its elements and meanings on their own terms. As such, the approach delves our
mythic narratives for crucial values encoded, with an eye to retrieving lessons and
principles discounted or lost with the diminishment of such tales into “legend” or “mere
myth” or dogma, or their calcification within rigid interpretive systems. Such thoroughgoing comparative investigation speaks to Recombinant Mythology’s deepest interest, its raison
d’être, resident in restatement of our foundational narratives (mythological, scriptural,
literary, scientific) to find the life-affirming leitmotif lost in the götterdamerung of the current
paradigm’s insistence upon life as loss or imprisonment. Yes, empirically we can see that
birth begets death, and perhaps therefore suggests an element of folly to the act of living
itself — but only if we embrace a fatalistic, despairing, immature attachment to life, and a
consequent, ironic rejection of it; only if we fail to grasp the gift of experience — and cycle
(death begets life, too) — that this phenomenal realm represents; only if we selfishly strive
for an eternity (“immortality”) inimical to that infinity of which each of us is a unique
spark. Life is to be lived, not possessed. Life is to be danced, not held. Life is to be
experienced, not solved. Life is to be explored, not conquered.
At the same time, a Recombinant Mythology must agree with Aurobindo in his complete
lack of interest in “giving…sanction to a new edition of the old fiasco,” or in putting a new
face on it. Thus, Recombinant Mythology means less critical commentary upon nor literary
deconstruction or re-contextualization of extant texts than purveyance of old myths in their
own terms and crafting of new myths in familiar forms in ways subversive to traditional
interpretations and current expectations. For recapitulation signifies precisely that:
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presentation of the given matter in that form or forms considered standard (if not
definitive) to our current paradigm — indeed, calling forth from that paradigm its
entrenched understandings of the material. Thus, recapitulative in the sense of restating,
reviewing, and summing, and of “reproduc[ing] in the form of embryonic development” —
that is, of presenting known form as foundation for something more, something
evolutionary. This crucial feature of a Recombinant Mythology assures the effectiveness of its
later movements. Further, it suggests modes of presentation geared toward storytelling and
discussion, or toward ritual performance, as well as academic iterations.
All images, figures, narratives approached from the ethic of a Recombinant Mythology
must be taken on their own terms — and re-taken, as each encounter with any material
comprises a new encounter with it. During each encounter, the image, figure, or narrative
must be investigated and witnessed with its accreted interpretive residue, so that the latter
may be understood, addressed, assimilated, and the former may be heeded and witnessed,
may speak its wisdom, its questions and insights, freed from coloring, compromising,
adulterating determinations. Call it, if you will, an imaginal act of re-membering our
foundational stories.
These steps in the process permit both recapitulation of the old and conditioned forms
more or less as expected, in terms of their common understanding or the common
perspective brought to them, and recalibration of their images, figures, and narratives to
reveal, to parse and indicate, significances veiled by familiarity or common perception,
resonances attuned to fuller heeding of meanings and to questions of today, and, most
importantly, outcomes not conditioned by our dominant Anti-Life assumptions. Thus,
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Recombinant Mythology serves as a kind of reconstructive deconstructionism in which the
material itself provides means for its re-visioning, for its regeneration — in keeping with
suggestions of both Jung and Hillman wherein a critical questioning of the material cedes
to a receptive listening to questions asked by or through the material. Only through such
active imagination and seeing through might material yield its wisdom to the questions of
today begged by the febrile interpretations demanding of our stories a fateful end. This is
Maharishi’s second element brought to bear on the unsuspecting first.
Of course, this ethic of discourse, if you will, serves as one means of pursuing the
fundamentally important goal of awakening (activating) and encouraging an intuitive
understanding of and intellectual responsiveness to mythic imagination and perception.
Where academic understanding of mythology too often remains dry, mental, if even
desirable and attainable, to effectively catalyze the interest, understanding, and engagement
of the general populace, a Recombinant Mythology acts as a strategy for sharing the fruits of
intensive study through presentations that embrace not only the theoretical or academic,
but the literary and theatrical, or active: “He who tastes, knows.” This aspect of
recapitulation cultivates a broad audience for the sake of engaging interest, awakening mythic
imagination, and catalyzing not only understanding of mythic narrative generally but of our
particular entrenched interpretations of it, both as a corpus of image, figure, narrative, and
in terms of the meanings attributed to that corpus.
As such refined investigation enlivens and rëinvigorates our mythic imagination and our
experience of foundational stories, and as it in turn revitalizes our essential narratives
through careful retelling that recapitulates the known while rejuvenating the misunder-
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stood and misapplied, Recombinant Mythology opens room for re-visioning, recombining
meanings. Again, the terms recombinant and recombining intend not a synthetic engineering
of parts into constructs of frivolous or ulterior or ideological purpose but a synthesizing
combination of elements (thematic and figural) as a crossing over, a bridging of gaps as
between, say, received and intuited understanding or cultural rhetoric and behavior, or
between cultures with their distinct modes and characters of expression. Thus recombination
moves toward a reconfiguring not of imagery or characters or narrative moments but of our
understanding of them, of our interpretive perspective, and thus of our attribution and
assimilation of meaning — particularly as such renewed visioning redrafts commonly
assumed endings for those that speak to the particular questions and dilemmas and
aspirations of our times, and of phenomenal existence itself. That is, a Recombinant
Mythology nurtures the awakening of imagination toward greater perception of potentials,
fuller engagement with mythic purport and meaning, while it mitigates the cultivating of
indoctrination into the supposed solutions of creed or ideology (other than, admittedly,
the general supposed virtue of (comm)unity within diversity and plurality).
Just as Campbell discerned four functions of mythology, as Hillman defined four
components of re-visioning psychology, as Northrup Frye delineated four genres of poetry
(drama, epic, lyric, and narrative fiction), as Dante depicted four levels of meaning, we here
descry four modes of Recombinant Mythology. The first two encompass common mythic,
religious, literary, cinematic, and other spiritual or artistic activities. The third comprises
specialized and distinctive adoptions of mythological elements and purposes to
philosophical inquiry and psychological analysis. The fourth describes the particular mode
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suggested in this study and demonstrated in its Production Component as answer to the
proposed Anti-Life Equation.
The first mode of employing a Recombinant Mythology comprises the basic and common
act of altering a given myth or mythic system to suit any particular vision. Entertainments
in many media indulge this practice habitually. While some few complain at the resultant
adulteration of favored stories — as, say, “The Little Mermaid” by Walt Disney Studios —
we may well note that such use more than bowdlerizes a given work but actually adapts it to
particular and identifiable values and intentions.
The second mode of a recognizably Recombinant Mythology transcribes image, figure,
narrative, theme, and structure from mythological and scriptural contexts to literary or
other purposes. This corresponds somewhat to J.R.R. Tolkien’s mythopoeia (that is,
mythopoesis) and Eliot’s delineation of a “Mythical Method,” the seminal Modernist
proposition that storytelling of any sort finds relevance for historicized, urbanized, and
industrialized Western culture only through symbolism that draws the classical mythic past
forward as an unconscious organizing element of the modern psyche, as, say, themes and
figures of the past mingling with mundane fragments of modern life in a mix left to the
reader’s interpretation and ascription of meaning. Among examples exquisite and
reprehensible are James Joyce’s Ulysses, Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings, Orson Welles’ Touch
of Evil, Alfred Hitchcock’s Vertigo, Nikos Kazantzakis’ The Last Temptation of Christ, and
Dan Brown’s The Da Vinci Code.
The third mode of a Recombinant Mythology incorporates, or supercedes, religious and
mythological elements, themes, and inquiries within the rationalist discourses of
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philosophy (from Socrates to Barthes and beyond) and the analytic practices of psychology
(from Freud to Hillman and beyond).
The fourth mode of a Recombinant Mythology defines its proper or formal mode, which,
as described here, alters neither image, figure, nor narrative, but extrapolates new or
hidden meanings from constituent elements. That is, the process engages its subject by
receiving it in itself, on its own terms, and in cognizance of its attributed meanings, by
combining or alternating techniques of intensive academic research, immersive rumination
(ta’wil), concentrated meditation (active imagination), and seeing through (re-visioning) toward
descrying both questions emergent from the material itself and meanings suggestive to the
particular concerns of today.
In practicing this fourth mode, we may well remember that, as Rollo May writes in The
Cry for Myth:
It is not true that old myths either die or wither away. … [T]hat…crises have to be
met in some fashion by every creature with consciousness is one aspect of the
element of infinity in which myths participate. The myths are reïnterpreted by each
succeeding generation to fit the new aspects and the needs of the culture. (40)
And yet to that end Recombinant Mythology asks us first to respect the mythic material
we approach, and to acknowledge its accreted assignments of meaning and the conditions
we bring to it. Having candidly disclosed external features of our material, we dwell with its
internal elements on its own terms, as fresh wisdom rather than as received interpretation,
heeding what it asks of us, tracing what it imparts, for fuller meanings blanched away if not
disdained by artists, visionaries, or ideologues operating from Recombinant Mythology’s three
more common and, we may say, more readily accessible and ulterior modes. And then,
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only latterly, we listen, as attentively, to our material’s resonances with emergent questions
of our day for some insight of address, direction, experience.
Finally, a Recombinant Mythology embraces a sense of the constant present as alive with
constant presence, both immanent and transcendent, both within our vale of soul-making
and beyond our capacities of perception and cognition. Hence, as so strongly emphasized
through the course of this chapter, the method’s steadfast relinquishment of (in fact, caution
against) any prescriptive doctrinal statement or system. Yet the praxis of Recombinant Mythology admits to the importance, the essentiality, of all statements and systems as expressions
of humanity’s understanding of and approach to its place within and toward this vale of
soul-making. Indeed, the identification of this phenomenal realm as the Keatsian vale both
propels and reveals the ethic of a Recombinant Mythology as such. For the approach perceives
and imparts a sense of humanity and its mythic expressions as processes of drawing to us
what was and what will be, of threading our former choices with our latter potentials. In
that, it draws on the visions of Nietzsche as exhortation to ethical empowerment; of Jung as
testament for clarity and responsibility in awakening to and participating in our lives and
our world; of Campbell as vision of unity and reciprocity (and not of mono- or uniculture); of Corbin as message of a cultivated praxis of awareness; and of Hillman as beacon
of insight and continual reflection.
Recombinant Mythology, crucially, is not a prescription but an open and open-ended
process applicable to any mythology or ideology: a process of applying to our visions and
narratives and interpretations (that is, to precisely our cherished rhetoric) the strengths of
our convictions, all of them, disclosed, owned, taken in with responsibility. In that, the
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approach intends no condemnation of present lacunae but rather renewal of old gnosis (if
not of old practices), nor denigration of doctrine but rather relinquishment of its grip on our
collective imagination, that we might again appreciate our sacred stories and at last
acknowledge the virtues and insufficiencies of our entrenched interpretations and modes of
behavior and, indeed, of our civilization per se. Which is to say, a Recombinant Mythology
intends encouragement of humanity away from dogmatic and ideological certitude and
literalism, that we may more fully engage the Great Work of living by rather than living in
fear and doubt of (or in merely rhetorical pronouncement of) our greatest statements of
aspiration, our greatest examples of individuation.
From the perspective of a Recombinant Mythology, human being is a process rather than a
destination, human existence and consciousness are vehicles rather than exilic curses, are
means of human physical and spiritual evolutionary progress — that is, of tempering soul —
rather than a mean mortal entrapment as exploitable dross. As an interpretive move
counter to perspectival fixity, Recombinant Mythology stands against, works against, that
rabid literalism and narrow rationalism, and consumptive ideological fixée, that fuel the
destructive dogma of an expropriating escape from phenomenal existence that in turn
spurs the despoliation of exploitative indulgence.
Recombinant Mythology pursues that work by engaging our foundational narratives and
confronting the entrenched interpretations that surround them, and by challenging the
creators and recipients of both — that is, all of humanity — to reconsider the unsustainable
and increasingly parlous answers we have derived from them. Further, Recombinant
Mythology pursues its work by encouraging our incipient cultural revival of the mythic
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imagination toward inspiring all people to understand, embrace, explore, and create image,
figure, and narrative, and by submitting generative, renewing revisions of the supposed
endings of our dominant mythic iconography. Crucially, Recombinant Mythology pursues
such work by re-imagining the significance and putative result of our dominant mythic
iconography through suggesting new interpretations, new avenues, new endings, that we
may realize a genuine apokalypsis of revealed wisdom and renewed consciousness rather
than a prophesied catastrophic Apocalypse of rival fatalisms.
Having described the methods and meanings of a Recombinant Mythology, with
suggestions of its operations as revealed through engagement with sampled bits of story
throughout this study, we turn in our final chapter to a fuller demonstration by diligent
engagement with a particular mythic tale not only susceptible to and needful of
recombination, but representative of the very notion of Recombinant Mythology as answer to
The Anti-Life Equation.
But the important thing is not the finding, it is the seeking, it is the devotion with which
one spins the wheel of prayer and scripture, discovering the truth little by little.
If this machine gave you the truth immediately, you would not recognize it,
because your heart would not have been purified by the long quest.
(Eco 29)
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Chapter 4 | Remembering A New Poesis
The god, foreseeing that at the end of time there would be devastation and ruin, wrote
on the first day of creation a magical sentence with the power to ward off those evils. He wrote
it in such a way that it would reach the most distant generations and not be subject to chance.
Jorge Luis Borges, “The God’s Script”
(Labyrinths: Selected Stories & Other Writings 170)
Old stories at the end of the road. New skin stretched across these old bones.
Sky Cries Mary, “These Old Bones” (This Timeless Turning, 1994)
A. Lineaments for Application of Recombinant Mythology
Having defined “what myth is” and, in some extensive regard, how it functions, and
having described the methods and meanings of a Recombinant Mythology, our study now
must ask how we may apply our understanding and employ our new method. That is, we
turn to the third of those three questions posed at the onset of our investigation:
How might we example such a recombinant strategy in defining and debating and
defusing the perceived anti-life paradigm?
We begin with the first step toward entering any mythological system: selection of a
representative story. And for our purposes here the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice serves
as example par excellence, for it provides us unparalleled fodder for entry into and analysis
of the mythological system of Ancient Greece and of our Western culture contingent upon
that system. And it does so in part from its first image: the Meistersinger, unparalleled practitioner of song as world-revering, harmony-instilling, wisdom-revealing, and as informing,
founding model of inquiry and artistry as such, of systematic examination and sustaining
explication of mysteries encountered within this phenomenal realm and, indeed, perceived
beyond, in its metaphenomenal aftermath. The universal being felt in the presence of
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Orpheus’ music — as expressed in his myth by the animation of and harmonious interaction between rocks, trees, animals, Argonauts — provides a potent image of the mutuality,
interdependence, complementary interplay, & essential contingency of apparent, perceived,
supposed, purported opposites. Orpheus’ archetypal presence, embodied in his playing and
its effulgent music, offers us experience of the suchness of living, of the shared being within
phenomenal experience that unites all of this realm’s inhabitants.
As Károly (or Carl) Kerényi insisted in Essays on a Science of Mythology, “The musical
work or art shows us the artist as a shaper and at the same time the world of sound as shaped,” a
contingency between art and artist, between singer and song — between, we may expand,
life and being: “a relationship…an art that reveals itself in the shaping and…a material
peculiar to it that shapes itself in accordance with its own laws, together constituting the
indivisible unity of one and the same phenomenon” (Jung & Kerényi, 3). Erich Fromm
elaborates this contingency in The Art of Loving while discussing one of the propensities
within humans impelling The Anti-Life Equation. Observing that “[t]he deepest need of
man…is to overcome his separateness, to leave the prison of his aloneness” (9), Fromm
identifies creative activity (his emphasis) as “[a] third way of attaining union” (after the
orgiastic rites of primal societies, and the conformity predominant even in ostensibly plural
modern societies):
In any kind of creative work the creating person unites himself with his material,
which represents the world outside himself. … [I]n all types of creative work the
worker and his object become one, man unites himself with the world in the
process of creation. (16)
Further, the fundamental language of art and artist derives from myth — is myth, which
itself is, as Campbell notes in The Flight of the Wild Gander, “the native speech of dream”
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that has been “studied, clarified, and enriched by the poets, prophets, and visionaries [i.e.
the artists, the awakeners] of untold millenniums…masters of the human spirit teaching a
wisdom of death and life” (33). Spanning all cultures, Campbell’s list of such artists
conjures the foundational image of Orpheus, even unto invoking the trees and stones, the
natural world, so captivated by the lyremaster’s songs. And in so doing, Campbell “revive[s]
a formula, first proposed by Kant”:
…for the release of the archetypal symbolic images of mythic thought from their
various local matrices of culturally conditioned references and ‘meaning’ so that,
viewed apart from the uses to which they have been applied in the social provinces
of human life, they may be recognized in themselves as natural phenomena,
opening backward to mystery — like trees, like hills, or like mountain streams —
antecedent (like the wood of trees) to the ‘meanings’ that have been given them
and the uses to which they have been put. (ibid., 3-4)
And, as Jolande Jacobi attests in Complex, Archetype, and Symbol in the Psychology of C.G.
Jung, “the closest correspondence” between dreaming humanity and its mythic expressions
“is provided by the initiation rites, the mysteries of renewal or rebirth based on the model
of the…so-called ‘Nekyia’ [or underworld descent]” — of which the Orpheus narrative may
be the most celebrated: “Life, death, and rebirth in their interpenetration form the three
great dramatic segments of a process that embraces and underlies them all” (179).
The aptness of nekyia as a central element of the Orpheus narrative reïnforces its
aptness for a Recombinant Mythology. For the nekyia, an imaginal delving into our psychic
underworld, excavates through images and narrative — through metaphor and myth — the
terms and conditions of human being, its very structure, and our constructs for
understanding, meeting, and engaging (participating within, perhaps catalyzing) that being.
Indeed, artists, sages, mages, and psychologists — awakeners all — identify within imaginal
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narratives and images maps to our individuation. The core of such maps, the route to such
awakening, is the nekyia: such heroic descent to the underworld, an engagement with
unconscious images and drives as experienced and assimilated by both Freud and Jung,
“was the touchstone for an entire life,” Hillman writes in The Dream and the Underworld,
“…not merely a theory composed of hypotheses [but] a revelation…” (21).
The necrotypes (images, figures, narratives) characterizing and illustrating this journey
comprise “ideas that form and shape life” (51), resonant seed images and patterns that
describe and map emotional and spiritual being, psychological condition and process. Thus,
the nekyia serves as the vehicle par excellence for revelation of fundamental, imaginal figures
and patterns — archetypes or, specific to such descent, necrotypes — that express and reveal
(and perhaps catalyze) human being, that is soul. For, as Hillman reminds us,
Being in the underworld means psychic being, being psychological, where soul
comes first. Underworld fantasies and anxieties are transposed descriptions of
psychic existence. Underworld images are ontological statements about the soul,
how it exists in and for itself beyond life. (47)
As such, our movement into the realm of the dead, our delving into Plutonic riches —
what M.H. Abrams in Natural Supernaturalism termed “the circuitous journey: through
alienation to reïntegration” (253) — leads us toward individuation, emotional and spiritual
integration, or, in Hillman’s words, “a closer connection between psyche and Thanatos… a
more psychological perspective” (ibid., 47). Our images and figures and our narratives and
codes of descent — our necrotypes and nekyias — offer us, as Evans Lansing Smith attests in
The Descent to the Underworld, “an archetypal poetics” constituted “to trace the lineaments
of [our] gods in the works of [a given culture and] period, seeing through the face of things
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to the soul which animates the world” (14) — the world(s) of text, of narrative or poesis
itself, as Smith observes, and the world, the realm, of all being.
As important to our project here plays Jung’s delineation, in The Spirit in Man, Art, and
Literature, of two modes of artistic creation, which both the figure of Orpheus and the
corpus of work about and elaborating him duly embody and, indeed, synthesize: the
visionary (or primordial, purely un- or meta-conscious) mode and the psychological mode, which
“works with materials drawn from man’s conscious life — with crucial experiences,
powerful emotions, suffering, passion, the stuff of human fate in general” (CW 15, 89):
All this is assimilated by the psyche of the poet, raised from the commonplace to
the level of poetic experience, and expressed with a power of conviction that gives
us a greater depth of human insight by making us vividly aware… The raw material
of this kind of creation is derived from the contents of man’s consciousness, from
his eternally repeated joys and sorrows, but clarified and transfigured by the poet.
(ibid.)
To this notion Beverley Zabriskie writes in “Orpheus and Eurydice: A Creative Agon”
that, “By bringing form from the formless, sound from silence, the visible from the
invisible, and reality from the void, the making of art and the articulations of the psyche
are felt participations in the work of creation” (5, emphasis added). To which we advisedly
reply that the making of art and the articulations of creativity are felt participations with
psyche — or, if you will, affective presences with and within psyche.
In addition, the story of Orpheus and Eurydice comprises an early mythic-cumphilosophical treatise on love and loss (that is, life and death), and thus upon the mysterium
coniunctionis or union of opposites — or, as phrased throughout this study, the synthesis of
rival fatalisms sprung from rationalist dichotomizing and from an anti-life insistence on
phenomenal being as a “survival of the fittest” contest — so central to Jung’s contributions
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to Depth Psychology and insights into mythic imagination. Significantly, the coniunctio
oppositorum serves in Jungian thought as a bridge or mediator between realms — of conscious
and unconscious, of material life and spiritual being, et al. — just as Orpheus joins
Dionysian and Apollonian, love and loss, et al. And in such union Jung identifies “two
main tendencies[:] the way of creative transformation [and] the way of understanding” (CW 8,
§176) — tendencies synthesized in the figure, narrative, and theme of Orpheus.
Not surprisingly, then, the narrative of the lost lovers echoes through more than three
millennia in religious and philosophic texts, in mystic teachings, in every form of artistic
expression.
Thus, in these ways, the myth of Orpheus offers us a quintessentially apt narrative for
discussion and elucidation of our proposed Anti-Life Equation as well as of Recombinant
Mythology. This fourth chapter approaches that myth on the basis of the third chapter’s
delineation of Recombinant Mythology with an eye to demonstrating both the principles of
that proposed hermeneutic, that remembered and perforce new poesis, and its employment
toward answering ways in which elements of the Orpheus narrative have been used to
promulgate, and may now be shown to counter, a palpable Anti-Life Equation within the
Greek — and, indeed, Western — tradition.
As will be seen, our approach here — expansive yet by no means comprehensive —
demonstrates the tenets of a Recombinant Mythology, rendering a thorough example toward
further application and exploration without exhausting (an evidently impossible task)
either the mythic narrative chosen or the hermeneutic system suggested. While engaging
each of the principles of Recombinant Mythology, our study of necessity treats them unevenly
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— for instance, suggesting engagement of active imagination while eschewing rigorous
(indeed, ultimately personal and perhaps tedious) explication of its protracted practice
underpinning observations and suggestions offered here. That said, this chapter’s
discussion comprises, and highlights as they emerge, each of the four movements described
in the preceding chapter — to wit: research (engagement with a myth’s extant renditions);
seeing through (the enthymesis suggested by complementary active imagination practices of
ta’wil and himma); recapitulation (exposition and comparison of a myth’s extant renditions
and interpretations toward, if possible, a fundamentally primary or essential version); and
recombination (engagement with a myth’s elemental features and implications toward
realization — indeed, toward a rejuvenative re-visioning — of notions and meanings
responsive to the core questions and dilemmas of Western culture generally and of our
post-Modern Age particularly).
To that end, then, we begin at the beginning, with research into and recapitulation of
extant renditions of the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice. And that research perhaps best
begins with a brief exegesis or recapitualtion of the myth’s essential, or most commonly
known, contours.
Orpheus was the son of Calliope, eldest of the Muses, who delighted in philosophy and
epic poetry. She married her Thracian lover Oeagrus and had by him Orpheus, who later
was called “son of Apollo” for his unmatched poetic skill and grace upon the lyre. Orpheus
was the greatest musician and poet of Ancient Greece, whose songs could charm wild
beasts and coax even rocks and trees into movement. As one of the Argonauts, Orpheus
saved the expedition as it passed the islet of the Sirens, his music counterweighing their
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song luring the Argo to disaster between crushing Scylla and swirling Charybdis. When
Orpheus’ wife, Eurydice, was killed by the bite of a serpent, the poet descended to the
underworld to retrieve her. So beautiful was his song, so mournful his lamentation, so
compelling his plea that Lord Hades, moved by Queen Persephone’s tears, allowed
Eurydice to return with her lover to the world of the living. But on one condition:
Orpheus must not look back as he conducted Eurydice into the light of the living world.
And yet just before reaching their goal, Orpheus turned and looked, and Eurydice slipped
back into the netherworld again, forever. Inconsolable at the second tragic loss of his wife,
Orpheus spurned the company of women, and kept apart from ordinary human activities
while turning his songs to celebration of soul freed from its miring in body (Ovid 40).
Later, a group of Ciconian Maenads, female devotees of Dionysus, came upon him singing
beneath a tree. And they attacked the poet, throwing rocks, branches, anything that came
to hand. But Orpheus’ beautiful music always charmed even inanimate objects, and the
missiles refused to strike him. Finally, the frenzied Maenads, deaf to his song, attacked him
with their own hands, and tore him to pieces. And his head, fallen free, floated down the
River Hebron, still singing, and came to rest on the isle of Lesbos (Comte 150-152).
And yet even moderately robust research renders these “standard” features equivocal,
as we shall see.
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B. Orpheus, Eurydice, and the Orphic Tradition
1. Orpheus: Dionysian Shaman in Apollonian Poet-Priest Guise
A strange, new language is being born, an angelology of the word, a theophany of the image.
Now, from all sides the world begins to speak, to murmur and to sing. (Cobb 155)
Orpheus comes down to us as the greatest of all legendary poets, yet also as one of our
greatest tragic failures. We recognize in him the poet par excellence — figurative father to
song itself per Pindar’s Odes (170) and Ivan Linforth’s The Arts of Orpheus (28) — who
attains an unparalleled height of wisdom expressed with artistry, “invested,” Walter Strauss
tells us in Descent and Return: The Orphic Theme in Modern Literature, “...with the noblest
attributes reserved by antiquity for poetry: the force of magic and the strength of wisdom”
(1). And yet we know him best for falling short of his promise, for faltering at the very
moment of what we in our still yet romantic age typically consider his greatest task: the
retrieval of Eurydice, his life’s love, from the cold death of Hades.
Certainly this noble quest in its intention is a more glorious feat — say we of a
rationalist world that yet craves affirmation of the irrational bonds of love — than, with
Jason and the Argonauts, “charm[ing] the Sirens by the power of song so that the Argo and
its crew could pass unscathed” (Strauss 5), or “providing the oima (‘way-song’) for their
passage through the Symplegades (the ‘clashing rocks’ — very like Scylla and Charybdis in
Homer),” as detailed by Robert McGahey in The Orphic Moment (x), or stilling the passions
of Idas and Idmon and bringing comity to the contentious crew of the Argo, in E.V. Rieu’s
rendition of Apollonius of Rhodes’ Argonautica (21). But despite his excellent fame and
undeniable potency, despite Orpheus’ acknowledged greatness as a Titanic figure of lyric
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song, of song as triumphant creative and transcendent power “capable of establishing
harmony in the cosmos” (Strauss 6), the poet fails in this most crucial of tests.
Or does he? As Orpheus himself, the answer shifts with the interpretive needs of a
given age. For indeed this monumental image of poetry — poetry not as sentimental reverie
but as poesis, the creative, formative Word, “the matrixing mode and activity for any and all
our endeavors” (Doty, op. cit., xvii) — has, as Strauss notes, “prolonged the sound of his lyre
and of his voice across the ages, modulating his song to accord with the deepest needs and
desires of men in their troubled histories. And, in his journey through history, this
mythical figure has himself been modulated and modified” (1). Or, as expressed less
floridly in Christine Downing’s The Luxury of Afterwards, “Orpheus seems to have been an
especially intriguing figure to the poets since through their revisioning of him they could
clarify their own experience of being poets” (128).
As Strauss further notes, “Understanding of the meaning of the ‘modern’ Orpheus is
dependent upon a grasp of the importance of the theme of metamorphosis and on the
realization that Orpheus himself is its most powerful embodiment and emblem” (2). And
this not merely as a narrative character who undergoes a dramatic tempering — from
passionate young lover to sober mature poet-cosmogonist — but as embodied ideal that
achieves a definitive transformation, in the literature about him as well as in his familiar
narrative: from Dionysian shaman to Apollonian priest, with all the epochal implications
attendant to such a shift. Yet central to the transformative figure of Orpheus is not his
movement from one mode to another, but his place as interval, as median or mediator
between modes, as the harmonic principle itself. As Lee Irwin states in “The Orphic
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Mystery: Harmony and Mediation”: “[polar] conflict may be expressed as one between the
celestial Apollo and the chthonic Dionysus. Between them stands the singer Orpheus,
whose human task is to reverence the gods and to establish a necessary harmony between
them” (37). Downing also emphasizes this, again more succinctly: “The myth of Orpheus is
at least in part about the tension between the form-giving power of art associated with
Apollo and the disruptive death-dealing power of art associated with Dionysos” (128).
This chapter’s investigation of the nature of Orpheus as mediating figure serves as
complement to and elaboration of larger questions raised in our preceding chapters,
questions of the apparent and, as it were, deeper implications of Orpheus as mythic and
philosophic figure, as foundational narrative, and as recombinant address to the ad absurdum
dilemmas of our cultural paradigm. Distilled here for reasons of a requisite brevity, our
research consists of a rigorous examination of the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice that
follows the narrative from its apparent archaic origins, through its Classical
metamorphoses under the ulterior philosophical styluses of Virgil and Ovid, into its
influence on and adoption by an incipient Christian transcendentalism (an ineluctable
basis for the modern world’s Anti-Life Equation), and thence to its more current
applications in esoteric, literary, and so-called Orphic milieu.
Such a survey must touch each of these to realize the subtly transforming aspects of
Orpheus as figure and narrative, but most importantly as a defining story — that is, an
informing myth specifically as regards its operation as a “culturally important, imaginal
stor[y], conveying by means of metaphoric and symbolic diction, graphic imagery, and
emotional conviction and participation, the primal, foundational accounts of aspects of the
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real, experienced world and humankind’s roles and relative statuses within it... [that also]
provides systems of interpreting individual experience within a universal perspective... and...
materials for secondary elaboration...” (Doty, op. cit., 11, emphases added).
Through our recombinant review of explicative and interpretative literature on Orpheus,
this study demonstrates the myth’s central cultural, philosophical, and literary role as
mediator and median between ostensibly polar views of life, and its seminal mythological
and historical role as nexus or threshold between an ancient Nature-reverent worldview of
phenomenal existence as spirit infusing or incarnating as matter and the modern
humanity- and technology-based worldview of this life as matter binding or incarcerating
spirit (earlier identified as an evident Anti-Life Equation). Further, this study suggests that
the classic Orpheus myth cum modern poetic legend fulfills a unique function not only as
compelling story but within the evolution of mythological and philosophical, and even of
metaphysical and theological, meanings. Our method comprises observation (here distilled)
of the essential myth through literary history as it accrues new and altered imagery and
interpretations aimed at reweaving its message, specifically toward validating an emergent
and now dominant paradigm of transcendence of matter or material life over imminence
or transformation of phenomenal being. Thus, our investigation emphasizes that critical
moment in which, per Mary Innes’ rendering of Ovid’s Metamorphoses, “the lover looked
behind him, and straightway Eurydice slipped back into the depths” (4) toward
demonstrating the myth’s continuing interpretive shift from supposed failure (the popular
romantic, or we might say the superficial or literal, view) to veiled success (the ulterior
philosophical view of the Classical poets who give us today’s orthodox rendition of
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Orpheus) to perceivable failure (the inherent limitations of the Classical position, still
adhered to but increasingly evident as essentially fatalistic — indeed, as potentially fatal in
an anti-life way) to unguessed triumph (the proposed recombinant vision of Orpheus
portrayed in this study’s Production Component).
In this way, our study examines how Orpheus embodies paradigmatic failure and
success, but both of these in respects fundamentally opposite the common and classical
renditions and interpretations of the myth, and thus proposes a dramatic reïnterpretation
— a recombinant reässessment and re-visioning constituting a reclamation and retrieval — of the
Orpheus myth.
We must remember at the outset that there is no original, definitive version of the
Orpheus myth. As John Warden notes in Orpheus: The Metamorphoses of a Myth, “By the
time that Orpheus emerges as a figure with a recognizable physiognomy and biography, his
myth has already been through the hands of generations of artists literary and plastic” (viii).
Indeed, Irwin cautions that the hieros logos or “Orphic tradition does not represent a
unified, dogmatized religion corpus. There was a continuous process of generation and
interpretation from multiple and diverse sources... The heterogeneous and polymorphic
nature of the various... traditions surrounding the figure of Orpheus have produced a
highly variant corpus of writings” (38). Yet this fact serves our purpose in identifying
Orpheus as the essence of poesis, or the creative word, the evolving “currency in which our
culture is transmitted... For myth is the raw material of artists: the straight narration of
given myth is obsolete by the time of literacy” (Warden viii).
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Let us, then, approach the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice in a manner that assays its
elements and their interpretation while applying the principles of a Recombinant Mythology.
Adopting a figuratively Orphic approach, we here recapitulate and render the story into
incremental pieces, sifting each in turn with, as appropriate, each increment’s significant
variants. The four essential pieces as I have identified them are: I. the PROLEGOMENA or
mythic material regarding Orpheus as shamanic singer-prophet-cosmogonist bringing
harmony between animal passions and human intellect, as established in and illustrated by
his participation with Jason and the Argonauts (documented comprehensively first, if
rather late, by Diodorus Siculus, followed by Apollonius of Rhodes); II. the CENTRAL
MYTHIC MATERIAL

itself forming Orpheus’ katábasis or descent into the underworld,

including the death of Eurydice and Orpheus’s subsequent quest for and final loss of her;
III.

the central myth’s DENOUEMENT in Orpheus’ dismemberment or sparagmós, which

forms the definitive link between Orphic and Dionysian mythologies; and IV. the
EPILOGOMENA

or mythic-cum-Orphic material deriving from the tragedy — that is, the

myth’s adoption by, absorption into, and application as a variety of generally protoChristian philosophical, esoteric-cum-mystical-cum-metaphysical, political, and poetical
ends. The first three pieces comprise “The Myth of Orpheus and Eurydice,” the second
part, immediately following, of this chapter’s central section, while the fourth piece receives
treatment, of an appropriately briefer nature, in this section’s third part, “Orphism and Its
Adherents.”
Because the second and third pieces of the myth form relatively static elements,
generally consistent in narrative and in interpretation throughout the myth’s long life,
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this study emphasizes as decisively revelatory an investigation of the first piece, discussing
Orpheus as an identifiably Dionysian Shaman in Apollonian Poet-Priest guise — albeit
altogether mindful of Doty’s observation in “Orpheus: The Shamanic-Mantic Kitharôdos
(Singing Lyreplater)” that, “while we may never establish specific historical influences of
shamanism upon the Orpheus figure, it is not misleading to regard shamanic functions or
patterns in his stories” (38).
2. The Myth of Orpheus and Eurydice
At least revere the Sun, the holy fire | that keeps us all alive.
Sophocles, Oedipus the King (Fagles 245)
The greatest of all lyric poets, all sources agree, was a Thracian born “a generation
before Homer” of Calliope, “she of the beautiful voice,” the most exalted of the Muses, per
Eliade’s The Encyclopedia of Religion (11:180) — though curiously, as reported in Joseph
Kaster’s Putnam’s Concise Mythological Dictionary, the exemplar not of lyric poetry and music
(Euterpe), but of epic poetry (112). Thus, in his very origins we see that Orpheus is far
more than readily meets the eye, and more than a simple minstrel — as further evinced by
the debate as to his father. Some claim him the son of Apollo, as do Thomas Bullfinch in
his Mythology (133), and M.L. West in The Orphic Poems (6), and Irwin, who deems him
“first and foremost a god of the established religious order... a true sky-god, light-giving and
oracular, whose primary dwelling is Delphi” (op. cit., 43), while most establish him the son
of “her Thracian lover Oeagrus” (Rieu 2; also Alcidamas, the Symposium of Plato, et al.)
identified by Strauss as “a local king, Oiagros” (5) and by Warden as “a Thracian river-god”
(viii). McGahey spans the gap: “Oiagros was a river god but also a king of Thrace, home of
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the religion of Dionysos. His father Charops was a pupil of Dionysos” (16). Thus Eliade
portrayed him as an heir to both throne and rite who conducted festivals of descent in
worship of Dionysus Zagreus, the deific daimon of ecstatic mysteries, of creativity and
procreativity, of generativity and regeneration (op. cit., 180-185).
Described by Zabriskie as “poised between” such apparently polar classical loci as
“Medea’s Caucasus and Athena’s polis, the shaman’s steppes and Apollo’s Delphi,” Thrace
“gave birth to a disturbing and creative god, the disorienting Dionysus” (1). Thus,
Orpheus’ birthplace definitively associates him with the cult of Dionysus — “as a native of
Thrace he was from the very beginning associated with the cult of Dionysus” (Strauss 5) —
and supports those scholars who place him at the center of an Eleusinian-Dionysian cult, as
does Alexander Murray in his Who’s Who in Mythology: “The sufferings which [Dionysus]
was supposed to endure in winter led him to be associated with Demeter in the mysteries
of Eleusis…” (120) that arose during the Hellenistic period and that has been continuously
“supplemented and ramified by all sorts of parallel doctrines such as Neoplatonism and
Gnosticism” (Strauss 2), though some authorities, notably Linforth, see no evidence for
such a claim (7) even while acknowledging that “the first institution of teletae” — that is, of
Dionysian initiatory rites — “was very generally attributed to Orpheus” (37). McGahey is
unequivocal, calling Orpheus “originally a shaman [who] comes out of the shamanic
mists… carrying forward the older, shamanic mode of thought and being into the youthful
logocentric age” — thus heralding and embodying a “shift from the poet’s traditional
operation by mimesis” (that is, representation-cum-mad mimicry) into anamnesis (or
recollection-cum-(re)membering) (xiv).
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That Orpheus becomes a “son of Apollo” (overtly after his failure to retrieve Eurydice)
is unquestionable from mythic elements and from erudite interpretation. Indeed, by the
time we receive him as a literary figure he appears a full-blown Apollonian priest, as
Dorothy Zayatz Baker details in Mythic Masks in Self-Reflexive Poetry: A Study of Pan and
Orpheus (11, 12). But he is accurately recognized first as a Dionysian proto-shaman, as even
Ovid acknowledges, recounting how, after the poet’s dismemberment by frenzied Mænads,
Dionysus “was distressed at losing the poet who had sung his mysteries” (Innes 44).
Diodorus Siculus is as direct, in Irwin’s rendering: “Orpheus, being a man gifted by nature
and highly trained above all others, made many modifications in the orgia, hence they call
the rites that took their rise from Dionysus, Orphic” (47). Thus, we here propose that a
crucial true significance of the poet’s story is in fact his final, definitive transformation
from Dionysian shamanic poet in Apollonian priestly guise (pre-Eurydice) to Apollonian
proto-philosopher in Dionysian dilemma (post-Eurydice), both a philosophical shift and a
cultural milestone.
As Eva Kushner states in Le Mythe d’Orpheee dans la littérature français contemporaine,
“The myth of Orpheus represents precisely the symbolic expression par excellence of the
fusion of the Apollonian dream and of Dionysiac intoxication...” (55; also cited in Strauss
7). Or, as F.M. Cornford puts it in From Religion to Philosophy, Orpheus is “a Dionysus
tamed, and clothed, and in his right mind — in a word, Apollonized” (195). Of course, we
may see such statements as situating mediator Orpheus not so much between these poles
but as a synthesis of them, and in that an iconic or archetypal figure in his own right.
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Mentioned in neither Homer nor Hesiod, Orpheus (Ὀρφεύς) is generally accepted as
having appeared in the first half of the sixth century BCE, first in a sculptured metope — “a
small black-flowered vase,” per Eliade (op. cit., 111) — from the Sicyonian treasure-house at
Delphi (Linforth 1) documenting his participation as an integral part of Jason’s heroic
quest for the Golden Fleece, which has been called the founding myth of the Greeks,
much as the Trojan War is their defining myth. Thus, Orpheus is established as not only a
central but as a primary, even primordial, character in Greek mythology, already “an
‘illustrious’ personage” — despite Homer’s curious neglect of him — a full “generation
before that of the heroes of the Trojan War” (Linforth 3, 4) and thus a peer of Heracles
and Peleus. In fact, Pausanias suggests, the poet’s name with its ancient suffix may indicate
a most venerable figure, comparable to Zeus and Prometheus: “...the termination -eus is
always a proof of antiquity in a Greek name,” reports Robert Graves in The White Goddess:
A Historical Grammar of Poetic Myth (99). Important to note, however, is that Herodotus
claimed “that besides the Orpheus who sailed with the Argonauts there was another man
of the same name” (Linforth 9). This is relevant in supporting our contention of Orpheus
as both primary and as transmuting image: just as Eros is the name of one of the eldest
gods emerging from Chaos and of the impish son of Aphrodite, so the name Orpheus
represents a quintessential concept, an archetypal form, regenerated as a more earthly
figure. Indeed, regeneration is the hallmark of Orpheus, equally as preceptor of the
Eleusinian-cum-Orphic mystery of the Dying/Resurrecting God, as exemplar of the
Apollonian-cum-Christian myth of transcendence, and, as with Greek deities generally,
as a metamorphosing myth.
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Aside from the phrase “famous Orpheus” in a mid-sixth century BCE fragment
attributed to Ibycus (Warden 5), “the lauded lyricist, king of song” (Pindar 4.177) first
appears in literature about 462 BCE in the fourth Pythian Ode of Pindar, where he is
somewhat ambiguously identified as a son of Apollo, from whom the poet received his lyre,
though Pindar elsewhere identifies him as the son of Oeagrus (Linforth 23). As Linforth
points out, subsequent claims of Orpheus as a son of Apollo, such as that by Asclepiades of
Tragilos, may be justified, but poetically: “Orpheus is said to be a lyre player ‘by grace of
Apollo,’ as kings are said to be... not because they are his sons but because they hold their
kingship from him” (4). Later chroniclers of the myth seek to enhance Orpheus’ reputation
or, significantly, to emphasize his solar aspects by associating him with Apollo as closely as
possible. In this they may be following the strategy of Pindar himself, who definitively
names nine of the first ten Argonauts sons of gods (Linforth 4, 5). Of this muster, only
Orpheus is not so identified, but this may be an indication of his preceding fame: “...it
would seem likely that the audience listening to the ode would understand that Orpheus
too was the son of a god” (Linforth 5). While rejecting it, Linforth cites Christ’s translation
of Pindar identifying Orpheus not as son of Apollo but “from Apollonia,” a city in Thrace
(5). Bowra in his translation of Pindar designates Orpheus both “the son of Apollo” and
the great musician “from Apollo’s home” (4.177).
In this regard, Graves notes in The Greek Myths: I that descendants of Eurydice’s
pursuer Aristæus led an Apollo-worshipping colony from Thera to Libya, founding a portcity named for the goddess Cyrene (who instructed Aristæus in propitiating the ghost of
Orpheus and the dryads mourning Eurydice), but also called Apollonia (279). Later,
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Aristæus journeyed “to Thrace, and supplemented his education by taking part in the
Mysteries of Dionysus” (278), which Orpheus, after his failure to retrieve Eurydice, had
“neglected to honor...but taught other sacred mysteries and preached...that Helius, whom
he named Apollo, was the greatest of all gods” (112).
The importance of this is that we may well consider Orpheus a son of Apollo — that is,
a solar figure and Apollonian poet-priest — in terms of devotion and talent, and ultimately
in terms of message (again, particularly after his supposed failure in retrieving Eurydice) as
it was interpreted and applied by post-Classical writers and theology- or philosophy-minded
poets. But Linforth’s poetic or metaphoric distinction is essential — as important as
understanding, say, Jesus Christ as an exemplary figurative son of divine essence (or as
symbolic sun or emanating force of divinity) rather than as a literal son of a literal God (as
in mainstream lay and exoteric evangelical belief), if we are to assume a portion of his
divinity as inherent within us (a poetic/metaphorical — that is, mythic — or spiritual
interpretation) rather than as attainable only through his external agency (literal and
dogmatic religious interpretation). This theological/philosophical distinction, for the
purposes of our study, lies at the root of the dichotomy, the perspectival shift, embodied in
the figure of Orpheus, who through the trial of his quest for Eurydice came to full
devotion to Apollo from origins as a Dionysian initiate.
For though Orpheus may be called “an Apollonian high priest [whose] temperament
and powers resemble those of Apollo” (Baker 11) and even sacer interpresque deorum —
Horace’s “holy prophet of the gods” — his origins and his talents (peaceful communion
with and power over the bestial and elemental aspects of Nature) are clearly that of a
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Dionysian nature priest initiated in the mysteries of the goddess, or the chthonic natureelemental deities preceding the Greek pantheon, as Graves illustrates in The Greek Myths: I:
Some say that while Rhea was bearing Zeus, she pressed her fingers into the soil to
ease her pangs and up sprang the Dactyls: five females from her left hand, and five
males from her right. But it is generally held that they were living on Phrygian
Mount Ida long before the birth of Zeus, and some say that the nymph Anchiale
bore them in the Dictaean Cave near Oaxus. The male Dactyls were smiths and
first discovered iron in nearby Mount Berecynthus; and their sisters, who settled in
Samothrace, excited great wonder there by casting magic spells, and taught
Orpheus the Goddess’ mysteries: their names are a well-guarded secret. (185)
Note that this single, rich paragraph strongly relates Orpheus to the region’s primordial
Nature (or, as is said, goddess) religions in several ways, among them by showing that the
Dactyls preceded the Olympian pantheon and by delineating Anchiale the mountain
nymph, one of the tribe of Eurydice — per Alexander Murray, the Napææ or Auloniads
(153), who he observes “were usually found in the company of Pan...” — as an elemental or
primordial nature figure, clearly evidenced in the locale: the Dictaean cave is that of
“Britomartis of Gortyna, a daughter of Leto, [whom] Artemis deified [as] Dictynna; but on
Aegina she is worshipped as Aphæa, because she vanished; at Sparta as Artemis, surnamed
‘the Lady of the Lake’...” (Graves 299). And this a tantalizing foreshadowing of the onceand-future Arthur (rex quondam, rex que futurus) as regenerative god, an Apollonian figure
(solar hero) leading and unifying, wedding with, the indigenous tribes (lunar goddess
worshippers) and settled peoples of post-Roman Britain. Note also that “Laphria (‘she who
wins booty’), Dictynna’s title in Aegina, was also a title of the goat-goddess Athena, who is
said to have been assaulted by the goatish [Titan] Pallas, whose skin she flayed and
converted into her aegis. ‘Laphria’ suggests that the goddess was the pursuer, not the
pursued” (Graves 302).
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Apart from being an intriguing suggestion of goddess dominance before the patriarchal
inversion of imagery — defined by Campbell in Creative Mythology as “The Great Reversal”
(420) and resonant with Gilbert Murray’s proposition in Five Stages of Greek Religion of
“The Failure of Nerve” among late Hellenes (156-207) — this passage indicates the mythosymbological movement from Dionysian goat-cult — per Graves: “Pasiphaë [that is, the
mother of Dionysus’ beloved Ariadne] originally married a goat-king” (op. cit., 302) — to
Apollonian bull-cult, which represented “the general category exemplified by Adonis,
Tammuz, Baal, Osiris, etc.” (Kaster 26) including the young fertility god Attis, the sacred
bull Apis, Arthur, and the Nordic Balder, all of whom can be shown to carry and continue
the Dying/Resurrecting God myth embodied in Dionysus Zagreus, as codified in the
Orphic mysteries and as carried through to Jesus as Christ. In The White Goddess, Graves
identifies “the Hercules-Dionysus-Mithras bull, whose living flesh the Orphic ascetics tore
and ate in their initiation ceremony, with Jesus Christ whose living flesh was symbolically
torn and eaten in the Holy Communion” (142).
Alexander Murray equates “Diktynna, or Britomartis, [who] was worshipped with zeal
among other places in the island of Crete” (op. cit., 111) with Artemis, who once saved
Pasiphaë. Following this train of thought, we may well remember that Pasiphaë was in
youth Daphne, described by Graves in The Greek Myths: I as “the mountain nymph, a
priestess of Mother Earth...” lusted after by Apollo; “but when he overtook her, she cried
out to Mother Earth who, in the nick of time, spirited her away to Crete, where she
became known as Pasiphaë. Mother Earth left a laurel-tree in her place, and from its leaves
Apollo made a wreath to console himself” (78, citing Apollodorus and Plutarch). Given the
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host of mythic stories indicating the devotions and relations of nymphs, it seems clear that
Graves, in his inexplicit way, means by “Mother Earth” the goddess Demeter and/or her
successor/regeneration Persephone (to whom Orpheus pleads for Eurydice’s return),
though Alexander Murray suggests Artemis, the patron of committed virgins such as
Daphne, who at Tempe, Graves notes, as “the goddess Daphoene (‘bloody one’) was
worshipped by a college of orgiastic laurel-chewing Mænads. After suppressing the college —
Plutarch’s account suggests that the priestesses fled to Crete, where the Moon-goddess was
called Pasiphaë — Apollo took over the laurel...” (ibid., 181). Which is to say that Apollo
assumed the shrine at Tempe, which the Cretans had founded and left “as a legacy to the
Hellenes” (ibid.). While Apollo sighs at his supposed sensual loss and his apparent theopolitical gain, Pasiphaë — “the ancient Cretan Moon-Goddess... ‘She Who Shines for All’”
(ibid., 99) — weds Minos, becomes enamored of his gift from Poseidon, a beautiful white
bull, and contrives to birth the dread Asterion or Minotaur (Kaster 129). Significantly, as
Graves points out in The Greek Myths: I, in Thrace Dionysus was a white bull (108).
These are images and narratives of shifting mythological alliance, from matriarchal
fertility (incarnational) cults of the goat to patriarchal transcendent (sacrificial) cults of the
bull. And Orpheus serves clearly as a nexus between the two: “It was the Moon-goddess,
not the Sun-god, who originally inspired Orpheus,” as Graves makes clear in The White
Goddess (99).
Another clue worth elaborating: the obvious resonance between Daphne’s pursuit by
Apollo and that of Eurydice by Aristæus — “a beekeeper, aligned with Apollo” (McGahey
17). We might further suggest that the former mythologically foreshadows the latter, and
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both strengthens motive and adds meaning to Orpheus’ dismemberment by berserk female
devotees of Dionysus. In The White Goddess, Graves suggests as much:
...the Greeks made [Pasiphaë] a sister of their ancient vine hero Deucalion, who
survived the Great Flood [a Noah-cognate some call the brother of Ariadne and
others equate with her husband Dionysus]. Ariadne...was an orgiastic goddess, and
it is evident from the legends of Lemnos, Chios, the Chersonese and the Crimea,
that male human sacrifice was an integral part of her worship... Orpheus himself...
was a sacred victim of her fury. He was torn to pieces by a pack of delirious women
intoxicated by ivy... Eratosthenes of Alexandria, quoting Aeschylus’ Bassarides,
records that Orpheus refused to conform to local religion but ‘believed the sun,
whom he named Apollo, to be the greatest of the gods... At which Dionysus, being
enraged, sent against him the Bassarids, who tore him to pieces...’ That is a
dishonest way of telling the story. Proclus in his commentary on Plato is more to
the point: ‘Orpheus, because he was the leader in the Dionysian rites, is said to
have suffered the same fate as the god.’ (99)
In regard to Aeschylus’ Bassarides, which survives only in citations and fragments, John
Herington writes in his biographical and literary study Aeschylus:
The mountainous coast of Thrace [whence Orpheus] was preëminently the domain
of Dionysus and his wild worshippers, and Aeschylus devoted an entire tetraology,
The Lykourgeia, to the story of the Thracian king Lycurgus, who there opposed the
god and his rites. One of the plays of that group, the Bassarides, also introduced the
fate of Orpheus, the greatest of all legendary singers. Aeschylus’ treatment of this
story is recorded in some detail: instead of honoring the newly arrived Dionysus,
Orpheus held to his belief that the Sun was the greatest of all the gods and would
adore him each day at dawn from the heights of Mount Pangaios. For this the local
Bacchantes tore him to pieces… (51)
Finally, Graves’ extraordinary paragraph establishes a goddess mystery cult at
Samothrace (the sacred island off the southern coast of Thrace) into which Orpheus was
initiated, thus learning the enchanting spells for which he is famous: “Samothrace was a
centre of the Helladic religion, and initiates into its Moon-goddess Mysteries — the secret of
which has been well kept — were entitled to wear a purple amulet, valued as a protection
against dangers of all kinds, but especially shipwreck,” as Graves writes in The Greek Myths:
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II (227), citing Apollonius and Diodorus Siculus, and disclosing an additional motive for
Orpheus’ inclusion with the Argonauts. The passage also establishes the ancient sacredness
(secretness) of the Dactyl sisters, who instructed the worthy, including Orpheus, in the
mysteries of the goddess: “...the Samians... use her true name in their invocations” (ibid.,
299) and, called Goda (“the Good”) in the Celtic North, Britomartis Dictynna “had ritual
connexion with the goat, or with a man dressed in goat-skins — the sacred king who later
became the Devil of the witch cult,” per Greek Myths: I (302). As Dionysus has been noted
as a successor to Pan, this seems apt and revealing, a discursion from the myth of Orpheus
proper that offers provocatively suggestive threads.
For our purposes here, a most intriguing element is that while acting with the natural
world as one of its own — that is, with the rapport of a Dionysian — Orpheus assumes the
outward form of a thoroughly civilized human — that is, of a superbly cultured Apollonian
(in contrast, for instance, to most of his brutish hero companions on the Argo), from his
lyre to his metered lyricism, to his role as mollifier of aggressive passions. While many,
perhaps even the majority, of scholars take this to indicate Orpheus as distinctly
Apollonian — per Baker, “Orpheus is an Apollonian high priest...his temperament and
powers resemble those of Apollo...” (11) — our research suggests that the late images we
receive of the venerable figure of Orpheus indicate an accretion, an adoption of
Apollonian forms, rather than their primacy — and one indicative of what Campbell called
“The Great Reversal” and evocative of what Gilbert Murray named “The Failure of Nerve,”
as discussed at length in the second chapter of this study.
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Thus, we meet Orpheus in the very state of transition. The ordeal of Eurydice will
make that change definitive, with remarkable consequences for him as a dramatic figure,
and for Western theological, philosophical, and metaphysical thought.
Orpheus begins as a proto-shamanic figure, as evidenced by his provenance and his
powers. A Samian initiate, he descends southward from Thrace, the home of “other
legendary poets of the Pierian group” (Linforth 28), which forms a nexus at the Bosphorus
(where lie the Symplegades of Argonautica fame) between the Attic countries and what
would become the Russias, aboriginal home of shamanism. Alexander Murray suggests this
Eastern connection in discussing Dionysus, of whom, we have shown, Orpheus was an
initiated priest: “The belief in the existence and powers of this god appears to have been
borrowed by the Greeks in its primitive form from oriental mythology...” (117). Russian
ethnologist G.V. Ksenofontov’s catalog of essential shamanic powers, as reported by Henri
Ellenberger in The Discovery of the Unconscious, resonates with both Dionysian rites and the
Orpheus myth:
When a human being has ‘lost his soul,’ the shaman works himself into ecstasy by
means of a special technique [generally intoxicants or chanting]; while he remains
in that state, his soul travels to the world of the spirits. Shamans contend to be
able, for instance, to track down the lost soul in the underworld in the same way as
a hunter tracks down game in the physical world. They must often make a bargain
with the spirits who have stolen the soul [and] propitiate them... Even if they are
successful, they must anticipate the vengeance of the evil spirits. Once they have
resurrected the lost soul, they bring it back and restore it to the deprived body, thus
achieving the cure. (7)
The interpretive implications swarm.
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David Adams Leeming bolsters the shamanic view of Orpheus in The World of Myth,
but emphasizes its importance more as evocative and useful metaphor or symbol than as
necessarily historical (read: dogmatic or ideological) fact:
When the hero, be he Jesus or the Irish Cuchulain or the Greek Herakles, journeys
on his quest into the world of mysteries, he resembles the shaman of certain
cultures who journey into the spirit world to retrieve lost or sick tribe members.
Some heroes are, in fact, perhaps shamanic in origin or are metaphors for shamanic
rituals and beliefs. We find this especially in the hero stories that involve a literal
descent into the underworld to retrieve a lost lover or relative. The myths of
Dionysus, Orpheus, Isis, and Jesus contain examples of this kind of descent. But
whoever the hero may be, he or she journeys for us, carries us metaphorically into
our darker side, into the unconscious realm that we tentatively explore in our own
dreams — into the world where our nightmares become real, where the monsters
inside us take on terrifyingly real forms, where our deepest wishes sometimes are
fulfilled. (217)
The shamanic poet Orpheus “possessed magical powers and prophetic vision; his
special attribute was that of a lyrist of such magnificent seductive force that all nature,
animate and inanimate, was subdued by and followed him. In his many wanderings he
introduced the cult of Dionysus wherever he went,” writes Strauss (5). Warden calls
Orpheus “a singer and player of the lyre who could charm and soften the violence of
nature. Trees and animals came to his song. Birds flew above his head and fishes swam
behind his boat [that is, the Argo]. He was a prophet and religious teacher who knew the
secrets of the world and of the dead; a shaman and magician who had crossed over into
that world and used his spells to bring the dead back to the world of the living” (viii) —
even though this last sentence smudges the narrative for laudatory effect.
Linforth simply acknowledges that “Orpheus was wont to attract all things by the
delight which was inspired by his song...” (3). Emmett Robbins, who provides the first
chapter, “Famous Orpheus,” to Warden’s Orpheus: The Metamorphoses of a Myth, claims of
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the lyremaster that “if we are inclined to see him as a shaman who could penetrate the
world beyond the grave, we shall also be tempted to...see in him a shaman-priest connected
with the cult of the Mother Goddess” (9). Zimmer draws parallels, in The King and the
Corpse, between Orpheus as “the singer and master of the mysteries and initiations of
ancient Greece” and Merlin as “the ancient tribal priest and medicine man, supernaturally
endowed with cosmic wisdom and the power of witchcraft, the poet and divine who can
conjure invisible presences with the magic of his songs... [He is] the personification of the
intuitive wisdom of the unconscious. By his inspiration and secret advice he guides the
conscious personality...” (134n). And, “In all the ancient depictions (primarily vase
paintings) his head is thrust back as he sings, as if in ecstasy” (McGahey 17) — the ecstasy of
Dionysus, it needs be emphasized, singing the joy and wondrous beauty of earthly
existence.
Yet because of Orpheus’ failure to literally retrieve Eurydice back into the corporeal
day, his myth can be, and for the most part has been, applied as impetus and record of
humanity’s movement — let us say reversal — away from that place of union with the
natural, phenomenal world in favor of the quest for transcendence over all matter. That is,
Orpheus has come to represent devotion to the sun (Apollonian divine) and rejection of
the earth (Dionysian mundane), most particularly under the influence of a tradition usually
designated “Orphic.” And yet, we here suggest, that predominant interpretation serves
humanity as, at best, partial and, at worst, fatal — indeed, as a foundational step in that
movement of human thinking and devotion toward an Anti-Life Equation.
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Joseph Henderson, writing for Jung in Man and His Symbols, explicates this common
application of the myth, noting that:
the early Christian church saw in Orpheus the prototype of Christ. Both religions
brought to the late-Hellenic world the promise of a future divine life. [But while]
the Greco-Roman religion of Dionysus, and...its successor, the religion of Orpheus
...brought forth symbols associated with a god-man of androgynous character who
was supposed to have an intimate understanding of the animal or plant world and
to be the master of initiation into their secrets...Christianity, on the other hand,
dispelled the mysteries. Christ was the product and reformer of a patriarchal,
nomadic, pastoral religion, whose prophets represented their Messiah as a being of
absolutely divine origin. ...[And where] the Dionysiac participant looks back to the
origin of things, to the ‘storm-birth’ of the god who is blasted from the resistant
womb of Mother Earth...focus[ing] on nature’s eternal cycle of birth and death, the
Christian mystery points forward to the initiate’s ultimate hope of union with a
transcendent god. Mother Nature, with all her beautiful seasonal changes, has been
left behind...” (140)
Zimmer discusses this interpretive shift in Orpheus, his attractiveness to Platonic
philosophers and the progenitors of Christianity, in terms of “chivalric medieval version[s]
of the mystery of dying to the transient individuality — which is composed of desire and
fear — and gaining resurrection in the higher life immortal. ...Orpheus...too, went into the
netherworld (or into far-off, forbidden or unknown lands) to gain through death’s mystery
the treasure of everlasting life” (79). Note that Zimmer emphasizes here the quest itself, not
the particular conclusion to the Orpheus story.
Strauss elaborates this application of Orpheus through the Orphic Mysteries that
developed around his figure and myth:
The central tenets of this doctrine [include] the Orphic notion of the soul and its
reïncarnation [which holds that] the soul is immortal and divine but imprisoned in a
mortal, Titanic body; therefore it becomes the duty of the follower of Orpheus to
liberate the divine, ecstatic, and pure soul from the shackles of an evil body by living a life
of progressive ritual purification oriented toward the attainment of immortality.
Thus, the ethical ideal of Orphism [is] to liberate...soul progressively from the evil
element, which resides in matter. The old Gnostic idea of the body as a prison or a
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tomb (soma sema), in which the soul is held captive, appears in full strength in
Orphic thinking...not simply to assure the reïncarnated soul a higher form of
existence, but to strive toward total liberation of the soul from its prison to enable
it to reäcquire its resting place within the Divine Soul. In brief, the ultimate aim of
Orphism is to ‘escape from the unending cycle of reïncarnation — to abolish, in
other words, the periodic return to life’ [i.e. samsara]. (7, 8 — ending with a quote
from Eliade’s Patterns in Comparative Religion; emphases added)
The implications, again, speak for themselves. While we well admire the intention of
freeing oneself from the seductiveness of sensuality (as, for instance, in the Ancient Greek
ethos of birthing soul), we have abundant evidence in this millennial twilight that
philosophic rejection of the material sensual world (as, for instance, in the modern ideal of
soul escaping matter) has encouraged its unremitting, perhaps irremediable pillaging.
As we have seen, Nietzsche rails against this rendition of Orpheus-cum-Christ, and seeks
reclamation (through art) of the lost shamanic element:
From the very first, Christianity spelled life loathing itself, and that loathing was
simply disguised, tricked out, with notions of an ‘other’ and ‘better’ life. A hatred
of the ‘world,’ a curse on the affective urges, a fear of beauty and sensuality, a
transcendence rigged up to slander mortal existence, a yearning for extinction,
cessation of all effort until the great ‘sabbath of sabbaths’ — this whole cluster of
distortions, together with the intransigent Christian assertion that nothing counts
except moral values, had always struck me as the most dangerous, the most sinister
form the will to destruction can take... [C]ould it be anything but a will to deny life,
a secret instinct of destruction? ...Thus it happened that [I] founded a radical
counterdoctrine, slanted esthetically, to oppose the Christian libel on life. But it
still wanted a name...the name of the Greek god, Dionysos. (op. cit., 10-11)
Introducing his translation of Aeschylus’ Oresteia, Robert Fagles illuminates Nietzsche’s
exhortation from a different angle, describing elements of late Hellenic thought that
Gilbert Murray identifies as “The Failure of Nerve” and that became philosophical
undergirding for Christianity. Because of its resonance for the entirety of this study’s
discussion, a quintet of ample excerpts demands inclusion here.
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Following Richard Lattimore’s observation that “Aeschylus builds upon the house of
Atreus…‘a grand parable of progress’…that celebrates our emergence from the darkness to
the light” (16), Fagles asserts “Atreus and his sons” as representative of the plight of
humanity driven by a fatalistic legacy of vengeance — tribe against tribe, idea versus idea,
men against the capricious nature that enchains them:
...their lives are an inherited disease, a miasma that threatens the health of their
community and forces them, relentlessly, to commit their fathers’ crimes [including
the crime or sin of survival, life feeding on life]. It is as if crime were contagious —
and perhaps it is — the dead pursued the living for revenge, and revenge could only
breed more guilt. For such guilt is more than criminal; it is a psychological guilt that
modern men have felt and tried to probe. Every crime in the house of Atreus,
whether children kill their parents or parents kill their children, and feed upon
their flesh, is a crime against the filial bond itself [as suggestive of the lost or discarded
bond between humanity and Gaia as, so to speak, humanity’s alma Mater]. So dominant is the pattern, in fact, that E.R. Dodds and others say that such mythology
reflects the pathology of a culture ridden by its guilt. (17, emphases added)
Calling such complex “a subject that psycho-historians may explain,” Fagles suggests
through the House of Atreus an apt picture of today: “What the members of that culture
may have fantasized and repressed, creating a pressure of recrimination in themselves, the
sons of Atreus, their surrogates, have acted out with relish and abandon” (ibid.) — including
resort to incestual cannibalism, with attendant evocations of Christ’s Last Supper, the
crucifixion, and the eucharist, and modernity’s treatment of the planet. Fagles continues:
They have heard Blake’s Proverb of Hell: ‘Sooner murder an infant in its cradle
than nurse unacted desires.’ Those desires rose to a fever pitch, some surmise,
between Homer and the age of tragedy. Whatever conflicts caused them — the
miseries of existence that might seem to set the dead against the living; or historical upheavals, the economic crisis of the seventh century that unleashed the class warfare
of the sixth; or emotional tensions bred by the breaking-up of family solidarity — a
people felt themselves in the grip of an angry father-god. His injustice was their fate;
his judgement [sic] was the measure of their guilt. (ibid., emphasis added)
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Tellingly, the Atreans, as representative of human misery and authority, “sought escape
in the purges of Apollo, a god of self-restraint,” and:
They appealed to his opposite, Dionysus, a god of ecstasy who may have promised
more. We will never be certain of his nature…but our intimations point to a god of
paradox. Dionysus, son of Zeus and a mortal woman, Semele, was born of the earth
and yet is always striving for the sky. Originally he was a god of fertility, even of life in all its
contradictions, blasting us and blessing us at once. He was the menace of existence turning
fruitful and, as the god of wine, leading us to joy. His spirit might well rule the house of
Atreus, its atrocities and achievements. For the rites of Dionysus could include the
rending of living creatures and feeding on their flesh; yet his rites were horrible and
holy too…and through them his communicants could absorb his vital gifts. (17-18,
emphases added)
Finally, Fagles underscores a central significance of this particular narrative, writing
that Dionysus “is the god who dies, the hunter who is hunted, the render who is rent — but
all to be reborn.” Commanded by a jealous Hera (we may well read in her figure a capricious
nature), the Titans “tear him limb from limb and eat him raw” (the cannibal sacrifice earlier
noted), winning the ire of Zeus, who “consumed them with lightning and Dionysus with
them”:
But he was restored, and from the Titans’ ashes with their residue of his blood the
race of man sprang forth, part Titan and part god, rage and immortal aspiration
fused. Through Dionysus, in other words, men might be restored, not by escaping
their nature but by embracing it, not by expiating their guilt but by exercising it
constructively. (18)
In phrasing evocative of both the interlocutory trials of Job and Christian notions of
finding fortitude in Christ as Savior, Fagles declares:
Here was a father, an authority who challenged us to challenge him [as per Job].
Only by acting out our fantasies against him — by ritualistically dismembering his
body and partaking of his strength [à la Christ] — could we become ourselves,
human, seasoned, strong. (ibid.)
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And while we may well savor the promissory brilliance of this narrative, we must as well
perceive its potential, turned toward dogma, especially a literalist ideology, to inform an
anti-life ethic of devouring matter toward “perfection” of spirit. Significantly, Fagles turns
forcefully from such implications, adding that while “[t]he ecstasy of Dionysus became
ennobling” — as evinced by his elevation to Olympus (usually unseating a retiring Hestia,
deity of a vital form of hospitality distinct from that of Dionysus) and his “shar[ing of]
Apollo’s shrine at Delphi” — “[t]he suffering god was transformed into a saviour, but not in
the way of later martyrs who reject this life. Dying into life, into more coherent, vibrant
forms of life, was the way of Dionysus and his people” (ibid.).
The re-visioning recombinant interpretation of the Orpheus myth presented in this
study’s Production Component — one emphasizing the narrative’s quintessential moment
(the poet’s epistrophe of looking back to his life’s love), and shorn yet not dismissive of its
accreted transcendentalist Orphism (as discussed in this section’s final third) — embodies
transformative meanings that incorporate Apollonian acceptance of inevitable individual
mortal doom while retaining Dionysian revel in creation’s ingenious and joyous cyclicity,
notions absorbed by Christianity but, as Fagles notes, in distinctly transcendentalist form.
While proclaiming Orpheus a literal (historical or archeologically likely) shaman may
be difficult to substantiate, as Doty cautions, we can make of that term and image a useful
means of understanding Orpheus as a poet — that is, a priest — of the aboriginal, or at least
as one emerging primarily from such a primal, nature-based tradition. This provenance is
the significance of both his birth by an ocean god and immortal Muse — whom we may
recognize as, respectively, a devotee of and an aspect or emanation of the Great Goddess —
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and his service to the arboreal, manic Dionysus: “a poet-singer with the power to entrance,
he bears close resemblance to the oldest go-between of the spiritual and human realms, the
tribal shaman” (McGahey 6).
Rather than (or as well as) the solar transcendentalist he has been dressed to represent,
Orpheus is the quintessential bridge, the nexus, spanning the tension between opposing
viewpoints, which McGahey identifies as the spirit and human realms, and what we might
call pre-philosophic (mythological) and philosophic (logical) worldviews. Phrased
differently, we can speak of Nature-centered spirituality or religion versus human-centered
philosophy or religion. Elaborating in terms of the current study, we might emphasize
mythic imagination as counterweight or crucial complement to ideological rationalism run
rampant, domineering, in Western culture. Indeed, we might intuit mythic imagination and
Recombinant Mythology as a renewed lyre of Orpheus vis-à-vis the backhoe of literal-minded
ideology and institutional mind.
And we might adopt the Nietzschean distinctions of Apollonian and Dionysian, as
discussed by McGahey: “Orpheus as mediator of mantic Apollo and manic Dionysos
(Plato’s distinction in the Phaedrus) acts in his daimonic capacity as a way between modes,
just as the human is daimonic, walking the tightrope between beast and divinity. This is
precisely the model for the tribal shaman...” (xiv). And precisely the model embodied in
the very figure of the great poet, explicable through the metamorphic quality of his story
and the diversity of interpretations applied to it.
What we have here, then, is a poet-priest of the goddess mysteries as assumed and
continued by the manic Dionysian nature cults harmonizing (literally, figuratively,
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philosophically) through mantic Apollonian poetic means the primal, feral temperament of
humanity with an emerging human-centered will or psyche: self-consciousness as the
incipient perception, the first sensings, of soul or humanity’s participation in the divine.
But at what strange and unexpected cost this perception! That is, what irony — and
perhaps, effectively re-visioned, recombined, what splendid final triumph — suggested by the
Orpheus myth.
Orpheus’ “priestly functions” throughout the Argonautica, as detailed in Joan
Erikkson’s Legacies: Prometheus, Orpheus, Socrates (82), support the image of mediator
between solar and lunar: he counters the frenzied (Dionysian or Panic) Sirens with his
calming (Apollonian) song; he convinces his comrades to initiate themselves into the
“Moon-goddess Mysteries,” per Graves’ The White Goddess (224, 227), at Samothrace; he
there “wished them, by a holy initiation, to learn something of the secret rites, and so sail
on with greater confidence across the formidable sea,” per Rieu’s rendition of Apollonius’
Argonatuica (38) — clearly an act propitiatory to goddess; he presides over the inaugural
sacrifice that launches the expedition, as well as atonement sacrifices for killings; and even
the song he sings to calm his unruly fellow adventurers expresses cosmogonic notions “of a
religious nature” (Erikkson 82) — as affirmed by Apollonius:
He sang of the past age when earth and sky and sea were knit together in a single
mould; how they were sundered after deadly strife; how the stars, the moon, and
the traveling sun keep faithfully to their stations in the heavens; how the mountains rose, and how, together with their Nymphs, the murmuring streams and all
four-legged creatures came to be. How, in the beginning, Ophion and Eurynome,
daughter of Ocean, governed the world from snow-clad Olympus; how they were
forcibly supplanted, Ophion by Cronos, Eurynome by Rhea; of their fall into the
waters of Ocean; and how their successors ruled the happy Titan gods when Zeus
in his Dictaean cave was still a child, with childish thoughts, before the earthborn
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Cyclopes had given him the bolt, the thunder and lightning that form his glorious
armament today. (Rieu 22)
And after Jason’s death, Euripides tells us in his Hypsipyle, Orpheus educates the hero’s
sons, particularly Euneus, in the art of playing “a Thracian Asiatic cithara,” which
Apollonian skill becomes hereditary in the Eunedai, who subsequently serve as source for
the priesthood of Dionysus Melpomenus, for whom a seat in theaters was always reserved
(Linforth 6, 7). Clearly, these images and activities present a Dionysian in Apollonian
guise, a goddess- and Nature-centered poet evolving with his culture into a god- and societycentered philosopher.
In fact, the good ship Argo, with its crew of solar heroes, itself provides a clue to
Orpheus as mediator, for as Graves observes in The White Goddess:
The word ‘Argo’ itself means ‘shimmering white,’ ...is the conventional adjective to
describe white priestly vestments... [and etymologically] is connected with the Greek
word alphos, meaning ‘dull white leprosy’ ...and Alphito, ‘the White Goddess,’ who
in Classical times...seems originally to have been the Danaan Barley-goddess of
Argos. Sir James Frazer regards her as ‘either Demeter or her double Persephone.’
...Io, the same goddess, nurse to the infant Dionysus...was the white cow aspect of
the Goddess as Barley-Goddess. (67)
The picaresque tapestry woven by these interleaving threads speaks for itself.
Thus when we remember Orpheus as a cosmogonist rivaling Hesiod (Strauss 7), that he
is in fact a theological poet, as Fritz Graf writes in Jan Bremmer’s Interpretations of Greek
Mythology (99), we understand his association, first and foremost, with Calliope, and his
initiation into the mysteries of the goddess. For after all, the Dionysian teletae continued
the Eleusinian mysteries that centered on the Demeter-Persephone myth, of which both
the themes of Dionysian Dying/Resurrecting God and Orphic redemptive descent into the
underworld (katábasis) are aspects or expressions, or patriarchal elaborations or
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appropriations. Orpheus begins as offspring and devotee of goddess, of Mater|Nature or
the phenomenal world, for which he serves as an expressive and mastering voice, as
represented by his great charm over (at-one-ment with) the elements of nature. Then, largely
through the dramatic reörientation of his loss of Eurydice — that is to say, his definitive
recognition of unambiguous mortality — Orpheus undergoes a great reversal of his own, a
failure of nerve in Gilbert Murray’s phrase, abandoning the life-reveling cult of Dionysus for
an essentially transcendentalist and incipiently anti-life cult of Apollo, which views the
world as illusion and tomb of spirit (soma sema).
Or such, as we have shown, is the predominant interpretation and application of the
myth from Virgil onward. Thus we see in this “mature” Orpheus, as does Giambattista
Vico, the great Apollonian voice of solar reason pronouncing a New Science that tames the
natural Dionysian spirit of lunar passion in the aboriginal Greeks: “Finally comes
Orpheus... a theological poet, who through the fables, ...first founded and then confirmed
the humanity of Greece” (43, 44). And, “the force of the gods was called their fides or faith,
and from this sinew or cord or force they [“the founders of gentile humanity”] later
fashioned the...lyre of Orpheus, to the accompaniment of which, singing to the force of the
gods and auspices, he tamed the beasts of Greece to humanity” (263, 180). (The “mythic
fact” that the fashioner of Orpheus’ lyre was neither himself, nor Apollo, nor “the
founders of gentile humanity,” but the late-arising god Hermes receives treatment in the
final section of this chapter.)
The implications of this metamorphosis (from natural myth to religious faith, so to
speak — from animistic to rationalistic paradigm), taken on a civilizational level, are only
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now becoming definitively understood, as discussed at length in this study’s second
chapter. But as the nexus between the Apollonian and Dionysian, as the mediating hybrid
or, if you will, the androgyne — the ἱερὸς γάμος or ἱερογαμία (hieros gamos: “holy
wedding” or synthesis) — between the two forces, Orpheus must hold essential clues to
resolving the rival fatalism within our culture identified as an Apollonian/Dionysian
contest: as an anti-life mind/body split, as a ruthless struggle between denotative and
reductive logos and connotative and inclusive mythos, between rationalist/literalist ideology
and intuitive/expansive mythic imagination. Such an insistent perception, in any case,
informs this study’s recombinant view of the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice embodied in its
Production Component.
The theme of Orpheus’ enchanting power over the natural world — “an image of poetry
and music surpassing the boundaries of human existence... the boundary between man and
the rest of creation,” per Graf (Bremmer 84) — is first attested in Fragment 567 of
Simonides, then in the Agonistes of Aeschylus, and in the Bacchae of Euripides. But the
most handsome commemoration of Orpheus in this guise comes in Ars Poetica by the
Roman poet Horace:
Silvestris homines sacer interpresque deorum
caedibus et victu foedo deterruit Orpheus,
dictus ob hoc lenire tigris rabidosque leones.
That is, as Warden notes:
When men lived wild, a spokesman of the gods
The sacred Orpheus, scared them from their foul
And murderous ways; and so the legend says:
Ravening lions and tigers Orpheus tamed. (3, 4)
Or, according to Baker:
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While men still roamed the woods, Orpheus, holy prophet
Of the gods, made them shrink from bloodshed and brutal living;
hence the fable that he tamed tigers and ravening lions. (12)
The great Orpheus scholar W.K.C. Guthrie, cited by Baker, considers this one of the
greatest powers of the Orphic lyre — as the instrument of Orpheus and as the message of
the Orphic myth: “its ability to soften the hearts of the fiercest warriors and to turn their
thoughts to peace” (12), for, as Graf writes in Greek Mythology: An Introduction, “full
humanity, according to Greek anthropology, was gained by overcoming the animal-like
conditions, theriodes bios” (84). Jean Coman, whose Orphée, civilisateur de l’humanité, is also
cited by Baker (12), suggests this gift of soothing the savage beast with song as an allegorical
or symbological representation of the poet-priest-philosopher’s intention to curb and
harness humanity’s primitive instincts — or rather, we may insist, our baser impulses.
As such, suggests Charles Segal in Orpheus: The Myth of the Poet, the power of Orpheus’
song “to move animals, stones, and trees [i.e. elemental nature and bestial instinct]...
mediates between the [life-affirming] joy of human creativity and the [life-giving] creative
energies of nature” (8):
Hence Orpheus’ song, in the literary tradition, contains the knowledge of nature’s
laws, the forces of union and diffusion, growth and decay that brought the world
into being. Here the ‘religious’ and ‘poetic’ traditions converge. ... The power of
poetic knowledge over external nature in...the song here corresponds to a power
over inward emotions... (ibid.)
As long as this interpretation holds, we have in the poet a potent and essential image
mediating between solar and lunar impulses, an image in which “Orpheus may be
construed as a daimon moving between the realms of Apollo and Dionysus” (McGahey 26).
In this light, we may agree with Baker that:
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Orpheus’ priesthood within antithetical rites is in itself a statement about the
nature of poetry and the poet. In combining the ecstatic element of Dionysus with
the civilizing power of Apollo, Orpheus defines the essence and power of poetry.
The music of Orpheus not only makes the rocks dance and provokes men to frenzy;
it is also able to persuade the soldier to lay down his weapon. The art of Orpheus is
both emotive and intellectual; it is sensual and frenetic as well as philosophic and
peaceful. ... The mythology, then, might be said to bear witness to the increasingly
complex conception of the unique role of the poet as one who reconciles the
Apollonian and Dionysian forces in man, the rational and the manic, the divine
and the human, the individual and the universal. (17, 22, 23)
Yet Western culture militates against harmony, let alone fusion, within its beloved
polar worldview. And even Orpheus, as we have seen, has succumbed to this danger
through interpretations — such as that of Plato in the tenth book of The Republic — that do
not condone Orpheus in a mediating place but conduct the plot of his story to its postEurydice embrace of Apollo as an exclusion of his former Dionysian practices — that is, to
his apparent rejection or repudiation of the sensual world for an ideal world literally after
life. Or, we advisedly add, for an ideal afterlife perforce anti life. Even Eliade, while
acknowledging Orpheus in The Encyclopedia of Religion as a figure between poles, sees him as
having definitively completed a transit away from the lunar and fully into the solar:
...Dionysos and Apollo...meet and confront each other in the tragic biography of
Orpheus and, in particular, in the indirect manner in which Orpheus is slain.
...Every day...[Orpheus] wishes to be the first to salute the Sun, who is for him ‘the
greatest of the gods’ and to whom he gives the name Apollo. Dionysos, it is said, is
filled with resentment [and] sends to Orpheus women...who cause Orpheus to be
destroyed by what he most deeply despises: the feminine, which brought to humankind the disease of birth and death. In opposition to this feminine, Orpheus
embodies the purely masculine, the catharos who is seen also in Apollo, the
principle of unity... (111)
Ironic, then, that Orpheus would be dismembered? Not if you interpret the myth as an
expression of an adversarial relationship between nature and humanity, as the poet’s
transcendence of his passionate, sensual impulses (or inspirations) — indeed, of mortal
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phenomenal being itself — for the rarified perfections of pure, ideal craft, as have most
interpreters and interpolators since Virgil. Unity, then, not of body with spirit (or vice
versa) but of incarcerated spirit freed (savagely) into union with divine totality — or, we may
emphasize, non-phenomenal being. Such presumptively “Orphic” renditions align with our
great civilizational swing, or reversal, against goddess- and nature-reverence, that failure of
nerve that would damn phenomenal being and promulgate the demonstrably fatal
aggregate of beliefs and perspectives — that Anti-Life Equation — arisen therefrom and now
predominant throughout our world.
Yet the Orpheus story supports other interpretation, a recombinant vision centered on
the central question of the myth: Why does Orpheus look back? And couldn’t that act be a
choiceful one, a conscious one, a relinquishing wisdom? And what would that convey?
The Production Component concluding this study posits that recombinant vision
through portrayal of such a relinquishing wisdom, one that faces the ostensibly sorrowful
terms of our mortal human life not with an arrogant and base disdain, an immature
ideology of repudiation, but with a sober and reverent wisdom, a mature ethic of
relinquishment.
3. Orphism and Its Adherents
Lovers, if they knew how, might utter strange, marvelous words in the night air.
For it seems that everything hides us. Look: trees do exist; the houses that we live in still stand.
We alone fly past all things, as fugitive as the wind. And all things conspire to keep silent about us,
half out of shame perhaps, half as unutterable hope. Rainer Maria Rilke, Second Duino Elegy
The counterpoise in the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice between life and death, the
admixture of an awakening to life (birth, found love, marriage) and a claiming by death
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(mortality, lost love, funeral), plays to our ears a familiar song found throughout human
experience and expression, not the least in the processes of psychological analysis and
awakening. If every celebration of joy marks a fresh start or a hopeful turn in fortune, so
each lamentation of sorrow bestows a stark opportunity for expansion of understanding.
Each beginning marks an ending; each ending foreshadows a beginning: “as if not only
does nature demand a death, but also that psyche requires a demise” (Zabriskie 3).
Such are the provinces of mythology and of Archetypal and Depth Psychology, and of
the Orphic tradition grown concentrated, dense, and increasingly rigid around the figure
and narrative of Orpheus.
An entire dissertation — a shelf of dissertations — could never exhaust nor even
adequately compass the figure, narrative, and themes of Orpheus, together with or distinct
from his Eurydice. To assay his myth in a mere third of this dissertation bespeaks naïveté
or foolhardy presumption, or strategy. We can speak here only to the latter, for we are not
interested in surveying the myth in its more than three millennia of elaboration. We are
interested in contouring important, perhaps the essential, purposes to which Orpheus has
been put and used and shaped, while looking back to the central features of his myth, not
primarily for the answers other ages and thinkers have drawn from them but for what its
essentiality may say to our age and to our ageless need for flexible and creative thought.
Our material has been the myth itself, in any of the forms useful, with emphasis on its
especial, essential pieces. Our means has been mythic imagination. Our method has been a
proposed Recombinant Mythology. Together, this means and method have been suggested as
a renewal of Orpheus’ lyre. Let us further utilize that lyre to assay concisely the tradition of
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Orphism: its features, it motives, its changes, its implications in their essence rather than in
their near endless breadth.
A Thracian Dionysian shaman-poet, later to adopt Apollonian priestly guise, Orpheus
was claimed a priest-initiate by worshippers of Dionysus who propounded a doctrine of the
soul’s unfoldment through conscious purification and continual cyclical reïncarnation
until a clarity and sufficiency of soul permitted its transmigration to an “afterlife” of union
with, return to, its original state of divinity (Guthrie 156). These late Dionysian mysteries
(or teletae), dubbed the Orphica or Orphism by subsequent scholars, inculcated their
transcendentalist beliefs with the story of Dionysus Zagreus, a god murdered in infancy by
Titans (chthonic forces), then dismembered, cooked, and eaten. Significantly, ashes fallen
from the devoured child rise as soot that forms into human beings thus sharing a portion,
a seed, of Dionysus’ sacrificed divinity. Yet Athena preserves the child-god’s heart (essence)
and, recapitulating her own story of primogenesis from Zeus’ brow, places it in her father’s
thigh. Reconstituting in this gestational abode, Dionysus rises again to a new birth and life.
The elements of purification, of an alchemical reductio and solutio, transformation or
transfiguration, may be as readily discerned in this tale as its influences on the legend of
Jesus, that divine babe whose exhibition of miraculous healing powers and doctrine of selfunderstanding won persecution and execution by base (dominant and reactionary) forces,
yet who arose from death into purer, perforce divine, form. Records of the rites and
scriptures of these mysteries demonstrate the adherents’ embrace of rigorous bodily
(material) purification, a winnowing or harrowing through ascetic denial, in the name of
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cleansing and purifying the body’s inherent soul to assure its resonance with and thus
return to essential, original divinity in an otherworldly afterlife.
The features, the emphases, of the Orphic tradition (whether deliberately adopted or
culturally echoed) are familiar to us through our doctrinal and literary teachings,
particularly those since the rise of late Greek philosophy and of early Christianity: a man
undone by mortal sorrow manifest as fateful, unjust loss — typically, bereavement of love
too early, too cruelly, removed. He succumbs to fear and dread and defiance or hope filling
the heart’s aching void. Then follow choices of will and deed — usually, some kind of
harrowing — and a resultant renewed, expanded, enlightened understanding of the terms
and conditions of life and of being. The pattern remains, however the context morphs.
In Man and His Symbols, Jung’s colleague Joseph Henderson suggests Orphism as a
religio-philosophical midpoint, or median, between chthonic, worldly Dionysian cult, in
which participants seek ecstatic experience of an immanent deity, and seraphic, afterworldy
Christian doctrine, in which adherents “hope of union with a transcendent god” (143). As
Henderson writes, “the two somehow fuse in the figure of Orpheus, the god who
remembers Dionysus but looks forward to Christ” (145). Thus, the Orphic tradition grown
upon and around Orpheus recognizes, too, that the master lyric poet serves as median,
nexus, synthesis of disparate, ostensibly opposite but perforce complementary movements. Yet
while Dionysian mysteries suggest a cyclic return or reïncarnation, Christianity proffers a
more literal immortality: “an everlasting life in heaven” (148), which over centuries turned
from a dissolution in divine totality into an inspirited prolongation of egoic persona, at
least as suggested in exoteric Christian teaching. In either case, we again find identifiable
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anti-life tenets that propel one from appreciating matter as infused with spirit requiring
cultivation into denigrating matter as encased spirit requiring liberation. In neither case do
we find an ethic and quest for congruence, harmony, synthesis between body and soul,
matter and spirit, but rather their emphasized distinction unto a contest, a fatal rivalry,
echoed throughout Western culture.
The Orpheus theme and pattern play out innumerably: Inanna freed by Damuzid; Isis
pursuing Osiris and conceiving Horus; Persephone bereft of Demeter and allied with
Hades (a narrative altogether complementary and precedent to that of Orpheus); Psyche
exiled and tested by Aphrodite for her transgression against Eros (a narrative altogether
complementary and descendent to that of Orpheus); Theseus and Herakles on their beastdefeating tasks; Aeneas seeking otherwordly advice from his Trojan ancestors; Jesus
choosing the bitter cup of his ethics; Dante; Ishmael; Leopold Bloom; Hesse’s Steppenwolf.
All these figures resonate in familiar ways for they vary a theme, an insight, become
doctrinal in so-called Orphic tradition, a quasi-religious, ultimately proto-Christian
amalgam of teachings taken up, sometimes in deliberate embrace, other times in inspired
echo, by spiritual teachers and philosophers, socio-political leaders, artists.
And particularly artists, for — distinct from all other harrowers of life’s immediate
aftermath, its precincts of stasis or purgation (that is, of life’s mortal limitations and
implications) — Orpheus was no mere adventurer or seeker or teacher or preacher but
master imager, Meistersinger, cosmogonic shaman and sage, his nekyia having “special
reference to the creative process” itself (Zabriskie 4) and thus duly revered and emulated,
parsed and elaborated, by such poets traversing after him as Virgil, Dante, Gluck, Rilke,
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Hitchcock, Cocteau — each of whose work deserves detailed discussion in this context yet
falls beyond its scope.
In the works of such artists, we see how Orpheus’ narrative served a succession of
generations as both cautionary and salutary tale “manifest[ing] the ancients’ [and the
Moderns’] fantasies of the price of extraordinary or ‘divine’ talent,” the figures of “living
Orpheus and dead Eurydice” acting as “mythic renditions of both artistic and analytic
endeavor” (Zabriskie 6). Which works wonderfully on that metaphorical and perhaps
archetypal basis. But isn’t there more?
Any artist will tell you that in the frustrating struggle to manifest the glorious intensity
of conception only through allowing, through commitment to a presence of releasing,
through releasing into a creative presence, can any degree of execution be realized. As
much as creative endeavor entails effort, hard toil, the creative act arises from a letting
loose, letting flow, sharing. Emphasis on the struggle of it, on the often traumatic and even
tragic cost of shining forth one’s creative capacities, bespeaks a form of that mortal fear, the
lament of loss and imperfection, that inhibits and impedes creation and participation in creative activity. And in that emphasis we see revealed the altogether human Anti-Life Equation
that fears rather than reverences the conditions and the terms of life, the struggle and
challenge of participation in living as tempering quest rather than as persecutorial strife.
As Plato recognized, an image envisioned in creative inspiration and impulse, an ideal,
is not “real” but conceptual, potential, and can never be fully, “ideally” realized but rather,
freely allowed, indicates, expresses a reality within, behind, beyond, and yet indubitably
present through our own. Else how may we — as artists, as theorists, as awakeners, as humans
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being — conceive any image? The point of creativity, the capacity to create, rests not in
lamentation of perceived imperfection or partial realization but in celebration of conception, inception, and expression. One way lies insanity; the other permits generativity.
Orphism’s promise of a transmigration of soul and psychic transformation of
individual life fueled more than two millennia of artistic speculation, portrayal, and
elaboration. While intently useful as salve to mortal fears, as commentary on creativity, as
prescription for ethical being, as a psychological journey modeling individuational passage
from egoic immaturity to actualized Self, too often the Orphic doctrine appropriating the
Orpheus figure, narrative, and theme projects a formula, an equation, for transcendentalism
— not in the manner of reconciling with and moving through life, but of recriminating
against it, of repudiating and rejecting phenomenal being itself, in name of an afterlife
perforce egoic, promising perpetuation of persona, albeit “purified.” To this we may well
ask: Might not purified beings find greater use within the realm of toil?
Emphasizing an “escaping” transcendence rather than the transmutation or
transformation of living being suggested by transubstantiation of body and transmigration of
soul, Orphism turned from a discipline of right action in living to a dogma of rigid practice
of winnowing life and liberating spirit from its bonds. Ineluctably, that dogma’s central
view of the human body — and thus of the phenomenal realm, the created universe — as
corrupt or insufficient to humanity because of a capricious mortality by turns facilitated a
renunciation of its terms, its cyclicity, its ephemerality, in the name of perfecting,
sustaining, preserving humanity’s exalted perceptual and reasoning capacities, above all
others, which in turn spurred this contra-phenomenal — this anti-life — view.
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Further, this pernicious twist (or reversal) in doctrines of affirmation and self-realization
inspired the conception of humanity as more than co-inhabitant with a myriad of other
mortal beings of this Gaian sphere and, perhaps, of the universe itself, as more than divinederived participant and piece with creation, but as god unto himself. And yet with this
conception came no ready grasp, over centuries, upon a sufficient consciousness, no fast
adoption of an adequate ethic, capable of “management” of our material imperium. On
the contrary. As our current civilizational and spiritual dilemmas show us, rather have we
accumulated a set of problems, an aggregate of perspectives, attitudes, and behaviors,
ruinous to ourselves and poisonous to the organic operations of the phenomenal realm,
this Gaian sphere, upon which despite our ingenuity we are wholly dependent, contingent,
coëval. Of the former, ruinous problems, we may be certain — with evidence mounting
daily for some four decades, and now accelerating. Of the latter, poisonous problems, we
may with humility recognize that this Gaian sphere has means of renewing, and perchance
in manner fatal to our habitation within it.
That is, the doom overshadowing our overcrowded cities rings all-too-human: arisen
from our choices and actions, from our actual beliefs and practices, rather than from a
perceived capricious nature or malign universe or wrathful god — conceptions that once
served us but now doom us, through our own mortal fear, and obstinance, and insistence
on salvation by some external agency. As if we learned nothing from Job but fortitude in
suffering, if that.
Might our excellent conceptions, and narrative expressions, of transcendent being and
reality serve not to propel us out of this being but into it, and through it to a broader, more
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expansive understanding of ourselves as incarnate being, of our phenomenal realm as
tempering process, of what resides within us and beyond this realm, unto our perceived
essential being and source? What if the way “out” of this sorrowful life was further into it,
through it: an investment of spirit in stewarding life unto florescent bounty and fullest
expression, and then released, set down, relinquished for whatever waits after? What sort of
faith, and choices therefrom, would that entail and inspire?
As we saw earlier, the great Orpheus scholar W.K.C. Guthrie, cited by Baker, considers
such imaginative investment one of the greatest powers of the Orphic lyre — as the
instrument of Orpheus and as the message of the Orphic myth: “its ability to soften the
hearts of the fiercest warriors and to turn their thoughts to peace” (12), for, as Graf writes
in Greek Mythology: An Introduction, “full humanity, according to Greek anthropology, was
gained by overcoming the animal-like conditions, theriodes bios” (84) — that is, by
relinquishing our base fears and their impulsions to realize a fuller, more expansive being.
Coman, too, as we earlier saw, suggested as much, perceiving this gift of soothing bestial
savagery with song as an allegorical or symbological representation of the poet-priestphilosopher’s intention to curb and harness humanity’s primitive instincts (Baker 12):
again, our base fears and their impulsions.
Having attained, like Orpheus, such power “to move animals, stones, and trees”
through “the knowledge of nature’s laws, the forces of union and diffusion, growth and
decay that brought the world into being” (Segal 8), might humanity as well adopt a
position, a role, an ethic, that “mediates between the life-giving joy of human creativity and
the creative energies of nature,” realizing, as Orpheus, that “[t]he power of poetic
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knowledge over external nature in...the song here corresponds to a power over inward
emotions...” (ibid.). Here, indeed, “the ‘religious’ and ‘poetic’ traditions converge” (ibid.) —
that is, here may we find congruence between the profession of our values and the
performance of our choices.
Just so exhorted that misunderstood and misapplied Apollonian Dionysus Friedrich
Nietzsche, averring that mastering the beast, an act of exerted will, means not reviling
shadow but transforming it — the hermetic act of synthesis, the alchemical act that
transmutes/transubstantiates/tempers raw constituents into fine substance, affect into
understanding, impulse into meaning, intuition into insight, reason into wisdom,
reverential sumpter into New Child: that is, the psychological act of assimilation and
individuation, the alchemical act of transmuting darkness by infusing it with light.
Our task here is not to defame or denigrate or even to reverse so-called Orphic (or any)
teachings, but to emphasize their features and their implications, particularly as
contributive to our proposed Anti-Life Equation, and specifically toward freeing the figure
and narrative of Orpheus (and our foundational narratives themselves) from its insistentcum-ideological grasp. Crucially, our proposition entails not repudiating transcendence per
se but matching it to the more proximate and effective task of transformation: transmutation of human spirit within body, an embrace of bodily incarnation as process for
conscious realization of soul, rather than an annihilation of material body, an excoriation
of phenomenal being as means for supposed liberation of soul.
As Socrates insisted, and consistently under Plato’s authorial eye, a purification of soul
necessary to assure a blessed position in afterlife demands that we live just and conscious
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lives, ones of reflection and self-reflection. Yet this admirable ethos aquified an incipient
morality, later packed around teachings of compassion attributed to Jesus of Nazareth, that
emphasizes afterlife as reward for ethical behavior rather than ethical behavior as, so to
speak, redemption of fleeting, often disappointing lived existence. The intellectual move is
canny, offering an end-run around the disheartening entropy of existence by instituting an
achievable and permanent “more perfect” world after (as distinct from beyond, the more
precise transliteration of Greek meta as it appears, for instance, in metaphysics). Further,
this move attempts to enforce its edicts for “right behavior” (what in Hindu philosophy is
understood as dharma, or congruence with the creative flow of the universe) by declaring
this Edenic afterlife closed to the corrupt and “sinful” — that is, all outside its norms of
behavior, anyone dissenting from or opposing its doctrines. Once instituted beyond ethical
dialogue into formal doctrine, eventual scripture, ultimate ideological program, these
helpful, even admirable tenets slide into coërcive program for conformity or, worse,
justification for a regime of orthodoxy and purgative inquisition.
That our culture has enacted precisely this option on a socio-political basis —
repeatedly, with varying severity — impels us to recognize its play on a personal psychospiritual basis. Yet this not as an argument for rooting out these tenets as such, but for
examining them for their effective application through choice, will, maturing experience,
rather than through a controlling, shaming imposition inimical to their own core teachings
— and for traversing them for meanings not as code of explicit, unwavering answers but as
guide to effective, flexibly varying questions.
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The proposition of the latter approach — a new poesis for understanding and
transforming our foundational narratives as gleaned from imaginal story (mythos) and from
philosophical discourse (logos) — requires no greater or more fanciful investment of faith
than our extant methods, if a more stringent and committed application, as Nietzsche
suggested, of will, of visionary power, of, indeed, mythic imagination. For Socrates’ imaginal
ethics comprises no less a mythology — a conception of operations (“order”) within and
beyond the phenomenal world and of humanity’s place therein — than the religious
narratives he worked to rationalize and that reasserted themselves with ample measure of
(indeed, largely in terms of) his observations. Now in an age of ad absurdum expression of
that approach, with our myriad of attendant, intractable dilemmas, humanity must vision
forward its great work if it will survive an Anti-Life Equation that defames the very bases of
its existence in the name of a “more perfect” continuance of human perceptual and
rational acuity, misguidedly propounded as the pinnacle of creation. Thus our proposition
of a new poesis for seeing through our narratives beyond literal or “rational” interpretations
and applications and toward the intuitive recombinant move of delving them for meanings
more sustainable and more congruent with the dharma attempted by Socrates and his
successors through to the Christian hegemony of the past two millennia, including the
more transpersonal efforts of Orphism and its adherents.
As suggested early in this study, our new poesis comprises an epistrophe, a turning about
or back — a looking back — to the needful questions impelling our current regimen of
answers, for the retrieval of those questions in reflecting upon our own dilemmas and
further questions. Moreover, it requires a looking back to still earlier regimens of answers
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that impelled the needful questions too often dispensing, reactively, unwisely, with older
answers and questions in favor of an expedient new.
To speak of this more imaginally, more visually: the Gordian Knot of today cannot be
resolved — our dilemmas assimilated and addressed — in our old familiar way, Alexander’s
clever way, of hacking through it, of destroying it. That insane way promotes surcease,
repudiation, destruction, not resolution, not evolution, not renewed creation. Rather, an
effective, creative means of untangling today’s rigid answers reveals itself by the nature of
the dilemma, by engagement with our metaphor for perceiving it: an unwinding,
unspooling, disentangling of the knotted threads of answers back to the questions impelling
them, and back again to older answers impelling older dissenting questions, unto our
foundational statements of answer and question, as contoured in metaphorical messages,
imaginal narratives, mythology. If Alexander can be championed for his lateral thinking,
can we not champion a more three-dimensional thinking, that of mythic imagination, and
still more a truly four-dimensional process, a Recombinant Mythology, that in attentive
presence now looks back as part of turning forward?
We might argue that such from the beginning has been the thrust of the humanities,
despite often comprising expediently distinct disciplines. Perhaps we have come, then, as
did Jung and Campbell, to an understanding that to salve and resolve the crisis of our
calcified doctrines and rigidified culture — and, more, the dilemma of our ingenious conceptual consciousness couched in an ephemeral material being — we must re-member,
reconstitute, retrieve the confluence of our disciplines (as, say, a Hessean glasperlenspiel, an
interdisciplinary “glass bead game”) that they may in union and congruence reflect to us
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the needful questions we ask now and have asked from our beginnings, among which are
questions of origination and destination and purpose, which questions may indeed twine
inextricably from and unto and within one another. In that understanding, perhaps we come
then to a realization that our Gordian puzzle presents not at all a knot of contesting
impulses and notions but a spiraling of threads into complementary and contrasting if at
times confusing confluence. And yet that spiraling of threads remains ever susceptible to
unstringing and reweaving, if we escape not their apparent entrapping of forces but our
resentful wish to hack them apart, to “know” them in their piecemeal strands, to control
and conform them to our own meager conceptions of wholeness and order, to grasp at
their essence, the soul, the animating mystery within them.
Between knot and knower, between puzzle and puzzler, waits answer — a product of will
and choice and question: what wants solution with what means to bear upon it, with who
wanting solution, or not, and why? The riddle’s components, including circumstance,
determine our answers. Yet any riddle’s first potency rests in the power of choice itself: the
how of it, the manner of approach, perception, determination, decision. Can we leave such
choice to the edict of doctrine, of dogma, of ideology, to the unmoving stasis and status
quo of orthodoxy, which prescribes answers or addresses questions in a position of
predeterminancy, witting more often than not? Few religions, few sciences, few institutions,
established in their visionary success, eschew such rigidity, and thus subject mythology, our
metaphors of mantic visioning, to rational deconstructions and literal historicizing and an
interpretive and reductive monology of meaning. The mythic imagination, and the
Recombinant Mythology that employs it, allows — cultivates — wider vistas, multiplicity of
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meaning, through an epistrophic looking back and into that reaches farther by means of a
receptive vision of and a flexible synthesis between exacting distinctions and inclusive
recognitions of figure, narrative, and theme, and of image, value, and conception. As such,
we propose a mediating hermeneutic seeing through the present with reference to the past in
turning to our task of choosing the future — not least in the way we envision and express it:
that is, the way we choose to live it, the way we will to be within it. Or not.
In this, our hermeneutic echoes its central example for this study: Orpheus as
mediator.
For Plato, as for Hillman, the psyche serves as an intermediary, a mediating faculty,
between phenomenal body and metaphenomenal spirit. They agree in positing psyche as a
daemonic intelligence, or possessed of one, that attends and escorts each individual in
her/his unfolding of destiny, in meeting experience and expression without and choice
and character within. That intelligence expresses itself manifestly in actions and obliquely,
extraconsciously, symbolically, through the aggregate of perspectives, attitudes, and beliefs
that shape behavior. And it holds a power effective upon matter, a transcendent power that
scores and marks corporeal life, this phenomenal plane. Will it transform that plane for its
own ends merely? Will it destroy that plane in exacting liberation from it? Or might that
intelligence steward our Gaian plane — or, better, humanity’s place within it? Might it
nurture our incarnate existence toward finding place, however mortally fleeting, within it?
If Orpheus is a shaman — and his nekyia alone, if not his provenance, background, and
exhibited powers, confirm this — then he must adhere to the essential tenets of shamanism:
not only descent into a metalife otherworld, consult with its denizens and, indeed, rulers,
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and receipt of their boon, but also return from it. For descent and return (evidence, at
least, of a shaman’s synthesis of lunar and solar principles) comprise the shaman’s
initiation into visionary, healing power as well as his mission, his art and praxis.
And Orpheus does return, a fulfillment of his initiation and, in his particular narrative,
a culmination of his long-established praxis. Yet the true question is not “failure” with
Eurydice per se — that is part and parcel of his learning. And if we accept that he turned
consciously, we can recognize a deeper learning, a conscious learning, than has heretofore
been suggested: Orpheus integrating projected feminine through loss and recognition and
relinquishment rather than through attempting and failing at wresting a literal being back
into a literal (spent) life. Or, in other and better words, Orpheus’ retrieval of soul: his
recognition of soul, and his reclamation of soul — and, perhaps, even his integrative
recombination of soul. Realized through relinquishing not his devotion to or longing for —
his desire for — soul or its projection in the loved guise of another, but through
relinquishing his attachment, his lust to possess, his loss-lamenting, mortality-fearing
grasping at it toward fixing it in place, as if soul were some potent revelation to be
instituted as rigid doctrine or prescriptive ideology.
In this light, the question of failure arises not from his necessary moment of necessary
learning, but from the aftermath: his choices in what he does with such knowledge. This
portion, too, we reserve for portrayal rather than explication, for the Production
Component and that moment in which mad Orpheus meets his dismembering Maenads.
Yet let us add, or admit, an essential question as aside: Does the whole enterprise fairly
shimmer with the presence of an unsung other? We see clearly the main characters, and
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even concede the play of Dionysus and Apollo. Gathered spectral at Eurydice’s fateful
wedding come all the goddesses and gods, including Hymen with his torches sputtering in
ill omen, hard prophecy. Yet only one god persists in constant presence after Eurydice’s
doom, himself master mediator, himself conductor of souls, himself the maker if not gifter
of the lyre extolling Orpheus’ gift. Some think him, too, the psychopompos (ψυχοπομπóς)
who guided Freud and Jung.
Hermes?
Hermes, epitome of mediating figures, with his twin-serpent-twined staff, the caduceus
(κηρύκειον or kerukeion, the “herald’s staff”) combining distinct motions, circular
motions, spiraling snakes around linear wand — and this “just the characteristic image of
development,” as Edward Edinger writes in The Eternal Drama, “which proceeds around
and around the center of the psyche but at the same time also follows a development
pathway toward an end” (139).
Hermes present not only in the descent and return, province of Psychopomp, Guider
of Souls, but in the trick, the sidelong deal imparting profits beyond the chattels and negotiations at hand. Such as that edict, solemn taboo, demanded by Hades: an oath that cannot
with any semblance of sanity or awareness be honored — for in any exchange or contest or
wager, the prize must be seen, assured, celebrated. But Hades’ taboo with its hints of
Hermes isn’t designed to trick Orpheus into failure but to tip him into awareness, a
sobriety lost in his lyrics since his loss of Eurydice, if his song more exalting and daring and
convincing with his every step downward into domos Aidaou, Erebus the domain of Hades.
Can Orpheus be instructed by the Queen of Hades herself, Persephone, whose fate in
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some course foreshadows Eurydice’s own? Can he see cold compassion in the Death Lord’s
gaze? Or does he sing, supremely human, all his words and ears and eyes for Eurydice,
calling to her in shadow, coaxing her forth from its deeps? Thus, willing, unwitting player
enacting a pattern for unfolding and evolving understanding, Orpheus must learn through
boon and bane. He must be brought to realize through process, experience, through
dawning awareness spurred by his own actions and song: praxis. And as bait, his own snare:
the Eurydice shade, the phantom semblance of his still moiling projection.
If Orpheus stands, as suggested throughout this chapter’s central section, as mediating
figure, a synthesis of lunar and solar, Dionysian and Apollonian, then he stands apart from
the Orphic corpus sprung up around him, as much an Orphic as, say, Jesus Christ was a
Christian.
For Orpheus embodies, from the perspective of Depth Psychology, more than iconic
singer bereft of his love (artist and artifact found and lost) but archetype of individuation,
the call for acknowledging, allowing, and assimilating shadow, whether perceived as Other
(anima) or Enemy (umbra, shadow). From this perspective, Orpheus must consciously
relinquish Eurydice, as indicated by Jung’s notion of coniunctio oppositorum, the transcendent
function by which an individual recognizes and reclaims, and thus assimilates, elements of
his projected Self or anima while s/he relinquishes the object of projection — in this case,
Orpheus reclaiming a crucial portion of his own soul through retrieving a clearer vision of
the object of his projection and relinquishing Eurydice to her after- or metalife.
As Jung reminds us in Aspects of Masculinity, “[O]nly the anima can deliver a man into a
consciousness that is based not on heroic self-mastery but rather on emphatic [and, we may
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insist, empathic] participation in life” (xi). Attaining an understanding of that region of the
psyche Jung named anima entails less intellectual insight, a perception of mind, than felt
awareness, an apprehension of being, and in that an initiatory experience, “a mystery to be
lived until its core of meaningfulness for personality development is at last revealed” (ibid).
Of course, let us remember our earlier admonition that, as Hillman notes in Anima: An
Anatomy of A Personified Notion, we are not discussing (reductively, sociopolitically, or
literally, moralistically) gender tendencies and relationships so much as (expansively,
psychologically, and developmentally, alchemically) a soul’s awakening to itself, a process
whereby projections are reclaimed necessary for the individuational realization of men and
women, as enacted in the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice. With all due respect for gender
studies, we may see through the myth’s evident employment of (ostensibly archaic) gender
roles to the more central dilemma of projection and attachment:
At this level we can hardly attribute anima to the male sex only. The ‘feminine’ and
‘life’ as well as the Chinese, Italian, and Gnostic analogies to anima are relevant to
men and women equally … An adequate notion of anima thus requires that one
look beyond men and beyond man, and even beyond psyche… (53-55)
Or, as Allan Guggenbühl emphasizes in Men, Power, and Myths, “Feminine and
masculine are archetypal dispositions in each and all of us that go beyond biological
gender” (108).
Further, Hillman cautions that such projective attachment — to Eurydice by Orpheus,
to anima/animus by respective gender-identities — impels a compensatory emergence of
negative oppositional aspects, in terms of both conflict between and reversal of rigidified
roles; that is, individuals — or societies, for that matter — attached and identified with one
pole of experience or perception concurrently project and literalize as Other the comple-
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mentary (or “opposite”) pole. While we may witness this interplay through particular
interpretations of the Orpheus myth, we may also see it at work within Western culture
with its continual alarmist (often manufactured) litany of “enemies,” from so-called
communists to so-called liberals and beyond, from Original Sin to any given “heresy” or
“apostasy” from our dogmatic way — all aspects of an incipient Anti-Life Equation because
employed not to identify distinctive existential propensities but to codify rival ideological
fatalisms.
The accepted fulcrum of the Orpheus myth is the return threshold of the underworld,
that point in time and space upon which Orpheus turns and looks to Eurydice, a violation
of a stated condition. Yet is it? If, as Christine Downing writes in her essay “Journeys to the
Underworld,” Orpheus’ love for Eurydice “teaches him underworld realities…[his]
initiation begin[ning] with falling in love, and then gradually learning what love means”
(191), can we believe that this learning entails primarily an unconscious transgression
against ironclad stricture, a failure of looking back in contradiction to the established
insight and potency of Orpheus? Or can we perceive that his awakening suggests the
possibility of a conscious relinquishment of attachment, a gesture of letting go even if
followed by an all-too-human resumption of wailing despair and keening search?
For “learning what love means” must certainly comprise recognition, acknowledgement, contrast, and choice, relinquishment of rivalry and attachment — all aspects of a
supernal wisdom, of gnosis, exhibited by Orpheus in his farewelling epistrophe to spectral
Eurydice. Indeed, rather than a clinging to or repudiation of projective duality as such,
might that turning look, that transgressive breech of stricture, suggest a letting go or
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relinquishment of attachment to projection, an understanding discovered through mutual
recognition (perhaps even a mutual listening), a radical intimacy permitting presence and
acknowledgement rather than a rabid dependency prescribing possession and denial: not
attachment, but allowance; not, above all, loss suffered in holding on, but love sacralized in
honoring inevitable parting? Not lost love spurring renunciation, but witnessed soul
inspiring relinquishment.
Jung posited a “binary” psyche — conscious and unconscious — as symptomatic of our
perceptual apparatus, and as reïnforced by our craftings of myths and other forms of
understanding and interpretation. Yet he also posited the complement, or integration, of
these poles as the essence of the Great Work of individuation: the coniunctio oppositorum, a
wedding or union (indeed, the ἱερὸς γάμος or ἱερογαμία: the hieros gamos) of creative
transformation and understanding, discussed in the first section of this chapter.
Such conjunction, or synthesis, supports this study’s suggested hermeneutic of a
Recombinant Mythology allowing not just critique and rebuttal (rival fatalism, ideology), but
acknowledgment, acceptance, assimilation, allowance — a recombinatory transformation of
our dominant aggregate of beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors through synthesizing
recognition of concerns, needs, values, questions lost (unasked, misplaced, even repudiated,
yet begged) by our current paradigm’s implications and limitations. For instance, in
contradistinction to — and in assimilation and apotheosis of — the Western dualistic model
(actually a modality of human perception reïnforced unto literalism by our dominant
interpretations and applications of myth and science), a Recombinant Mythology recognizes
and celebrates the interdependency, the coëxtensivity, of all being, as increasingly posited
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by the West’s own burgeoning discipline of quantum mechanics. In other words, the
hermeneutic proposed in this study suggests, for example, that the binary structuring
deemed inherent to humanity’s perceptual and conceptual apparatus may more effectively
be seen as a mode of perception implicit in and through that apparatus now, ineluctably,
taken as literal and necessary structure. And yet that structure proves increasingly
insufficient to humanity’s existential and civilizational dilemma — in fact, may precisely
comprise the dilemma: a dichotomizing bipolarity that begs opposition, rivalry, conflict.
Thus we remember Hatab’s admonition that, “Objectivity is a continuing active
disengagement from the affective setting in which we first find ourselves, and which only then
becomes subjective” (op. cit., 28). And thus we must come to ask: Is genius humanity subject
to its subjectivity, its subjective objectivity, or able to see through its own perceptual mode
(and expressions) to a fuller, more robust, more complete, less human-centric appreciation,
even reverence, for this phenomenal realm, the basis of our perceptions and our lived
experience? Or will humanity damn the material creation because of our perceived
limitations within it, particularly as reflected in our relationship to psyche, rather than
recognize our perceptually self-reinforced limitations? The human psyche, according to
Depth Psychology, is capable of — strives for — integration. Can we say the same for
humanity as a propositional process of being?
While useful, our insistence on “binary oppositions” — like our craving transcendentalism — leaves us stuck in an ideological rival fatalism, mires us in a civilizational Anti-Life
Equation, a pendulous living out-of-balance, as the Hopi Nation identifies Western culture:
Koyaanisqatsi. Thus, we may here emphasize that any recombinant remedy to that equation
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proposes no oppositional answer predicated on reversal but propositional questions
permitting synthesis. That is, anti-life finds address not through some easy formulation of
ostensibly “pro-life” perspectives, attitudes, and beliefs, but through acknowledgement,
acceptance, assimilation, allowance of life itself, called by the Hopis qatsi. As cautionary
elaboration, we may here advisedly invoke the remaining two of director Godfrey Reggio’s
filmic trilogy: Powaqqatsi (Hopi powaq sorcerer + qatsi life — an entity, a way of life, that
consumes the life forces of other beings in order to further its own life) and Naqöyqatsi
(Hopi na each other + qöy kill many + qatsi life — a life of killing each other, or war as a way
of life, i.e. civilized violence).
And thus we may well reïterate that the movement entails no throwing out of the
useful seed of discrimination and distinction with the chaff of literalist separation and
rivalry, but celebration of the crucial seed of difference while embracing commonality.
Integration and allowance require neither “univeralist” mono-culture nor relativist
multiculturalism but rather an acceptance of, as it were, humanity’s unitive distinctions,
our resemblances amidst vital differences. In this light, transcendence (getting beyond our
mortal tumult) entails not carriage out of life but carriage into life: too often, we take
transcendence to mean a “rising above” our lived being (as distinct from the ecstasy —
ekstasis — that alleviates terror by elevating our experience of it) when perhaps it might also
mean not a renunciatory escape from but an initiatory entry into or a “getting into” life: a
giving into and letting go of life, renunciation not as dismissing repudiation but as an
accepting relinquishment of life’s pains so that life’s joys, and its purposes, might best be
activated, including actualization unto individuation of Self.
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Who profits from our incapacity, from the lack of cultivation of our individuational
capacity to see through, to shine into, life’s toil and challenge? We might suggest those
profiting from our labors, and from our reflexive (reactionary, and cultivatedly so) wish to
find salve, surcease, from toil, challenge, sorrow, uncertainty: those ulterior religionists and
philosophers and politicians who claim life a toil in fear of bodily dying, so different from
those who recognize life as a process of soul-making.
In Pagan Grace, Ginette Paris insists, per Hillman’s Archetypal Psychology, that, “Each
mythical personage is valuable in itself, and it is not my intention to treat polytheistic
imagery simply as a catalogue of models for behavior” (2). This approach to gods as images
of multifarious and metamorphic elements and characteristics permits us a release of them
as literal, containing icons and an embrace of them as — a seeing through them to —
archetypal pattern (figure, narrative, and theme) perceptible and accessible to, and
influential and active upon, each individual, every community, all cultures. That embrace
calls for a mediating figure or archetype such as Orpheus.
As Paris reveals, the ekstasis of Dionysus as god of revelry and release, the “out of body”
rites that make room for entry into psyche or body of a god, stands in contrast and
apparent opposition to the agon of Apollo as god of order and trial: intuitional reception,
impression, and (generally fluid) approximation contrasts, conflicts with, rational intellect,
precision, and (sometimes rigid) exactitude. Set at odds, these deities act as rivals, bitterly
contesting for the devotions of (attentions of, expression through) humans. Yet standing in
concert, in synthesis, what might these archetypes inspire and allow? And who mediates their
synthesis, as Orpheus mediates life and death, love and loss, transformation and
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transcendence? Do we hear again an echo of Hermes, whose wing-sandalled steps traipse
through this study, not the least for his patronage of the alchemical arts and hermetical
practices of Depth Psychology? Hermes ever approached rigid Apollo with a cunning
deflation for his fixity and predictability — and thus the trickster’s first invention, the lyre,
became gift among artists. Hermes ever eluded wry Dionysus with a wary deflection of his
revelry and unpredictability — and thus the trickster’s early affiliation, as guide of souls
passing or dreaming, with the god of vintages. And Hermes ever and always Psychopomp,
conducting those dead who encounter transforming Dionysus in the underworld, who
aspire to transcendent Apollo as the highest height.
Further, can we imagine that Orpheus’ mounting sorrow at again losing Eurydice, at
choicefully loosing her into metaphenomenal spirit, arises less from failure than from that
“death-longing…rather than death-fear” identified by Freud and characterized by Downing
as a wish for “inwardness, cessation, peace” (op. cit., 190)? That is, retrieving one’s
projection need not entail dismissal of nor departure from the object of one’s affections,
though in the instance of that object’s loss one may yet long to (re)join her.
Perhaps such was Orpheus’ revelation, congruent with the narrative as we know it if
distinct, and distinctly contrary, to the transcendentalist interpretations to which it has
been bound. In relinquishing attachment to Eurydice (thereby reclaiming projected anima)
and resistance at her demise (denial, if not rage and sorrow, toward mortality), Orpheus
integrates and individuates, achieves wholeness — at least prospectively. And yet the
narrative indicates otherwise, and thus indicates a quite different — or, we may say, a deeper
or more esoteric — “failure” on Orpheus’ part, with formative implications for the
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burgeoning in Western culture of Orphism’s anti-life propensities. Yet let us here again
eschew analysis and explication in favor of portrayal and proposition, as presented in this
study’s Production Component.
Finally, in keeping with our premise of a Recombinant Mythology as answer to The AntiLife Equation not through inculcation of answers per se but through proposition of
questions, we turn to a series of tantalizing queries.
In The Eternal Drama, Edinger presents Orpheus as a model of individuation, “a
striking metaphor of the power of civilizing consciousness” derived from “a spiritualization
of the original Dionysian rituals, which were of a much cruder nature” (156), and finds in
Eurydice the quintessential anima figure, the Other or opposite confronted, met and
witnessed if not, in his view, reconciled in the crucial initiatory descent (katábasis):
At the most basic psychological level, this myth pictures the loss of the anima to the
unconscious and a noble effort to retrieve her that does not quite succeed.
However, the religion that crystallized around the figure of Orpheus did so for a
different reason, which was that Orpheus had made the journey of the nekyia, the
trip to the Underworld, and had returned with the transcendent [and
transcendentalist — that is, incipient anti-life] knowledge that is to be derived from
the depths.” (158)
Further, Edinger considers the Orpheus narrative and its elements themselves, at least
as presented in the primary Sicyonian tablets, as “symbolic expressions of how to reach the
goal of individuation[:] the instructions become a kind of projection screen for
unconscious contents to express themselves” (159).
The important question here, of course, is whether the emphasis of that individuation
is transcendence as “escape” from the phenomenal world, or — an emphasis primary in
Eastern and mystic traditions — infusion of the world with the boon of the great
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individuational knowledge distilled from nekyia. As suggested throughout this study, the
Orpheus narrative discloses both emphases, though the former path predominates in the
West to such an extent that the latter path scarcely tantalizes the general (not to mention
academic) imagination. Edinger insists that the underworld journey and its features
comprise a map of the individuational process, its requisite tasks and implications, that in
fact, as adopted by Orphic ascetics, “turns Dionysian symbolism upside down,” calling
adherents to forego revel of the vine, which salves through forgetfulness, in favor of
reverence for Mnemosyne, embodiment of memory and mother through Zeus of the Nine
Muses, for whom is named the pool of remembering in Hades that lies opposite River
Lethe, the waters of forgetfulness. The significance of this edict for Orpheus himself
chimes clearly: a great poet remembers — think of Dante’s profuse details in relating his own
nekyia. Thus we arrive again — in spiralling epistrophe — at our tantalizing query: Might not
our greatest poet (Orpheus) remember that a phantasm (Eurydice) retains no bodily life to
reclaim? How can the discarnate dead dwell among the incarnate living?
Edinger writes, “The message is, I drink the water in the Underworld and I inherit
eternity as a result. The image also appears in alchemical symbolism as the water of life, the
aqua vitae or aqua permanens. It is an image of the Self as the center of the psyche that
conveys meaning beyond time and space, and so is eternal in a certain sense” (ibid., 161).
And yet, perhaps understandably rapt with the Orphic momentum of his argument,
Edinger neglects an equally tantalizing proposition: in looking back, consciously — in
memory, let us propose, at last awakened to the following phantom presence of Eurydice,
and spurred by his consult with the Underworldly regents to possession of himself, his gifts
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and his continued living — Orpheus releases Eurydice, and his anima projection onto her,
both his “claim” on her and, crucially, her self in itself, in its essential Self shorn of the
specificity of a life lived to its fated limit. And in so doing Orpheus retrieves himself,
reclaims approach to presence with his own Self, his life now tempered by confrontation
with its mortal terms as exemplified by his lost love.
Can we expect anything else of so potent a shaman?
We consider Orpheus’ epistrophe as the failure adjudged of it, as a failure serving as
metaphor par excellence of creative process (so beguiling to artists especially of our Modern
and post-Modern eras), and as caution against hubristic indulgence of impulsive passion,
and as the complex of psychological attachment, and as, ultimately, proselytizer of a bitter
disenchantment with living in itself, of an anti-life disdain for the ephemerality of mortal
life in favor of a purported overcoming or escaping from life into a “more perfect” other
world not at all suggested by the domains so recently vacated by Orpheus, and so recently
reclaiming of Eurydice.
Yet isn’t this perspective, with its attendant dogmas, more of a commentary on, an
adaptation of, the Ancient Greek failure of nerve, of the Great Reversal in modern
humanity, away from revering life even in its sorrowful ephemerality, than a decisive or
even sufficient understanding of what the figures of Orpheus and Eurydice present? Can
we see still more in that fateful turning back? Can we see through these concretized
interpretations to something more essential within the myth?
If Eurydice serves as vessel for Orpheus’ projected anima (as, in life, he served for
her), and if individuation requires taking back of that projection — looking back to
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projection’s recipient and freeing her or him of it — how can Orpheus’ looking back in
itself constitute failure? Further, cannot that epistrophe, still more, be a conscious act —
indeed, must not it be a conscious act — of embracing the terms of mortality in the name
of releasing soul, that immortal essence within life, into life and out of life, into soul’s
metaphenomenal reunion — thus come through tempering experience — with Totality
(divinity, God)?
These questions suggest, as asserted throughout our study, that in some large measure
our capacity to look back and relinquish projection and concomitant ideological rigidity
comprises the tempering purpose of life, the primary stuff of individuation, the soul’s
incarnational imperative: this making of soul for which life serves not merely as vehicle but
as present plane, as moment. Further, these questions indicate that, in fact, the very
notion of an afterlife, in its more malign and controlling expressions, comprises a kind of
projection of anima out of the world, where what the world — or humanity within it —
requires is a vestment, a recognition, of anima in the world: that is, an acknowledgement
and celebration of anima mundi.
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Chapter 5 | Summary Conclusion: Descrying A Great Transition, or metaModernism
Will transformation. Oh be inspired for the flame in which a Thing disappears
and bursts into something else; The spirit of re-creation which masters this earthly form
loves most the pivoting point where you are no longer yourself.
Rainer Maria Rilke, The Sonnets to Orpheus Second Part, XII
For what shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his own soul? Mark 8:36
Of course, you may say I’m a dreamer. Or that I’m blowing against the wind. Humans
thrive on struggle; individuation requires psychic crucifixion; societies define themselves
against others; necessity midwifes invention; war begets innovation.
But dreams and changing winds are the province of imagination, which is the basis and
pursuit of this study. Our mythic imagination and Recombinant Mythology neither ignore nor
eschew the struggle and sorrow of phenomenal existence and being — rather, throughout
this study these notions identify our follies and pains and joys as temperance for soul. As
Joseph Campbell reminds us, cited in Diane Osbon’s A Joseph Campbell Companion:
Opportunities to find deeper powers within ourselves come when life seems most
challenging. Negativism to the pain and ferocity of life is negativism to life. We are
not there until we can say “yea” to it all. (20)
Yet mythic imagination and Recombinant Mythology also suggest a hermeneutical
perspective, an ethic — a new poesis, if you will — for seeing through our interpretations of
and judgments upon the terms of our existence into a choiceful congruence with our
highest aspirations and, indeed, our greatest intuitions.
For human being thrives by more than struggle. Individuation begets a conscious
assimilation of our despair. Societies find common cause and exchange to their mutual
rejuvenation and expansion (if reörientation always includes a rasher of disorientation).
Necessity rewards innovation. War cleanses nothing without endless legacies of cost,
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personal, political, psychic. May we all be spared further prescriptions, particularly those of
ulterior purpose or conflicted (and covert) interest. May we pay heed to considered
diagnoses. And may we steer a more conscious and more responsible course in time.
Not for Gaia. She will survive. She may even miss us. But what exile-minded humanity
views as her coldness or impassivity rather evinces her allowance for the life arisen within
her to choose its destiny, or face its fates.
“She.” As if that image were more than signifier. As if “Gaia” quite captured the — an
unavoidable if unintentional pun — nature of her being. But stay with that image for a
moment, and imagine: what breadth of consciousness, what high embrace of dharma, what
fraught and gorgeous karma, to incarnate as such as she.
Is that beyond imagining? Is that image more preposterous, less effective, more
astounding, than any other idea of higher consciousness or deity or demiurge or demi-god
or incarnational being?
Or, expressed through a metaphor oriented more toward the scientific and
philosophic: All we see of stars is their old photographs. What if all the universe (or our
galaxy, anyway) were finished, burnt out, and the Earth was the last system, the last bastion
of life — a penultimate expression and emanation of light? Would we not then treasure and
sustain it? Is this notion any less plausible, or any more pessimistic, than that which sees
creation as an endless harvest, each patch, each planetary bastion expendable, exploitable?
And, if imaginable, what of such imagery’s implications? For our beliefs. For our ways
of perceiving. For our living, and for our feeling.
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We offer purpose and meaning into life — or, we instill life with purpose and meaning
when we respond to its terms and functions, its processes — whether through engagement
with or judgment against it. Perhaps the best purpose and meaning we may invest into life
is reverence for life itself. That is, life itself is purpose and meaning. For as the great
naturalist and conservationist John Muir wrote, as quoted in Ken Burns’ The National Parks
documentary, “When we try to pick out anything by itself, we find it hitched to everything
else in the universe. The whole universe in unity and interrelation is alive and familiar.
The very stones seem talkative, sympathetic, brotherly” (Episode 1: “The Scripture of
Nature”: 00:01:41-02:04).
Of course, our study’s Grand Assumption remains obvious: that we intend a fostering
and moving toward (if, as process, never realizing) our most cherished principles, especially
our tenets of compassion and comity with one another; that these values are more than
dressing of our imperatives, mere color for a starker intent; that we are not “merely”
idealistic, insufficiently humble or “realistic,” in calling for an integrity of purpose, and in
suggesting a perceptual means, in pursuit of these tenets and aims. For that pursuit
requires daring, insistence, commitment no less steadfast than that of those doomsaying —
doomsowing — Masters of War and apocalyptical prophecy who would sell out such
principles as they invoke and hide behind them. Ever is it thus, the lie wrapped within a
truth: the appropriation of myth, legend, history, aspiration — that is, of imagination itself
— to foment systems inimical to imagination, at least of certain ennobling, resolving,
realizing kinds. Imagination of the kind that turns the limited dichotomy of “flight or
fight” reaction to a parasympathetic resolution through conscious choice of recognition,
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acknowledgement, contrast, of response-ability and relinquishment, of patience in greeting
and heeding other and in sharing and validating self. What might be called integrity.
Hence the need for a Recombinant Mythology, which may best be described, ultimately, as
a sober accounting of our beliefs, the way we understand, interpret, and apply them, and of
the institutional mind we allow to literalize and dogmatize them against their proposition,
purport, and purpose.
How distinct this approach from that Greek failure of nerve discussed in this study’s
second and fourth chapters — yet how resonant with that hope-within-despair reposited in
the plays of Aeschylus and described by Robert Fagles in “The Serpent and The Eagle: A
Reading of ‘The Oresteia” that introduces his translation of the Atrean trilogy. For in
building “upon the house of Atreus…‘a grand parable of progress,’ as Richard Lattimore
has described it, that celebrates our emergence from the darkness to the light, from the
tribe to the aristocracy to the democratic state,” Aeschylus offers not lamentation but
celebration of “man’s capacity for suffering, his courage to endure hereditary guilt and ethical
conflicts, his battle for freedom in the teeth of fate, and his strenuous collaboration with his
gods to create a better world” (16, emphases added). Here in the midst of recognizing and
portraying a perforce tragic burden of perception, Aeschylus “is optimistic,” Fagles tells us,
for even though “he would agree with Hardy: ‘if way to the Better there be, it exacts a full
look at the Worst,’ ” the playwright posits a complementary and inextricable relatedness
between suffering and significance, between pathos and mathos: as Fagles insists, “That bond
is life itself” (ibid.). And in this Greek sense of “suffering into truth,” as Aeschylus has the
old men of Argos put it, we may see an expression of that notion within Depth and
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Archetypal Psychology that human being meets its daimon, it true genius or Self, by facing
and assimilating its attachments and drives, its shadow. To this Fagles adds:
Aeschylus…would say with Keats, ‘Do you not see how necessary a World of Pain
and troubles is...? A Place where the heart must feel and suffer in a thousand
diverse ways! ...thus does God make individual beings, Souls, Identical Souls of the
sparks of his own essence — This appears to me a faint sketch of a system of
Salvation which does not affront our reason and humanity.’ (ibid.)
And appears to us the essence of Keats’ view, and ours throughout this study, of this
phenomenal plane, this experiential being, this Gaia, as a vale of soul-making. In bridging
our conceptual distinction of suffering and significance, in finding their mutuality and
twining them in their relatedness, we recognize from this study’s fourth chapter that
Nietzschean distinction of Apollonian and Dionysian met in the mediating figure of
Orpheus who in his daimonic capacity as a way between mantic and manic modes echoes
our human daimonic of walking a fine twine between beast and being. (Or, better: twining
the fine threads of our humanity and divinity.) What better image for descrying the psyche
as intermediary, as mediating faculty, between phenomenal body and metaphenomenal
spirit?
In this light, our grand promises of afterlife seem little more than a misapprehension,
an expropriation and misdirection, of the eternal return embodied in live-giving Gaia, in
our lamented phenomenal plane. Thus do we cultivate and cocoon ourselves within a
compromised civilization, one that insists upon technical innovation, that thrives upon it,
yet one that inhibits our psychological growth, that relies upon its neglect, by eating away at
our relatedness to the natural world. And yet, as biologist and naturalist George Melendez
Wright insists, also quoted in Burns’ documentary:
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If we destroy nature blindly, it is a boomerang which will be our undoing.
Consecration to the task of adjusting ourselves to the natural environment so that
we secure the best values from nature without destroying it is not useless idealism.
It is good hygiene for civilization. (Episode 5: “Great Nature”: 00:16:45-17:07)
Indeed, Burns follows Wright’s observation with this crucial corollary by writer Kim
Heacox, which provides a resolutionary statement between Nature and Science by
recognizing how the latter can preserve as well as exploit the former, and that the former
reserves much the latter has yet to conceive:
Science embraces mystery, and it begins to look into the future in ways that most
people can’t conceive. It asks questions that most people don’t ask, and it says, “We
need to hold on to these places [that is, our wildernesses and nature preserves], and
I can’t give you a precise reason why. But the reason will come along later. And if
we don’t have them, we’ll never be able to explore the answers to the questions
we’ll be asking.” So they [that is, our wildernesses and nature preserves] hold the
answers to questions we have not even yet learned to ask. (ibid., 00:17:26-:56)
To see this world as a doom of sins, an incarceration of exilic torment and insatiable
follies, is to cede this realm to the doomsaying Masters of War. To beat evil, as the rhetoric
goes, on its own terms — to explore, endorse, and employ the methods of coërcive force
and ever-increasing and -consumptive control — is to become evil: to become the literalized
shadow we claim to despise and fear, and claim to wish to end or heal. Yes: a mire of
corruption, a fen of toil and capricious fortune, a vale of tears and of soul-making, a garden
of intoxicating seductions and revelatory visions this Gaian plane often seems. Yet to
convince, instruct, employ, and exploit humanity and its ingenuities — however in the
name of soul — in this ineluctably anti-life perspective renders humanity clutched in a
nefarious and fatal creed of moralistic disdain for the terms and responsibilities of life, and
of callous, ruthless consumption of resources deemed merely material. And that creed
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impels, feeds itself upon, dichotomous rivalry — mythic, scriptural, ideological — and
have/have-not imperatives.
As intimated throughout this study and as discussed in its fourth chapter, we wallow in
a post-Modern world fitful at best in a proper respect for matter, for Mater, for Nature’s
cyclicity, its terms and conditions of regenerativity. Indeed, our Modernist art and
philosophy critiqued this paucity within our modernity that sows and reaps with industrial
fervor yet heeds little — even doubts — the consequences of its rapine, the accumulative
toxicity of its indignities. And yet, woeful of further ideology, of the literalizing trap of
institutional mind that itself incarcerates vision in doctrine, the Modernists lamentingly
trumpeted our failure with muted indication of response, keenly offered us precise and
exacting critique with little enough direction but that of further critique. As if, struck
amazed at Einstein’s vision of relativity and at Hitler’s vile specificity (and Stalin’s and
Franco’s, and America’s in unleashing atomic dissolution of all bonds), they refused as best
they could the zero-sum game of posing doctrine against doctrine. Instead they mapped the
fullness of our existential plight of alienated individuality, exilic phenomenal specificity,
amidst a totalizing political impulse that would corral the individual into mechanisms of
society and national statehood increasingly prescriptive, increasingly central, increasingly
custodial, increasingly impersonal and thus corruptible toward serving the “fittest”
individuals (“elites”) and their agendas rather than the aggregate of individuals (“the
people”) whose toil enables all affluence.
Is this not the signal failure (or, better, insufficiency) of Modernism, for all its success
in critique: that it posits no resolution, envisions no redirection, implies that the edifice of
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humanity wallows beyond emergence from its fatal materialistic contempt for matter, the
dominant paradigm it aptly, skillfully critiques? Perhaps. And yet what vision may stand in
the juggernaut of 20th century ideological literalism? The critique served its crucial purpose.
Now we must heed its caution against further doctrine, and yet move on from its
immersion in relativity.
PostModernism (so-called) for all its bluster and spectacle avoided such attempt. Its
failure (or, better, insufficiency) remains that it sups on Modernist critique while itself
suggesting little more than a kind of game of relativist lampoon that juxtaposes all vision
(or, more, the artifacts of vision, yet these stripped of evident meaning) in “deconstructionist” pastiches that mash together every tradition, movement, icon, into über-context, contracontext, nil context, “meta” context presided over by Mickey Mao and Piss Christ, Marilyn
Manson and Elvis Costello, Ronald McDonald Reagan and “Madman” Frank Einstein.
Thus the postmodern sensibility ridicules our failings while reveling, cynically, in polyglot
amalgams trumpeting its own cleverness without moving forward, through, beyond the
Modernism at which it sneers as hollow, senescent, yet with which it ambles along,
profitably, decaying (indeed, decadent) but not yet dead.
Indeed, PostModernism appears very much alive in its ad absurdum reflection of
Modernist critique and lack of propositional direction — lack of a rejuvenative, a
reconstructivist or recombinatory, vision — for the most part devoid of even the plenitude of
questions Modernism shouted at modernity. A maddening lacuna, and yet understandable
when we recognize PostModernism as trapped itself — and reveling — within the modernity
it disdains, and thus unable to imagine, to re-vision, a way out of the calcified cultural struc-
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tures it derides and exalts. An ironic lacuna, for PostModernism presents as multiplicity, a
play with multivalent vision and meaning, yet for the most part as slick yet superficial style,
creativity as aesthetic trapping rather than as revelatory vision, as a spectacle of odd
juxtapositional referents merely echoing, refracting, dominant modern culture.
This we may understand as a failure of epistrophe: a looking back that breaks taboo not as
a crucial relinquishing that assimilates conditional terms and its own attachment to
projection but as a craven neglecting of those terms and a cynical retaining of attachments
that assures not resolution of projection but loss of meaning within the objects of
projection. An irony — for irony is the romanticism of the 20th century — that idolizes
Orpheus as a failure, a metaphor par excellence for a form of futility in creative process so
beguiling to artists especially of our Modern and post-Modern eras, exclusive of the several
other possible “meanings” (interpretations and applications) recognized in Chapter 4 of
this study. And yet those other possibilities persist — with our central suggestion of
Orpheus as, at least, conscious breaker of taboo and, more, as mediating figure between
critique and resolution: between an atomizing relativity and a totalizing specificity, from a
fragmentary deconstruction into a fractal recombination, and, further, as vision for moving
forward, through, beyond the constraints of endlessly critiquing Modernism and wildly
regurgitating PostModernism. Moving forward, that is, into a consciously assimilative
metaModernism (meta: “beyond” and “to change, transform”), a catalysis of our modernity
that, for instance, employs a Recombinant Mythology to acknowledge former visions,
narratives, forms, figures, institutions and just critique of them while re-visioning their
formative notions and subsequent strictures through questions that guide us away from the
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reactionary fatalism of dichotomous rivalry, through the needful questions of now into the
resolutionary vitality of plural mutuality. Or, put another way: an acknowledging, allowing,
and fostering of inclusive questions that move us through and beyond rigid, prescribed fates
and into conscious meeting, co-creating, of destiny.
PostModernism: a maddening lacuna, indeed. And yet evidently necessary, like an
artistic masturbation in lament for lost creative libido incessant until we awake to the fact
that libido is not — cannot be — lost or slain but rather has lain bound, as Nietzsche so well
understood: contained, truncated, channeled, shamed — denied yet exploited, avoided yet
fed upon, used and used against itself — by a culture (or a cultural “elite”) less interested in
resolution and contrast than in acquisition and conquest, less interested in harmony and
coöperation than in conflict and its opportunities for hegemony and control: a culture rapt
in an Anti-Life Equation of its own devising; a culture so hubristically certain of its
fundamental perspective that it accepts pronouncements that history is dead (even as it
continues), that humanity is doomed (even as its ingenuity persists), that marketplace rules
all (even as it crashes into inactivity), that imagination is dead (even as it imagines its own
demise).
But creativity — mythic imagination — comprises no mere toy or trapping of cynical
purveyors of doctrinaire answers. Rather is imagination both conceptual and actual, both
visioning and manifesting, both dispensing critique and descrying resolution, at once
deconstructive and recombinatory. As such mythic imagination provides our key, like Orpheus,
to purpose and to meaning — or rather, to seeing through and into all purposes and all
meanings allowed in their diversity, in their multiplicity, and, crucially, in their mutuality.
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As with Depth Psychology, mythic imagination’s current champion, whose “fate and
burden,” according to Richard Tarnas’ account in The Passion of the Western Mind, means it
must “mediate the modern mind’s access to archetypal forces and realities that reconnect
the individual self with the world, dissolving the dualistic world view”:
Indeed, in retrospect it would seem that it had to be depth psychology that would
bring forth awareness of these realities to the modern mind: if the realm of the
archetypal could not be recognized in the philosophy and religion and science of
the high culture, then it had to reëmerge from the underworld of the psyche. (432)
Jung himself argued the tragic nature of Modernity: its divorce from Nature that makes
of matter a shadow; its materialist culture at odds with the material world its delves and
destroys in dangerous disregard for the actuality, the beingness of the phenomenal world,
and for our contingency upon, participation with, and responsibility to that world.
Or, as Jungian and Archetypal Psychologist Glen Slater discussed in lecture at Pacifica
Graduate Institute:
The only secure thing about modernity is its insecurity, its penchant for totalizing
chaos. High culture entered a world of infinite innovation with each art declaring
independence from the whole, each part falling into parts, the set-up for the postmodern: an attempt to embrace and stand in the dissolution rather than avoid it.
(Lecture notes, MS 711, 25 May 09)
And yet a wayward stand at formless play, what David Harvey in The Condition of PostModernity described as “a maelstrom of perpetual disintegration and renewal, a universe in
which, as Marx said, ‘all that is solid melts into air’ ” (11) — in short, a stoking of the
modernist moil and a reveling in irony and indeterminacy, as a supposed revolutionary act
against the too-formal culture upon which it remains dependent, upon which it depends as
context and foil for its fragmentary non-critique, its self-conscious iconizing of forms,
narratives, and images rendered “relative” or designedly ephemeral within that culture.
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For while acknowledging and applauding PostModernism’s devoted play with its
relativizing proposition that all perception and expression — imagery and associations:
form, figure, narrative — are mediated, human-crafted and -manipulated, and, further, are
anchored in context(s) that PostModernism claims to reörient if not outright destroy, we
must also recognize the merely provisional and piecemeal results of that play, the directionless disorientation of that play, the shambolic destruction of that play, which offers not
only or primarily “liberation” from rigid and worn structure but generally and specially
abdication of direction. That is, in eschewing “destination,” PostModernism retains —
perhaps its Modernist pessimism at relativity so great — no effective means for greeting
destiny, and thus mires us no less certainly in the momentum of our fixed perceptions and
interpretations. In other words, just as Modernism became affixed to the modernity it
critiqued without exit strategy, without provision of alternatives, so has PostModernism
become mired in commentary upon, without corollary alternative to, our persistent,
recidivist, increasingly calcified Modernity. Put another way: how insidiously entrenched
crouches humanity’s propensity for institutional mind, and how impoverished of result our
impulse to reaction, that these movements ostensibly out from modernity wrap themselves
in doctrine-cum-ideology (reaction no less rigid than that it critiques or lampoons), whereby
it capitulates to the culture it critiques — and, in fact, finds basis and validity (yet scant
forward momentum) only in reference to the paradigm upon which it depends and by
which it is, ineluctably, subsumed. Even such perceived movements as, for instance,
Impressionism, Futurism, Dada and Surrealism, Cubism and Abstract Expressionism, all
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arisen within and participant with the dominant culture, had voice and vision to challenge
that culture.
Yet what may we expect from a reaction to the stringently codified, doctrinaire-cumideological forms of Western culture dressed down by a stridently critical, pessimistic and
counter-ideological Modernism? In applauding what Harvey called PostModernism’s “deep
skepticism as to any particular prescription as to how the eternal and immutable world
should be conceived, represented, or expressed” (116), we may still expect, perhaps, its
eventual concession that even avid formlessness become artistic credo establishes a rigidity
of form, especially when touted by adherents, however “cool” and iconoclastic; or, perhaps,
its recognition that rather than a further step, a progressive move toward or into new vision
or renewed ways of seeing, such counter-movement serves as but another entrenchment, a
reaction, however salutary its initial pronouncements and proscriptions.
Humanity can no longer afford creative or critical “revolutionary” movements that
capitulate — especially on the basis of rivalrous reaction, further dichotomous rivalry — to
the failures of our paradigm. Rather, humanity arrives at a moment in which perceived
contradictions war or resolve, at which we will demolish or evolve our paradigm.
Survival, and the control mastery it impels: Is this our whole mission? Is this our best
answer to the disappointment and despair underlying our mortal fear? Is this our final
response to the literature and song, struggles and proclamations, teachings and scriptures
of the best visionaries, past and present, among us? Has our logic descended to such final
absurdity that we believe we must destroy phenomenal life to “save” it?
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We well wish that the objection to rigidity and caution against formalism of our
movement out from Modernism inculcate flexibility not as doctrine but as praxis, ethic;
that the anti-formalism of such movement incorporates all forms (even “no form”) in a
mutuality of conversation and complementary interplay rather than in a mélange of
juxtaposition, a fascination with oppositional effect, an endless play of diminishing returns.
Such a movement beyond Modernism, into and through rather than continuously
around Modernism’s unresolved critiques and cautions, might serve as a resolutionary
process within culture that visits upon its senescent paradigm a reconstructive recombinatory
critique with synthesizing, inclusive vision, rather than perch as a reactionary posture about
culture that depends onto its calcified context a pueresque pastiche with trivializing,
totalizing, complacent (because beholden) protest. Such a movement might return
conscience to creativity, responsibility to license, and embody a revelation questioning our
current paradigm yet stepping through it to embrace those questions we are, indeed, only
beginning to appreciate require conception, let alone asking.
That is, such a metaModernism, a movement partaking of the epistrophe backward and
forward suggested throughout this study, would recast — through an acknowledging, assimilative, and propositional Recombinant Mythology — the pervasive and perforce now perverse
relativity of Modernism and PostModernism and transform it into a vision of relate-ivity.
Which is to say that despite (or, rather, along with) the Einsteinian revelation of
relativity heeded and mapped by Modernism (a first step, let us say, of endlessly elaborated
critique) and adopted and exalted by PostModernism (a second step, let us say, of infinitely
elaborated deconstruction — and, significantly, juxtaposition), metaModernism and the
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Recombinant Mythology that embodies it (continuing steps, let us say, of assimilative
allowance and synthesis) understand “relativity” not as everything meaning nothing (no truth
paramount or decisive, and thus ironic zero-sum compensations of dichotomous rivalry and
totalizing ideology) but as all things having contributive meaning (all truths participant and
deliberative): a praxis of relational being, micröcosmic, macröcosmic, plural, mutual. This
new approach, a process and praxis rather than a doctrine or counter-doctrine, embraces an
ethic of constant presence, a praxis of presence in process: not a way out of our modern
dilemma by either capitulating to or contesting our paradigm and systems (our
foundational stories and the interpretations coloring them), but a way through that dilemma
by catalyzing the paradigm and systems instituting it. For by manipulating (when not
outright constraining) the levers of conception — our mythic imagination as matrixing mode
— with ulterior and even cynical intent to institute a matrix of control, any system
reïnforces itself — especially against rival systems. Yet by freeing (through engaging and
fostering) our mythic imagination with inclusive and individuational intent to constitute an
awakening of consciousness (of conscious presence with and in this phenomenal plane), we
synthesize and catalyze, and resolve, our dilemmas — especially toward regenerating option,
freedom, multiplicity (that is viability through diversity) for all systems: a renewal (or, better,
recombination) of operative paradigm and system.
In such a metaModernism, we descry a Great Transition toward human thought meeting
destiny, and perhaps resolving that “great transformation” arising within and calling to
humanity through our modern dilemma as manifest, for example, in four megatrends
shaping the world over the next four decades (here twice again that apocalyptical number
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from our study’s third chapter) identified by Laurence Smith in The New North: The World
in 2050 (as reviewed, uncredited, in The Economist of 5 Feb 2011): “Climate change…
globalisation [sic], population growth, and surging demand for natural resources” (96).
And in such metaModernism we perceive a recognition of what Michel Foucault
observed as an emergent plurality in cultural discourse, “an agonistic collectivity in critical
thought,” in the words of John Rajchman’s introduction to Foucault’s The Politics of Truth,
that thrives “irreducible to any already constituted public, emerging in different places
through the new sorts of questions it starts to pose to politics (and to political policy) and
so to the forms of knowledge on which it rests” (13). And with that recognition,
metaModernism endorses corollary questions asked by Rajchman on Foucault’s behalf:
What new forms of sensibility, what aesthetics do these questions suppose or
encourage, themselves elaborated in an increasingly global practice in contemporary
art and art institutions [as well as, we add, other creative and critical pursuits]? On
what sort of new lineages or genealogies in critical European [and global]
philosophy might they draw? What (and where), in other words, is enlightenment,
or the enlightened public’s “use of reason,” today? (ibid.)
That is, by what processes and in what manner will questions addressing the current
senescent paradigm and evoking a subsequent enlivening one arise and articulate our Great
Transition? Foucault observes such processes and manner as much by what they contain as
by what they ask, and, as Rajchman details, Foucault places his emphasis “on the act, the
practice, the technique or ‘technique-of-self’ of enlightenment” — what we might for our
purposes here understand as the cultivation of critical and creative intelligence (and
individuation) as embodied in mythic imagination and as cultivated through a Recombinant
Mythology. As Rajchman elaborates:
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The kind of intellectual [and, we may add, psychological, spiritual, political]
emancipation Kant associated with the word Aufklärung [that is, enlightenment —
from German auf (“up”) + Klärung (“a making clear”) — or, sometimes, The
Enlightenment, especially in Germany] is something that exists only when we actually
engage in it; it has no other guarantee. It is something we must do to ourselves and
to one another, for which we must constantly invent or re-invent the means, the
techniques, the strategies, and the spaces. (14, emphases added)
In The Hermeneutics of the Subject, Foucault elaborated and clarified Kantian Aufklärung,
according to Arnold Davidson’s introduction, by distinguishing understanding of it as “a
commitment to certain theories, elements of doctrine, and accumulated bodies of
knowledge” vis-à-vis “a conception of [it] as the ‘permanent reactivation of an attitude,’ an
ethos, a form of philosophical life” (xxvii, quoting Foucault’s essay “Qu’est-ce-ce que les
Lumières”). And in identifying components of that ethos Foucault emphasized an “experimental attitude” partaking of the notion of l’épreuve, “the testing of oneself, of one’s mode
of being and thought” (ibid.). As such, Aufklärung offers this study’s concluding image for
contouring our praxis of a Recombinant Mythology embodying an incipient metaModernism,
an ethic and a technique or method of fostering, developing, and employing mythic
imagination, while it addresses (in its address of) The Anti-Life Equation. For, as a crucial
“second point” noted by Rajchman, the means, techniques, strategies, and spaces of our
liberation — of our epistrophic, spiralic and catalytic, turning back and thus forward — from
our at once increasingly encroaching and collapsing cultural paradigm (a tightening of grip
characteristic of a failing grip) “are not already given by any existing form of government —
by any existing nation or religion” (14) but, rather, must arise within humanity — within
each of us as creative process and praxis. This point rings definitive for our work here in its
proposition that individuals must awaken to the strictures of their beliefs and culture to
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catalyze them — to rejuvenate and reïnvent themselves and their milieu — and for its
contention that while a culture contains elements — images, figures, narratives — toward
that catalysis, it nonetheless mitigates structural and often conceptual change in
maintenance of its status quo position. For, as Rajchman continues:
Enlightenment is something we do (and do together or as a “public”) always in
relation to historically determined forms of power — as with the various
“governmental” sources whose history Foucault tries to sketch in the case of the
kinds of “self-incurred tutelage” from which [Immanuel] Kant, in his day, tried to
free the public use of “reason.” Indeed there is a sense in which it is only through
this act of activity that we are able to see those historical practices in a new light — the
light that starts to say “we don't want to be governed like that any more.” (ibid.,
emphases added)
Arguing that “there are [as] many lumières [“lights” or forms of enlightenment] as “arise
such ‘critical attitudes’ ” within specific cultures and situations that impel peoples to
institute governance, Foucault denied any “final, overarching or unified enlightened state
for everyone.” For, as Rajchman explains:
who is or becomes enlightened cannot be given in advance outside the acts
through which a particular “form of power” appears to the critical attitude that at once
questions and tries to free itself from it. An important consequence follows. For a
given act of enlightenment (hence for the particular nature and role of the
“enlightened public” to which it gives rise), there pre-exists no already constituted
group or class or polity. The “we” always comes after, emerging only through the ongoing light its activities shed on the habits and practices through which people
come to govern themselves — and so see themselves and one another. Indeed in
this lies precisely the originality of the critical attitude, its singular sort of
universality, its distinctive relation to “today” — to “now,” “the present,” l'actuel.
[i.e. that which is real]. (14-15, emphases added)
This view jibes with the aspect of a Recombinant Mythology that eschews any sense of
interpretive finality, of definitive meaning — following Hillman’s credo in Archetypal
Psychology that, “Myths do not ground, they open” (20): the generative and regenerative
qualities of any given myth, of all myth — its ability to inspire and address the questions of
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a given age rather than to codify answers for all time — must be respected. In this way, a
Recombinant Mythology embodies a method of viewing and reviewing (of remembering poesis)
that presents a model for approaching (understanding and transforming) our foundational
stories. As importantly, this view both substantiates Hatab’s contention, detailed in this
study’s second chapter, of the problematic nature of “truth” as “a reduction to and
conformity with conceptual principles or empirical facts” (44), and reïterates his notion of
Heideger’s appearing as the “more primordial form of truth” of unconcealment or disclosure
that makes itself known through a creative coming-forth not as predicated on rigid dogmatic
specificity but as realized in experience as creative process — as in the praxis of mythic
imagination that informs our method of a Recombinant Mythology. Further, this view reflects
Jung’s distinction in The Psychogenesis of Mental Disease between causal and constructive
standpoints, whereby we understand mythology, as any artwork and as the artistic or
creative act itself, as capable of being “understood only when it is apprehended as something that becomes alive and creative again in our own experience” (399). He adds:
This is how we have to consider the human psyche, too…. The causal standpoint
merely inquires how this psyche has become what it is, as we see it today. The
constructive standpoint asks how, out of this present psyche, a bridge can be built into
its own future (ibid., emphases added).
We must understand this as a crucial point both for Foucault and for our recombinant
praxis, as elaborated by Rajchman:
The enlightened public (and “public spaces”) of actively critically thinking
together belongs to no already-given civilization or already constituted religion or
culture, to no one country, to no already established expertise in managing
modernity and to no centralized Revolutionary party; it is more like a
problematizing potential within the historical constitution of such groups or
nations or the formation of related forms of knowledge, which, when actualized
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in the present, gives rise to the invention of new forms of inter-relation, new forms
and spaces of struggle. (15)
That is, gives rise to what we in Chapter 2 identify and here reïterate as relate-ivity, the
relatedness of all narratives, all beliefs, all practices, and, indeed, all being: a key to the praxis
of a Recombinant Mythology, and an answer — or, rather, a series of inclusive, recombining
questions — to modernity’s pervasive enchantment with the notion of relativity and
Modernist and Post-Modernist entrapment within a concomitant relativism; that is, to
Western culture’s incarceration within The Anti-Life Equation.
Indeed, the notion of such relate-ivity as the heart of a Recombinant Mythology provides
resolutionary disclosure away from the pendulumn contest of ideological dichotomous
rivalry, what Jung identified as enantiodromia (ἐνάντιος: enantios, “opposite” + δρόμος:
dromos, “running course” — the principle of “coincidence of opposites” that emphasizes
how superabundance of any quality perforce produces its opposite), and toward what Jung
declared the coniunctio oppositorum (the resolution of opposites through union of creative
transformation and understanding, as discussed in this study’s fourth chapter). As Jung
explains in “The Vision of the Zosimos” from Psychology and Western Religion, discussing the
alchemical image of Saturn as “the demiurge Ialdabaoth…the spiritus niger who lies captive
in the darkness of matter, their deity or that part of the deity which has been swallowed up
in his own creation” (126):
...it is clear that sacrificer and sacrificed are one and the same. This idea of the
unity of the prima and ultima materia, of that which redeems and that which is to
be redeemed, pervades the whole of alchemy from beginning to end. “Unus est
lapis, una medicina, unum vas, unum regimen, unaque dispositio” [that is, One is the
stone, one the medicine, one the vessel, one the procedure, and one the disposition] is the
key formula to its enigmatic language. (127)
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Campbell, as well as Foucault, drew inspiration from and offered elaborations of Kant,
including his understanding of the structure of metaphor (μεταφορά: metaphora, from
μετά: meta, “with, beside, after” or beyond + φέρω: pherō, “bear, carry”), itself expressible as

an equation:
A — B AS C —> X
(In effect, This Thing is to Another AS That Thing is to What Can’t Be Known.)
Is this the fundamental structure of myth itself? Consider: we examine a narrative’s
constituent parts, its images, forms, and figures, and then we examine and ponder,
consider and illuminate, the relationship between the parts. And so, approached responsibly
and response-ably from the ethic and method of recognition and acknowledgment, contrast
and choice, with that relinquishment of doctrinaire disciplinic or ideological dogma requisite
to the reclamation of its answers and questions, in retrieval of its multiplicity of meaning, we
discover and recognize — we realize — that the function of any mythology comprises precisely
a moving of us from our certainty to uncertainty, into receptivity and vulnerability, into
mystery, making us transparent to the transcendent. Which, as Jung, insisted, constitutes that
crucifixion of ego requisite to individuation — or making of soul.
Further, mythopoesis (μυθοποιία: muthopoiein, “myth-making” from muthos, “story” +
poiein, “to make”) comprises the generation and continual regeneration of mythic insight
and material through mythic imagination and expression. More, mythopoesis entails a making
of semblances for approaching what cannot be glanced or apprehended in its essence — that
essentiality of living and being behind and beyond the evident, the denotative, the readily
perceptible and rationally parsible, and that totality from whence living and being and
meaning derive. Thus, by means of myth we see through to — intuitively see — essence, or a
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clothed version (virgin) of essence. For, as Jung tells us throughout The Structure and
Dynamics of the Psyche, the psyche cannot stand too much reality, and takes in the
mysterious and new — and, we may say, conceives and realizes the mysterious and new, and
replenishes the old, and, further, approaches generative essence — by yoking it with
something familiar. Not unlike Gilgamesh, the Sumerian warrior-king from our oldest
known epic, who inscribed the story of his journey on the clay bricks underpinning his
citadel of Uruk, thus vesting it with the wisdom gleaned from his tempering experience: the
foundational story of the culture inscribed into its foundational stones.
Such verticity, if you will — the ascending momentum of mythic imagination gained
when a resolutionary disclosure of acknowledgement, allowance, and assimilation in
mutuality catalyzes and synthesizes the oppositional enantiodromia pendulum — provides
answer to our entrapment: not within incarnational soma but within psychological sema
(that is, not within the facticity of our phenomenal existence but in the immaturity of our
assessment of it). And, as proposed throughout this study: mythology the material
(narratives including scriptural, philosophic, political, artistic), mythic imagination the
means, a Recombinant Mythology our proposed method.
For, as Nietzsche asked near the end of The Birth of Tragedy:
What does our great historical hunger signify, our clutching about us of countless
other cultures, our consuming desire for knowledge, if not the loss of myth, of a
mythic home, the mythic womb? Let us ask ourselves whether our feverish and
frightening agitation is anything but the greedy grasping for food of a hungry man.
And who would care to offer further nourishment to a culture which, no matter
how much it consumes, remains insatiable and which converts the strongest and
most wholesome food into “history” and “criticism”? (137)
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As Nietzsche knew, myth yet offers us a path, a method, an ethos, into and through our
massing dilemmas, into and abiding with our conundrums of fleeting physicality and
apperception of infinity; a way back to ourselves and our cherished aspirations; a way
forward to renewed stewardship of body and mind and matter and spirit; a way home.
Indeed, as Bronislaw Malinowski reminds us in Magic, Science, and Religion, “Myth…
expresses, enhances, and codifies belief; it safeguards and enforces morality; it vouches for
the efficiency of ritual and contains practical rules for the guidance of man. Myth is thus a
vital ingredient of human civilization; it is not an idle tale, but a hard-worked active force”
(101, emphasis added). Further, we must understand that, adopting Hillman’s words from
Healing Fiction, “As we muse over a memory, it becomes an image, shedding its literal
historical facticity, slipping its causal chains, and opening into the stuff of which art is
made. The art of healing is healing into art” (42). Thus, further still, we must realize, with
Suzi Gablik in The Reënchantment of Art:
The question of whether or not art will ever change the world is not a relevant
question anymore: the world is changing already, in inescapable ways. We can no
longer deny the evidence at hand. The need to transform the egocentric vision that is
encoded in our entire world view is the crucial task that lies ahead for our culture. The issue
is whether art will rise to the occasion and make itself useful to all that is going on
(141, emphasis added).
Perhaps heeding Gablik’s call for a new kind of Great Reversal — “a complete reversal
of that long process by which aesthetics developed an objectivity of its own, became
formalized and divorced itself from basic moral and practical considerations” (ibid.) —
encourages us to arise from our culture’s selfish vision, and from the relativism of
Modernism and the deconstruction of PostModernism into a revivifying, recombining
metaModernism. That is, perhaps we may at last re-vision ourselves from a lust for mastery of
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our cursed phenomenal existence to assuage our mortal lament into a love for participation
with our shared living being to each meet our immortal essence, to temper soul. In that may
we, as more than a century ago did naturalist John Muir, brought back to life in Ken
Burns’ documentary series The National Parks, understand that:
One learns that the world, though made, is yet being made, that this is still the
morning of creation. This grand show is eternal. It is always sunrise somewhere.
The dew is never all dried at once. A shower is forever falling. Vapor is ever rising.
Eternal sunrise, eternal sunset, eternal dawn and gloaming. On sea and continents
and islands, each in its turn, as the round earth rolls. (Episode 6: “The Morning of
Creation,” 1:48:44-:49:52)
And might such an understanding acknowledge and allow a remembrance and
embrace of life: zoë, the Roman (Latin) transliteration of Greek ζωή or βίος: bios, “life” or
“being” (“lifespan” to Homer) — which among Platonists and Neoplatonists and certain
gnostic believers signified also an aeon, an epoch new starting, and, more, a power existing
from eternity and an emanation or phase of the supreme deity. Might a new aeon be now
near dawning? Might our new aeon be not a rapacious “Anthropocene” but, perhaps, say,
an existence-affirming, an all-life-nurturing, a soul-retrieving “Gaiocene”?
To be or not to be. That is one question. To live and to let live may be another as apt.
Is it that, like Hamlet perceiving humanity in our mortality as but a “quintessence of
dust,” we close ourselves to our greater capacities? Is it that, conceiving the world as but a
capricious and hostile veil of tears, we concentrate all our efforts and valuings on securing
our egoic self-images and attachments rather than celebrating the miraculous challenge and
gift of spiritual tempering that is this shambling, sorrowful, glorious moment of
phenomenal life? As Satprem asks in Sri Aurobindo, or The Adventure of Consciousness:
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…we might ask ourselves if the goal of evolution is really to get out of it, as is
believed by the followers of Nirvana and of all religions that see the beyond as the
goal of our efforts. … If such was the goal of evolutionary Nature, and assuming
evolution does not proceed haphazardly but according to a Plan, that is the type of
man Nature would have fostered; it would have been easy, then, to outleap the
intellect...and pass from the instinctively intuitive phase to an other-worldly
spiritualism. The intellect is an utterly useless outgrowth if the goal of evolution is
merely to get out of it. It appears, however, that Nature worked against that
primitive intuition and deliberately covered it with ever thicker mental layers,
increasingly complex and universal, and increasingly useless in terms of getting out;
we all know how the wonderfully intuitive efflorescence of Upanishadic India...or
of NeoPlatonic Greece...was leveled to be replaced by a human intellect that was
inferior and denser, to be sure, but more general. We can only raise the question
without trying to answer it. We wonder if the meaning of evolution is to indulge in
the luxury of the mind, only to destroy it later and regress to a submental or nonmental religious state or, on the contrary, to develop the mind to the utmost, as we
are being driven to do, until it exhausts its own narrowness and superficial turmoil
and rises to its higher, superconscious regions, at a spiritual and supramental level
where the Matter-Spirit contradiction will vanish like a mirage, and where we will
no longer need to ‘get out’ because we will be everywhere within. (133-134)
Does such a concern exceed the boundaries of mythology? Not when we understand
myth as more than culturally formative legend and fanciful rendition of sociological
standards. When we view it, as throughout this study, as comprising — disclosing and
expressing — keys to human spirit, to human aspiration and potential, myth indeed — and
quite directly — addresses such evolutionary issues.
What an effort of imagination we each require to clear the cobwebs of commonplace
thought, of complacent material involvement, and thus to make of oneself, of one’s sense
of oneself in the world — to make of one’s sense of the nature of the world itself —
something approaching our astounding capacities, the true nobility of our reason, the
majestic infinity of our faculties. An effort scarcely conceivable by the imagination stunted
by lowest-common-denominator entertainments, literalized by programmatic dogma,
imbalanced by a life intent on material survival and enjoyment and sensual titillation or
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intent upon spiritual salvation and righteousness and sensual deprivation or annihilation
above any higher apperception or calling.
And yet, as Robert Johnson attests in Inner Work, “When human life is in balance, the
conscious mind and the unconscious live in relationship. There is a constant flow of energy
and information between the two levels as they meet in the dimension of dream, vision,
ritual, and imagination” (9). As, in other words, they partake of a dance within each of us
between this phenomenal realm of specificity and the eternal divine of totality, a dance
found in an interstitial realm Corbin named mundus imaginalis or “the imaginal realm.”
Who will sing again as Campbell in Creative Mythology sings how “each individual is the
center of a mythology all his own, of which his own intelligible character is the Incarnate
God, so to say, whom his empirically questing consciousness is to find” (36)? In this singing
may every one learn to “open…one’s own truth and depth to the depth and truth of
another in such a way as to establish an authentic community of existence” (ibid., 84).
This is no doctrine against God or any god, for, “The image of the vehicle of grace,
arriving in vision from untold depths, puts on the guise of the local mythic symbol of the
spirit, and as long as such symbols work there can be no quarrel with their retention” (ibid.,
85). Only, let them work: let them be useful to stated purposes of growth and renewal.
Because one of the roots of our human dilemma arises not from the efficiency of the model
but its effectivity in serving more than utilitarian materialistic or transcendentalist theological
or mere existential goals.
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Who will sing again? We all must sing again. Thus must we all be Spinners of Tales —
tales of learning, tales of renewing, tales of our selves and of one another. Thus must we all
be Spinners of Tales of the sort described in Campbell’s Creative Mythology:
Creative artists…mankind’s wakeners to recollection: summoners of our outward
mind to conscious contact with ourselves, not as participants in this or that morsel
of history, but as spirit, in the consciousness of being. [Ou]r task, therefore, is to
communicate directly from one inward world to another, in such a way that an
actual shock of experience will have been rendered. (92)
And never to “surrender to the invincible force of an outside determinant, but the sense
of an inward potentiality in the process of becoming” (ibid., 140): reweaving meaning; dyeing anew faltering paradigm and vision; transforming material with spirit rather than transcending spirit from matter; relinquishing rather than renouncing, recanting, repudiating —
unless a repudiatiing of our fear of death by relinquishment of life in recognition of departure
and renewal, and release for those souls, so enlightened, finished with this realm.
So much better may we do and be, in facing ourselves, in realizing “a knowledge beyond
all such dualistic conceptions as matter and spirit, bondage and release, sorrow and bliss”
(ibid., 157).
If we choose. If we will.
…every phenomenon is always and necessarily an incarnation,
a pure expression rather than representation.
Robert Avens (59)
The mythological constellation, overlaid by the changing times, is recaptured in poetry.
The image in the poet’s soul shakes off the disguise imposed on it by time and human history
and emerges again in its original form from the primordial font of myth.
Erich Neumann (68)
...And a whisper will be heard in the place | Where the ruined House once stood.
Yehuda Amichai, “The Place Where We Are Right” (34)
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Appendix A. Formulae
• Propositional formula notation for The Anti-Life Equation.
ALE = mf x (cc + SBEA) x (t ÷ AC + X)
__________________________________
ss x d2
Anti-Life Equation =
mortal fear x (cultural conditioning‡ + S alvation B y E xternal A gency)
x (time ÷ Attentive Capacity + eXperience)
‡ where cultural conditioning = social structure x doctrine: religious & cultural

• Propositional formula notation for ALE > RM —
Recombinant Mythology as answer to The Anti-Life Equation.
ALE ≠ Recognition. Acknowledgment. Contrast. Choice.
Reclamation & Retrieval | : RELINQUISHMENT :

• Propositional formula notation for Calculae of Qatsi (life-affirming ethic).
Patience (reclamation)

INTEGRITY

Alacrity (retrieval)

Humility (relinquishment)

RESPONSIBILITY
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Appendix B. Excerpt | V for Vendetta
V’s speech, spoken to dead clay and to himself, seems at first gratuitous, crazy, in this scene from page seven of
“Versions,” the second issue of Alan More and David Lloyd’s V for Vendetta (DC Comics, October 1988). Yet it
allows V (and, through him, us) to wrench back from the compromised image all that she promises, all that she
suggests, all that we look to her to remember. In short, V’s rationally senseless, imaginatively ingenious gesture
allows him to free his psyche (and, through him, ours) from both his concepts of justice and Justice’s
containment in her representation. Copyright © Alan Moore and David Lloyd.
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Appendix C. The Tower
Are the towers fallen harbingers or enactments of doomsday, images of our fear and fetishizing of destruction?
Are the towers fallen more than literal event or moral proof or even allegorical reference to typological scriptures? Are they anagogical evocations of, say, “The power of consuming, purifying fire [that] destroys the old
and sweeps it away. Nothing is spared; the tower of the ego will be shaken to its very foundation,” as Gerd
Ziegler writes in Tarot: Mirror of the Soul? Or might we insist upon a new way of seeing through that brings us
not face-front into fatal Armageddon but face-to-face with our fears? Copyright © Gregory Baisden.
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Appendix D. The Anti-Life Equation of Darkseid
Darkseid, the Overlord of Apokolips, seeks The Anti-Life Equation as his holy grail — a boon not for regenerating life but for establishing universal mind control, the total subjugation of all free will and choice to his
absolute command. Writer-Artist Jack Kirby’s epic vision (inaugurated in DC Comics’ The New Gods #1,
February/March 1971) served as a primary inspiration for George Lucas’ Star Wars, in which the filmmaker
turned Kirby’s monstrous Darkseid, enemy of the life-generative “Source,” into Darth Vader, servant of “the
dark side” of an all-pervasive “Force.” Copyright © DC Comics, Inc.
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Part Two | Production Component
A. Introductory Note on Form and Presentation
This ritual theater “Mystery Play” is conceived for performance over two days (Acts I and
III) and the intervening night (Act II), performed at a location with both typical stage (day)
and an accessible underground facility (night), such as a national park or old military base
with accessible bunkers, or some other cavernous site. The stage descriptions herein of
setting and action envision such a location as the moribund army bunkers in the Marin
headlands near San Francisco, California. Because that conception, with its attendant
audience participation, may prove impracticable for all productions, elements for omission
have been offset between bulleted brackets —

•( )•

— for ease of reference.

1
B. Orpheus & Eurydice: A Mystery Play | Acts I-III

ORPHEUS & EURYDICE
A

M Y S T E R Y

P L A Y

In his Sonnets to Orpheus, [Rainer Marie Rilke] asks how we should remember Orpheus, how we should attend him, witness him.
His reply is instructive. He says, in effect, that we are to raise no permanent monument to Orpheus, but let it be the rose
which in its blooming also fades. For the poet, the truth is in the passing. For the poet, the truth is in the letting go.
Robert Romanyshyn, Ways of the Heart (78)
Look at the flowers, so faithful to what is earthly, | to whom we lend fate from the very border of fate.
And if they are sad about how they must whither and die, | perhaps it is our vocation to be their regret.
Rainer Maria Rilke, The Sonnets to Orpheus Second Part, XIV

G R E G O R Y

S C O T T

B A I S D E N

Summer 2011

Silvestris homines sacer interpresque deorum
caedibus et victu foedo deterruit Orpheus,
dictus ob hoc lenire tigris rabidosque leones.

2
An outer shape dominated by tough and undying tradition; an inner life fiery with sincerity and spiritual freedom;
the vessels of a very ancient religion overfilled and broken by the new wine of reasoning and rebellious humanity,
and still, in their rejection, shedding abroad the old aroma, as of eternal and mysterious things: these are the fundamental
paradoxes presented to us by Greek Tragedy. The contrasts have their significances for other art also, perhaps for all great art.
Gilbert Murray, “Excursus on the Ritual Forms Preserved in Greek Tragedy” (The Myth and Ritual Theory)

ORPHEUS & EURYDICE
dramatis personae
(in order of appearance)
Eurydice | a maiden of the Cicones, belovéd of Orpheus
Nyseides | Eurydice’s attendant nymphs: the auloniad (pasture) nymphs Cisseïs, Nysa, and Erato
and the leimoniad (meadow) nymphs Eripha, Bromia, and Polhymno
Orpheus | master poet and lyre-singer, famed Argonaut, former adventurer, belovéd of Eurydice
Musaeus | student poet and lyre-singer, nephew to Orpheus
Hermes | Messenger of the Gods, Psychopomp to Souls, thief and trickster, creator of the carapace lyre:
God of Transmutation
Apollo | God of Sun, Poetry, Healing, receiver and master of the carapace lyre: God of Transcendence
Wedding Guests | attending the Wedding of Orpheus & Eurydice: Nyseides, Maenads, and Orpheus’ men
Echion, Euphemus, Hippothous, Lynceus, Panopeus, and Phyleus
Epolaus | the priest wedding Orpheus & Eurydice
Aristaeus | a hulking, quiet beekeeper enamored of Eurydice
Laertes | aged King of Ithaca and father to Odysseus, patron of the wedding of Orpheus & Eurydice
Dionysus | God of the Vine, Sociability, Revelry; master of lyric ekstasis: God of Transubstantiation
Orphne | avernale (underworld) nymph sympathetic to Orpheus’ quest, serving as guide
Lethe | avernale (underworld) nymph sympathetic to Orpheus’ quest, serving as guide
Cerberus | three-headed canine guardian of the Taenaran Gates of Hades
Charon | ferryman over the River Styx, passageway to Hades
Shades | Persephone’s attendant souls, six in number
Hades | Lord of the Dead, ruler of the Underworld, God of Riches and Shadow
Persephone | Queen of the Dead, daughter of Demeter: Goddess of Transformations
Erinyes | The Furies, or arbiters of karma:
Alecto “the unceasing,” Megaera “the grudging,” and Tisiphone “the avenging”
Maenads | Dionysus’ frenzied female revelers, feral in their hungers and passions:
Alcimacheua, Charopeia, Eurypyle, Gigarto, Myrto, and Staphyle
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Act I. The Marriage & Loss of Eurydice (nigredo et albedo)
Scene I : Orpheus, the Poet-Priest (calcinatio)
A bare stage, back-dropped with a single oak, green hills, and clear Summer sky. Low-lying flowers speckle the ground.
Lights come up as dawn. The play begins with the trill of lark song.
(off stage) : Do you hear? Can you hear it? Come, you slow languishers.
(She enters) The flowers of field delight the eye, but that bird of dawn — do you hear?
Come along.
EURYDICE

Enter the Nyseides, Eurydice’s six nymph companions: the auloniad (pasture) nymphs Cisseïs, Nysa, and Erato, and the
leimoniad (meadow) nymphs Eripha, Bromia, and Polhymno.
NYSEIDES

(together, earnest, not in unison) : Eurydice dear one, favored one — Relent.
— Come back.
— Come with us.
— Wait.

: Belovéd, leave your chasing that lark. Have mercy on your poor girls. Haven’t we tended you since the
moon fell, and you cried out in dream?
CISSEÏS

EURYDICE
CISSEÏS

(dismissive, distracted, looking after the bird) : Yes.

: Didn’t we soothe you with the lark’s first call, and watch with you for the day?

EURYDICE

(impatient, looking after the bird) : Yes.

: And haven’t we followed — rather chased after you as that daft bird fluttered away, ever drawing you on?
(Eurydice looks after the bird.) Eurydice, my lady?
CISSEÏS

: Yes. Yes. Today is all yes, for today am I wed to my Orpheus. And this dawn brings me lark song and
to it I say. “Yes,” and follow it for a while. Whether you choose to follow on.
EURYDICE

CISSEÏS

: But why?

NYSEIDES

(together, variously, not in unison) : Why? What profit? What purpose? This bird. Its silly song.

(rather stunned, still amused) : Why? Remind you, must I, of your native joy in song? Tell you, must I,
dryads, sweet sisters, of easy love in hearing, in seeing, in chasing the color and gesture and fragrance in song?
EURYDICE

CISSEÏS

(teasing) : Lark song, dark song: a cadence of wild sadness.

: Sad? I know none of that! None since my Orpheus turned his eyes to me. None on this day when my
happiness waxes full complete.
EURYDICE

CISSEÏS

(still teasing) : Silly song, anyway.

: Yes, silly song — and loving song, and calling song. For as the lark waits out the night to greet lightbringing sun, so have I awaited my love, and he is returned from his chase of fleece and friendship and peace and
fame, and brings to me my own true joy.
EURYDICE

As the day lightens, so do the Nyseides, finding their familiar teasing tones.
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ERIPHA
NYSA

: You trill for this musician-mage as the lark thrills for light.

: More like as the lark warbles for her, eyes of love and longing served.

BROMIA
ERATO

: That famous singer, great service done to Greece, setting all his charms on your charms.

: And did he enchant you as they say he enchants cold stone?

POLYHYMNO
ERIPHA
NYSA

: And rock!

: And tree!

: And bird!

CISSEÏS

(considering) : What sort of man is this, that all things obey him?

(together, variously, not in unison) : All creatures standing and walking, swimming and crawling, under
earth, in sea, in sky.
NYSEIDES

ERATO

: — and you, fair Eurydice?

(The Nyseides laugh. Eurydice again looks after the bird.)
: Not the song that’s silly, but you throng of frivolous sprites! Look, you’ve chased my song away. But
here has it brought me, where it might.
EURYDICE

ERIPHA

: Here?

NYSEIDES

(together, variously, not in unison) : Where is here?
Why fare here?
What of here?
What is here?

: You observe my doing but witness nothing of my intent. I chased the lark to bring me here, into fields
of flowers my wedding to festoon.
EURYDICE

(The Nyseides startle and titter, take note of the flowers all around.)
EURYDICE

: Come, let us gather then, decorous blooms for the ceremony!

POLYHYMNO
BROMIA

: You are so clever, Eurydice, and so we like you.

: Would be like you. Would tend to you.

POLYHYMNO
EURYDICE
NYSEIDES

: But tell us, answer true: Did this priestly warrior enchant you?

: He enchants me, yes, but what do you mean? That he stole my love for a song —

(together, variously, not in unison) : With a song.
By a song.
Through a song.
Like the bird.
That drew you here.
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: Not for a song have I found and give love, but for a singer most rare, who sings to me, all of me, all
you see here, all life awaiting him, however unaware.
EURYDICE

CISSEÏS

: What do you mean, unaware?

: However so — IN whatever STATE. For the birds dote on his every hour, silent in heeding and learning
new songs, and always he encourages them to sing along, with him: birds and lyre, water and fire. And four-footed
animals, of hoof or claw, or none at all, also come to hear truth or to soothe, and he tells me they know his
meanings, if not his words. And even the pebbles, and the rocks, and all stone, crouch in their silent listening,
and might move if the singing takes them.
EURYDICE

ERIPHA

: Move! The rocks? They say its true! But how can rocks move?

: I don’t know, but many claim to have seen it. Something especially in his triolets, or often during his
testaments of the birth of stars and the arrival of gods, stir them and quake them into motion.
EURYDICE

ERIPHA
NYSA

: So they say.

: And you, dear one, have been stirred awake to this adventurer years gone with Jason and his Argonauts?

BROMIA :
ERATO :

Finder of the Golden Fleece.

Quieter of sirens, savior of Jason —

POLYHYMNO
ERIPHA
NYSA

: Chiron’s pupil.

: Hera’s purpose.

: Her punishment.

ERATO :

— and his Argonauts.

BROMIA :

Minyans who conquered Colchis by bringing home the radiant hide of ram —

POLYHYMNO
EURYDICE
BROMIA :
ERATO :

: — slipped from the sleepless dragon’s maw.

: Yes, while Orpheus soothed the dragon to sleep, Jason gained the Golden Fleece.

Yet ensorcelled by Circe until she purified them all.

Has Orpheus ensorcelled you, Eurydice?

: They say when the Argonauts made free of Circe, they sailed strait to doom where the sirens were
singing. But Orpheus realized a counterpoint tune and salved their ears from bewitching. And next he calmed the
she-monster Scylla as the Argo drew near her cave and channel, hard by the whirling pool of Charybdis, itself
eased in churning by my lover’s song.
EURYDICE

NYSA

: What monstrous feats you relate, to his fame. What wonder, then, that he won fair you?

: The wonder’s in the capturer, no rare feat of capturing. For though from him I hear his songs, and
though to them I hold no rare immunity, still it’s within him I perceive his song. Nay: rather say, to me he all is
song, all of him song, and in him all song. How can I see him and relent from singing myself?
EURYDICE
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NYSA

: This is what we’re asking. (Nyseides all laugh.)

BROMIA :

And are told that though enchanting, our enchanter’s chant did not enchant you.

ERATO (teasing,

mock fluttery) : Rather does Eurydice see into his soul.

POLYHYMNO (suggestively)
NYSEIDES

: His wellspring of song, its fount and foundation.

(together, laughing) : And himself is won, all say!

EURYDICE

: You make me fun — and enjoy, I say. Today is all yes. Today is all love.

: All love for the son of the sun: Apollo and the Muse Calliope conceived this paragon of mortal men, and
from their divinity comes his gift of singing.
CISSEÏS

: That is a common tale, that most believe. Such telling aims to expound on legend, and explain famed
talents else inexplicable. Thus is my love, the greatest poet of his age, so fine his gift for song, sometimes called the
son of Apollo, who favored him with Hermes’ precious lyre. And Orpheus learned mastery and artistry under the
loving guidance of his mother Calliope, she of the beautiful voice, and Euterpe her sister, those Goddess Muses
renowned for their gifts to the world of epic and lyric magicks.
So you’ve heard. But hear the true story. For though the Muses live high on Olympus and are known for their
love of Apollo, not the sun god but Calliope’s lover Oeagrus, river god and king of Dionysos’ beloved Thrace,
sired on her the brilliant boy. (Wryly.) And in that love perhaps cooled and refreshed from hot memories of the
ember god.
From his father and his grandfather Charops, Orpheus learned the wine-god’s mysteries, but from his mother
he learned his art. And he learned to such perfection that no living thing, whether it breathe or lay inert, may
withstand the charm of his song. Fellow mortals and wild beasts together soften to his tones, and gather around
him in mildness and calm, setting aside any fierceness or contention, entranced at his playing. The birds relent
their music all the while Orpheus sings. Even rock and tree grow sensible to his charm, and crowd nearer to hear
him. Yet when near transfixed, rocks relax their hardness, trees relearn supple dances in breezes, joining Orpheus
accompanying himself on his lyre. At Zone in Thrace — go look and you will see — a band of mountain oaks still
stand, ancient now, in the pattern of a dance he left off of a sudden in the course of an afternoon. I see him there
now, among his listening companions of all sorts and all kinds, his head thrust back in an ecstasy as he sings.
And his songs will take him everywhere. For he joins Jason on the Argo and serves them as guide and guardian,
priest and poet, and he will calm their fears and soothe their feuds, and he will return with such fame that
nothing I may tell you can add to the tales already and always told of that voyage and my love’s part therein.
And all this you know, though now know in its truth, not tale nor legend. For so much Orpheus tells me
himself, as the early evening colors and soothes our walks. Yes, this and more… but…
EURYDICE

: Oh, do tell us more, Eurydice.

ERIPHA
NYSA

: Yes.

BROMIA :
ERATO :

Oh, please.

His gentle walking.

POLYHYMNO
CISSEÏS

: His soothing song.

: His heart revealed to you.

NYSEIDES

(together, some laughing, some serious) : Valiant, brilliant Orpheus.
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: Methinks his skill in words honeys your tongue with new talents, dear sister.

ERIPHA

(cautious, unsure) : Well, yes, there is more, I suppose, but I misspoke to say so much. My love for my
lover makes my tongue dance, when what lovers share of their direst depths best remains in that bastion of trust
true lovers conspire to provide one another. (turning away, creating distraction) I will leave off — the lark!
EURYDICE

NYSA

: No. No.

BROMIA :
ERATO :

To tease!

To offer then withdraw!

POLYHYMNO

: Share your loving.

CISSEÏS

: Let us hear.

ERIPHA

: For we love you!

NYSA

: And him whom you love.

BROMIA :

Sister, on this our last day with you — (Eurydice demurs.) Our last day with you as sisters of the flowering
field and carefree sun! On this day, deny us no hope in the bonds of love, show us the compact of lovers’ trust,
share with us this tale, for in it we perceive his means of enchantment.
(Knowing looks, some sweet, some lascivious, some sincere, between the nymphs.)
ERATO :

That by which he enchanted you.

POLYHYMNO
NYSEIDES

(teasing, laughing, excited) : That spur to your betrothal and wedding!

EURYDICE
NYSEIDES

: That song within him you see more than hear.

(uneasy, charmed, concerned, thoughtful) : Well…

(together — not in unison, but clearly) : Yes, here we shall sit and attend.

: For you say, fair sister, that Thracian Orpheus, who sings with the brilliance of Apollo’s sun, rather is
versed in the beguiling ways of Dionysus, and the arts and mysteries of Our Mother.
CISSEÏS

(absently, still yearning after the lark) : Did I say so? Did I say “rather”? Rather, I would say “as well as” —
for as Orpheus delights in the clear-sighted structures of Apollo’s light, so he revels in the dark-twined pathways of
Dionysus’ night, and in that… he…
EURYDICE

ERIPHA
NYSA

: Sisters, there it is. But what beguiles and troubles her so?

: How silent in her newfound eloquence, for she speaks from the heart yet says not what’s in it.

BROMIA :
ERATO :

Dear Eurydice, mortal sister, we can see your care. Can you not see ours?

Dear one, untrouble your heart.
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: As sacred between sisters are secrets between lovers. On this day of all love and all yes, grant our
request, and speak freely to us, as if for the last time. (Eurydice truly shocked now, Polyhymno quick to explain.) For as
free-roaming sisters in field and furze, over mead and mere, here we are met for our last time.
POLYHYMNO

(A somberness descends on the nymphs, some tears. Eurydice, touched, makes a decision.)
: My dear ones. Now we are come to it, and I will tell. But first my gifts to you each, loved so well.
Nothing fancy or large or cumbersome to carry, just this: my kiss of love’s true blessing.
(Eurydice goes to each in turn, addresses each by name, then kisses, variously, per her intimacy with each: a hand on one’s
shoulder, both hands on the side of another’s face, running fingers gently through one’s hair, holding both hands of another…)
Cisseïs (they laugh at the pun), amorphous wings around my fluttering heart.
EURYDICE

ALL OTHER NYSEIDES
EURYDICE

: Eripha, learnéd brow and helpmeet.

ALL OTHER NYSEIDES
EURYDICE

(in unison, bittersweet, playful) : Wine god’s feeder and keeper.

: Erato, Arkadian prophet of unruly Pan.

ALL OTHER NYSEIDES
EURYDICE

(in unison, bittersweet, playful) : Thessalian Pan.

: Bromia, darling of Dionysus in his Nyssan cave.

ALL OTHER NYSEIDES
EURYDICE

(in unison, bittersweet, playful) : Counsel wise.

: Nysa, dear rearer of Dionysus, honeyed daughter of Aristaeus.

ALL OTHER NYSEIDES
EURYDICE

(in unison, bittersweet, playful) : Moth to flame.

(in unison, bittersweet, playful) : Witnessing all ways of love.

: Polyhymno, keeper of versions of various tales.

ALL OTHER NYSEIDES

(in unison, bittersweet, playful) : Story-giver, story-saver.

: I love you all, and will not be long from you, if returned but occasionally and much changed. For
whenever the fields fill with sun and flower fragrance, there will you see and remember me. And whenever rain
sweeps down in quenching thirsty seed, there will you hear my loving song.
EURYDICE

(The nymphs embrace, comfort, brighten.)
: Song changed, deepened, by my Orpheus, himself transformed in espying me. For listen, sisters, and
hear the secret you perceive.
As new war brews far away, between our Achaean kin and faithless Troy, the call goes wide for good men and
hearty, warriors keen honed and men of magic might, to ally with Lacedaemon’s Menelaus and Agamemnon, to
bring home rank insult and retrieve that stolen.
EURYDICE

CISSEÏS

: Helen! She speaks of Helen.

ERIPHA

: Bride abducted to again bride be.

NYSA

: Paris’ prize: misfortunate rapine of love.

BROMIA :

Languorous love left, for lustful living.
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ERATO :

Honor forfeit to hunger.

POLYHYMNO
EURYDICE

: All the world a-raged and arming!

: And so it is, and mustn’t all good kin and vassal respond to right this wrong?

(The nymphs murmuring, anxious.)
CISSEÏS

: How not?

ERIPHA

: But such cost.

NYSA

: O! Perfidy in poetry of love.

BROMIA :
ERATO :

O! Caged despair into uncagéd doom.

Trading trap of lingering for trap of loving.

POLYHYMNO

: Why not allow true love its escape, and be done?!

(Gasps among the nymphs, turning to Polyhymno. Eurydice comforts her, hand on her head.)
EURYDICE

: Not a thought unfair, if a question unwonted. Just so, sweet sisters, asks Orpheus.

(Strong gasps, the nymphs now fully scandalized.)
: No, I will explain, and simply.
My love doubts not the justness of the cause, king requiring back his queen, and answer to affrontery. But
Orpheus wearies of the tumult, wars waged in name of love yet pursued in rage and misunderstanding, sides set
upon one another in lusty righteousness, a god impelling this revenge, a goddess compelling that redress, insult
and assault answering insult and affront, and in turn the same answering again.
Where will it end? Where can it cease? Ever we see in death only.
And yet death comes soon enough, without mayhem of malice spurring it along.
Such madness saw Orpheus in his journeys, rancor fixed alike brother against brother as much as against
claimed foes. How often on the Argo had he to soothe rivalry and envy between purported friends bound in
mutual quest, their scheming unrest no less shrill and sundering than seductive siren cry: Meleager and Amphion;
Herakles, that rogue; and the ruthless Dioscuri; Theseus, Peleus, and my beloved Orpheus.
And this quest itself, to quench Jason’s uncle’s usurping pride.
EURYDICE

NYSEIDES

(gasping together, not in unison) : Beware!

: I speak no ill respect, yet echo the discontent of my belovéd’s heart and eyes. As he, do I honor the
apt, apic Apollonian sun. As he, do I honor the diallel Dionysian vine. Yet in such honor, how we ravish — yea,
do we forget and neglect — the Mother, Demeter, giving life to us all: grounding sun, growing vine, giving life to
us all. Have we no better answer for ourselves in this living than impulse and reaction to one another’s whims and
wiles, rashly acting in the push and press of fate-drunk gods —
EURYDICE

NYSEIDES

(gasping, rending, a turmoil, not in unison) : Aiee!

: No, I say, don’t hear me false. I offer all obeisance to the law and the gods. But can’t we, as Orpheus
sings, gift our actions as acts of love, for which we declaim so much of our troubles are found? Let love live, let it
rule, I say. And I will have it so on this my wedding day!
EURYDICE
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(Eurydice runs away, back where they all came, and the nymphs look to one another then chase after, much as they had been
chasing the lark. The effect is of a field suddenly, tumultuously, emptied. Light remains constant, nearing noon.)

Scene II : Eurydice, the Fair Fortune (congelatio)
(From off, the sound of lyre chords.)
MUSAEUS

(off stage) : Can you play it again, uncle?

(Enter Orpheus, holding his golden lyre, and his young nephew Musaeus.)
ORPHEUS

: Again, Musaeus? Have you not caught its pattern by now? You must listen.

: I do, dear uncle, and note the progressions, even heeding your precise positions. Yet I am confused
sometimes at the complexity of sound from your movement’s simplicity. And I am beguiled sometimes into
listening, so rapt at what you play I forget to follow the playing. Forgive me, uncle Orpheus.
MUSAEUS

: Forgive, you ask, for such a little sin. Nephew, you own no fault for delight in the hearing, even for
losing yourself in the spell keenly cast. (Musaeus uncertain.) Because that’s the aim of this craft, boy: to capture and
enchant and soothe who’ll listen, that in their ease and relax they might absorb more than the passing sound and
play but enter into the image and example brought forth, finely wrought.
ORPHEUS

(still not understanding) : Then I am at fault, being caught in the playing, riding the motion of hand and
music and missing their result.
MUSAEUS

: Dear boy, no. You mistake one result for another, deeming your learning to play more important than
your ability to enjoy. But these are not at odds. The result, if any, is not prescribed, so doctrinaire. Look for a
feeling and a being, not a destination. You are right to release into the playing — that is not obstacle or fault to
your learning. Rather it tells me you bring reverie beyond self — imagination — into the discipline of your poetry.
Leave only so much room for the literal, so narrow, and seek the expanses of open knowing, feeling freely flowing,
multiplicity, and discovery.
As it should be, else I’d leave off playing and lyric and song, and scrive into stone some discourse or doctrine
and law, and haven’t we enough of that? Will more clenching doctrine and further delimiting law lead us back to
lost joy and resolve disputes known for what they are — neither attempts at redress nor cure of old ill, but
perpetuation of conflict, finer slicing of hair-fine slights, cumbersome balancing of inexact and deceiving scales, in
the name of some cause or god or glory relentless pushed beyond our reach with each scrambling grab at
definition.
Be not so quick and fast with definitions, Musaeus. Rather, be open to all discovery brings.
ORPHEUS

MUSAEUS

: I don’t follow…

: As my stories partake of image and sign, as much symbol as representation, so my playing comprises as
much artistry, improvisation and instinct, as craft, formulation, and technique. (Musaeus still uncertain.)
Don’t fault yourself, my boy, at being swept up in the movement of the music. That shows you can sidestep
your fixation on function. Now let us work on your discipline, for that key resolves your lax attention, and also
frees your intuitive intention.
ORPHEUS

: O, uncle, I misdoubt myself as your pupil. I relish your music, and long to reproduce it. Yet I am
impatient of hand, and wandering of mind — I fear better suited to listen than to learn and play by your side.
MUSAEUS
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: Perhaps that is so, Musaeus, and you can make it so by deciding so now. To quit and merely admire, to
imagine vicarious through the work of another, becomes an easy thing. Not so to conjure forth your own magic,
your own being. That, too, you must choose, and yet not only once and it’s done, but continuously. What would
you wish?
ORPHEUS

: Well, long have I wished to be like you: to hear as you do, to sing like you. To draw from the lyre
sounds rich and inspiring. Like you, to know story and life’s truth, to bring it beguiling through the ears and even
eyes of all who listen, thus into their hearts and mind’s eye with decision and inspiration and renewal.
MUSAEUS

ORPHEUS

: For catharsis, you might say.

MUSAEUS

: I know naught of that.

: Naught but what you feel, and plenty of that in the courses of the story and singing you so love. I’d say,
Musaeus, this you relish above the seeming of fine wailing and tale telling. Not the story or the relating, in
themselves, but the effect they have on your thinking and feeling. Isn’t that so?
ORPHEUS

(confused, questioning, halting) : I…love the lyre…for this feeling it inspires in me…of…release…of
renewing…hope…and surcease of doubt and…uncertainty and regret. (With dawning awareness.) I love story for its
impact, not its details or its trappings — not the lament itself, but the lamenting!
MUSAEUS

ORPHEUS

: I’m not sure I see what you mean.

: Well, I mean… I think that, maybe, the act of storytelling, the sharing of tales, is more important than
a particular tale. And the feeling and thought inspired in the hearer matter more than the particular points or
appearances of this story or that. Yes?
MUSAEUS

: Perhaps. Though many are the stories worth loving in themselves, and much does each tell of the
people and place it came from. Still, we as artists more serve what tales create than what they tell.
ORPHEUS

MUSAEUS

: Which is?

: That response in you toward the true. That recognition and reclamation of your true you too easily lost
in each moment’s concerns. The singing brings you back from each moment into each moment, a return to what
resides within every breath beyond the need and act and refreshment of breathing, to the life made alive, filled
with light, in the breathing.
ORPHEUS

MUSAEUS

: That runs all circular serpentine, uncle.

: Like a song returning to its chorus and its theme. (Musaeus nods in new understanding.) And thus this
day’s lesson is complete, and without needless fretting over a lyre in your hands.
ORPHEUS

MUSAEUS

: Clever uncle. But may I hold it for a moment anyway?

ORPHEUS

: You may. If you’ll relent and, for a moment or more, play.

(Musaeus takes up Orpheus’ lyre, yet makes little headway in strumming or plucking — longingly but ineffectually, at times
with promise, but ultimately discordant, with no more than simple structure.)
: Release your frustration, Musaeus, lest it grow into discouragement. Let patience and determination
answer your disappointment, and them grow into discipline.
ORPHEUS
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And let the lyre help you, for it is a magical gift by which the hearts of men — particularly men — are quelled
and purified and restored to themselves. By the lyre’s soothing power, all things — as you’ve seen — may come back
to their true selves, away from judgment and expectation and regret, above fear and lust and jealous
recrimination, to presence... (He forestalls himself.) But less talk, more listen. Hear this song, nephew. To your
following ear will it sound as a love song, perhaps — and, indeed, I wrote it for my love, enthralled by her beauty
and grace, yet inspired further by feelings her presence raises in me. So, this song of loving addressed to a
particular object floats above itself to speak of things more…universal than at first seems. Harken!
(After announcing the title, Orpheus fluidly, lyrically speaks the poem, his lyre a moderate accompaniment, simple chords at
best.)
Chaos Theorem, for a start.
Within time bartered away
in mundane execution
of tasks absorbing leased talent,
inspiration seeks intrusion
and awakening.
Will we listen?
To the call
of all held dear,
even here,
the more so after all that’s been given
shriven
and now leavened anew
by the sight, smell, talk,
and thought
of you.
A brilliance spills open
from subliminal reverie
to an awareness in ecstasy
a fullness of expectancy
in remembering you
so new
unknown
and so captivating
in all particularities:
phrase and figure

MUSAEUS

mind and manner
conviction and convection
of fathoming philosophy
with passion
for the inspection of action
in action
reaction
and interaction
on so apparently many plains
(your body, carnal notation,
not the most
not near the least)
Just so you jangle these nerves
as these words
and inspire departure
from the flat habitation
of the suburban night
for the curvature of
gainful unguarded larger life
That which inspires these devoutly vigilant,
confessing eyes
with what each moment contains
despite its size
or shape or owner
and reminds, again, the sight.
And sore eyes, truly, these are.
How you salve them, just in view.

: Thank you, uncle.

: Did you like that tune, nephew? Did it soothe? Did you swoon? (They laugh, perhaps wincing.)
Notice how, as the lyre is tuned, so may its tones serve to attune you, and others, all things. Order and its
complement made audible in music retrieves the self from its everyday scheming against hungers and fears and
lusting. As the audible interplay of chord and discord resonate in the air, so too in the listener, touched then and
restored and attuned, renewed.
ORPHEUS

MUSAEUS

: Uncle, you speak of…harmony?
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: Apt pupil, good Musaeus. For some, harmony is mere harmoniousness, but we must think of it not as
easy sweetness of tones in concord but as telling themes in contrast, as compliment within contest, balance amidst
battle: call it proportion, if not needfully equal, betwixt and between difference, even opposites. When we set to
playing, we bring out parts dark and light, bright and sour, sweet and harsh to in their interplay trace, say, a
beating heart, or a love’s caress, the path of the sun, the course of a vine, the making of a child from conception
to decline. Neither tones merely pleasing nor crashing nonsense of noise can tell such truth, for in the world is
neither perfect symmetry nor rampant disorder, but both order and chaos in right proportion, if rarely, or never,
needfully equal.
ORPHEUS

MUSAEUS

: Uncle! Then each song the telling of a journey, yet also a journey itself.

ORPHEUS

: Say, please, “THE journey itself,” and we’ll conclude a second lesson. Well done!

: Now may I see the lyre for more than a means, more than a tool. How each string marks a course into
story, and through.
MUSAEUS

: Well said. And each string of apparent length made longer and richer and stronger by marking stations
or stops along its way, tones and sounds innumerable in their combinations.
And one more thing: in this musical balance of all sounds and all tones, of all potential utterance, we find a
scale more refined, more delicate and inclusive than those scales established by rationing men in their parsing and
accounting morals and dogmas. Talk for an hour on the law and twist interpretation to your liking. Yet keen,
clear, complex truth can be heard by just striking — (Sounds a strong C chord.)
Yet is that final, a lasting truth, the uppermost law? (Sounds a strong D chord.)
Whatever the priestly or the mechanical declaim, never, never is any one thing the All. For though everything
resides in All, derives from All, no one thing — O! why speak when we may sing, a vaster truth to convey.
ORPHEUS

(Again, Orpheus fluidly, lyrically speaks the poem, his lyre a moderate accompaniment, simple chords at best.)
This I call “Ein Sof,” a phrase I learned amongst philosophers.
All is divinity
Infinitely everywhere,
No where, all where:
Divinity infinitely everywhere.
What all came from,
All remains of;

And all remains of and within
That from which it sprang:
I Am that I Am.
There is nothing else.
All is all
And all is All.

Beauty resides everywhere, Musaeus, anywhere, in everything, if we but lose our fear and judgment, and
embrace it. Rather do we grasp for beauty’s standard, by which all else must be made lesser or ugly. And thence
commences our crusade for improvement and betterment and purity — and, most of all, control of the standard.
We humans have beauty in abundance — beauty, which is to say this divinely dispensed gift and place of living.
Divine beauty in abundance, all around, all within. Yet by dint of some callous disdain for this living, for its
mortality or its difficulty, do we disdain life itself. So our selfish actions show, and raise a bitter miasmic stench
amidst paradise.
For battle between peoples, the many tribes of humans, isn’t about seeing beauty, living beauty, perceiving the
beauty that exists, that manifests and expresses — look! all around! — but about holding the key, the imprimatur of
beauty, as a power, as a property, and as goad, this so-called golden mean. And that way lies corruption, not only
of beauty, but of everything: culture, law, philosophy, love, life itself.
We strike our chords against that! To in some wise protest that! Asking the willing to not look back to received
notions of good and wrong, beauty and ill, right and weak, but into each now of each one of us, for the
perceivable, reachable, retrievable beauty and love and wonder resident within each we every one.
So play your music while you may, and for all with an ear to hear, for soon do toil and strife call you to other
purposes, if they can.
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MUSAEUS

: You sound like a lover.

ORPHEUS

: What’s that?

MUSAEUS

: You sound like a lover.

: Yes, Musaeus, a lover, the incarnate god. After noble thievery, endless challenge, and hard contest, at
last am I that, at last. A lover I am of all living…
ORPHEUS

(Again, Orpheus fluidly, lyrically speaks the poem, his lyre a moderate accompaniment, simple chords at best.)
Call this, “Let We Be”
I am being and becoming, living and loving
here and now
for you and for me
and for everyone.
I will not stand fast:
do not hold me still as I pass.
I am not moving away;
I am not leaving behind;
I am moving forward,
weaving a new kind of being and becoming .
You come, too.

Come along, you
dancing as you will, where, and when,
being and becoming what you will now and again
beside and beyond me and you
to singing we all together
being, becoming an other
to each other:
we and me
you and we
and to you and me
singing we all together.

: Uncle, please: one more song.

MUSAEUS

: Yes, I understand: so much better than the prattle of philosophy. More direct, anyway.
This one holds no name, but simply begins.

ORPHEUS

Ladies & Gentlemen, view the All-Seeing Eye.
When it hovers above the pyramid,
floating free, our work incomplete,
we serve the great good of life and living,
receptive in longing for wisdom unfolding.
When it fills the fat pyramid,
bloating large, our work corrupted,

we lust for the gilt of material life,
coërcive in manipulating for knowledge and control.
Which do you see,
and crave:
An eye for an eye,
surveillance unending?
An eye for all eyes, awareness unfolding?

Now come, nephew. We’ve fulfilled my morning’s promise of a lesson, and then some, and persevered
ourselves into a goodly semblance of discipline. But I am to wed today the fairest fair, heart’s dearest Eurydice,
and have somewhat left to prepare.
: You are most kind to remember me on this sweetest day. I admit, though, I wanted this lesson most

MUSAEUS

especially.
ORPHEUS

: Yes? And why?

MUSAEUS

: To bolster my courage and hand in offering song at the ceremony.

ORPHEUS

: Dear nephew! How I long for that! Let’s make our way there then. (Responds as to a call.) But wait!

MUSAEUS

: Who comes?
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(Orpheus cranes, looks, as Eurydice enters downstage right. She rushes in, almost past, not seeing. She appears flushed, perhaps
agitated.)
ORPHEUS

: Why, here she is, loving beauty, beautiful love itself. Eurydice!

(She sees him, relieved.)
: Orpheus, O! O, Orpheus!
(She begins a supple dance that brings her to Orpheus by the end of her song, at which she plucks his lyre and embraces him.)
EURYDICE

There you be!
Love my love, and so you be
come to life
to meet the life in me.
You sing like sun shining.
You stand full of light.
You set my eyes singing
with every fresh sight
of your full being

singing all you are to me.
disclosing yourself,
witnessing me.
Can I but love you more
for loving me
with such intensity of seeing
that you allow all of me?
All my love for you?
All the fullness we may both be?

: Eurydice, you inspire me!
(Looking directly into her eyes during his song.)
ORPHEUS

Promises, promises.
Make them with conscious deliberation,
enter them not lightly.
To you I have made three.
Do you remember them?

And:
To love you so even though
it means relinquishing you completely,
utterly,
and freely.

To myself about you I have made two,
And perhaps I’ll see you only as your dear friend,
and they fill my thoughts every day:
knowing that.
To love you impeccably, with joy and candor
and unrestrained genuineness of intention and feeling,
Though not lightly made,
mind and spirit, body and soul.
these promises made easy because
I love you
truly
(They kiss.)
ORPHEUS

: What brings you to the fields?

EURYDICE

: Gathering, with my girls. We must have flowers for the day.

: As you wish, my love. Yet the flowers, and their attendant bees, must swoon in jealousy in presence of
you, fairest bloom of all.
ORPHEUS

(Eurydice pleased yet blushing. They kiss again. Musaeus rather abashed — Eurydice sees him.)
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EURYDICE

: Why, hello, Musaeus, how run your lessons?

MUSAEUS (bashful

in her presence) : I’m learning a lot now.

(Eurydice seems confused. Orpheus quickly turns to Musaeus. They all laugh.)
ORPHEUS

: And more than learn, for Musaeus will sing at our ceremony.

EURYDICE

: Yes? Sing well of love and lovers, Musaeus, for today all is loving song and singing love.

: For me, mere student, it is mostly loving of song and singing of love — (Eurydice and Orpheus seem mildly
perplexed.) But I will do my best, my lady, under your kind inspiration. (He kneels, kisses her hand, departs.)
MUSAEUS

EURYDICE (watching
ORPHEUS

: Yes, my dear: my ripe pupil.

EURYDICE
ORPHEUS

him go) : So young and green, and so willing.

: Orpheus, you see I carry no flowers, and my girls left far behind.

: I see that and more, sweet. What plagues you on this of all days?

: Talk. (Thoughtful pause.) Talk amongst our peoples, talk between we girls. You speak of love in loving
tones, and I reply as I might and may, yet all else, even today, is talk of parting and departing for war.
EURYDICE

ORPHEUS

: Do your nymphs, then, lament your coming change, even as they anticipate the celebration?

: Happy are they for us, in the main, but they do sense an end to our days of meadow dancing and
nature playing.
EURYDICE

: Well they might, for it is come to that, I suppose. Yet in the meadow dancing I first saw you, in your
play with nature I first loved you, and would have none of that change, or not entire, in your coming to me for
love. Rather, say you aspire to other dancing, our melding dance, and playing in your nature more broadly, more
fully, more womanly, than your girls or mere meadows or raw nature allows. In our vows will be shown the
broadening of our purposes, made mutual, made more full, in loving one another.
ORPHEUS

: Can my days, my purpose, be more full, from sowing sunlight through grasses and trees to loving — o!
loving — my sweet and daring Orpheus? Yet I fear your days soon more full still, and filled with strife, indeed, far
afield at war.
EURYDICE

(suddenly somber, turning away in worry) : Ah, now I hear your true concern. O, well I know it, ever in
mind, ever growing around us, another call for righteously revengeful war. (He sinks down, sets his attention to his
lyre, moves to pluck it but relents.)
ORPHEUS

: There it is, love. Do we lose one another so near the finding? Does Troy take our love? Not just one,
hungry Helen, but all lovers, sent to retrieve her, recapture her, to a bed she abandoned and fled?
EURYDICE

(going to her) : You know my heart in this, none else better. I have done my duty and also sated my pride
for adventure and fame and friendship and tribe. Now I long to stay, by your side, and share my songs for all ears,
all inspiring, not just for raving warriors, all conspiring their triumphs and conquests and gains.
When will rape and pillage be enough, to quench the thirst and hunger for more? When will taking and
possessing be enough, to quell heart and spirit from more? I look around, and most of all to you, and I see
bounty, all beauty, and sufficience, giftous love. Yet even our people, all peoples, consume and grasp and sup, and
ORPHEUS
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hunger and crave and never enough: every feast too fleeting, every treasure but bauble whetting appetite for more,
always more.
But I’ve lost my taste for fleece of gold, grand title, store of riches, fame, fortune, glory, as hero or victor.
Sweetness alone for me comes now in making: creating the culture we’ve so long fought to define; crafting the law
by which all find peaceful, prosperous life; singing the stories of our founding and ideals; but most of all making a
life of love with you.
(They kiss again, embracing.)
: But what of honor, fair Orpheus? Do you not defend this love you would have for us in bringing back
love to Menelaus? In some way, Helen’s loss puts question to our culture, to our law, does it not? And this
glorious uprising of our men and arms requires its chronicler, in the name of all, its ideals and triumphs and
tragedies to tell. For love of me you would bid to this farewell?
EURYDICE

: For all that, through all that, did I fight and sing, that I might come to this love of you, Eurydice.
Because Menelaus cannot keep his love, are we to lose ours, me my Eurydice, you your Orpheus, our whole
country its ripest youth and greatest riches, for a man who’ll not honor love to go free, where it will, of its need?
You ask me of honor, and I have no answer in me, for I conceive an honor no more gracious than thee, of we
together cherishing what my warrior friends ever claim to seek yet ever in action throw away.
ORPHEUS

(kissing his cheeks slowly) : Is it so, Orpheus? For so I said to my Nyseid companions: must love ever await
the grim resolve of war to find its rest? If so, I deem love is lost, crushed under anger’s continual march to answer
slight or redeem loss, to expand one good against some other evil, onward, onward, into constant night of eye for
eye, reciprocal spite, fear contesting fear until all is blight and ruin and loss.
EURYDICE

: All is not lost, sweet Eurydice, for we yet breathe, and choices yet to be faced and made. Let Menelaus
and Agamemnon plot and plan, and perhaps have their day. But today, this day, is all for us, and let it be all yes
and love.
ORPHEUS

EURYDICE
ORPHEUS

: What did you say?

: I said yes, my love. Yes to love.

EURYDICE

: Orpheus! Love! The ladies will greet us with flowers!

(Light softens to near dark as they exit.)

INTERLUDE

(Upstage center brightens on a frozen wedding tableaux as Hermes and Apollo enter from opposite wings, respectively stage left
and right. The brother gods greet each other and move to center stage to speak.)
HERMES

: Greetings, Apollo. Whereat all the gods, when Orpheus wants their presence?

APOLLO :

Invited, Hermes. Called. But not come.

HERMES (interested)

: Contesting the passing age of heroes, converging upon Troy.

: And wherefore Orpheus himself not gone, where have most all of his fellow Argonauts: Acastus and
Iolaus, Hippasus, Evippus, and Eurytion, and Ancaeus, naming just the few.
APOLLO
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HERMES (brightening

at the information exchange) : Though no few at all answer and clamor to increase the call. Soon
soldiers like fire eating all the land will subdue Earth groaning underfoot, just as Zeus makes her moan when in
anger he lashes land with his love for lightning and frightening all who defy.
: Word runs fast of the call from Atreus’ sons, Menelaus and Agamemnon crying for repayment of favors
to realize revenge. Yet think you heroes enough will answer to pursue and win the cause?
APOLLO

HERMES (relishing

that he has news unheard) : Impossible to tell all tales or name all names of the masses arming for
Trojan war, not with ten tongues, ten mouths, untiring voice, ceaseless heart, unless our Olympian Muses, Zeus’
daughters, sang me of them all. But hear of the proud leaders, ships’ commanders, every ship entire full.
Prothous, son of Teuthredon, leads the Magnetes, gathering, it’s said, in forty black ships.
Aboard Guneus’ twenty-two ships from Cyphus sail the Enienes and Peraebians, reliable fighting men from
cold Dodona, near lovely river Titaresius, that branch of dread river Styx, where most solemn oaths are sealed.
Admetus with his finest of horses, fast as birds as Eumelus drives them, and all of matching color, age, and
height. But you know their sight, having bred them in Perea, mares carrying terror in their fleetéd feet.
Peneleus, Leitus, and Arcesilaus lead the Boeotians, with Clonius and Prothoenor. Fifty ships these men
provisioned, each one hundred and twenty men strong, from twenty-nine townships, forts, and settled groves.
Ascalaphus and Ialmenus, Ares’ sons born secret of —
: An admirable comprehensiveness perceive I in you, upright old stone. Yet will you recount them all, lists
like as long as day?
APOLLO

: I would, for the ear that would hear. For instance: Great-hearted Elephenor, another Ares son,
commands the Abantes, who live to breathe fury of war, grow their hair long behind, warrior spearmen of fierce
desire to shred their enemies, to pierce arméd bodies with their straight, sharp, long ashen spears.
HERMES

APOLLO

: Yes, messenger.

: And troops from fortress strong Mycenae — rich Corinth, Cleonae, and all the lands about — fill one
hundred ships for Agamemnon, Atreus’ son, brother to aggrieved Menelaus putting on a proud display, gleaming
in armor, the most men of all.
HERMES

APOLLO

: Yes, messenger.

: From Lacedaemon, land of ravines, and Sparta and environs, comes word of sixty ships of war-bent
Menelaus, confident, courageous, rousing his troops with heart and word passionate for Helen’s revenge. Yet of —
But, no: let me relent, saving history and homily for the homely of hearing.
HERMES

: For this news, I thank you, brother, though thanks at dire tidings do not them applaud. Such fell
gathering of warrior in righteous cause. Wherefore has Orpheus not gone?
APOLLO

: Matters of the lyre, from epic to lyric love, from minstrelsy to ministry, he teaches now of adventure not,
no quest and conquest, but of peace he sings, of harmony not harm, of warm hearth not hot war. And hear you
what our kind say of that?
HERMES

: There is wisdom in it, yet greater wisdom for Orpheus I fear Athena intends, and our father frets that
my son sings of love and contentment in a world still unsettled.
APOLLO

: Unsettled? As his marriage bed. (They laugh.) Zeus craves an ordered world for to pay him homage, yet
looses his evil son quick enough, and often, to unwind order that he may spool it up again better to his authority
and worship.
HERMES

APOLLO

: Order and chaos ever twine. Though one cant against another call them twain and at odds.
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: Well, no merry missives savors Zeus that lend Hera support for unions and contracts of a smoother sort
than is his wont. (They laugh again.) But hark! The wedding party comes.
HERMES

(Hermes and Apollo return to the wings, respectively stage right and left, as lights soften to dark.)

Scene III : Marriage of Soul & Shaman (fixatio)
(Lights return half as wedding party begins slowly setting stage for ceremony: at center, a high, white-clothed A-frame canopy for
the couple’s vow-giving; to either side at winged angles, tables with chairs behind (upstage), decked with flowers and vines,
goblets, plates, decanters. At downstage left, a smaller table bearing wedding cake, punch bowl, many candles of various sizes,
and stacks of small cups and plates for sharing the wedding feast with the audience. As they work in the half-light, muffled talk
and exclamations, Museaus enters upstage, sharing flirt with a particular girl — shy but interested, parting as her work requires
and he moves down center stage to his spot. Throughout, the Nyseides dance, making each task a ritual.)
MUSAEUS

: A song for my master and his lady, though, I admit, as much for myself in approaching new love.

Regarding all this love we’ve been making:
I’m in no hurry to HOT CONSUMMATE with you.
Every lingering sensation with you
is its own contained ecstasy,
and living through a gently chaste kiss with you
inspires a most carnal impulse
yet impels no hurried lust.
I’d rather converse with you than kiss you
should kissing invade the conversing,
yet each kiss provides the perfect period
to our any thought, theory, or premonition.
Your lips move, finding phrases for feelings
much less ephemeral than their syllabic construction,
and the motion stirring there invites participation:
further phrases, fevered feints at philosophies
all most precisely and concisely
contained and conveyed in that kiss

right here
inhabiting the stillness, dear and tense,
between us
entering the mind alive with sober wishes
of companionship and intoxicated images
of union
through this kiss
right here
sending me and you into you and me and
finding we starkly present in our touches
that move in furious-paced slowness,
eager quaking calm
like our mouths offered up
in gently unchaste kisses
intent on making
only
and slowly
love.

(As Musaeus sings, Priest Epolaus, decked in vines, holding a thyrsus, moves upstage center, anchoring scene and directing crew.
As Museaus ends, lights come full up, his spot fading away as he addresses the audience.)
: Welcome great gods and goddesses all, masters and mistresses of Olympus do we call and charge and
acclaim. Join us, we beseech, and bless us with each your holy names.
Welcome good people of Thessaly, honored guests of Orpheus and Eurydice.
Today are we met to celebrate their wedding, union of lovers long sundered by travels all know well, yet now
together to make bond of forever, strengthening love with bond of their vows.
Welcome, welcome, from humble Musaeus, who bids you extend your attention and good will to this moment
of union and celebration, to join us in the revel. What say you?
(Awaits audience assent — stokes it if necessary. Receives it with gracious pleasure.)
Then let us proceed — ceremony awaits! And join you, all, in our wedding song! I give you the good Epolaus.
MUSAEUS

(Museaus moves away, into the party, as Epolaus holds upstage center. When he calls, dancers enter and perform, dressing set
with blessing gestures and more flowers. By turns, increasingly, wedding party takes up the chant, “O, Hymen! O, Hymen!
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Hymanaeus!” and encourages audience to join along, as the chant builds and weaves around, behind, over Epolaus’
invocations.)
: Fire the torch and raise the flame! Flood the walls with holy light!

EPOLAUS

WEDDING PARTY

(more join in as energy builds) : O, Hymen! O, Hymen! Hymenaeus!

: Worship Almighty Hymen, marriage god! Hear our worship cry, Hymen Wedding God!

EPOLAUS

WEDDING PARTY

(more join in as energy builds) : O, Hymen! O, Hymen! Hymenaeus!

: Torches for the wedding-night, leaping light and dancing flame, for your honor, god of trusting union!

EPOLAUS

WEDDING PARTY

(more join in as energy builds) : O, Hymen! O, Hymen! Hymenaeus!

: Dancers, come! Loose your leaping feet, wild lead this holy ritual dance!

EPOLAUS

WEDDING PARTY

(nearly all helping energy build) : O, Hymen! O, Hymen! Hymenaeus!

: I call on you! Hymen, mighty Hymen, Hymenaeus hear!

EPOLAUS

WEDDING PARTY

(nearly all helping energy build) : O, Hymen! O, Hymen! Hymenaeus!

: Come and dance, dance with us. Charm the Powers with lucky words. Loudly chant our wedding-song!

EPOLAUS

WEDDING PARTY

(energy builds) : O, Hymen! O, Hymen! Hymenaeus!

: Wild whirl, in ecstasy turn! Here are maids in brightest gowns: sing our wedding-song.

EPOLAUS

WEDDING PARTY

(energy peaks) : O, Hymen! O, Hymen! Hymenaeus!

: Here are men of strongest mien: sing our wedding-song.

EPOLAUS

WEDDING PARTY

(energy climaxes) : O, Hymen! O, Hymen! Hymenaeus!

(Eurydice and Orpheus enter from the wings, respectively stage left and right, finely dressed for their wedding day. Orpheus
wears white robes with a purple amulet set in gold, a fillet of laurel and gold about his brow, lyre in hand. Eurydice wears small
sunflowers and white daisies in her hair, flowing white robes belted in twined gold and grapevine overwrapped with a sheer
golden scarf that serves as veil.)
ORPHEUS

: Come, woman, my beauty, from fields to brighten and enliven my nights. O, Hymen! O, Hymenaeus!

EURYDICE
CHORUS

: O! thrice happy man, who so well deserves your good fortune! O, Hymen! O, Hymenaeus!

: O, Hymen! O, Hymen! O, Hymenaeus!

ORPHEUS (to
CHORUS

all) : What shall we do with her?

: We will gather her kisses!

EURYDICE (to
CHORUS

all) : What shall we do with him?

: We will gather his caresses!
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: O, Hymen! O, Hymen! O, Hymenaeus!
You shall have a fine house, no cares, finest figs. O, Hymen! O, Hymen! O, Hymenaeus!

EPOLAUS

(The ceremony begins, with talking, taking positions at tables winging out from canopy. The Priest Epolaus, Orpheus’ cousin,
greets the revelers, working his way all along the line, and back to center under canopy. As Eurydice departs the scene, her
nymphs Bromia and Polyhymna serve wine to all the guests as Eripha, Nysa, and Erato serve small round oat cakes. All the
Nyseides flirt with the men in waiting, whether accompanied by other women. Amidst the crowd lurks a haunted, aloof figure,
the beekeeper Aristaeus — awkward at interacting, he casts his brooding attention exclusively upon Eurydice.
Then Orpheus finishes greeting the people, particularly Echion, his best man, in a forearm grasp and drawing him across to
stage-right canopy. Echion, a fellow Argonaut, wears highly polished Greek armor, helm in hand, sword at his side, evidently
prepared for immediate call to war, or leaving off war preparations to attend the ceremony.
As all take standing positions under the canopy, Orpheus and Echion stage-right of Epolaus, a murmur goes up in greeting to
agéd King Laertes, waving his way down left to a high seat reserved for him just up and slightly center from the feast table.
Orpheus bows to Laertes.)
ORPHEUS

: Hail and welcome, good King Laertes. My honor and gratitude at your attendance.

: Most lauded lyricist, king of song, Pyrian poet with no peer, I bless and congratulate you on this most
excellent occasion. Would that son Odysseus, your friend, could come, though troubles brewing much trouble his
mind. For you, I bring his memory. But let us save our graces for the celebration to come. Please, do proceed.
LAERTES

: Your grace. (To the gathered celebrants, and to the audience.) Dear friends, dear folk, worthy guests, all
welcome. I greet you and thank you for sharing with me my greatest joy. Praised in song, sought in quest, and in
fact spur to all we may countenance and achieve, LOVE brings me before you today, to example make, to compact
bind, to avowals affirm, and loving union realize.
Far have I traveled and farther my fame, spread by good will of those who honor me in encouraging me to share
great gifts of the gods, my song affirming life in its reaching for light and in its facing of night.
All must we learn through experience and travail, for that is humanity’s means to meaning, not our doom,
though some say so in spite, finding tragedy in challenge. I do not. And here stand before you, and beside you,
and with you, to affirm my vows, yes, and life, this life of striving and learning as we must, as we will. Today do I
will: this glorious life, in love now fulfilled. Today do I will an end to my travels, reward for my travails, in the
bosom of Eurydice, my dear you all know well.
ORPHEUS

(All applaud as Eurydice returns from wings stage-left, now holding a fragrant bouquet of purple flowers (lavender and lilac and
Russian sage), crosses to her place opposite Orpheus under the canopy. A dim sound of bees rises and quickly fades. The nymphs
startle at her loveliness — not their first glimpse of her in wedding dress, but their first as she steps toward her destiny. Spying
her, Aristaeus is stunned into utter stillness, only his eyes and head turning to follow her. He turns full to see her as she reaches
the canopy, some mania seething within him though he remains rigid still through the ceremony.
Orpheus himself is clearly amazed, even speechless, as he extends a hand to her in welcome. As she takes her place, they
release hands, Epolaus now between them. He brings out a sheer black veil, and covers Eurydice again.)
(always as much to audience as to wedding party) : To all here, greeting, and a request. Be you guest or close
friend, family or functionary, well-wisher, witness, or curious passerby, grant these loving souls your kindest, best
blessing, and pray with us to all Powers and Lord Hymen to grant us boon in these rites of marriage.
EPOLAUS

(Epolaus raises his hands in gesture of blessing, then holds the stance perfectly still. Light fades gently to about half, as spots
linger on Orpheus and his new visitors. From the wings come Hermes and Apollo, entering as before, seen apparently by only
Orpheus, whose initial gladness fades quickly to concern. As all but Orpheus slow toward stillness, the gods make their
respective ways down far stage-left and -right, half turn to witness the scene. Hermes, in Orpheus’ downstage line of sight, nods,
perhaps salutes caduceus to winged helmet. Orpheus gives palm-up sign of blessing and friendship, then turns to acknowledge
Apollo, begins raising hand to hail him then relents, as Dionysus comes loudly walking from back of the house to foot of stage, a
slight-clad, attentive Maenad (Orphne and Lethe) on either arm. His smile is broad, though somehow slyly sneering. He stands
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and gazes, head high and proud, at Orpheus, who appears to shudder, subtle but visible, and touches hand to brow, palm out
and down, in greeting.)
(softly) : The gods — some gods — do attend. With my grateful welcome. (He brings hands to forehead,
spreads them out and down as he bows. The effect is honoring each god with upward open palms while actually bowing toward
Dionysus.) But no goddesses attend, whyfore?
ORPHEUS

APOLLO

: Upon you, my son, honor I bestow. May this ceremony afford you pleasure.

: Dear master of my cherished lyre, be well, and be warned. Contention brews betwixt gods on high,
wedding-spawned enmity, perceived slight spurring spite. For at the union of Peleus and Thetis but a fortnight
past, Discord came because not asked to attend with all others divine. Eris cast there down an apple of gold and
cold calculation, peerless fruit winning fairest goddesses’ admiration. Yet who deserved this quarrelsome trifle,
none could decide at their peril.
HERMES

: Thence to Ida, mountain slope, came the Trio — Hera, Aphrodite, and Athena — and there found Paris,
Trojan son in exile. He they chose, with bribes, to choose, offering invincibility, sovereignty, or Helen mortal
most beautiful.
APOLLO

: How he decided you know, and now war brews. Menelaus, Helen’s husband, and brother
Agamemnon call Achaians all, and kinsmen, to the pursuit.
DIONYSUS

HERMES

: Thus, prized poet, are only we three present, our divine kin scattered in planning Troy’s salvation or

ruin.
(Orpheus moves to speak, but Apollo forestalls him. As Hermes speaks again, Eurydice slowly takes Orpheus’ hands in hers,
oblivious to his distraction.)
: Know that ever were you blessed by all gods, finding favor in your talents and performance of duty. Yet
today when their blessing most needful of all, are most all distracted, heedless of your calls.
APOLLO

DIONYSUS

: So we come in haste to bless and to depart, granting what we may.

: Orpheus, the word of light will guide you and shine upon you when in darkest dread and need you
require. Remember life-giving sun, color of sky, and their direction. (Apollo turns his back on Orpheus.)
APOLLO

: Lyre-singer, all pathways lay open for your walking. Fear no dilemma or distress come calling. To no
seeming or entreating fall prey. Ever continue along the way, and trust. (Hermes turns his back on Orpheus.)
HERMES

: Dark-delver, initiate Orpheus, for the asking will night clarify, and speak to you. Heed well, soon
needful, and remember the truth of shadow seen. (Dionysus turns and walks away through the house, and the other two
follow after.)
DIONYSUS

(As lights return to full, the wedding party comes back to movement, normal speed.)
ORPHEUS (still

in reverie) : But no others, no goddesses — and — (He realizes he’s back among the waking.)

EURYDICE (moving

to pull aside her veil, though Orpheus stops her) : What is it, my love? Where are you?

ORPHEUS (confused,

disoriented, increasingly present) : No. No. I am — Here. Here, sweet Eurydice. I am here. And
ready! (Encouraging nod to Eurydice, holding her hands, nodding to Epolaus to start.)
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EPOLAUS :

Then let us begin. Belovéds, here you are, met to speak today your intentions for one another before
loving friends gathered. Are you prepared?
ORPHEUS & EURYDICE (together)

: We are.

EPOLAUS :

Then share between you what testaments you will, and we shall serve as your witnesses.

EURYDICE

: My honored and beloved Orpheus, receive these my blessings.

Can the mind be cleared
of its inclarity
gnashing itself
against wanted light
offered by the Source of sources
into each specific being?
Or is it not rather the habit
of mind enwrapping spirit
to beguile intent
with promises of reward,
with fears drawn into limitation?
When will love within
find freedom without
to live as readily as it feels
when it embraces knowing
of its origins in divinity?
My mind quits itself,
its throne of doubt and protection,
to loose the heart beyond mind’s limits,
all containers
and provisions
the stopper the heart’s beating,
that cast the soul reeling,
unsafe, unheard,
until love)
(life’s purest form)
takes up the mind as a child scared,
soothes the heart as a child scarred,
to greet Sacred Self.
May every love of every lifetime
remember itself in questions
between new lovers
seeking wholeness
and knowing it resides inside.
I struggle
to remember this:
that all the love I give to you
expresses all the love I seek.
I say I want you,
I say I see you,

in words and face
fair as day time,
with heart and song
full as night sky,
as a calling
as deep
as my words, your face,
down in my soul.
Shall I pledge
a sacred oath
avowing honesty
and commitment to love
in all its fullness?
I know I want such love
and crave it.
I know I ask you
to give such love.
I know myself resistant
to receiving fully, to fulfilling
unmet desires
and faded hope, now returned.
We so strongly feel
all the love passed to this moment
between us,
and in that feeling
hope ever to ever sustain it.
Shall we name it a responsibility
between us: my life for yours, yours for mine,
our lives and loves for life itself,
or for only one another?
When I look to hold you
not in my arms, not with my eyes,
but in my fears and uncertainty,
with my clinging anxiety,
I ask that you remind me, gently,
that we our lovers and boon companions
not one another, nor one another’s to command.
And that for love to flow freely between us
I must with honesty, gently, remain who I am,
must with honor remember who you are.
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With our love flowing freely between us,
in tenderness
and truthfulness,
I meet you here today,
greet you as I will every day,
with an invitation to walk with me
gently
and knowing
that I will remember you
and know you will remember me
for who we are here met

and not who expectation
requires us to be.
This very blessing
you have given me,
this witnessing loving of me.
And now in joy and
and as sacred vow
I give that blessing back to you.
I meet you. I honor you.
I witness you. I love you.
I remember you.

(She kisses his hands in turn.)
ORPHEUS

: Most treasured and revered Eurydice, to you I offer this declaration, in tension.

How dear and tense the stillness
between us,
all motion arrested
in renewing embrace
spinning Charybdis energies
with us two the eye, all eyes.
The lungs draw in
yet no air absorbed, required
and so vaporous — swamply
between us.
How dear and tense the stillness
as the hearts dampen down
from ferocious plateaus of. . .
To condensing sleep, evaporative languor
sanguine, cavernous, subconscious calm,
the brows and lips subtly pursed and unpursing
as eyes commence to dart through darkness
to glimpse or perhaps contain
the evanescent white glittering hope
of some coalescing compassion,
a kindness, trust, or some courage
transmuting passion for love

through passionate love
to compassion and trust
found momently,
found momently, recently,
found just moments ago
in the heat of. . .
That fluttering coy-eyed smile
imparting
wry existential asides
darting through thought thickets
and tramping treacherous terrain
only — exaltingly — to unveil
the ghostly spirit essence,
the hot erotic vast heart
within the scene, mundane scene,
all others careless believe.
(You Me We see
and relent to the express
entwine
of our delighted sense
of possibles and responses
with each other.)

(He kisses her hands in turn.)
EPOLAUS

: At these confessions, let the Mother Demeter’s basket be passed, that all may taste the mounting joy.

(Nyseides take charge of passing the liknon, shovel-shaped wicker basket filled with fruit, an offering to Demeter. As this goes
around the stage and into the audience, other fruit-laden trays are passed through the audience, ceremony continuing.)
EURYDICE

: Orpheus, now husband, know this my delight.
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No dearer gift
can ever I bring
than the riches of
my honesty.

For fear or shame
may often sting me
with old remembered
uncertainty.

If with that I struggle
or forget to strive,
forgive me, lover,
do not set me aside.

And with that I struggle
so sometimes forget
that as my lover
you are my safety net.

Rather, remind me.
Rather, come find me.

Remember my love.
Remember, my love.
Remember my love, my love.

(She puts ring on his left middle finger.)
EPOLAUS

: Good man, meet her, your new-wed wife.

ORPHEUS

: Eurydice, now wife, may this be love.

Fear of love
and of finding no love
abound,
and which will out?
Experience prejudices
the pessimist
as surely as
the optimist
it inspires.
So no hours wile away
wondering
where

initial sparks will lead,
how they may burn
or perhaps cure:
No time lose pondering
a thousand remorseful stares
of prediction.
Rather, let us
enjoy the predicament
of newly nourished love
and let it lead where it will
its own course
instead of where we fear
or hope

(He puts ring on her right middle finger.)
: Good woman, meet him, your new-wed husband. (Eurydice and Orpheus kiss.) And let us consecrate this
rite in sight of all witnesses, mortal and divine, with token of renewal, return, and remembrance.
EPOLAUS

(Epolaus brings a golden snake above Eurydice’s head, lets it dangle and move toward her breast. She helps it slip into her robes,
down across her belly, down between her legs, as Orpheus bends, gently lifts her hem, brings the snake out and upward, returns
it to Epolaus, who holds it aloft.)
: Thus are the goddesses of virtue and hearth, of contract and love, appeased. Thus are the gods of
honor and trial, of law and duty, appeased. Now may we call again nuptial Hymen, to bless these lovers with his
presence and light. Call, one and all! Call Hymen to join us!
EPOLAUS

(The wedding party calls on audience to participate. Lights suddenly dim, emphasizing spot on Hymen as he enters from stage
right in his saffron robes, the hood with inner lining of jet black dangling down his back. He holds aloft a smoldering, sputtering
torch, fume and odor in the air, wedding party responding with distress, coughing, rubbing eyes. Eurydice cries out as any hint
of flame fades and dies, to everyone’s mounting horror.)
EURYDICE

: What means this, the torch not alight? What means this, husband? What may this portend?
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(resisting instinct to move toward Hymen) : Hymen divine, will you not bless us? Hymen, peace granter, will
you not shine upon this union?
ORPHEUS

(Hymen draws up the inner lining of his hood — a black shroud over his head. He raises both arms high, brings one hand to lips
to still the crowd. As silence falls, he shakes his head — not sorrowing but forestalling — and slowly retreats, walking backward,
from the stage.)
EURYDICE

(crying out) : What is this? What means this? (She swoons as her nymphs rush to help her.)

(Orpheus takes up his lyre, moves as to play, but Hymen’s free hand goes up to halt him. Hymen’s head again shakes as lights
dim down and he disappears. A brief pause, a still tableaux, before lights come back to full.)
(standing now, surrounded by nymphs, reaching out to Orpheus, both hands pleading) : Orpheus! O, Orpheus,
what can we do?
EURYDICE

ORPHEUS

(turns to her in shock, stunned, silent. Then —) : My love…

EURYDICE

(shaken, searching) : We must call him back! Call him back! We must secure his blessing! Husband! Call

him back!
(She rushes to him. They lock eyes: something grim, foreboding passes between them. Then Eurydice bolts to go as Orpheus just
catches her.)
ORPHEUS

: No!

: Belovéd. Let me go! Let me go after! Let me entreat him. Let him bless us as he must. He must! Let
me go! (She struggles free, rushes off stage, but, confused, hurried, opposite the direction of Hymen.)
EURYDICE

: Eurydice! O, wife! (He turns to Epolaus, to Echion, to men-in-waiting.) Master Epolaus, friend Echion, and
you Hippothous, Phyleus, dear Lynceus, make sacrifice, cast propitiations into the fire! (To wedding guests, especially
audience.) All good guests, send up your prayers: call down the gods’ blessings, forestall this despair! I — I — I must
go! Eurydice! (He chases after her.)
ORPHEUS

(For a moment, the stage is chaos, all crying and confusion in calling for sacrifices. Amidst which Aristaeus moves to center
stage, looking stage-right after the departed couple. Then he seems to come back to himself, looks stage-left, back -right, -left
again, and hurriedly exits. As confusion builds, Epolaus calls out.)
: Good people, kind guests, most excellent friends — Relent! Relent! Return to yourselves, be calm,
please, be calm. All is confusion, but all not lost. Gather yourselves, your composure, good will, decorum, and
may we salvage this ceremony, this marriage, from ill omen.
Ipchepolis, you prepare the wedding drink. Good Eripha, make ready the wedding feast. (At first troubled,
uncertain, they obey.)
All is not lost, children, if we gather our strength. Let us remember with celebration — (to more worrying cries)
Relent! Remember the solemnity of this marriage celebration, with its beauteous vows, declared intentions. Let all
rejoice in the love proclaimed, intentions named, and make fast this union with joy, somehow.
Come! To the cake! To the wine!
And you, Hippothous and Panopeus, bring back the groom and his bride. (They follow the couple’s path.)
EPOLAUS

(Here the distribution of wedding cake and drink, the former cut and served on plates by Nysa and Phyleus, the latter ladled
into cups by Eripha and Euphemus. The remaining nymphs and men-in-waiting serve the audience, till all receive their portion.
This proceeds in silence solemn and profound, nearly grim, but for brief facilitation as necessary by Epolaus while Polyhymna
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and Echion light candles and incense on the wedding feast table to purify and sacrifice, and to clear Hymen’s fume. During this
scene, music might play, such as Vaughan William’s “The Lark Ascends,” or other.
As the feast is shared, the wedding party begins discretely removing the wedding set, leaving the canopy for last. As that is
removed, timed as much as possible to coincide with all audience served and in their seats, the lights begin dimming as the
nymphs begin wailing, till they exit, last of all to leave, darkness descending, their grief growing loud.
And all is dark but for the wedding feast table, cake and punchbowl lit with glowing, funereal candles.)

INTERLUDE

(Pitch black. The Nyseides’ wails fade to clarify Eurydice’s sobbing beneath. In the darkness, after the nymphs left the stage,
Eurydice came and collapsed at center. Lights dawn on her, and slowly rise to full. She appears to lighten, resolve from a
dream.)
: O, Hymen! Hymen! Hymenaeus!
Son of Dionysus and Aphrodite, belovéd of Apollo, beneficiary of Calliope.
O, Hymen! Hymen! Hymenaeus, why have your forsaken me?
EURYDICE

(Unseen by Eurydice, the Nysiades enter, dancing circles around her without finding her. As Eurydice speaks, Aristaeus appears
at extreme upstage right, stands still, as if anxious to help her but withheld, watching.)
Why come as our guest with expression full gloomy? Why not sing your accustomed refrain?
Why disdain my love’s entreaty? Would you not heed his keen lyre today?
Why must your torch sputter and smoke, bringing all to tears — biting bitterness of fumes,
no tending could make it burn!
Hymen! O! How could you spurn me?
NYSIADES (a

stage-whisper chant) : No kind word.

EURYDICE

: O, Hymen! Why would you forsake me?

NYSIADES :

Grave ill omen.

EURYDICE

: Hymenaeus, O! What must I fear?

NYSIADES :

O! I fear!

(As Eurydice collapses, Nyseides form a crescent upstage around her, apparently insensible of and to her. Orpheus enters
midstage from -left, flushed from searching and worry for her. At first, he doesn’t see her.)
: Eurydice! Eurydice! O, Eurydice, heart’s love! (Moving past center, then he spies her, goes to her and gathers
her up.) O, Eurydice, my wife. Eurydice, my love!
ORPHEUS

(Eurydice rouses as he brings her into his arms, a hug, her hands beside his face, taking a long look at him, then sobbing loud
and embracing again.)
: Eurydice, let all be well. When you ran away, I felt all was lost, (kissing each part as he names it) your
precious face and hands and eyes and breast, your hair and brow and lips and neck. The whole of you gone, and
no cost or toil too much, no prayer enough, to bring you back! Where would you go? (He holds her, distraught and
relieved.)
ORPHEUS

EURYDICE (calming

as she realizes his nearness) : Orpheus. O, Orpheus. Let me ever say your name. Orpheus, dear,
here, with me. Orpheus come to find me.
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: Love, let all be well. Our family and friends wait on us still, the ceremony complete but feast untended
by groom and bride, blessings and wishes unreceived. We must return lest they be denied. Eurydice, where would
you go?
ORPHEUS

EURYDICE (trying

to catch breath, steady herself, then slowly, as if remembering long ago) : I thought to call him back.
(More quickly, coming present.) I thought to call him back! Orpheus, he must be brought back to bestow upon us our
right due. We praised all deities these past days and weeks, all honors made to seek our just boon. Yet here comes
your cousin with naught but gloom and shadow. Orpheus, is it doom? (She struggles in his arms as if to run again,
remembering her present, and afraid.)
: No, love, my love. Let all be well. Please. Our friends and family await us still, with gifts and
sentiments and blessings to fill our hearts and dispel this ill. Please, my love, believe, all is well. Let all be well, my
love, believe.
ORPHEUS

(A moderate pause as again their eyes meet, longing, searching, turning to one another. And they kiss, long and lingering, then
building of a sudden into heat.)
EURYDICE :
ORPHEUS

My husband.

: Sweet wife.

EURYDICE :
ORPHEUS :

Love me ever.

As my very life.

(The nymphs delight to see their loves embrace, move down -left to extinguish the wedding candles. Eurydice and Orpheus begin
embracing, caressing, intertwining, coupling.)
EURYDICE :
ORPHEUS

: Like mingling light lingering long past end of day.

EURYDICE :
ORPHEUS :

Be warmth through the night.

Be vision fulfilling sight.

EURYDICE :
ORPHEUS

Keep me with you as long as you may.

Be succor to dread and hope and nil.

: Be fullness in emptiness, fathomless space to fill.

EURYDICE :
ORPHEUS :

Kiss me forever, call me forever, love me forever, Orpheus.

You I kiss forever. You I call forever. You I love forever. Eurydice, I do.

(He lifts her in his arms, her golden veil dropping behind, carries her off-right as lights go down to their murmurs, nymphs
sighing, and all dark.)
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Scene IV : Loss & Lament (solutio)
(Lights come up to full day, with a subtle murmuring buzz of bees — a sound growing louder as indicated. The stage, as first set,
empty but for Aristaeus unmoved as in Scene III. As lights finish rising, he looks up and out into distance/audience, begins
speaking as he moves down center.)
: Mother! (Aggressive.) My time has come! (Rather pleading — ) Don’t you think my time has come?
(Reasonable, negotiating.) You must agree my time has come.
(Addressing, apparently, the air, the earth, entreating.) Mother. Have I not stocked this land with bees for you,
pregnant honeycomb to pleasure naiad, satyr, and gods? Do I not tend this land’s creatures with arts of healing
and husbandry you taught? O, Mother, my care and skill avail me nothing, and you not warding away my
misfortune. Lonely am I, Mother, and craving your graces, to bring me your promise of a daughter of the lake, or
mountains, or flowering grasses. (Impatient.) Where is she, Mother? (Angry.) My time has come!
ARISTAEUS

(He sees Eurydice’s forgotten veil, retrieves it, smells it, caressing his face with it.) Has my time come?
(Then a high, sweet humming, riding above the low bee murmur, interrupts him.) What’s this? I must listen.
(Aristaeus fades back to upstage center, again still as before but eyes and head following Eurydice as she enters. She hums, and
carries a basket brimming with flowers, gathering more as she crosses center.)
(humming stray words at first, from the song that comes as she passes center stage, down left, and starts back
toward center) : Dancing … Laughing … Beckoning … Sun …
EURYDICE

(At center, Eurydice crouches, examines flowers, sings, with Aristaeus looming darkly upstage behind her.)
Come, sweet flowers,
replenish my eyes.
Your petals wide arms of wind.
Your leaves fleet feet of earth.
Your fragrance dear reminder of inspiration.
Your faces clear mirrors of sun.
Your home afield calls to me,
beckoning me to gather your beauty
to carry home with me
to my lover
EURYDICE

so we may remember
why we were born into such a place and time.
To love.
To reveal.
To affirm.
Come to my lover, sweet flowers.
Display for him the splendors of your living
and singing and dancing in the light.
For you are loved
by lovers loving love.

: Sun … Beckoning … Laughing … Dancing …

(As Eurydice sings, examines flowers and sets them in her basket, Aristaeus approaches, slowly, cautiously, deliberately. Then,
as she finishes, smiling, humming —)
ARISTAEUS
EURYDICE

(a brief cry, then —) : You there! Who are you?

ARISTAEUS
EURYDICE

(his voice loud after her gentleness) : You are Eurydice.

: The master of these fields, their lord and keeper. Do you like honey?

: You startled me. Where are you from?

ARISTAEUS

: These fields, my hives of bees. I have honey you can have.

(The bee murmur expands gently.) I’ve seen you before, singing. Never alone.
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(wanting to remain calm, remember herself, make friends) : And indeed am I never alone, so long as grasses
sprout and flowers grow and birds and bees and breeze share song. And as long as my husband loves me. (She
notices Aristaeus staring intently, wantonly at her. Bee murmur rises somewhat. More quietly —) Are you alone?
EURYDICE

ARISTAEUS

: Not anymore. (He holds up her veil, then makes a grab for her.)

(Eurydice screams and runs. They move in a circle, down -right, up across to center back, down -left to front, cat-and-mouse,
back up center where he catches her, her basket dropped mid-stage left.)
: You are my promise. You are promised me. (They begin struggling in earnest.) Promised me. We will eat
of the honey. Promise me.
ARISTAEUS

(Eurydice’s flowers scatter as Aristaeus grabs her and forces his kiss upon her. She slaps him, furious, full on, and he stands and
laughs as she stumbles, grabbing panicked for her flowers and basket — and she grasps a snake, biting her hand as she shrieks.
She lurches up in pain and fright, standing, throwing the snake into Aristaeus’ face, starting away but collapsing. He wrestles
the snake away, flings it off stage-left.)
ARISTAEUS

: You must not —

(He sees her stricken, and his face fills with astonished fear, shock, perhaps a hint of sorrow. He starts toward her as if to
comfort her, but she screams and convulses in pain.)
: My love! (Gasping at Aristaeus.) What have you done? (Rises, stumbling a few slight steps —) My love! My
ladies! (She begins gasping, subtly writhing.) My life!
(Hands clasped at heart, holding the wound to her breast.)
EURYDICE

Aching in my heart.
My hands, both hands
fading…
with my heart
waning beating…
loving…
quaking
deep inside
my hearing
drowning in heart’s own beating…
like an unloved self (looking back to Aristaeus)
bound in darkness
chained in despair
tormented by a misery

I ache. (a realization: release!)
In my heart.
What is this new feeling?
What is this new darkness?
I dwindle.
Will someone come
to help me
aching
aching alone…
dwindling into…
dwindling away from…
My love!
I am here, I am…
not… here…

(She collapses, extreme down left.)
: Lady? (Going to her, gathering flowers to spread over her, eyes wide with fright.) Mother? Mother? What have
I done? (He runs away, off left, as buzzing grows loud, really clear for first time.)
ARISTAEUS

(At sound of off-stage laughter, buzzing halts. Nyseides and Orpheus enter center stage-right, laughing. Polyhymno and Eripha
run somewhat ahead. All are carelessly, even complacently, gathering flowers.)
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(to Cisseïs and Erato, walking with him) : You must never think her lost to you, for with you she runs free.
No household duty or husbandly law forbids her remembering and frequenting the fields. You must show me
where —
ORPHEUS

(Polyhymno and Eripha cry out together as they spy Eurydice, a mound of flowers. Nysa and Bromia scream in response, and
run to them by Eurydice’s side. Immediate sobbing, inconsolable tears.)
FOUR NYSEIDES

(together, not necessarily in unison) : O, great goddesses! O, grieving gods!

ERATO

: What is this?

CISSEÏS

: What have you found?

(The four weeping nymphs turn, reach out, a tableaux.)
FOUR NYSEIDES

(together, not necessarily in unison) : The loving life! Ill-fortuned wife! Eurydice! Eurydice! Eurydice!

: Did you say — (He goes to her, practically a replay of previous scene.) Eurydice? Eurydice? O, Eurydice,
heart’s love! O, Eurydice, my wife. Eurydice, my love! (Shaking her, confused. Gathering her up, realizing she is lifeless
limp.) Eurydice! Let all be well. (Kisses her.) Heart’s love, what has happened? How you sleep, but come — Awaken,
love. Awaken, love. Why sleeps that fair smile? Where are your eyes?
ORPHEUS

(As Orpheus speaks, the nymphs come to understand: some grow calm, amazed, others hysterical, crazed. They embrace.
Throughout, Polyhymno remains near Orpheus, perhaps stroking Eurydice’s loose, fallen hand.)
Darling, you — you share no breath.
(Ear to heart, and something melts in him, a tension dispersing then growing hard. He is weeping as his head comes up, and
almost a whisper —)
What is this? Where is love? (As if to comfort her.) Here your precious face, your hands. Here your belovéd eyes
and breast. I touch your hair, dear one, your brow. Here (kisses her), here your lips, for our kisses, your neck like
the swan.
(Firm, as if commanding.) Eurydice. (Softer.) Eurydice.
(A long intake of breath, then a howl.) Eurydice! Gone! The whole of you gone!
(Almost as if searching her person for life.) The whole of you gone?
Eurydice, say it! Say my name! Greet your lover, give game, offer grace!
(Chiding, hysterical.) Offer grace, Eurydice! Where have you gone? Why have you gone?
(He starts to scramble away, almost drops her but for Polyhymno’s quick help.) Why gone!
(Takes her back into his lap.)
What cruel sport is this, my love, like a blanket overspread this field where bird and bee and all life does dance?
We are here, friend, to greet you, brother and sisters, companions and lover, here finding you at such mischance.
Eurydice, how have you gone?
(He collapses in grief, all the nymphs gathering round to comfort him. Sobbing, wracking sobs, they all begin to wail. Then
Orpheus rises, with Eurydice in his arms, and begins, slowly, overwhelmed in grief, carrying her away, back stage-right. As he
moves, the nymphs gather flowers and throw them over Eurydice, before Orpheus, in a funeral dance filled with crying.
We are robbed of our light! You stolen away from life! You but girl blossoming unto wife, with everything (shocked
sobs as he imagines all the wishes now lost) everything before you! Eurydice!
(As they exit, the scene goes dark.)
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Act II. Orpheus in the Underworld (albedo et citrinitas)
INTERLUDE

(As at beginning, a bare stage, back-dropped with a single oak, green hills, and clear Summer sky. Low-lying flowers speckle the
ground. Lights rise, perhaps about half, to dim haze upon Orpheus at center with lyre, asleep or in a swoon precisely at the spot
where he gathered the stricken Eurydice in his arms. As lights rise, he arcs upward, revealing his face, yet still from waist down.
He speaks at first as murmuring in dim dream, and responds to Hermes appearing upstage behind him not by turning, or even
acknowledging, but merely with query and response, remaining with face toward the audience, and still from the waist down.
Hermes, too, remains mostly still, a somber presence, an apparition or vision, shadowy beyond the light.)
ORPHEUS

: And what of Aphrodite? Will the Queen of Love take no heed of this injustice?

(perhaps bemused) : Well… Justice is not her forté — don’t you know that? And, besides, her passions lead
her to contest this Trojan affair beside Ares, her sometime paramour. In any case, are we so sure this is a matter of
love?
HERMES

ORPHEUS

: My Lord, bereft unjustly of love must I entrust redress to the very name of love alone.

: O, certainly, love impels you. But is love itself what you seek? Or redress, perhaps, or this justice you
bandy? Or something yet…more rich still?
HERMES

ORPHEUS
HERMES

: Which you yet have, and dwell within. Yet Eurydice’s life —

ORPHEUS
HERMES

: In the name of love, I seek love’s life. I seek…life.

: She was life itself to me, love itself to me.

: Or your ready means to revel in both. What else, Orpheus?

: Hermes, she was not my life, but the love within me. She opened my life, brightened my life, and gave
my love a home, a place.
ORPHEUS

HERMES

: A shrine. And an answer. And you must to her have been the same. And now?

ORPHEUS

: She is gone, My Lord, and with her the brightness, all answers, all home.

(As the conversation continues undisturbed, the Nyseides enter — silently, slowly — their faces ashen with grief and longing,
flowers faded and augmented now by autumn colors, turned leaves and sages or rosemary. Taking no notice of Orpheus or
Hermes, they glide into a crescent framing the dreaming singer and dreamed god.)
HERMES

: So it seems, some essential parts of yourself caught in loss, this most intimate mortality.

ORPHEUS
HERMES

: Yes. Many have I seen die and slain. Never one so dear, so close, so necessary.

: One wonders how you’ll lament the dearest, closest, most necessary loss.

ORPHEUS

: My Lord?

: That of this fixéd self that carries on so, even with so much experience and learning. So now we come to
it, my son. Is it not loss itself, of life and of love, of home and light, you seek to redress?
HERMES

ORPHEUS

: O, my god.
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: Be careful, Orpheus.
In mind have you become a knower of your self, and in heart’s pain have you come closer still. Reside within
that self, and all else will come. Will, Orpheus, and all comes to pass. Imagine, Orpheus, and all comes to vision.
Quiet the work of your body’s senses, and Divinity comes to birth within, and inspiration, creativity,
understanding: perilous pathways unto temperance and realization. Purge from your self these brutish torments,
and arise.
HERMES

ORPHEUS

: But I do not understa —

(As lights rise fully into morning, as Hermes recedes into shadow, Orpheus awakens mid-sentence, lyre now in hand, but frozen,
as if caught in softly singing, arrested between notes.)

Scene I : Lamentation cum Protestation (digestio)
(The Nyseides dance around the stage and Orpheus, the field of Eurydice’s death. Their spiral movements act out their vision of
Eurydice’s loss and their finding of her as they softly hum a sad, meandering, directionless melody that soon clarifies, rising, as
the sound and rhythm of Eurydice’s name, focusing and directing their movements and gestures. Their soft murmur rises to full
voice, punctuated with rare, occasional mournful cries. As his lost lover’s name becomes audible, recognizable, Orpheus melts,
pulls accompanying chords on his lyre, but does not yet sing. Then, as the nymphs continue, Orpheus begins his song, audible
but at first murmurous.)
: Why have I let you break my heart? Why have I let you break my heart? This heart withstood sirens
and Circe and Scylla. This heart faced friend and foe alike in rancor, and commuted their rage to triumph. My
heart sang for life against killers and usurpers, sang for awakening, for persevering within strife and insuperable
odds to win back to hearth and home and love and — this — ill fortune — tragedy —
ORPHEUS

(He sobs and breaks down, and the nymphs dance toward him, to lend comfort with soothing tones. Echion, best man at the
wedding, enters dressed much as before, now with cloak but not helm, and noticeably less shiny, more disheveled, after days of
preparing for war. He looks stern, hurried, troubled, impatient, determined, and he views the scene with distaste. As the
Nyseides’ cooing renews, he interrupts. The nymphs have attention only for Orpheus, who at first offers Echion no response.)
: Orpheus. Friend, Comrade. (He moves toward them.) Arise, brother. You must arise. Leave off this wicked
respite from living and doing — from even your former singing — and arise. The world has need of you yet,
Thracian mage, for glory beckons and honor calls.
ECHION

(The nymphs peer at Echion without comprehension. Some slowly, dreamily rise from Orpheus, as if coaxed loose. Others return
to comforting him, but now very softly. Polyhymno remains the closest to him, most intimate with him. Disoriented, drunk with
grief of loss, Orpheus looks blindly to Echion, through him, past him.)
: We do not care for soul by shrinking its size to reasonable measure, in action or in time. We must give
it due reign, ample space, to unwind tears whelming its learnings and searchings and — grievings — (Lost again.)
ORPHEUS

(Two of the nymphs have moved near Echion, almost circling round, as if inspecting him so strangely absent of grief.)
: Orpheus, please. (Impatient, afraid of the depths of Orpheus’ grief.) What can you mean? Healing may be
had in acting, in vigor. Leave off this lamenting. You are called to war!
ECHION

(Echion moves upon Orpheus, grabs his wrist as if he would bring him back to his feet and senses. The Nyseides scatter, some
shriek, as Orpheus stands on his own, still clasping his lyre, shaking loose Echion’s grip. A flashing moment passes in which
Orpheus might strike Echion, but it quickly fades.)
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: No, but my thanks. Once I laughed with the calandra lark; hence I long lamenting for the nightingale.
Would you stir me into anger and impulse to free me of grief and regret? But only for a time, not long, and then
increasing the very spur and source of my lament.
ORPHEUS

ECHION

: Orpheus, this is nonsense. Of what do you speak?

: Of death, Echion. You see? That which it pleases men to increase in name of conserving some image
of mind’s false majesty, of avenging the thief of your dreaming play at primacy and conquest ever in name of
peace.
Glad can we all be of he wrestling between interests that seeks and arrives at balance. But I rue the violent pride
that breeds tyrant and privilege, the supping self-satisfaction and entitlement that treats public treasure as swinely
trough to gorge and bloat itself and its allies to bursting, yet always the polity to wait through deferment of hope
and funding.
(Piercing shout, then building toward hysteria.) Who will reclaim my dream? You scramble your armies to win
Helen, or honor. But you hasten your despair, your decrease, your demise, by the very fact that you despise and
contést, as if honor and joy — and LOVE — are gems you might wrest from the ground or from your enemy’s slain
mouth, or his towers tumbled to reward and preserve your pride. When what you’ve lost is more than all, more
than everything, and just this: your love’s bride. She is gone, Echion! She is gone. Helen is lost to you, lost to
Menelaus, lost. And so is Eurydice. (He stands in shock, staring nowhere, spasmed by grief.)
ORPHEUS

: Is it so bad with you, minstrel? Your bride, sweet, young, all gone. I know. Yet here I find you comforted
by sweet ones as young, as yielding and pleasing and wanting as your love — (Orpheus starts to object.) Not your love
gone down into ground — (bringing comforting hand to Orpheus’ chest: a familiar, intimately friendly gesture) — the love
yet loud in your heart and your singing, if you’ll come back to us and allow yourself again to lift that lyre. (Perhaps
pushing up Orpheus’ arm with the instrument.) Come with us who need you as much as she, or these, might ever.
Return to your comrades, retrieve fair Helen and with her our honor, and be appeased, no more aggrieved,
entering life and glory again.
ECHION

(soberly, present) : Echion, dearest companion among warrior men. Do you see in these fair ones but
recipients, mere objects, destinations for your lust? Each one yielding and pleasing in her own way, each one
wanting love that stays in honor of her, in knowing her especial love, finding her fragrance and frailties, caressing
her senses and strengths, more than a hot, hungry impulse fulfilling itself.
Did you see my Eurydice so, as mere chance, some convenient receptacle for my need and my comfort — for my
seed?
Echion, these dears, this life, offers everything more than just that, though grasping need be harsh howling to
our fears, be fueled by our fears of gaining nothing but our simple, solitary selves. But, you see: solitary self is all
any of us have — you, me, these — Eurydice — (He almost breaks again, but bravely continues.) And each self meets
another (as if to take Echion’s hands) to comfort that.
Don’t you see?
ORPHEUS

(uncertainty and distaste growing) : I see you mad in your grief and loss and unfulfilled want. And I say to
you again, may it be the final time: grief you may lose, loss at last forget, want in all manner answered and sated,
by coming with us in defense of your king, your state, your reputation.
ECHION

: Reputation? Why? What say they of me? That I womanly weep for a woman I couldn’t keep? Better
they say that of Menelaus, and abandon this quest — (Echion shocked, outraged, yet Orpheus forestalls him) — lest the
grief you’d outrun run rampant from your breast, through your hands, companions expiring at your feet, in your
arms. Lest the loss you neglect to feel and truly heal steal through your actions and poison your intentions and fill
your state, and your enemy’s, with ill devastation and disaster and death. (Disdainful.) War!
Death, Echion! That eats up honor, glory, majesty, love! Eats up all (his anger failing again) that would linger in
and honor this lamentable world, and with love. (Nearly collapsing; Echion catches him.)
Who would rather rule in tumult and anxiety than live unsceptered in peace, and let men sleep in peace? (Anger
and derision briefly rising.) Such men will say, claiming expediency, special knowledge, the intricacies of state
ORPHEUS
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security, “No matter: the ruler must rule.” To which I, and all great men, must say, “Not if you rule unjustly.”
(Slumping into his friend’s embrace.)
: I know your sorrow, and your anger, dear one. (Sympathetic.) I know you cry out for the loss of early love.
(More stern.) But you are wrong to decry honor and glory, and majesty, all hard won, and best preserved in our
actions, if best remembered in your songs. Actions have been taken against us, in the person of Menelaus. Action
must we take in answer for him. In this find not the names, the words, of these you deem fleeting things, but the
things themselves, and their apportionment to each our names.
You know this. You know this, most skilled and renowned magic singer. You saved Jason countless times, all
his men, their golden treasure. Now calls a task still yet more needful, and to your name demands answer and
bestowal of honors greater yet than ever.
And no man of sense, who sees things clearly, would ever speak or resort to treason.
ECHION

(Orpheus seems to understand Echion fully for the first time.)
(calm, moving away) : Yet a man addled by misfound certitude, and beholden to entrenched interests,
may well wage treason, spout it, perform it, even legislate it, and call himself clearest of sense, most just of reason.
You, friend, with your certain eyes, you’re blind to the corruption of this lie.
Your answer, Echion, is no.
ORPHEUS

ECHION

: What?

: The soul’s path is love. The right path is love. Love as revelation and as reverence. If only in loss do I
know this at last, I do know this at last. Love is our right path, our true path, our path of making and finding all
we might want, all we do wish, all we truly need. In love’s dark depths, in its brilliant heights, find we glory
surpassing, find we an intimate fame, find we majesty immortal, self beyond any name we give ourselves or it or all
else.
In love is making, in making love creating, more of ourselves, and more of one another. And not mostly as
children: as community; as ever-growing, recognizing comity.
In my loss of this, the love who served as my expression and means of this, you would have me relent my grief,
forget my loss — worse: surrender remembering my love, my loving, my being so loved — for a thing (increasingly
disdainful), a pursuit, an action proclaiming the sacredness of those hopeful names — Glory! Majesty! Honor!
Fame! Even love! Yet action drinking their virtues while delivering destruction, while unmaking, quenching, not
only life, precious life, but love — rare, sweet, actual love: the love to which life aspires. And, you declare, to revenge
love!
Hypocrite! Fool! Liar warrior! Blind thief!
Can you retrieve love departed with force and coërcion? Can love fled you recapture with force of arms? Can
you not see what, rather, you’d win? A seeming, false fidelity. Resentment. Dread. Love’s death. A life of loving
death. A love of living death. (Again disdainful.) War!
Once life wets sad Earth, what song recalls it back?
Go and grab at wooed Helen; you’ll gather embarrassment, shame, death instead. Yes, Echion, death! That’s all
I see. Your words speak of virtues chased with death. Can’t you see?
ORPHEUS

: I see a fool besotted first by love, now by grief. What will possess you next, Orpheus, if not king’s
condemning decree? You speak treason, beyond your foolishness, love’s philosophy. Beware, man. Use reason.
Return to the warriors with me.
ECHION

ORPHEUS

: Echion. Great heart. Friend. Your answer is no.

(harsh) : You’ve lost her, Orpheus, and surely you understand how Menelaus feels. Forget your doubts, lay
down this nonsense, and come with us.
ECHION
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(realizing) : I have now…no doubts. (Clear.) Not doubt, but certainty. If Menelaus does this thing false
and horrible, to retrieve a seeming, not a truth but a lie, then I will do something right and affirming, to renew
actuality and reveal falsity. (Echion doesn’t understand, as Orpheus gathers energy.) Menelaus may do the impossible,
win back a love he never had. That I doubt. But I will win back love true I had, by the fire and strength and faith
of that love.
ORPHEUS

(not so much shocked as horrified — at the blasphemy, and the obvious insanity) : What? What say you? Are you,
finally, mad?
ECHION

ORPHEUS

: In madness divine, if that.

: Has it come to this, poet? You conceive the unreachable, the unattainable done. Are you a madman, a
dreamer?
ECHION

ORPHEUS

: Echion, true friend. I trust not the only one.

(Lights slowly dim, to near half, as Echion, unsure, anxious, angry, disappointed, clasps Orpheus — for a moment looks as
though he might seize him, abduct him — then, meeting gazes and letting his friend go, passes off stage right. Orpheus watches
him gone, considers his lyre for a beat, moves down center as his spot comes up to meet him.)
(speaking as if to Eurydice, directly to audience) : I know you hear, and wonder, perhaps doubt. But I know
you also feel my grief, mixing now with your own. For who of us has not lost love? Was it taken away, or did you
discard it? Have you opened your heart and hands, and let it go, accepting the inevitable yet still wishing it not so?
Yes. Haven’t we all?
I say we must do something about it.
I will dare this deed, in the name of my love who died too soon. Too soon!
If that treacherous king can muster his men to assail bright Troy in the name of love, bringing to bear what he
knows, all he has, can’t I master my self to entreat dark Hades in the name of truer love, singing for all what we all
know, what we all want?
All we need is love.
•( So I say. And today will prove, only two things needful: your assent, and the consent of the gods.
I ask you all to join me, come with, no danger to you yet witness for me.
By a charm I once practiced to lure vermin near hawks will I chant a veil of invisibility about you all that the
gods, especially Hades, do not see, neither his cold empress, fell Persephone. For them will I entreat with all
power of my song, but ask for your blessing and support, in remembrance of your true loves.
Do you love? All of you, even now, in this moment?
Let go all doubt, all disappointment, all rancor. Bring back through your mind into your heart that fondest,
truest, surest memory of love that still captures you, sets free in your song.
Hear my spell, yet, I beg you, don’t answer: only your silence assures the spell.
And you’ll be happier, remain living, if while traversing Hell you draw no attention to your enshaded self by
giving voice into darkness, the dead’s labyrinthine well.
Do you assent? (Awaits whatever cries greet him, then continues.)
Then I say:
ORPHEUS
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Do not forget this lesson:
when body and mind coalesce, you can see
the primary clear light,
like a mirage:
clear
doorway to the infinite,
outward and inward colors
all at once
together,
a frozen, still slice
or moment.
Can you parse and see,
and then spend your lifetime
recapturing, speaking,
playing in such imagery?
O, say yes!
See your face in infinite space.
See yourself within your face,
touching out with your alighted eyes,
reaching in with your seeing light.
Clear your mind
clear your eyes
clear your body,
voice,
and sight.
Give what you receive and conceive:
reflect back that light.

Let me become a giver of light.
Let me be a vessel of finer light.
In dream
I need you.
In reality
I love you.
In truth
I am you.
As they embrace, these parts of me,
my heart opens, coalesces, finds wholeness
from halfness in having its fullness.
As I surrender my “I” and my “you”
to myself and newness,
renewal envelops me,
death-shroud cocoons me,
chrysalis stew evolves me
into that heartsong wish of becoming.
Honestly I spoke and dreamt and long yearned
to realize,
and I am lost to I and so find me.
I am born anew
and borne upon the ever-renewing knowing
of ever-expanding self
into life and death
and life and light
and yes.

Thus are you alive to one another’s sight, yet to you the gods struck blind. For a time. For my part, I’ll thank
you for coming with me and sharing your strength, and make provision for your return. For I must remain me,
unspelled, for the journey, and who living has returned from that abode? )•
Thus do I seek first the Psychopomp’s boon: O, Hermes, fleet traveler, soul’s leader, path’s revealer, to my side
may you come, and receive this prayer:
(All lights dark but Orpheus’s spot. Thus Hermes enters unseen, stands upstage center behind Orpheus as he sings.)
O, I ask you, dear Spirit:
Work through me a miracle.
A miracle of cleansing, of healing, of being.
Of achieving with these hands my visions manifest.
No danger survived, understood, or defeated
HERMES

impels my prayer for your intercession.
The calamity and cataclysm of Mind
do I ask you to clear with your wisdom,
with your candor,
and so vision free to be.

(coolly, from the darkness) : Lyre-master, you call at this most momentous time?

(A little startled, Orpheus first looks to audience, then steps aside, stage-right, of his spot as lights come up about half, and
Hermes steps forward to downstage center into spotlight.)
ORPHEUS

: Good Lord, I call on you as conductor of souls, to lead me on a quest only I — and you — know.

: Yes, I’ve heard you, Orpheus, in your lamentation, and now in this strange intention. Are you sure you
understand what you would endeavor?
HERMES
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ORPHEUS

: I believe I do. Or belief impels I do.

•( HERMES

: And do these your…witnesses…understand as well as you?

(rather surprised) : These…good people, my witnesses. They share my conviction to see lost love again,
and, if entreaty will out, renewed. (An aside — ) You really see them?
ORPHEUS

: More…felt them, until you broke your own spell. But worry not. (Surveying crowd.) It’s a fine
enchantment and will hold, against my uncle and his lady, anyway. For all other of my kin are at play in the fields
of Ilium and Mycenae. )•
HERMES

ORPHEUS

: Hermes, honored guide, to your advice in this will I hold. Am I too bold, out of reason, beyond all

hope?
: Three times yes, I would say.
Orpheus, you imagine a feat beyond imagining, and whosoever has been so bold? Not even Herakles. Yet.
And to this task you bring only hot, no cold reason. Else never could you have conceived it.
Love sparks imagination into extraordinary action. Truly, being in love is being in imagination, and in that are
you beyond hope, while in the same breath are you all hope.
The melancholic malady of love has one cure: entering it with utter abandon. For to love are dismissal and
disdain no cure at all, and caution mere dilution and no resolve.
Just so does bereavement know one remedy: allowing it with complete feeling.
In both one finds release and memory, and fulfillment in experience. But hear you: scarce ever as wished or
imagined. Do you heed?
HERMES

ORPHEUS

: Lord, I do. Will you aid me?

: Will you not relent? A smashing epic of conflict brews, tides many times over ebbing and renewed. You
choose this course of love over war’s lesser uncertainty?
HERMES

ORPHEUS

: None other.

: Intrepid story-singer know this: Going to the underworld is easily done. Anyone dead can do that. But
deeper down into loss, peering into the shadow fosse of the dead departed? How many, dead or living, have done
that? And returning. That’s the difficult part.
HERMES

ORPHEUS

: I will, O Hermes.

: And you all abide, and quietly, silently? (Awaits audience assent.) )• Then it is done.
Love bridges all dimensions, opens paths into all simultaneous. But incursions of divinity into daily living
disturb and unsettle perceptions and plans, and all stability. Earthly reason looses it purchase here: what you see,
what you know, twists and turns. Rather remember your purpose, cleave to intentions stated here, and gird with
them your hearts and hopes.
Why will you travel this path?
•( HERMES

ORPHEUS
HERMES

: Why do you travel this path?

ORPHEUS
HERMES

: To see Eurydice, the fortune fair. •( (Signals audience to repeat.) )•

: To meet Eurydice, the fortune fair. •( (Signals audience to repeat.) )•

: Why must you travel this path?
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ORPHEUS : To retrieve Eurydice, the fortune fair —
•( (Signals audience to repeat three, four, many times.)

(to Hermes) Yes!

(Once the chant becomes loud and robust, Hermes holds up his hand for silence, demands it if he must.) )•
: Orpheus! Beware, in calling forth your destiny. None have assailed the unassailable and returned.
Though the unsayable you understand and put to word, no great hero, but one, has returned from deep earth of
dark Dis. Will you persist in this? (Orpheus only nods.) Then •( bring forth Eurydice’s nymphs that they may herd
your witnesses. And )• may my blessing be enough for your success.
HERMES

(As Hermes steps away from his spot, all lights go dark but for Orpheus’ spot. •( A shout from the nymphs as they enter, rush
past Hermes — helping to obscure his leaving — and surround Orpheus.)
: Good people of Thessaly and beyond, tonight we will contest the paths of the dead ones’ gods, there to
call forth my dear Eurydice for one final sight cheated from us, and more: to entreat the Dark Lord and Lady to
surrender her up to the life she deserves but has lost. For us all, for our sorrows, for our too early loss, will we ask
them, insist of them, to recoup and redress.
Only you follow who share my demand, and in silence make way, holding fast memory of love fast. All else
remain here in this lamentable world, an anchor to your fellows to later draw them back home.
Let us go.
ORPHEUS

(Orpheus strides to main exit at back of house. The Nyseides marshal the audience to follow.)

Scene II : Orpheus Descends (distillatio)
(Orpheus precedes audience from theatre. Nyseides guide and monitor audience along paths to crossroads where waits Hermes
on a torch-lit platform. Beside him are Orphne and Lethe, Avernale nymphae, in black attire and hair and palest skin, red lips.
When all are clustered before the platform, Hermes speaks, and all of Eurydice’s nymphs melt away to take their new roles in
the Underworld.)
: Good, invisible people. You are met at the crossroads, and I welcome you. And I remind you of the
seriousness and solemnity of the journey you elect. The grieving singer for whom you would witness has upon you
cast a shroud of inscrutability. None divine, but I, can see you. No wraith nor shadow nor spectre perceive you,
sense you, or molest you, so long as you remain silent. For the sake of the quest and the safety of your living
person, I insist again that you remain mute. For in giving voice now, in the precincts of shadow, will you break
Orpheus’ protective spell and summon unto you wights and wraiths most fell, who will remove you from their
domain, and mayhap devour you.
Do you understand? (Awaits audience assent.)
Here are two sympathizing denizens of dark Hades—the underworld nymphs, Avernale nymphae, Orphne and
Lethe—to serve as helpmeet and guide. Be aware of them, and heed their direction. In whispers at most and if
needful, approach them and win their artful instruction. If needful.
Otherwise, I trust you hold firm to your intent, and to your silence, in accompanying the quest of Orpheus.
(To Orpheus.) What say you, singer?
HERMES

ORPHEUS

: All this I undertake, in hope, for Eurydice. All hear, in witness, my song of choice. )•
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Love not freely given
is love not fully held
nurtured, known, released

though clearer in the knowing
of this central question:
How will you choose this time?

I stand at the crossroads
of the currents of this life
amazed that my choices
have left me
with those choices renewed
in magnification:
What will you choose this time?

How will you follow which path you do answer?
How will you greet those you ask to walk further
or for now
or at this moment
or for a time
or forever?
And in what ways with you?

Not at all different choices
but different forms of different nuances
altogether similar

And there is a choice with you
these choices with you
the choice of you
Eurydice.

Lord Hermes, blissful guide, helpful Psychopomp, I am ready.
: Then hear •( you all this: trust in Orpheus, and witness )•.
I shall bring you to an entrance by the Taenarus cave, where three times will threat challenge you.
•( Bestill your fear and set free your love, if you believe in Orpheus’s fell song. Should you quail, remember
love. Should you fail, take hand of companion, and continue on. )•
From here, no going back, for all is black before and behind, and the light you crave is the hope inside you.
Remember it. Let it live. Let it shine. And all will be well.
•( In silence will you travel. In silence shall I guide you, until drawn ahead to assure the way. Now go, Orpheus
at your head with night’s darkness Orphne in the van, and Lethe calmed memory following all. )•
Be well. Be strong. Be gone.
HERMES

(Hermes snuffs torches and seemingly disappears, going to his position in the Underground. •( Audience proceeds to gates of
Hell. As audience clusters at torch-lit entry to Underground, Orpheus appears to hesitate till all are near and ready. )•
Suddenly, with startling snarls and roars, three figures rush from shadows, each identically masked as a ravening dog: this is
Cerberus, watchward of the gates of Hades. They come sniffing and snarling to Orpheus as they speak, and he reaches out to
their snapping maws and sets hands upon them, each in turn. At first restless, they quell, relent, listen.)
CERBERUS FIRST

: By death never called, yet here somewise drawn.

CERBERUS SECOND
CERBERUS THIRD

: Your bodied soul does not belong.

: Away, life. You may not pass.

: Release your angers, conceits, and woes: here are no foes or lost souls, but he seeking she of fields
flowering in sunlight, she too soon wrapped in greedy shrouds of death’s might, she who brings answer to anger
and woe, who even you remember passing, bringing love’s eternal echo.
ORPHEUS

(They sit at Orpheus’ feet, holding one another in silent awe and respect, enchantment. Orpheus moves to rap on the iron
doors.)
ORPHEUS

: That is one. And here be two.

(The doors creak open, and between them comes Charon, ferryman of the River Styx, his long staff in hand, in clear distemper
and concern.)
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: Cerberus, whelp, what — (Sees Orpheus, •( seems to scent the audience, sniffing and looking directly at several
members of the crowd. )• Dogs still crouching, maybe yearning toward Charon but still enchanted, staying beside Orpheus.)
What have we here? (Orpheus stares at him, somewhat awed by his formidable presence.)
Well? What terrible unwisdom, ill-luck, brought you here, living creature, where you do not belong? Well?
CHARON

: Decision, my choice, brings me here, in search of another who does not belong, for to bring her home.
I am Orpheus. Are you dread Charon?

ORPHEUS

: You are daft! (Cerberi growl, sniff, move more between Charon and Orpheus, crouching, listening. They grow
calm whenever Orpheus speaks, become agitated when Charon speaks.) None pass here but by my mediating hand, and
none through here have passed who weren’t called in their time.
CHARON

ORPHEUS

: I come for one called out of time, taken young, mistaken claimed, for all her life awaits her.

(has never heard anything so ludicrous) : Who are you, upstart, presumptuous to so claim? None come here,
till you, but those out of time, and life. Young, old, sudden, seeming prepared, surprised, they come to pass over
to the other side. I count them and account for them, every one, every soul. You are no soul. (Sniffing.) A living
body merely, not even cold, not called, and you have no place here. Go. (He turns, dismissive. Cerebi, unsure, slowly
move to follow their master.)
CHARON

: I will go, as you say, when you let me pass by, to meet another who has no place here, full of life,
stolen, cheated: Eurydice, my wife.
ORPHEUS

CHARON :

Eurydice? (Considering, accounting.) Eurydice. “Fortune fair.” “Wide justice.” I tell you, not an
uncommon name. But all met by me here, till you, have been claimed. This one you follow: she is dead. Go away.
: I can go no other way but through, do you not understand? A wrong has been done, not for the first
time, I believe: a wrong that must be undone.
ORPHEUS

CHARON (almost

humorous, if he had humor) : Death undone? You are daft, my lost son.

: Not lost, Ferryman, but come for love. Hear of her and you will know, else what heart you have grown
rotten cold.
ORPHEUS

Soft night
evening curtain fall
gliding over deepened meadows
calling a close to the day
She walks through the tall
yellow hay of
foxtails
though really too far to notice
at all
He doesn’t think
half-asleep
it at least feels like dreaming
She tingles and dances
weaving the air
buttercup gold her hair
hopping to stone after
hopping to stone after stone

bristle and crackly
gathering them as she goes
unintentionally
He watches her from his distance
barely able to hold the breath
he holds
strangling a sigh lest she hear
across the slim creek
resting lazy in her path
She dances
against his stillness
singing to his silence
moving through the grass
she goes.
Soon he breathes again
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: What is this, boy? What witchery of song? I tell you, you do not belong. But — (containing his feeling is
difficult) Neither can she, I deem, if her love as strong as yours. You are daft, I’m sure, possessed of a love beyond
naming. (Considering, eyeing Orpheus.) Are you sure? (Orpheus only nods. Charon stares at him for a brief moment,
disbelieving — Orpheus? His own reaction? Wipes a tear as he points the way.)
Go, then, and I’ll stand by, with the dog. You are lost and don’t know it, yet more loss to come.
CHARON

(Orpheus makes gesture of blessing, and moves on.
Within the gates, an inner chamber filled with sweet fragrance of flowers. •( Once all guests are in, the six Shades mingle
amidst them for maximum visibility. )• Orpheus sings once more.)
: Be wary, •( my witnesses, )• for here is our third woe, Asphodel Fields where apathy grows, and
forgetfulness and lethargy, and loss of purpose. (Speaking into the dark.) Here within the bounds of Dis, on all sides
surrounded by hateful Styx and fiery Periphlegethon, wailing Cocytus, and woe-wallowing Acheron, I call on all
shades to hear of the light, to remember life, and to heed the justice of my cause:
ORPHEUS

Painful is my pocket
lost and lonely gloom
growing out of the fabric
instilled in the warp and woof
And I heard it would contain pure joy

and to get there, not to my surprise,
I realize I must turn away, to the source
of these fears and their fabrication
in the misting memories underground
but I’ll emerge and my pockets won’t be empty

this capacious pocket big as a room
and I learn that this joy must be made
from the pain
and my heart is the loom
O, the darkness, it tries to gather all about
leering and jeering and calling me out
But I know it’s all just the other way around
It’s not the darkness that holds me
It’s into the darkness I am bound

there’ll be love and love
to spread all around
how it will abound
abound

Somewhere above me
for all these many searching years
has been a sun so brilliant
some bright solution to my fears
But I can see now how very high it soars

Painful is my pocket
lost and lonely gloom
growing out of the fabric
instilled in the warp and woof
And I heard it would contain pure joy
this capacious pocket big as a room
and I learn that this joy must be made
from the pain
and my heart is the loom

(He pauses, listening, and a rumble of doors quakes the air.)
Come now. We are called.
•( (As

the audience makes its way onward, the six Shades walk slowly, allowing audience to move past and encounter them,
then walking quicker to pass through the audience again, making presence known and felt. Dark silence but for soughing,
shuffling, and perhaps mixed in buzzing snatches of bees, random cries, mostly sighing, wordless sentences phrased as questions.
Down into darkness, each turn in the maze lit by spare lights just as markers. In this relative silence, Orpheus and all move
onward down to the steps that lead to the farthest chamber of the Underground, where in dim light wait Hades and Persephone
on their thrones. In the unlikely instance that an audience member willfully destroys the silence, one of the Shades will escort
that person from the ritual, out back through Charon’s gates.) )•
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Scene III : The Testament of Orpheus (sublimatio)
(Dim light slowly, only moderately, grows •( as audience gathers )• into the utterly silent inner chamber of the Underground.
Hades and Persephone, quiet, imperious, somber, sit their thrones on a dais. They are resplendently dressed yet ashen, grey,
grim, unyielding: whatever love they share is grown cold and assessing. Even the light here seems chill, barely effective to turn
back gloom and sorrow — the brightest, sharpest lights are shining gems and jewels and veins of ore in the walls and ceiling,
dazzling riches in the raw.
•( Six Shades are interspersed through the crowd, a pair not together amidst the left wing, a pair not together amidst the
center, a pair not together amidst the right wing. )•
Orpheus has entered •( ahead of all, )• and stands in a crescent-shaped space open before the dais. On either side of the
thrones, as symbolic wards •( and to keep back the crowd )•, are Orphne and Lethe, now in their element. Above on a tier
platform stand the Erinyes — Alecto “the unceasing,” Megaera “the grudging,” and Tisiphone “the avenging” — shrouded in
tattered black robes and veils, serpentine hair, and backlit so they appear as silhouettes in corona yet block any light from
streaming through or between them. Heads bowed, yet cocked as if listening, the trio stands perfectly still.
Orpheus stands still in a moderate spot (none too bright in the gloom, but somewhat brighter so he seems to glow with living
in the midst of death), •( waiting for all to enter and settle. As necessary, the Avernales gesture for silence; perhaps the Shades,
always acting curious and subtly confused by audience, help in hushing the crowd.
When all is silence, somewhat lasting, )• Orpheus quietly begins.)
: Mistress Persephone, Queen of the Dead, I greet you. And you, Lord Hades, King of the Shades and
all the realms wherein they dwell. You to whom all who live must come, hear my song of lamentation. And hear
my entreating testament, for they express hard but hopeful truth.
I come not to spy your secrets. I come not to contend your rule. Rather come I to sing you my song for my dear
departed Eurydice.
(Hades ponders, perhaps hand to grim mouth, unobservant of Persephone’s slight, ever so slight, deepened breath.)
Every life is mortifying, my Lord and Lady: in the fears and challenges it imparts; in the steadfast courage it
requires in facing all things new and fast fading; in learning of wonder and woe, near constant toil, ever
inconstant joy; in perceiving and then breathing in a slowly ever-quickening chain of departure and farewell.
Just so my betrothed, quenched in happenstance, betrayed in full youth, gathering (easy, respectful gesture toward
Persephone) your blesséd gifts of flowers: Eurydice, by hidden serpent bitten, my love sudden laid low.
I come to you, masters of the dead, to tell of her dying before her time should demand, her beginning bereft
before ripening, poisoned by viper’s fang and fate’s mistake, brought to an untimely, unkindly, untenable end.
(Does Persephone respond to this uncouth statement?)
Yes, Lady, untenable, I say, beyond her love’s imagination to endure, and also past all sense and right to allow.
For love leads me here, fell Lord and Lady, love compels I speak, and you hear, what love would ask and have
answered, what love would endure to be allowed.
Where mind releases fear, and spirit raises head to see and speak, there soul knows and feels and lives, free to
impart its generous visions of heart and will.
With woman does man become endless, and with man does woman become fecund, both met in seeing what in
their needful toil else they often forget. More often we see but endless effort vested in mortal powers dwindling
ere fully maturing, always time wresting away possibility of fuller, of better, of greater: humankind to dust,
monuments to rust, cities lost in tides of fortune, law overtrod in quest for permanence, knowledge doused in
funeral tears.
And where is Eurydice now?
A snake drank away her living, leaving only ashes of loss: all loving arrested from dawning or declining, from
ever blossoming and being, or even sorrowfully fading. Rather that love stolen with no regard for cost.
Lord and Lady, it has cost. It has cost friend and family, and all who knew and loved and found joy in Eurydice.
All the world it has cost. For since her passing, kindness removed from the light, sorrow rending each night,
mournful more than the howling protest of all taken in their time by certain death, sure death.
Cruel death, I say, for taking from one so fair, so young, so innocent of the virtues and the vices yet to test her
and try her and awe her and delight her. Taking from her discovery, in her time, of that wisdom wedding
kindness that spreads fealty to heaven and respect for hell, her precious life lived enough to tell the triumph and
sorrow of one human life shared with and shared for all.
ORPHEUS
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Did you know that, my masters? That Eurydice excelled in living with joy and with kindness for all? That she
excelled in song, answering my own, unselfconscious and giving as she would? That she excelled with colors,
making clever likenesses of flowers, gifts of paper for her sisters in the Winter when you, fine Queen, are called
into the darkness to dwell?
How could you know, her life scarcely begun?
How could you know, her prayers just ripening to song?
How could you know her, and see her alive, and permit a fate undeserved, premature, life denied?
In respect and honor, I remind you, Lord, that you know of which I speak, this love of life of my Eurydice, the
too early taking, unprepared, untempered, of life yet arising to ripen. Remember, I ask you.
And you, My Lady, you understand what I mean, surely far better than I do or ever will. For you, too, have been
bereft of life, lost to shining sunlight, removed from your flowers, all colors, loving mother, in learning here to
dwell.
Remember now. (Lights change, and Eurydice appears as at her wedding. From this moment, she comes to Orpheus slowly,
at last with mention of her name holding his hands as if again sharing their vows. Then, as he finishes with “meaning,” lights
return to gloom, and Eurydice slips back away into darkness.)
Just as the Dark One longed for light and so mated The Kore, flower-gathering daughter of Demeter; just as
Kore crowned Persephone yearned for warmth, and so cherished Adonis, of men most handsome, of Aphrodite
most loved; just so were Orpheus and Eurydice stung.
Just so do I, and each human living, long for company, assurance, sharing — and so relish love, work-relieving,
life-affirming giver of meaning (she is gone, him looking after what was a dream, a reverie), for those who will heed it.
(Pause. He composes himself.)
Perhaps most do not, objecting to its imperfection. To its impermanence. To its fragility. So do they decry their
very lives made singular in imperfection, made precious in impermanence, made vital in protecting fragility.
And here stands one who does heed, and declares it.
And somewhere, quite near, slides another, nearly shadow, and for her would I reclaim it.
(Growing more earnest as he cries for Eurydice, till nearly undone at song’s end — but bravely collecting calm.)
Eurydice. Eurydice! Who loved our Mother Earth, so much, too short!
Whose sport was bringing color into homes and songs.
Eurydice. Eurydice! Who tended flowers all, loving each kind!
Who gifted garlands to frame the faces of her Nyseid sisters.
Eurydice. Eurydice! Who offered Orpheus kind rest from woe!
From war and rancor. From singing peace to makers of war.
Eurydice. O, Eurydice! Face full of kindnesses, so great, soon lost!
Who gave as much as ever gained, friends made gifts, life made love.
O, Eurydice! Eurydice! Lithe captor of my heart full yours, empty
in weeping for your lost grace, in lamenting the cruel haste of finding our love departed.
Eurydice! Eurydice! Kisses questing, uncertain yet sure, wanting yet prolonging, offering and tasting ever:
Here I am, bringing you my life in darkness, to bring you back to our life in light!
Here I am, Lord and Lady, to remind you. Remember moments expressed in each breath of that short, bright
being called living. Remember separateness within being joyously salved by companions. Remember knowing of
the leaving, laying down of living, inevitable with every entering into life.
We are all to you destined, and all too soon. But Eurydice taken untempered, wine crushed from new grape yet
allowed no ripening time: life rent, never spent, collected by death.
Where once love was sown, where life inspiring praise of all gods was grown, now a wasting sorrow for wasted
life, for beauty bereft, for fullness of life promised and not met.
Lady. Just as Demeter bore life only with your return, so can I bear living only in Eurydice’s return. May it
please you to rightly fill her right term of life, and then to rightly be yours, and all yours. But now to be mine —
yes, mine, and all the whole world’s! For the flowers. For the daylight. For yearning mortal sight. For life.
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Grant her to me, I beseech you. Else, if you deny, know I cannot return alone, without her, and so me to die
and offer you my shadow. Take me. Slay me. Make me shadow to dwell in your shadow, senseless shade if even so
senseless I may see and dwell beside my life’s reason and love.
(A brief pause, Orpheus aiming now toward conclusion.)
Words flow and fumble, stretch to etch and contour this truth. Persuasion reaches for its humblest cunning,
keenest eloquence, to convince you that love must not be rendered vain.
Lord and Lady of Darkness! It must not be so. Let life be extinguished, as all life must, but let it be in its
fullness, in its full offering and full finding of love. For only this — I say, this alone — gives meaning to both light
and dark, gives purpose to every duty and toil and any righteous cause. It is love, alone, that sets the world
spinning, gift of awareness in being, awareness of the gift of being, which is love. And that is for which all my
singing, if only in the end to know it completely.
Scholars and philosophers call love an illusion, a romantic delusion to be distrusted. And surely must we keep
our wits lest we leap ourselves astray, even into dismay. In an immaturity of love, we find mere celebration, maybe
companionship, vague intimacy, and heated lust.
But real love, full love: that is a knowing love, a giving love. To distrust love betrays the soul. Maturity of love
brings broader vision, initiates the soul to itself in some way, carries true lovers away from each self to awareness
of the inherent divine, and to capacities flourishing in consciousness.
Thus am I come. So I am here. For love I have trusted, and for love have I come. To remind you of it. To
remember its joy and its necessity. And to reclaim it, I entreat you: return to me my life’s compass, my loving wife.
Unite again the thread of Eurydice’s life.
(Pierced, wounded, the Erinyes howl, keening brief shriek, then quiet into a soft sobbing less and less noticeable.)
(her voice deep, cold, harsh, yet strangely sympathetic) : Enough, Orpheus. At last enough.
You tell of things, and make claims, and remember me tales — (She pauses, softening, remembering Adonis.) — that
rush to my quick. You remind me of things ever remembered and pondered, yet seldom in this season, if ever,
acted upon.
(She looks to Hades, who grimly, just perceptibly, nods her encouragement.)
You dare a great thing, and quite beyond daring. You come to us and speak to us of a world of living from
which we often part, or (looks to Hades) often remain apart. (Hades sets a lingering gaze upon Persephone.)
You speak to us (a hint of derision or sarcasm slowly growing) of life and its mortality. You speak to us of soul. You
speak to us (a bit more mildly, perhaps forgiving) of flowers and fragility. (Suddenly angry.) You speak to those who
know.
(Hades grasps her hand, brings her back.)
And (more mildly) who yet thank you for the (almost imperceptible, ironic pause) memory. We… (allows the next word)
…remember… love’s dark depths and brilliant heights. We recall how sadness completes love’s saturation of soul,
if for the unheeding only in weeping. Love presses us onto a labyrinthine path — as you see more clearly than you
have seen, Orpheus.
(Looks to Hades with a strange smile, which he might return.)
If we can honor love as it presents itself, in the odd shapes and sad directions we would never predict or desire,
then we are moving toward discovering the essential elements of soul, where meaning and value scribe themselves
slow and paradoxical.
We are fluid but not wet, Orpheus. Do you understand?
PERSEPHONE

ORPHEUS

(quite sure) : The soul’s path is love.

: Which is trust, which is courage. To know love is to touch the waters of our sustenance, and of our
origination. And to pursue it, not in lust, but as you have done: What are we to make of that?
PERSEPHONE

(on his knees) : A boon to the living, O! I ask you, Dark Queen. Answer to entreaty, precious life
reprieved and retrieved.
ORPHEUS
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: Retrieved, so you say, and so it may be. (Orpheus stands, almost afraid of expression, knowing condition
must come.) But from death, master lyre-singer, there is no reprieve. Do you understand?
PERSEPHONE

(not quite sure) : Death claims us all, as it must, for in mortality is not curse but gift, not betrayal but
release and renewal.
ORPHEUS

(Persephone considers him for a good long pause.)
ORPHEUS

: Yet to retrieve what’s been stolen, or wrongly — (Persephone stops him.)

: Enough, Orpheus. At last enough.
Have you not seen my heart in this? Even the Erinyes, dire Fates, weep tears as never once before, not one time,
these goddesses of…necessity, and of vengeance. Even they have heard you traveling here, and come to hear your
testament. Alecto made your grief, as she does. Perhaps she helped you here to quarrel with me. (Orpheus too
cautious to respond.) Tisiphone witnesses your deeds, and this deed, and you convince her to quail at your entreaty.
How can that be so? But from Megaera would I hear, guardian of Tartarus: Has his dear one been punished there?
PERSEPHONE

(A moderate pause as Megaera seems to search for voice, and consults with her sisters. She steps forward from them, still
enshrouded, her voice croaking out till on final word clear.)
: She has not, My Lady.

MEGAERA

(something odd, knowing, creeping into her voice and manner) : We know it well, for she is as right in death
as you knew her in life, Orpheus. She but dwells here yet, among the — (She pauses, seeming for the first time to notice
something unusual about the audience.) — gathered souls. Her purpose here cannot be told to the living, for the living
cannot fully know, even if they would, even if, perceptive, they feel a semblance of all we are in this realm. Do you
know, Orpheus?
PERSEPHONE

ORPHEUS

: Whatever I’ve felt or sensed, Dear Lady, I am for the living, as I know is Eurydice.

PERSEPHONE

: For now, Orpheus. And she? Let her be present. Eurydice.

(Hades gestures, and Shades move aside to let Eurydice through.)

Scene IV : Eurydice Steps From Shadow (separatio)
(Eurydice enters opposite Orpheus within the large round of light spotting him, Hades, and Persephone. She holds her wounded
hand as though it still troubles her, but as aching memory rather than living pain. She is dressed precisely as we saw her in
death, but all her flowers are dry and grey, her robes dusted with ash, her face pallid, even her hair dull. She has a somber,
sleepy, restless, lost aura about her, a vagueness of presence and focus.
She steps forward gently, slowly, soundlessly, tentatively. The light seems to disturb and distract her, but not warm or
encourage her. She is as one drawn from a deep, even luxuriant sleep into a strange and unfamiliar place.)
EURYDICE
ORPHEUS

(slowly, somnolent) : I am here.

(fighting his urge to run to her, knows he must not, speaks in almost a whisper) : Eurydice!

: Show her your kindness, as if she were ill, Orpheus, for she is not long here but already with your
realm grows unfamiliar. And you are yet of that realm, and from there newly come, and living.
PERSEPHONE

ORPHEUS

(low) : Eurydice.
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PERSEPHONE

: Now, Orpheus, behold her, your love. Regard her. Witness her. Let your eyes relish what long they

have sought.
(Orpheus’ hands reach out to Eurydice, but he remains, wisely, in his place, caught between triumphant joy and relief, some
disbelief, and shock at the change in her. But he keeps a bright face, if now crying.)
ORPHEUS

: Eurydice. (Now thinking of her, encouraging.) O, Eurydice, my — (Again Persephone stops him.)

(Eurydice seems to respond, but uncertainly, as if sensing something lovely and familiar in coarse and unaccustomed guise.)
: Now for you to state your purpose, and state it clearly, master singer, hell-quester. Tell us, before
your belovéd, what you have come to ask.
PERSEPHONE

: Eurydice — (Remembering himself.) My Lady and Lord. I — (Considering.) I request, I beseech, I ask you
for my love’s life rewoven, Eurydice returned to the light to find a ripened old age. As a gift I ask this, as a loan of
a soul (to Hades and Persephone) I rightly understand as yours, now, and then, yet (to Eurydice) belovéd by me, and
so loving of life, and by all living so loved and lamented. (Hands out to her again.) Eurydice, my love. I love you.
ORPHEUS

(Eurydice’s hands come up, arms out, instinctive, yet she again becomes confused, arms down, as if trying to recognize the
faintest familiar tune. And at this Persephone is at last moved, sits quietly, sternly, yet noticeably softer, more open. As the
silence expands somewhat, she weeps and sets her head in one hand, elbow perched upon throne. The silence lengthens until
broken by Megaera, a croak lowly clarifying to less unpleasant voice, perhaps quite high, terrifyingly harsh, scraped steel.)
: And will this cowardly request be granted? This sad man knows not what he asks. He weaves you his
wishes in tales dulcet told, his flower girl succumbed to snake and ill fate. What does he know but sudden loss,
and lust unrequited? He rasps at you, My Queen, of your precious friend Adonis, not knowing of which he
speaks, the special care, the special bond. And to you, My Lord, cries he of your dire necessity, as if to compare his
mortal want with your empyrean love. Why, ’tis outrage that even his breathing body pollutes this sacred space,
vital beyond his ken, or care. What arrogance! What nonsense! What presumption.
Orpheus (calling him in sickly mock entreaty), know you, famed storyteller, the story of Alcestis, daughter of King
Pelias, married to Admetus?
MEGAERA

(Orpheus does not dare look to her, let alone answer her.)
Admetus, one among your Argonauts, became king of Pherae after his father Pheres, founder of the city.
Admetus wished to wed fair Alcestis, princess of Iolcus, niece to his father, the brother of Pelias, who bade Jason
quest for the Golden Fleece. All of this, Argonaut Orpheus, you must know, and how Pelias promised Alcestis to
him who should yoke to a chariot both lion and boar. And Apollo, sweet Leto’s son, yoked the beasts and gifted
them to Admetus, who brought them to King Pelias, thus obtaining Alcestis.
Why should Apollo help Admetus so? Hear the reason: Asclepius, remarkable healer and Apollo’s son, used the
blood of Medusa received from Athena in such skillful way as to raise the dead. Now, some say Father Zeus feared
men would thus acquire an art to cheat sacred death, and so slew with his thunderbolt Asclepius. Not unlike you,
Orpheus, was Apollo grieved at his belovéd son’s death, yet could raise no hand against his own father. So in
revenge Apollo slew the cyclopes, who fashioned the thunderbolt for Zeus. And because of this deed would Zeus
hurl Apollo to me in Tartarus, had Leto not intervened. O, she wept a sweet entreating lament, and made Zeus
order Apollo to serve thrall to a man for one year.
This man you know was Admetus, already king of Pherae, where Apollo served him as herdsman and found
kind treatment. Thus Zeus’ son provided the chariot of beasts, with which Admetus bore off Alcestis in marriage.
But in the wedding sacrifice Admetus forgot Artemis, and so found his marriage bed full of coiled serpents.
Apollo bade Admetus appease the goddess, and for his kindly former master asked special favor of the Moerae,
sister Fates, that Admetus when near death might be released should someone choose to die in his place.
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But Admetus could find no one, not even one close to him by blood, who would in his place die. For surely, as
you say, singer, life is dear to mortals, at least to each his own. But for Alcestis, willing to die in her husband’s
stead, and that was the measure of her love for him. She died for her husband his intended death — though at the
Stygian Gate Herakles wrestled her back from Thanatos. Or was it you, My Lady, who let the loving wife go?
And here a living husband in unwitting echo of the plea: not the feat, for he has not tried to equal or replace
her fate. He has not sacrificed to win his claim.
ORPHEUS

(quietly) : Take my own life, then, if the Furies won’t relent.

(A voice from the shadows intervenes.)
: Has he indeed not sacrificed? (Hermes steps from darkness, almost a light unto himself.) I would say, rather,
his journey makes an heroic bequest: of will, which he calls love, if not as well his lament, or the degree of his
grief, the intensity of his woe.
Come, Megaera, do you begrudge him so, as to make such comparisons? Admetus lived long, yet sought life
longer, clinging to a promise he would better have relented. Love, indeed, inspired Alcestis. But didn’t greed
prevent Admetus from relinquishing life long and grandly lived when death insisted on his due? Dear loving
Alcestis gave in her love what her husband most wanted, a life for a life. And what does Orpheus want? A life for
itself let live into fullness, not lost to itself, taken in youth. Are you mad, Megaera, because he made you weep? No
harm in that, surely.
HERMES

(Megaera fumes, retreats back to confer with her sisters — but first a long bony finger of accusation and warning.)
MEGAERA

: You’re subtle and clever, lord of lyres and of liars — thief of sense as well as of things. Disruptor!

Conniver!
HERMES

: O, dear me, now I know you resent me so. Be not jealous, bloody one. I still respect thee.

(Megaera gives a little shriek, then finds comforting from her sisters.)
PERSEPHONE

: At last you show yourself, Psychopomp, and ever with messages to share.

(bowing ceremoniously) : Dear Lady. Yet if any doubts linger, shall we put it to a vote? Surely these souls
have some hope or resistance?
HERMES

(bemused by Hermes’ audacity, looks to the people then back to him — does he really think he’s fooled her? Her
first true smile, briefly broad, then gone. She turns back to the audience.) What say you, Orpheus: my choice, or a vote?
PERSEPHONE

ORPHEUS (caught off guard, clearing throat) : Ever your will — (quick to Hades) and that of My
Queen. •( Yet, I confess a curiosity… (He trails, and turns, winking, hopeful, to the audience.)
PERSEPHONE

Lord — abides here, My

: Rouse yourselves, shades, and let us hear what you say: shall Orpheus return with his Eurydice?

(Audience responds. If all assent, move on. If some object, Persephone allows one such to speak, then one for the other choice,
then considers for a moment, weighing.) )•
PERSEPHONE

: I think we shall have it so, another beguiling tale for you, my brave minstrel. What say you, dear

Hades?
(He turns it over, in no hurry, then —)
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: I will allow it, but not so easily. (To Orpheus.) To enter my realm: no mere feat, least of all for one living.
To arrive at my throne, and so address me and mine: more remarkable still. And with demand unprecedented
and impertinent. But, very well. So soothing your song, so sweet your reason, so simple yet fair your purpose, you
may have her, Orpheus, as you wish. But in return must fulfill one simple condition. Only one.
HADES

PERSEPHONE

(looking to Hades with a subtle, wry smile) : What say you, My Lord?

: Eurydice may return to the upper world light. Yet Orpheus must refrain from filling his sight with his
belovéd along all the trek back to the earth above. Not to turn. Not to look. To return her unglancéd till the light
greet her full. Then to again see her face.
HADES

ORPHEUS
HADES

(somewhat disbelieving the ease of the condition) : Not to…look…back?

: Do you understand me?

: To escort my love through all fearsome dark. Not to look back till full in the open air, till fully
awashed in daylight.
ORPHEUS

(stern, to Persephone) : You see: simple, if not easily done. (More stern still.) Beware you, Orpheus. This
condition, this one, must be met and fulfilled. And no second entreaty avail you.
HADES

: I am warned, Lord. I understand. A sentimental love, a merely hungry love, an immature love might in
this charge fail, wanting and embracing mere romance and want and only light. Such niggardly love fails at first
sign of shadow, first hard challenge, first furious fight. Yet no thought of separation held me at bay, no loss of
faith in dismay at losing Eurydice. Now she is found, and to your condition am I bound: having come so far, I’ll
not fail her, or you, or me, life or love. (He bows.)
ORPHEUS

(to Hades) : He grows in wisdom, resisting his eyes. (Hades, somewhat rueful, nodding.)
(To Orpheus) Singer, I bid you: hold your resolve with every step back to the light.
(To Eurydice, carefully, as if calling her awake.) Eurydice, wide justice, hear me now: this one calls you upward in
return. This loving husband would have you return to your life above, to your departed home.
PERSEPHONE

EURYDICE
ORPHEUS

: Home, Eurydice.

EURYDICE
ORPHEUS

(tasting the words for familiarity, meaning) : Loving husband?

: Your loving husband.

EURYDICE
ORPHEUS

(beginning to focus, her hands coming up as if searching) : Home?

(as if her eyes truly open, fully seeing, for their first time) : Orpheus?

: Eurydice. (They start together, come within two paces, but halt at Persephone’s peremptory gesture.)

: Back into the light, to the world of man, as now it is. To what was the garden of our Mother Gaia.
To sunlight, and flowers. If you can, back to life.
PERSEPHONE

ORPHEUS

(moving as if to embrace and comfort) : Eurydice —

: No, lyric lover. Now will you go, not to greet her face till far from this place, out of dark, into light: away
from death, not escaped, back into life.
HADES

(Lights begin dimming till half, as Orpheus turns away from Eurydice — both starting with their sudden isolation — and, lyre to
his breast, begins the ascent.)
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: So be it. As you say, Lady and Lord. At last will I say, simply, thank you. My love is writ in the scroll of
destiny. May the Fates twine it strong, and long, and caring. From the well of sorrow, across the abyss of doubt,
upward to the sunlight infinitely giving. (Calling back.) Eurydice: please come.
ORPHEUS

(Orpheus marches forward, •( through the crowd, )• but pauses as the Erinyes whisper out, as indicated. After the first surprise
of their call, he moves on, singing anew his wedding vows, continuing into the echoing dark as he and Eurydice pass from sight,
and eventually from hearing. Eurydice, her face gravely awake yet increasingly hopeful, passes after him •( through the crowd.)
)•

(repeating over and around one another, begun in hoarse, loud whispers, volume diminishing over time) :
Eurydice, will you go? Eurydice, what awaits? Eurydice, the dark beckons. Relent the light!

ERINYES

Scene V : Shaman and Soul (ceratio)
(With Orpheus and Eurydice gone beyond sight and sound, Hades and Persephone quietly confer •(, utterly ignoring the
audience )•. Hermes perhaps trades signs with the Furies, yet quickly follows after the lovers.
•( The Shades direct the audience back the way they came, up and out, retracing their path through the underground maze.
But where before each turn was accentuated with simple lights, now they are adorned with tableaux — images projected or
painted — of changes roiling through Hades in response to Orpheus’ songs: Tantalus, Ixion, Danaides, the Moirae, Sisyphus,
and Tiyus (Prometheus). Via microphone, Megaera describes the scenes for all to hear, though few will synch presence at a
particular image while hearing her narration — that’s fine: her words will linger with them, and the images will be more striking
for being disembodied from their explication. If the audience is large, she may repeat the narration after ample pause.) )•
(narration) : And the powers below, hearts that do not hearken to the murmurings of men, heard the
lyre and the voice and the music. And there was indeed a silence in Hades, unmeasured in the cadences, yet deep,
yet long. For a time are suspended the tortures of the damned. The very wraiths shed tears. Tantalus forgets his
quenchless thirst. Ixion’s wheel ceases cycling. The Danaides fall from filling their draining vase. For the first time
— and the last time? — the Fates themselves weep. Sisyphus pauses, sits against his rested rock. Tiyus, whom men
name Prometheus, finds the vulture at pause from his flesh.
MEGAERA

•( (At

last, all the audience comes back through the maze to the first great chamber past Charon’s gate, and here the six Shades
with gestures arrange them to either side, creating a path down the center to the great iron doors of Charon. When this is
accomplished, they disperse, two toward the doors, two near the maze entry, two on either side of the path’s center in the midst
of the crowd.
As the path is made clear, )• the voice of Orpheus, dim at first, comes from far back in the maze, yet growing steadily more
audible, louder, a song shared with Eurydice, their repeated wedding vows. During this, Dionysus with Orphne and Lethe steps
through the entry, and moves along the path to darkness by the doors. After him comes Hermes, who also moves along the path
to a far corner of darkness.
As Orpheus and Eurydice complete their vows, they come up very near to the chamber entrance. There a brief pause, a
pregnant pause, before the half light rises, and Orpheus enters the hall, walking the path to the chamber’s more brightly lit
center. Eurydice waits just within the doorway, visible yet not fully, a suggestion of presence, coming in and out of light, as
Orpheus sings.)
ORPHEUS :

Eurydice!
So full I am of you, my cup an overflow,
a fountainhead of energy to spare, dares in the air,
plenty to share for every one, passersby, those with me waiting in lines
for some nourishment to feed this awake and enlivening body,
sacramentally taking what comes as it does,
calm in the knowledge that no meal of matter can match this energy feast,
our true sustenance made banquets of time and leisurely pleasure of each other.
Sparks fly from angles improbable before now presently possible
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and insisting the eyes they dance within around through and profound
take heed that they, being known now, may stay and stay and travel
with each word we say between ourselves and anyone capable of hearing.
Babble to the criteria-caged, woe-wallowing, self-protecting masses;
holy effulgence to the wide-eyed like minds nondescript in their containment
yet abounding for those who know how to perceive.
Eurydice!
Again: I celebrate you, darkling webworker of delight and feral fright,
finding affinities and conscious electors against the benighted world’s plight,
drafting a dreamcatcher to capture wonder, kiss it, assess it, nourish and nurture it,
and set it free, expanded, exhilarated, exuberant eccentric
in renewed because recognized and refined divinity.
Wicked woman weave your spells: all former right reveals itself woeful wrong,
all past good and noble leaves egocentric monuments that do not guide us,
cannot reify us, and we return to your spells.
Let life return through the wronged called wrong reclaimed and enflamed
and portrayed in a defiant splendor to all.
Eurydice!
(He is beaming, enraptured, by the end of his song, but Eurydice steps only slightly forward to be fully revealed, and she is sober,
sad, aware, resigned. As she speaks, her truth dawns upon Orpheus, who remains standing, listening, back to her.)
: It begins. I see him, so different to me now. Am I so changed? Or he so unchanged? He seems so
specific, so willful, so alive. All set to his purpose, and not seeing me. Again the lyre, and it fills the dark halls, not
a lament or a protest, nor yet a boast, but a dulcet series of strings like sun’s rays. Almost too bright for me, not so
long, long enough, a shade. There is no direction, no command, no conversation, no exchange. Just remembered
vows repeated to one another, as if spoken for the first time. Lost vows. Renewed vows. I am to follow my lost love
as he, and as Hades, as my Mistress bade.
He will sing me back to the upper air. He will play me back to my body. He will recall my spirit into corporeal
being. He will have me again, his wife, his love, the object of his tested affections.
I am curiously numb, loving his music, relishing his playing, but cold and not alive. Lifeless. Altered. Passed on.
I am more than life, that life I have lived. I am beyond that life, not specific like him. Though I do long for
him. Long to know the fields and my sisters and his touch again. Less numb.
We travel this sloping way, this imposing dark, through many measures of many songs, many themes and
iterations, vows repeated, perfectly played. I am crying, the pains of my body calling me, and the pleasures of my
body calling me to him. My eyes longing for his gaze. That’s when I begin my song. I will join my voice with his,
just as we once vowed our lives together, just as we twined our fates into one.
But the words are curious, unintended. They tell of my dwelling among the shades, a dark realm, a grey realm, a
dwelling beyond the color and fragrance of life, yes, but a fulfillment in its way, a ripe time of rest, assessment,
and knowing, a vastness of knowing beyond waking life.
His music for once falters.
Not from fear, I know even as I sing, but from listening. From heeding, from learning about me. I am shadow
now, a long passed shade, an essence gone beyond its fleeting life, a presence and a being more than that
specificity. His lyric resumes, in answer. He touches me with his voice. Understand: he reaches to me, approaches
me, for once not fawning on or fretting over or freeing me. Attending. Hearing. Listening. Replying.
EURYDICE

(Orpheus begins, very slowly, as if entranced, rapt, drawn by Eurydice’s voice, stepping backward toward her.)
No, I agree: I left sooner than I’d hoped. Yes, I agree: I anticipate the fields and my sisters, and his missed
touching in love. But listen. I’m singing. I’m afraid to go back. That life ran its course and I must move ahead,
into the spirit I am. Back and beyond. Through death.
(Charon’s doors open wide, revealing daylit outside.)
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We are nearly there, the upper air. I can see ahead a breaking light. What a wonder, the dawn.
(Orpheus is nearly before her now his shadow perhaps cast back upon her.)
What a hopeful sight. But his song falls short. His step nearly stops. His silhouette against the sun casts an
umbra about me. I am wispy as a wraith, as ephemeral as unheeded fear, a phantom, an image, a dream on the
threshold of a life already lived.
And that light near ahead: not breaking dawn, rather dusk descending. Of course.
(Orpheus registers a calm, full clarity.)
Hades and Persephone, you have heard the poets’ tales, My Mistress and My Lord. You have heard the versions
of his failure. But here I am to tell you true: my love turned then, and set me free. Not of madness, heedless
passion, not of forgetfulness or faintheartedness. Could you believe that of this goddess’ son, this poet-priest and
world traveler, that he would quail or doubt me or lose his intention? I tell you: my love turned then, and set me
free.
(They halt, perfectly still.)
EURYDICE

: I am sorry.

ORPHEUS :

Uncertain.

EURYDICE

: Frightened.

ORPHEUS :

Am I mad?

EURYDICE

: Am I calm?

ORPHEUS :

I am lost.

EURYDICE

: Cold. Shed.

ORPHEUS :

Shed. Gone.

EURYDICE

: Am I dead?

ORPHEUS :

Bereft.

EURYDICE

and ORPHEUS (together) : Without you.

EURYDICE

and ORPHEUS (together) : Alone.

ORPHEUS :

Are you dreaming?

EURYDICE

: You must wake.

(Orpheus turns, shouts her name — Eurydice! — as she instantly slips back into shadow, a long, loud wail that echoes, then
reverberates to silence. Orpheus at the edge of darkness, stone cold still, listening. After the silence settles, Eurydice speaks from
the darkness beyond the doorway.)
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What did he learn from my song in that ascent? What did he hear, and what did he see? I answer plain: he
learned of me, and heard me, and learned to see. Would he wrest my spirit back to a surrendered life? Would he
insist I return at his whim? Would he command me to live who had shed that life? Would he covet my form and
forget my essence?
(Silence. Orpheus nods, as if acknowledging Eurydice in conversation. Then he answers, her name slowly, the rest sorrowing
joyful.)
ORPHEUS :

Eurydice.
Graces sing amazing
in peals of purple joy,
decrying pathways deemed fated
in favor of fresh freedom
to determine destiny.
And what true spirit would care to avoid?
Do your dance
as you will, angel glow:
Blesséd be,
from this last garden walk
to your dearest infinity.

(He turns, wide weeping eyes, and slowly walks back along the path, now passing center, through the gates, into the light, gone.
The two Shades nearest the doors, stand forward after his exit, a ward against anyone following him. •( As the audience mills,
)• Eurydice speaks again.)
EURYDICE :

There is a little more. All the poets tell of his doubled lamentation. All they sing is his new tragedy of
loss, of his cowardly, clumsy failure. But I ask: who of these poets paid heed to his songs? Might they have heard
what I heard, his relinquishment of my soul? Might they understand, as we did, on our fleeting infinite threshold
between his life of lost love and my love of lost life, that I could no more return than he could justly demand me
to, unless an abomination be created in breaching the laws of creation. Life means birth. And life means death.
We dwell in each in its turn. Ask me of loss, and all the more of my loss. But hear what is gained in remembering
our humanity, his still to make, mine done for now. On the threshold of claiming me the object of his need,
Orpheus turned then and set me free.
We reached out for embrace, his solid flesh and me just wraith, and sundered now again: “What is this,
Orpheus, what great madness, that destroys us in our bodies yet reveals us divine? Fare well, my love, till again we
meet, in other guise and other place no less bittersweet.”
(Now the Shades move back through the room, joining at the maze entry — and providing opportunity for Dionysus, his ladies,
and Hermes to escape. •( Some of the crowd may filter outside; others will stand unsure. )• The Shades stand clustered together
blocking the maze entry, backs to the crowd for several beats. Then they turn together, each an arm straight extended to the
door, to the light •(, indicating to the audience they must now leave )•.)
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Act III. Orpheus Oracle (citrinitas et rubedo)
INTERLUDE

(Back in the theater, all dark. A mumble of discourse, perhaps with laughter, begins well before lights come up; some ambient
light may be necessary, other than modest spot on Musaeus and Echion speaking of Orpheus, walking from back of house to
stairs leading up to center stage. Both in bearing seem much older as, indeed, many years have passed. Echion appears every bit
the battlefield general he has become; his worn cloak over battered armor bespeaks his many campaigns, suggests his recent
return from Troy. He gestures rarely, with only his right hand, having — at this point unobviously — lost his left arm.)
MUSAEUS

: That is all I can tell you, friend Echion.

: You tell me nothing, good Musaeus. After seven weeks of renewed and continual lament, full crazed in
longing of his Eurydice, Orpheus realizes a calm and has done? And now makes speeches to workers in the fields?
ECHION

: I did not say speeches, Echion. I said, rather, that my uncle offers word and song to only those men
who come seeking. As Orpheus abides mostly afield, away from the cities he disdains, naturally his greatest
audience derives from the harvesters.
MUSAEUS

(They stop a few paces from the stairs to stage center. As their conversation continues, they gradually move up.)
: Musaeus, a moment. I cannot hear you right. You say that the singer whom all deemed lost, subdued by
grief to a wailing madness, all for the loss of his love — this same addled weeper one day, after all his brethren
gone to war, awoke, settled, sane, and so remains?
ECHION

: In so many words, I suppose. I affirm what you know, that his grief renewed with Eurydice’s renewed
loss, that his grief came a torrent many, most — and you again — name madness. Yet I tell you now what you don’t
know: that Orpheus plumbed his grief more in surrender, in sorrow, in release, than in bewailing loss already
bewept. More, he pined for loss of love than decried his love lost, as at first. And betook that journey few believe
made — but I, for he has told me of it in terms so clear, of experience so personal, that doubt him I cannot.
MUSAEUS

ECHION

: You credit these tales of baleful descent, of Orpheus beseeching the death lords on their thrones?

MUSAEUS

: I tell you I do, and not altogether alone. But ask many of those who heard and know its truth.

: Musaeus, rather aren’t you too credible in loving and heeding your mentor? To assail Hades unto its
darkling king and queen? This is madness. And what proof?
ECHION

: None but the proof of heeding hearts, Echion. For I hear Orpheus in his singing, and I see the truth
of his knowing experience.
MUSAEUS

ECHION

: What then of Eurydice?

: I tell you, he lost her a second time, in winning the relent of death’s lord and lady, in walking Eurydice
from abyss back to day.
MUSAEUS

ECHION

: From abyss back to day? Musaeus, you have contracted the singer’s madness.

(wryly) : That fortune for which I strive? Perhaps.
But heed this tale of woe: Orpheus did go, and returned alone, and thus his renewed weeping.

MUSAEUS

: Rather a tale to explain interminable woe. Rather a legend to excuse a madness in seeming, to escape
from the harsh duty that befell. For I am nine years gone to Troy, and in that time more death than a madman
ECHION
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might foresee, more death and ill fortune than all but men coldly sane, imperviously sane, might bear and still
continue on.
: You are not returned? I thought you come home with an end to the war, and to come yourself to hear
my uncle’s new songs.
MUSAEUS

: Boy, I care no longer for song, after all, but in final victory or at final death. What need have I for idle
song — of love, of loss, of living in comfort, hearth and home beside? Songs for the dead alone have I, or songs to
rhythm and pace our working, to craft fell weapons, engines for warring. I come home for fresh provision, and for
fresh blood. You are of an age now to receive and answer the call, are you not?
ECHION

MUSAEUS

: That I am, though tending my uncle. He would not have me go to Troy.

: Neither would he go himself to Troy. Nor, rumor tells, others in his hearing. And this not changed,
though himself now sane?
ECHION

: Did I say sane, general? I said clever, yes, relieved of grief, and given again to song. As to his state of
mind or, better, of heart — that is for you to see.
MUSAEUS

: And indeed it is. We have need of an Orpheus cured of woe and of infatuation. Agamemnon himself,
and even Odysseus, sent me for magic singer.
ECHION

: So you say. But judge unharshly my uncle, Echion. First observe him, and give listen to his songs. You
will find them much changed.
MUSAEUS

ECHION

: Are we very near to this place in the fields where he holds forth?

MUSAEUS

: Very nearly there.

(As lights rise fully into morning, as Hermes recedes into shadow, Orpheus awakens mid-sentence, lyre now in hand, but frozen,
as if caught in softly singing, arrested between notes.)

Scene I : A New Song: Versus Status Quo (fermentatio)
(Musaeus and Echion move apart, respectively left and right, as their spots diminish to first dim inkling of stage lights rising as
dawn. At rise, Orpheus sits upon a large boulder. Six men, including Musaeus and Echion, sit on the ground about him. Here
the backdrop is the same as before — a single oak, green hills, and clear Summer sky — but reversed, if possible. Note that, for
the first while here, Echion sits stage right in mostly profile, his left side upstage and rather hidden. Only when he stands will
careful lookers see that his left arm has been lost, as will be quite evident in his conversation with Orpheus.)
PHYLEUS

: Always I rise before the sun, but never to watch it rise.

HIPPOTHOUS

: My herds left waiting this morning.

ISCHEPOLIS :

And I left my wife abed soundly sleeping. She’ll think I’m at work already in the fields.

: Wall-building and soil-tilling can wait a little while. I would see what Orpheus describes with such
vividness and delight.
LYNCEUS

(Daybreak: lights begin rising, just barely, extremely dim...)
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ORPHEUS :

Then chatter less and observe more. Look yonder to the far hills, where Apollo’s crimson finger points
all things toward rising gold.
(…and continue rising now, steadily, as dawn, bringing the men into fuller view. Throughout the conversation, the lights will
rise, slowly yet perceptibly. The men peer toward the light, past the audience to extreme back of the house, watching the sun rise
over distant hills. They turn as they will to each other in speaking, yet often refer back to the dawn.)
PHYLEUS

: There, I see: the first quickening of light.

ISCHEPOLIS :

See how it blanches darkest blue into cerulean sky. It seems not so much to pierce the dark as to
wash it, clear and clean.
ECHION

: I see a brow of fire-rimmed white, but my gaze there can’t linger long, so hot bright.

ORPHEUS :

Rather avert just a bit, my brothers, and witness the effect of sun’s generous might: color returns, and
most beings awaken; all flora reaches into the light; water in its courses finds texture and clarity and gleaming
highlight; sky-treading clouds gain dimensional shape; and the loving Earth revealed in its daily task of giving
sustenance and life and lesson to all.
HIPPOTHOUS

(perhaps yawning) : Such is the sun. I’ve seen it rise before, master.

(joking, joshing) : Truly, it’s rising makes the day, by which we can at last get at our work. I’m stiff from
sitting in the cold and dew. Time to get back to the harvest.
EUPHEMUS

ORPHEUS :

Gather a few more moments, friends, to consider what you’ve often yet seldom seen.
Yes, every day rises up the sun, a veritable commonplace. And under it go we all our ways of work and selfdirection. But think you ever of that commonplace? How every day, made by the sun, comes and ends, and comes
around again, a cycle ancient, presumably endless. And offering us what meaning?
(light, teasing, yet also serious) : Work to be done? Riches to be won? Women to be wooed? Filling what
leisure comes with fun? (Laughter. He continues more thoughtfully, working it out, as others also more seriously consider.)
This the sun provides, and helps organize, with its convenient division of day and night, its rest become ours, its
toil upward and over the sky allowing ours. Ah, master, is this what you mean?
HIPPOTHOUS

ORPHEUS :

Maybe. In one way, for all you say is true. But more, I think, Hippothous, yet more.

ISCHEPOLIS :

What would you have us see?

ORPHEUS :

No more than you allow yourselves, and in manner that makes sense to you. Yet more than rapturous
dawning light, and more than it lending sight to your daily joys and woes. What else is there to see?
: You said “cycle” before, master, though not what you mean. This we all know, seen every day, whether
pondered deeply and acknowledged.
ECHION

LYNCEUS

: And this cycle can be found in all things, from our fields to our families.

EUPHEMUS
PHYLEUS

: Yes, Lynceus, that’s true enough, a good way of seeing.

: Is this what you show to us, sun-singer?

ORPHEUS :

Among other things, and a good start, Phyleus. Consider: there, that orb of glowing being, makes light
for us, a force of life and a means of measure, gifting us sight and warmth and harvest, innumerable great things.
From whence does it derive its munificence, its beneficence of purpose, shining life-giving light over everything, its
entire toil a bestowing and blessing? What does this tell you of our world, our being?
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EUPHEMUS
ECHION

: Our world? Our being?

: More, certainly, than that we are beholden to this gifting light, that we are dependent upon its being.

ORPHEUS :

Certainly, good Echion. Yet in return does the sun ask of you one thing? It brings you means of toil
and measure, allowing sight, gives the greatest hopeful warmth of all. Yet what does it ask of you? Mere sacrifice to
Apollo? That is dutiful worship, praise and propitiation, conceived and codified by man, is it not? We ask the
sun’s blessings upon our restless way, but what asks it of us?
(All are silent, stumped by this line of inquiry.)
ORPHEUS :

Let me posit this, then. Love. Love impels the sun to rise. What other impulse of selfless giving? The
sun each day thrusts up its bright brow, dawning awareness on the world, raining down on all creation’s creatures,
and shining a call to awaken into life. Thence it rises up into full day, streaming life-giving splendor freely,
unstinting, without measure or rule, without favor or condition. All drink in what they can. Even the lizard
breaks his stride to bathe and sup of the sun. What a being is this sun, our sun. The Sun! What a giving entire,
radiance of self shone forth full every time it comes round. Clouds may obscure it, nourishing rain delay our
receipt of its glory, yet ever comes it round, ever penetrating, ever bestowing.
The sun shines forth its love, shows us its love. The sun shows us love: how love may shine within and shine
forth again for all to share. And thus to recognize that behind this guise of rude appearance reside fragment
sparks of divinity, deity experiencing specificity, each expression a means of revealing all to All.
(To the sun.) That’s what I see. Reason for giving in loving all. In loving all, finding meaning.
(sincerely pondering…) : Thank you, master, to so reveal to us the sun. (…but again making light.) Now must I
remember the cycle of crops and harvest, for the sun waits not but moves right along.
LYNCEUS

(They laugh together, an easy camaraderie, and all make their farewells to Orpheus. Echion hangs back.)
(joking, joshing) : And my stiff legs and back to hard plowing today, though I doubt that will help in
limbering them.
EUPHEMUS

ISCHEPOLIS :

That’s why the dance, Euphemus: to celebrate the harvest, and to loosen your limbs. And your
tongue, and your mind, with free-flowing wine.
ORPHEUS :

And in that will you not be outdone, Ischepolis! (Laughter.) But go on, dance away, working men all.
We’ve accomplished our greeting and thinking of sun. Mark him well through your day, and not just for its
stations marking meals and rests. Think on him again in his courses, what he does.
EUPHEMUS

(ever joshing) : He hurries on, he does, and early morning grows late! Good day to you, master.

ORPHEUS :

Good day.

(Calls and echoes of “Good day!” as all but Echion pass off this way and that. He regards Orpheus for a moment as Orpheus
returns — eyes closed, face turned up — to regarding the sun.)
ECHION :

You amuse me, Orpheus, you old Prometheus, so changed in releasing the grief that long claimed you.
Where once would you sing for the pleasure of singing, a joy to which all things gave heed, now sing you for the
glory of life and sun, a story for mostly men to hear, I think. Have you forgotten when once you sang of wine and
women, of revelry in the night, of dark initiations, and the sacredness of Gaia Earth? Now you sing of things
above, broad meanings beyond what each day brings. Where once sang you about things and of things — the sky,
the mountains, adventures, fame and strife — now it seems you sing to things and for things, challenging people
toward their learning, asking all to regard the sun and its giving. Have you forgotten that while the sun brings
light, the ground gives food, shelter, wildlife? That while the sun spreads warmth, the people make wealth, art and
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treasure, home and hearth? Or that while the sun returns every day, providing place to all our doings, the vine —
(forestalling Orpheus’ possible response) for instance — prospers in numerous ways, and offers us means to forget
awhile our futile doings? Come, let us have some wine. Come back to the dance. The sun, your Apollo, rises vast
and grand, but it is not all.
ORPHEUS :

I’ve not left the dancing, my friend, though dancing I’ve quit with Eurydice gone.

ECHION (quietly,

soberly) : Word of your strange…mission came to me. And of its failure.

ORPHEUS (a

lingering pause, gazing at his friend) : Eurydice has passed from breathing body to free breath, Echion.
Would I press that uncaged breath back between ribs into bodily cage? From whence it fled, retired, expired, let
the breath of spirit be free. As Eros relented in pursuing Psyche that he might learn, trust, and know his love, if
true, would return to him, sure in who and what in herself she is —
ECHION :

But Eurydice will not come back to you.

(again that curious, lingering look) : In living form, persona of my attachment? No. And yet in not grasping
at that persona, not clinging to my love, I have her coming back to me in everything, as everything: the breeze, the
rain, all eyes, the sun.
No. I’ve realized, my friend, a greater circuit of dance, a greatness all dancing expresses yet forgets — as with
most all our doings, it appears to me. I’ve not forgot wine, women, and revelry, as surely have they not forgotten
me, so it seems. Yet from whence does each spring, and what purpose does each serve? Release, you remind me,
and forgetfulness of woe, for a time, for a while. Yet, Echion: never do I forget woe, and now find no comfort
from it in mere abandon. Rather am I salved by the sun’s earnest shining, the endless generosity of Apollo.
Somewhere in this reverence, more sober than revelry yet as celebratory, reside secrets of something refined and
divine, which daily fills my songs with pondering.
You talk of broad meanings beyond what each day brings, and I say, “Yes! Yes, more. What resides behind and
inside this scene, mundane scene, all others careless believe? What hot erotic vast white heart beats in our veins
and through the breathing of all creation?” I look to the sun and find meaningful image, ever-present model,
shining example. See you that not at all, only daylight and fiery bright globe racing up and around and past?
Yes, I sing to the sun, and sing for the sun, with praise pressing people to learn of it and from it, to regard the
sun and its giving. For the sun brings us light, first light, most light. And the life of the ground rouses with that
light, which all flora do praise, lifting leaf and twig, raising branch and flower, in exaltation and more giving. See?
Even trees, flowers, and weeds heed the sun and do its bidding, lending themselves in turn to us for nourishment
and raiment and pleasure.
And the sun spreads warmth, an enabling art, a healing art, that people may craft their baubles and see their
best work, and build up their homes to wait out the night for sun’s return, for love’s reäwakening, a new day in
which all renews. And the hearths of these homes? Why, Echion, are they not our piece of sun’s fire made our
own, itself giving heat and light and warmth, place for gathering, meals for communing, abode to rest and call
home? And the sun returns every day, feeding the vine — (playfully) for instance — that prospers in numerous ways.
Here is dance, daily. Here is more than forgetfulness and futility. Here is meaning, and healing. As you say, not
all, perhaps — but telling.
Yet here are we all ignorant, or ignoring, so captured in each day, its doings and duties and pursuits and
pleasures, that we forget the miracle of the day, of each day, the very fact of day. And thus we forget praise of day,
respect for each our short span of days. And for the constant fell miracles of the sun.
ORPHEUS

ECHION :

So you forget the night to reverence the sun?

ORPHEUS :

No, not at all, neither forget nor neglect. But, Echion, look you around. What more potent, more
telling, more protean sign have we of the giftous nature of creation, of all life clear of humanity’s baser intentions,
than the sun? This sun. Our glorious sun! That never fails to shine upon us its selfless love, shining forth, sharing
out, all it has, all it is. Why, so concentrate and clear its intent that it becomes pure essence: no hands or feet or
mouth or teeth or eyes or plots or schemes or ambitions or wiles. Our sun also rises, yet ever it shines, ever it
gives. The sun is all-giving. This sun ever gives. And from it derives all else, I deem: every pleasure you entreat me
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to indulge and enjoy. Why, even the vine distills sunlight. How can I not praise and relate its brilliance, as well as
I might? At the least must I revere the sun, holy fire giving all life.
ECHION :

The gods and their goddesses will doom you for that, the many beside Apollo — (lightly, but increasingly
serious) who has hands and feet, and mouth and teeth and eyes and nose and plots for war and ambitions and
wiles aplenty! Can you mean what you’re saying in this new nonsensical singing? A bit of divinity shared by all,
resident in all? A selfless sun of pure essence, no persona or presence, all-giving, bestower of all? Just in this do you
offend your once patron, Dionysus. Remember you him?
I think you lack for more earthly concerns, and more earthly pursuits, since your Eurydice gone. Orpheus, stare
not so into the light. You know it burns and bites any lingering sight. I think it time you enchant yourself a new
wife, to bring you back to the ground, to return you to your heart.
ORPHEUS (airily

enough as he begins, but increasing dark and angry) : O, I’ll have none of that, and my heart is fine.
Echion, you know I want no other since Eurydice’s passing, and since I relinquished her to her passage beyond.
And with her went my interest in these earthly pursuits, these trivial pleasures that serve but to soothe that which
I’ve already overcome.
See me, friend! I have no toil or trouble, but am all love! For you, and my fellows. For women, though I’ll wed
none. For animals and blossoms. For the least strangling weed. I am freed, Echion, from worry over whence I
came and whither I will go. All I see is the cycle of giving life, and I must sing what I see. And not the least
because around me, all around, everywhere, every day, polluting and abusing, corrupting these every miraculous
days, are people ignoring, defaming, disclaiming, this life: struggling and suffering through the miracle they dwell
in; dismissing the wonder that dwells within them. For to them a little’s not enough, unless it’s too much, and
consumed in a frenzy to assure their share, then puked out and shat at and forgotten in racing along for the next
feast to rejoice or the next famine to revile. And there sits their vomit and refuse untended, uncomposted,
undigested, spoiling this spot, then that spot. Yet all spots in essence gardens, in potential paradise, in truth gift of
life. Reduced — I say despoiled and winnowed away — to dungheaps of history, if base men have their base way.
Why, even Agamemnon reduced his proud land to a locust-scourged desert to equip his men, and to fame
himself in revenging his brother, Menelaus, who —
ECHION :

Stop! Orpheus! Cease! Will you declaim yourself into prison? The war on Troy goes yet ill, some say, yet
most support it and hope for its fair outcome. And besides your own kin are the very gods involved. Would you
anger them all and win doom?
: That which is sought is found; the unheeded thing escapes. Too many of these kin and too many of
these gods too much seek war’s revenge and spoil, and not the life and love for which they claim their waging war.
If we could find even a slim beginning in which to hope, to return to living, away from death dealing, we might
discover much.
ORPHEUS

ECHION :

Orpheus —

: I have seen doom, Echion, and I fear it not. When it comes for me, I will greet it and get me gone.
But you are right: what know I of these politics, but that they preen in the guise of truth, then betray it? I sing
to arouse no fervent conviction, but to spur thought and feeling, to upset conclusion and prejudice. Nothing I say
more of Menelaus and his slaughterhouse. But plenty I say about what could be. What should be, Echion! What may
be. What must be. If we have but the strength of heart to allow it.
(Turning back toward the sun, facing the audience.) We have but to regard the sun, constant in our days, forgotten
in our hearts. If that great being can shine forth evermore, can’t we each a little reflect that, respect that, consider
our lives, one another, what we do, a little more?
ORPHEUS

ECHION (with

deep compassion, if lightly, perhaps his one arm in comradeship around Orpheus’ shoulders) : In time, I trust.
But not on empty stomachs. Orpheus, come: the sun is long up, and we still fasting. Let us find a few of these sungiven gifts everlasting, and pass them across our active tongues good at wagging and so fortify our speech for more
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testament against indecency. (Orpheus looks at him sharply, but Echion is all good cheer.) All in fun! Hail the sun!
There’s our grace. Let us eat.
(They stroll off together, best of friends. Lights dim to dark.)

Scene II : Dissemination and Dismemberment (multiplicatio)
(Lights come right up to full: another day — the next day? — but later, the sun already rising toward noon, Orpheus again
teaching from his boulder lectern. Now are present a few more men than the five seen the previous morning: Aristaeus and
Musaeus, and two strangers clad in heavy cloaks and brimmed hats that for the most part hide their identities: Hermes and
Apollo. They are gathered around, the strangers somewhat apart, listening to Orpheus’ discourses, yet active in commenting
among themselves, listening yet also debating, hearing yet active considering, as Orpheus sings.)
: What do you battle?
Material survival. Comfort maintenance. Abundance perpetuance.
You cannot bear others’ burdens. You cannot relieve suffering by yourself suffering.
But your work can be the relief of suffering.
(slightly changing tone)
How privileged we are, to suffer exquisite sorrows:
“Will someone love me?”
At least I’ll eat tomorrow.
ORPHEUS

(Orpheus sets down his lyre, stretches, looking to the milling, discussing men.)
MUSAEUS

: A strange song, master, tasking us for our common concerns.

: Yes, the hungers that blind us to the riches before us, and within. How we expend and surrender our
power to them, when much more of life invites and requires us. For instance, service. Pains are most nobly taken
to help another, when you have means and power.
Ah, what a wonder, the dawn. Musaeus, let us sing together.
ORPHEUS

MUSAEUS

: That delights me.

ORPHEUS

(announcing the title as a command, then easily singing) : Get to work!

Make no pact with supposed sweet salvation.
The figments of paradise presented you
are but guides, images, indicia

for you to play your breath upon
and fill your spirit wings
to soar through experience

(Musaeus joins in the last line —)
into the necessity of your being.
MUSAEUS

(taking up the song from Orpheus) :

Heed no tract of dispensed dire dogmatism.
The fragmented philosophies educating you
are but glimmers, glimpses, footnotes
(Orpheus joins in the last line —)
within the cauldron of your being.

for you to feel into your senses
and perceive the significances
you carried here in hand
to activate, investigate, rectify, testify
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(calling to all: the men, and the audience) : Now, there is work, my comrades, and then there is Work.
I encourage you to remain mindful: do not lose the meaning of your toil in the pursuing of your toil.
Man as workhorse makes an image virtuous and noble, but insufficient to his humanity.

ORPHEUS

HIPPOTHOUS

: But, master, what could this mean, so roundabout and contradictory?

(Most of the men take careful note of the question, interested for clarification, and also for contest of ideas.)
ORPHEUS

: Does it seem so? Strange. To my ear, the meaning is plain.

: And so am I a plain man, a tiller and a miller, all my toil and mind bent on making a living. You
warn against losing work’s meaning in work’s pursuing — but, master, aren’t they one and the same?
HIPPOTHOUS

(actually somewhat impatient — just a little) : Could be. May be. Perhaps you would say should be.
But what do you think? You tell me.

ORPHEUS

: But, master, I ask you to tell me. My thinking is troubled and focused on other things, so the
puzzling of this riddle takes too long for me.
HIPPOTHOUS

(Even the strangers now taking real interest. As discussion stops, all listen intently — perhaps occasional asides to one another.)
: Too long. Like the process of milling grain. Sometimes it seems laborious, unending, monotonous.
Other sometimes it runs easily, speedily, and soon done. What is the purpose of milling your wheat?
ORPHEUS

HIPPOTHOUS

: Why, to make flour for bread, of course. And good at it I am.

: No doubt that’s true. You’ve a good reputation.
But flour for bread is the reason for your milling. What would be your purpose?

ORPHEUS

: What? I told you. (Confused by Orpheus, who watches him struggle.) More? Why, to make a living. Yes,
that more than flour, for I make more flour than I could ever bake as bread.
HIPPOTHOUS

: Yet making a living remains part of your reason for milling wheat to flour.
Have you no purpose in providing means for bread?

ORPHEUS

: You confuse me, master. Are you wanting to confound me, with your word-playing questions?
Meaning, Purpose, Reason. You use three words that all mean the same.

HIPPOTHOUS

: Do they, now? I’m happy to know it. Though in different combination, particular circumstances, and
in juxtaposition together, are these words always the same?
ORPHEUS

: There you go again with your wordplay and puzzles. Came I here to listen and help you watch the
sun. Now I best be going, as my work calls me back again.
HIPPOTHOUS

: So be it, my friend, and good work may you make today. It happens I came here for the same reason:
to help you watch the sun. (Hippothous surprised, perhaps still more annoyed.) But before you go, two simple
questions.
ORPHEUS

HIPPOTHOUS
ORPHEUS

: Yes, learnéd master. Ask away.

: You came for the sun, and this morning to listen. Did you enjoy these pursuits?

: Yes, I did. Sure I did. The sun, as you’ve shown us, is remarkable each day.
And always I enjoy the singing.

HIPPOTHOUS
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ORPHEUS

: That is glad. And so this early morning, coming here: what was your purpose, my friend?

(now truly confused, and annoyed) : What? But I told you.
To listen and see, singer and sun, rising voice and fiery light.

HIPPOTHOUS

ORPHEUS

: Thank you for stating your reason in coming. But what might be your purpose?

HIPPOTHOUS

(now angry, indignant, feeling attacked) : You’re impossible, philosopher. And I quit you.

(Hippothous storms away, to much reaction within the group. Musaeus, having closely observed, approaches Orpheus.)
MUSAEUS

: Uncle, did you chase that man away?

: Such was not my purpose, Musaeus, though I had my reasons to wish him away.
(Calling out to all. ) A final song then? (Murmurs of interest as all attend.)

ORPHEUS

When your belly aches, do you cut it out or damn your body?
Or rather wait till it stops, and stuff yourselves again? (perhaps some laughter)
So why damn the body for its pains and its mortality
when rather what is wanted is awareness of how you treat it,
and live with it, and live through it.
For think: how much of your pain is that which happens to you,
and how much your reaction to your fear of pain?
Your suffering is doubled by your inattention, tripled by your resistance,
assured by your avoidant fear.
Consider the sun, who gives fearless, full, regardless.
The sun knows, and yet rises.
(Rising, stretching.) What say you, Musaeus, we make for our midday meal?
: As you wish. I am hungry.
(Musaeus gathers a large cup, fills it with wine, and passes it amongst the gathered men for all to taste.)

MUSAEUS

(calling to all: the men, and the audience) : Good folk, since soon away all are bound, returning to work and
responsibilities, let us end now with restatement of today’s theme, food for further thought. To wit: well you
know your reasons for gathering and sowing, hunting and trading, and conquering: man must eat, and so, too, his
family. Such, among other things, would give your work reason. But what of purpose, I wonder: what of that?
Let’s not mistake one intention in work for another. All must work as they will. Yet relinquishing the fruit of,
the reason for, toil, and returning to its purpose: not gross profit and base subsistence, or aggrandizement and
accumulation for themselves, but sustenance of body and of soul. And sustenance begetting wisdom in the toiling,
in facing challenge? In your growing wise, and grateful for life?
Before the dissatisfactions and worries of the world change, before kingdoms can become gardens for all people,
men must change, and their reasons, so better to fulfill their purposes. Gathering all treasure, all feast, all fame,
leaves one residues of rust and refuse and reputation. Gathering of insight, all wisdom, understanding, yields one
calm and contemplation and contentment.
ORPHEUS

(As he finishes his taste of wine, returns cup to Musaeus, Echion steps forward.)
: Master, I come a final time to win your enlistment in Menelaus’ cause. Our kin make ready a final push
under cunning of Odysseus, and final will it prove for good, not ill.
ECHION
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(in strange voice, as if pulled distant, out of presence) : Wise fool Odysseus will reach his inner magic, and
will himself descend for reason of consulting blind Tiresias — (Brightening, as if glimpsing an attractive light ahead.) —
for purpose of bringing light to depths, for bringing depth into light, for telling tale telling upon tale. To alleviate
suffering death, to catalyze the living life. As do I.
ORPHEUS

ECHION

(taken aback) : Master, do you prophesize?

ORPHEUS

(as if descending back into himself) : Do I? I see, and speak.

MUSEAEUS
ORPHEUS
ECHION

(tending his uncle with the wine) : Leaving us to divine meaning.

(having drank) : The task of every being.

: Then you will not come, to kin, to duty, to fame in justice?

: I do not see the justice in your war, and so of that do not speak.
But I am not for rending in war. That also I see.

ORPHEUS

ECHION

: Then… Of this must I make…report.

ORPHEUS

(perhaps a bit struck, yet accepting, calm) : Then…do as you must do. And do it quickly.

(With the briefest meeting of eyes, Echion leaves Orpheus. As all the men — but for Musaeus and lurking, uncertain Aristaeus
— call farewell to Orpheus and move away, the strangers approach him, careful to hide their faces.)
HERMES

: Master, you are wise, and generous in sharing wisdom.

APOLLO

: Surely this knowledge breeds charity, and ambition.

(somewhat uncomfortable with their suggestions, or presence) : You call me generous, friends, and appeal to
ambition, as if wish to rule were all charity, benevolence. But who considers me wise? Not I. Woe to them who are
wise in their own eyes, no longer open-eyed to wisdom.
ORPHEUS

: Well said, my son, good master.
Yet what of the need for men who honor law? Law living in our hearts for all to prosper, not scriven in stone
for rulers to flaunt before us and flout despite us? We want law to live and guard life, not be enshrined to cheat
life. And for that we need leaders.
APOLLO

(wishing the conversation ended) : Leaders breed all around us, no doubt, full of ambition, and full of the
kind of charity you crave. As for me, I’m a teacher. I say: Free your mind, open your heart, and let law within rule
your life without.
ORPHEUS

HERMES

: Law within? Disdain you, then, the laws of men, the ruling order of society?

(sensing a trap) : I did not say so, and would not say. Nor do I think such things. Unto each other, in
community, we render courtesy and honor agreements. I speak of one’s understanding that guides one’s living.
(A slight pause, and movement to go, then choosing to continue.)
Though I will say this, that most men see. Proclaiming one’s wisdom to gain and wield power, that I deem
hypocrisy. For to wield power so, for one’s own sake and ambition, is blinding unto blindness, and poison to
wisdom. Or to phrase it in the means of melody: Neither tower nor ship is anything when empty, thus either are
but that something to which they are employed.
ORPHEUS

APOLLO

: A pretty phrase. And pretty vague.
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: We all must bow before the letter of the law and, better, must honor its spirit. But I mistrust any who
flourishly exclaiming bow before the letter of the law yet ignore its intents and defame its heart: those who speak
our dear words — love, liberty, law, joy — yet practice and inflict hate, control, greed, misery. These men call yeses
to life yet work against life, call yeses to joy — always, “Give me joy! Let me grant you joy!” — yet do not share it,
rather squeeze it in their ambitious charities. No bastion of wealth affords refuge to the baron who tramples the
altar of justice. Though she may wait, soon enough she turns her scales.
ORPHEUS

(The strangers exchange a glance, then remove their robes, revealing themselves radiant gods as lights spot them to reïnforce the
impression. Orpheus and Musaeus, much taken aback, bend to their knees and avert their eyes in gesture of respect and awe.
As the conversation goes on, from shadows upstage enters a formidable, dark figure: Dionysus also comes calling. He hovers in
the dimmer light toward the back, but can be seen listening, considering, planning.)
(warm, familiar, yet respectful) : Esteemed Hermes, Swift Spirit of the Lightning Ranges! And honored
Apollo, God of the Wild Cry! I thought never to see you again, Psychopomp. And the sight of the sun god amazes
and humbles.
ORPHEUS

(warmly) : Be you well, sage singer, for we are well with you. But come we with blessing against message of
warning we fear long overdue.
HERMES

ORPHEUS

(uncertain, rising) : Warning, My Lords? And long overdue?

(as warmly) : Orpheus, you honor me, daily greeting my rise with salutation. And given are you now to
sing my praises for all who would hear and see past mere daylight into what that light means, and brings, and
might make. But not all folk understand you, and some given to more…earthly…revel now conceive to despise
you. From them can we afford you no protection, only warning, for their champion, our brother — (He stops,
unwilling to reveal godly counsel to mortals.)
APOLLO

ORPHEUS

(thoughtful) : No protection, only warning.

: You must beware. Some time ago did you undertake quest beyond reason, full of purpose beyond
common mortal ken. Some say you failed, for in seeming have you, and question your new ministry. Some claim
you decry mortal life for something other, or finer, yet as the sun beyond reaching.
HERMES

(looking to them both, now nearly aghast) : The sun? This is true? Yet never have I held the sun within
mortal grasping. Rather say I that to its example are the best men aspiring.
ORPHEUS

: And so may it be. One’s grasp on the sun may not impossible be, if one understands that not literally.
But those understanding differently, or not at all, may come after you, and I fear your sweet singing may not help
you. As we cannot, in this.
HERMES

APOLLO

: Be you well, master singer, and be wary. Words and images are powerful, but they are not everything.

(They wrap themselves again in their cloaks, and their spots fade away, leaving them common travelers again. With gestures of
parting and blessing, they exit off-right.)
ORPHEUS

(to Musaeus, thoughtful) : Well, that is foreboding.

MUSAEUS

(fearful, amazed) : Master! Uncle! Orpheus! What can this mean? The gods visit? They warn — ?

ORPHEUS

(most kindly) : Take your ease, Musaeus. Not all is as it seems. For —

(With sharp shrieks, Alcimacheia and Charopeia, two of Dionysus’ frenzied Maenad revelers, vermillion-tressed and -dressed,
race toward Orpheus and Musaeus, swirl about them, and bookend them with expressions of challenge and threat, yet also of
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apparent seduction. Aristaeus stands apart, upstage where he stood in espying Eurydice. As the Maenads ready to speak, all
freeze as lights drop and the three Furies appear from the wings and stand at downstage center.)
ALECTO

: Now must you pay for wisdom gained…

MEGAERA

: …vision and wisdom no mortal can long contain.

TISIPHONE
ALECTO

: …and for sowing confusion...

: …in seeking to convey…

MEGAERA

: …leaving impressions for the discerning....

TISIPHONE

: …dogma for the vain.

(Lights shift back as Furies disappear to the wings.)
ALCIMACHEIA
ORPHEUS

(seductive in tone, though menacing in posture) : Singer, we have want of you.

: All are welcome in the learning grove. Yet miss you my greeting of the sun.

CHAROPEIA

(seductive in tone, though menacing in posture) : Rather call we you to the grove at night to recall the

moon.
ORPHEUS

: The moon ever do I recall.

ALCIMACHEIA
ORPHEUS

: Yet miss you our dancing to the moon.

: I miss it not at all, if yet remember it well. That is for you to revel, relinquished by me with Eurydice.

: So our men tell, in telling of your testament. You would champion the sun with song and lend the
moon only memory?
CHAROPEIA

(conciliatory, as Musaeus slips upstage left in balance to Aristaeus) : The moon strives not to be the sun but
itself, reflecting sun’s brilliance in cooler light, more approachable light for all to see, in its cyclic capacity. And yet
she sheds but little warmth. Returned from descent of sorrow and cold, I relish the sun, and its message, in the
meanings that holds for me. Just so for you the moon and dancing, for me the sun and singing. Are we at odds?
ORPHEUS

ALCIMACHEIA
ORPHEUS

: You glimmer in an exposing light, while we linger in a light beguiling.

: Are we at odds?

: You bring men from play of shade and shimmer, of nightly nuance and mystery, into heat and
shine, daily ration and rigor. And dissuade them from their dutiful work.
CHAROPEIA

: Not at all, Maenads esteemed, daughters of reveling Dionysus.
Merely I persuade them, if I may, to shining clear light upon duty and work.

ORPHEUS

ALCIMACHEIA
CHAROPEIA

: To what purpose?

: Exalting day and reducing night?

: To bring men back to life, in which all be so immersed as to neglect their living beyond prescribed
duty, rigorous work, conditioned woe.
ORPHEUS
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ALCIMACHEIA

: By urging they let go life’s needs. Duty defines family. Work serves life, and fulfills it.

: As for woe, that all know: as sure to life’s path as bramble, rose, and vine. All addressed, redressed,
in dancing beneath the moon.
CHAROPEIA

ORPHEUS

: Purged for a time, perhaps, in letting loose. But not answered, not salved.

(Alcimacheia and Charopeia gasp, perhaps shriek, as their four sisters — Eurypyle, Gigarto, Myrto, and Staphyle — sweep onto
stage and further surround Orpheus, and serve as feral, hungry, impatient chorus to their sisters’ arguments.)
: I do not suggest nor tell nor ask any man to renounce work, to neglect necessity, to dishonor duty.
Rather, I inspire men to see purpose within reason, see meaning within seeming. Rather, I ask men to make
more than work, to strive for more than result, to want more than profit and comfort. Rather, I suggest this
world, and our lives in it, offer more than cycle of toil, trial, fleeting satisfaction of lust, and doomful death.
ORPHEUS

CHAROPEIA

: But this is life itself, against which you rail. Seeming and meaning are the same. Don’t trick us!

ALCIMACHEIA
CHAROPEIA

: One works for result: food, raiment, home, hearth. Profit brings comfort. Cycle brings renewal.

: Toil deserves respite. Trial deserves reward. And if death concludes us, satisfaction soothes us.

(Briefly, triumphantly, all the women wail.)
: These are words of those fighting death, revelers of life failing life’s meaning, celebration of life flailing
against life’s lessons. Toil requires purpose beyond reason. Trial suggests meaning. And if death consumes us,
mere satiety of need, mere satisfaction of senses, offers our dying mere complacent answer.
ORPHEUS

(Another wail, of anger and threat.)
ALCIMACHEIA

: You dare!

MUSAEUS (coming

forward, but held at bay by Maenads) : Uncle!

: Let go desperate thirst for life, relinquish desperate struggle against death, and lay down with them
your desperate lusts. And so enter your living.
ORPHEUS

CHAROPEIA

: You preach abandonment — death!

(The Maenads swirl, spiral, dancing about Orpheus.)
ORPHEUS

: I speak of liberation.

: An end to grief, antidote for sorrow, find we in pouring out libation. What better liberation than the
dance of ekstasis?
EURYPYLE

: A fine release of energies caged in toil and attachment’s sorrows.
Can we have no greater solace and recreation than this?

ORPHEUS

GIGARTO

(teasing, inviting) : Dance with us, poet, and we will teach you of creation that words may merely dance

around.
: I will dance with you if you will heed my words, pay them attention and consideration not reaction
and dismissal and contradiction.
ORPHEUS
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MYRTO

(impatient, challenging) : Dancing not talking. Revelry not reason. Play not parley.

: I dismiss not dance nor revel nor play — (the nearest begin to pull at him, and he holds fast) — nor put
chatter or argument or rationality in their place. But what of wedding ways for more of each? What of helping
struggle’s surcease and of fostering joy’s increase, even amidst toil and sorrow?
ORPHEUS

ALCIMACHEIA

(releasing him) : You call us mad, yet spout such nonsense!

: You would have me dance, and I would have you hear song. For a moment, listen?
(They seem to relent, fascinated yet cautious.)
To the sun might I sing:

ORPHEUS

Do not racing leave me here,
my flesh to shrivel, my eyes to dim.

Draw me with your pathrays of light
away from mortal darkness into empyrean being.

(Their ire increasing, perhaps some low gasping shrieks. But Orpheus forestalls them.)
Yet also to the moon we may as well sing:
Glide above me, traveling pilgrim:
lend me light when all is dim;

guide my steps with remembered light,
away from wanton impulse and into human being.

(The Maenads mill about, uncertain. Then they scatter and reform, rejoicing, as Dionysus strides forward into center stage
between all, waving his thyrsus as spot rises to greet him — yet the light mostly absorbed in his black and deep purple, vinewrapped robes. As Orpheus speaks, they slowly begin drawing near toward him, their anger and disdain growing.)
DIONYSUS

: Now is time, Orpheus, to complete your mission.

MUSAEUS

(now terrified and coming undone) : Master! What? What is this? Dionysus! O! my god —

DIONYSUS

(staring right into Musaeus with a withering gaze) : Go.

ORPHEUS

: Leave me to my lyrics, and go tend your goats.

MUSEAEUS

: Tending you comes first.

: The world begins before us, Musaeus, and we in joining it shaped first by others in their desires,
impulses, fears. To this meld what inclinations come with us into the world. Alone do commitment and
awareness, even in pain, lead us to recognition and understanding, revelation of our tendencies, traits, and
limitations. And thus we take in hand our conditioning and our contingencies. As witness to experience and as
conscious example, we learn awareness in participation, and let life become generous being beyond needful doing
and wayward existing.
And in the midst, at the heart, of this resides love, the spur of curiosity, the anchor of commitment and
awareness, the basis of recognition and revelation. And love I call a curious and generous imagination for
compassionate allowance and reciprocal synthesis.
Let persistence in pursuing love, Musaeus, be your guide and means. Love is the means of retrieving to one
another hungry, hurting, harrowing body and questing, suggesting, sacrificing spirit, to find meaning in seeming,
and thereby to know soul.
Eurydice’s gift to me — fair fortune’s gift to the triumphant voice — is a journey to my Self.
And remember, Musaeus, in remembering me: story and history, testament and tale, find being in singing upon
the Poet’s lyre. Thus in myth and fanciful legend are revealed the essential romance of being: the wedding of
specific sky and particular earth in the totality of unity.
ORPHEUS
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Within the meaning of this quaint and picaresque seeming, discover the dream of dreams: the awakening of
adventurous being, he to whom loving heart is rejoined. Sing this song, and so be it, thus to reveal it.
What resembles earthly striving in love between two — or, between all — opens pathways toward experience of
soul divine. For love, I have trusted. And for love have I come.
MUSEAEUS

(confused, dismayed, afraid) : I do not understand!

: But you do feel. Understanding follows feeling fully felt, when feeling permits knowing to breathe and
bloom. Mortality isn’t curse but gift, not betrayal but release. And renewal: a ripe time of rest, assessment, new
knowing, a vastness of knowing beyond waking life.
Remember wonder, Musaeus. Reach out to your skill in song, yet let it come to you. Seek not wholeness but
hopeful means of bearing your incompleteness. Find wholeness from halfness in having your fullness. To risk love
is to risk loss, and to know loss. And to embrace it.
ORPHEUS

MUSEAEUS
ORPHEUS

(grief building with understanding) : Master?

(to Dionysus) : May I a little more?

DIONYSUS

: If it soothes you, my messenger.

(ostensibly to Musaeus, increasingly to all — and increasingly trancelike, in reverie) : A moment more, then.
In stepping over the dayworld threshold, in traveling under senses bestowed in the waking light, I felt things
beyond the feeling of my hands and heart. I beheld, I perceived, qualities beyond the seeing of my eyes and mind.
I received rhythms and tones beyond the hearing of my ears and reason.
For instance, colors have vibrancy but also shape and dimension. Yet these are but effects, residues of the
qualities as each color asserting its specificity, its particularity in distinguishing itself from — and yet ever within —
the wholeness of white, which is pure light. This momentary unique distinction plays within, if upon, the greater
completeness — like wind along the surface of a stream, or emotion riding the borders of a dream: a playing not
apart from an inescapable oneness, the mutual source and substance, of all things in their totality.
Like yellow and red emerging from orange, or melding together to make it, and encountering blue and so
finding deep purple that excites red and blue to shift aside and realize crimson, while a bit of red follows yellow to
remember magenta. And another breath of yellow pairs with a willing play of blue to find evolving dimensions of
the green.
So over this boundary into the underworld, wanting only the return of my yellow sun Eurydice, I came to see
her yellow within me, just as a frightening amount of the blue of Orpheus went with her in her departure.
And I saw Eurydice is more than sun, my bright loving light, more than shifting shades of separate colors, just
as I, just as we all. And we none of us lost with the end of a life’s body, momentary play of one colorful person.
Rather do we blend again to primal play and all color: perhaps to know color more truly, more fully; perhaps to
return to one living portrayal of particular color; perhaps to move on to all color, beyond color, altogether.
The fullness of being, a total divinity, opened itself to release sparks into specificity, you and me, our particular
colors to define and realize and refine. And yet all color rests in every color, and so all life resides in every living
creature, and cannot be lost in its momentarily distilled expression — if too often forgotten; if too often the
expression mistaken for the meaning, life literalized as being’s end rather than its means. Being finds reason in
living. But its purposes reside beyond our common ken.
Such an expression was my Eurydice: the dearest, most wondrous to me — her especial color, call it, and the way
her colors mixed with mine. How she gamboled, full of happiness, as free and fiery as sun sparking on surfing sea.
And so rabid, so rancorous, so resentfully I mourned her loss and lamented her mortality.
Yet only that single expression has gone, not her essential colors, not her essence. Here it is with me, with you,
within all things: the saffron shoots of new trees; the breeze with Summer scented; the vermilion drapes of these
Maenad women; the spice within certain flowers. Always, Ever participating.
And she, that dear specificity, gone, gone on ahead, returned to essentiality, to totality, full freedom of being. A
bitter loss to us trapped in thought and sense of specific experience, but a joyful liberty to her released from
ORPHEUS
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toiling uncertainty and sorrowing mortality. This knowing frees me from uncertainty and sorrow, and from toiling
against my mortality.
I let her go, from my hands, and with my whole heart, back into the whole world, where I may still and always
love her. Yet must love her different, more, true, than before. For now she is all.
This is the gift of relinquishment. Not renouncing the world, our belovéd, sweet gift of this life. Not repudiating
and recriminating against it for its tasks and tests and tribulations and finiteness. But embracing the rarified,
concentrated, personal experience of it for its hints and clues and requirements toward remembering —
remembering that each individual of us is more than one, more than only or merely this singular, crystallized
expression. We are gifted with distinctiveness, and suffer it, toward remembering our essential oneness, and
celebrating it.
In this knowing may we be neither lost through our senses in the convincing surround of our specific self, nor
contemptuous of that surround as deceiving lie in either its impermanence or its seductive apparent reality. There
is this here and now, glorious in charms and in challenges. And there is more, within and beyond, beneath the
surface and above the perceptions: the fullness of true Self, original All, even now within and around each we
every one. Is it not delight that each we every one see this best, sense it best, in peering through the sparks sent
like retrievals of self and recognition of oneness between meeting eyes?
Eurydice has gone back into that All, and how could I wrest her again to a finished life, a completed, specific
moment? Rather must she move on, as must each we every one and all.
(Musaeus gasps at Orpheus, not sure what to do. At his uncle’s nod — extremely subtle, just between them — he runs away, up
and off -left. Aristaeus then rushes forward as if to protect Orpheus, but the Maenads rend at him and chase him away.)
DIONYSUS

(only somewhat more mild, always inherently intense, leering) : Now is time, poet-priest, and you are ready.

(shaking, yet smoothly) : As ready as may be. More ready than some. None but I can bear my evil doom, or
my blesséd fate. I am here, Lord. Let them come.
ORPHEUS

(With a gesture, Dionysus steps backward all the way upstage, then exits, as his six Maenads shriek, swarm, sweep past him
around Orpheus as a tempest, yet enough distant so as not yet to obscure him, still cautious to outright grab him. Their frenzied
spiraling dance around the stage, Orpheus their eye, echoes the Nyseides more flowing dances in Act I.)
MAENADS

(together, variously, repeating, not in unison) : Liar! Falsifier! Metaphor maker! Meaning monger!

(shaking) : Thirsty for knowledge yet afraid of change! You attack me for my words but listen not to what
I say, hate the semblance of my images without heeding what they contain. I sang about sun and its example of
giving, its greatness in offering loving light to all without condition or favor, without stinting. Yet you hear me
praising some deity’s son, some god beyond at odds with your own conception of right god. Are you afraid to hear
me, or can you not hear? What I say says everything about opening your souls, nothing about robbing you of your
gods of old, if you need them.
(Challenging them.) Because you practice holy ritual, you think yourselves holy. Because you shallow breathe, you
think yourselves living and not just merely alive.
(Beginning to need to fend them off.) There is more to life, everything of living, than blood and bread and business.
There is fullness of breath and richness in being, seeing and sharing, participating, believing, in the fullness
around you, within you, a part of you and of which you are a part. (The force of his words scatters them.)
And when I tell you this you pretend not to know the difference, and you condemn me for your feigned
confusion.
Ah, language. Open to experience. Lend ear to its renderings. Repent the calculated order of grasping mind,
and let your wild hearts sing.
ORPHEUS

(renewing the Maenads’ approach to Orpheus) : What nonsense. We have babies to feed. You tell us things
are not as they appear, are other, more! You founder the real. You blaspheme the truth.
STAPHYLE
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: I but exchange concrete truth and black-and-white believing for greater understanding you may think
but do not feel.
ORPHEUS

ALCHIMACHEIA

(in his face, full threatening) : You make our men regret their work. You confuse men with talk of

another world.
ORPHEUS

(shaking, yet smoothly, emphatic) : Another way of being in this world.

(Each Maenad affronts Orpheus in turn, threatening yet no more than buffeting, slightly clawing. The others continue their
roundabout dance and repeating chant. Betimes, they shriek in response to Orpheus’ answers.)
CHAROPEIA
ORPHEUS

(in his face, full threatening) : You set an orb, a ball of glowing fire, above the Olympian gods.

(moving toward inner calm) : The sun flies over even Olympus. But not above gods: a model for all.

(in his face, full threatening) : You tell our warriors they must leave off war! Who will defend us? Who
champion and protect us?
EURYPYLE

ORPHEUS

(coming to center, calming) : Defense is not conquest. War is not peace.

GIGARTO

(in his face, full threatening) : You love merely to hear your voice singing! Wordplay! Language games!

(heated, triggered) : Speak not to me of love! (Finding his center.) But of words — well, words must be made
to reveal their inner secrets. Words say more than the obvious and expedient.
ORPHEUS

MYRTO

(in his face, full threatening) : You will become an image, an icon, a messenger martyr misunderstood.

ORPHEUS

(steadfast) : My songs sung by others many new meanings convey, each age meeting its needs.

STAPHYLE

(in his face, full threatening) : You are known as a failure, a reacher, a preacher beyond his means.

(fully calm, ready) : As long as my name remains, with that of Eurydice, our story will reveal its true
meaning, whatever is said, however portrayed.
ORPHEUS

(The Maenads at last cluster altogether around him, a brief pause as they seem to gloat and relish, and Orpheus says —)
Ready your dance, Maenads. (— and halts them with a raised hand.)
You must be willing to give
yourself over
completely
to the grief
to the fear
to the joy
to the longing.

The way through the thicket
spread forever across your path
is through it.
You are willing.
Now go.

(He drops his hand. In a hideous chorus of raging shrieks and fury, the Maenads rend Orpheus, shredding clothes, tearing flesh,
shedding blood. And all fades to black.)
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Scene III : The Oracular Voice of Delphi (projectio)
(Now the stage is completely bare, all semblances gone, simply itself. The barest lighting here, only to make things clear, a little
emphasized, lent some dimension, otherwise natural light. Musaeus, carrying Orpheus’ lyre, enters from some place among the
audience — removing a cloak that perhaps helped conceal him — and steps up to down center stage, with the barest accent spot
to anchor him there. This is his contemplation, not a presentation to the audience.)
: Blah! to the inadequacy of words.
How we craft them to cut close to something felt or seen or known, however fleeting.
How we trust them to express what must be known — about ourselves, our experiences, our ways of seeing,
things wanted to know and to be known.
And how they tease us, entrap us, fail us. How they slide around what they nearly capture, beg contradiction
and finer description unto definition tending us toward the literal, the concrete and the conceptual, the merely
sensual.
And what of these ephemeral sensations shouting within, and radiating from? What of that fairy dust floating
on night breezes that isn’t really there but that you sense it, if not with any senses, or by any senses adequately
described.
Adequately described. Blah! to the inadequacy of words.
MUSAEUS

(He lifts his lyre for song.)
Would you know of the fate of Orpheus?
Would you remember the fate of Eurydice?
Rent asunder in an ecstasy did the poet return
at last, in meet form, to his love.

And some say he failed, in quest and promise quailed,
when in sight he saw and relented.
And some say he changed, disdained life,
from love refrained,
when in truth he saw deeply more within them.

(A brief pause, his emotions somewhat rising.)
Often he sang of sun and moon.
Shall I? Will you let me? And would you heed?
(He’s not inviting or waiting for response.)
Thank you for indulging me. A simple ditty, then.
Something from apt pupil remembering mad poet.
(Enter the Nyseides, Eurydice’s six nymph companions, much as in Act I, Scene I, flowing in a crescent behind and beside the
singer in graceful spirals and arcs.)
The sun and moon, and we between:
one in light, one in night,
and we dancing between, one to another.
Yet only we place we between,
for the sun stands constant, never leaving,
not weaving in its courses.
Rather do we turn away, to refresh or to dismay,
until we turn back again.

And the echoing moon,
echoing sun and our movements,
remains constant in our pursuit
though of ever-shifting mein,
dancing about us
As we dance about Sol,
and we all — sun and moon, and we between —
cycling around and before, together.
And self?

(Enter the Maenads, Dionysus’ frenzied female revelers, much as earlier; they enter the stream of the Nyseides’ dance as a
counter-flowing current punctuated with more staccato, more feral movements.)
Such is the very essence of love,
an embrace of love,
in giving oneself to oneself and another,

in reclaiming oneself in face of adversity
of cruelty,
of mortality.
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Forgetting all we are,
all we came from,
all we need,
only we confuse we between
the light and the night,
making of difference perceived
— difference of crucial, helpful necessity —
an opposition, a false choice, a pretext for enmity.
When all we are, all we came from, all we need,
is love — yes, love — in face of adversity,
cruelty,
and mortality.
Yes, we all know the pain of damage,
the imposition of will, the terror of abuse.
And in our pain, we see all pain as pain.
Yet what of the pain of release
or letting go,

of remembering and relinquishing?
For returning through wound to wonder,
is love.
Yes: love.
Yes, love.
All love.
At last love.
At last release.
At the last, in love:
relinquishment and love.
Knowing what we are,
what we came from,
what we need,
is love.
Or so we may hope,
and so intend.
Rather than something in between.

(Musaeus exits upstage center while dancing continues as lights dim to dark.)

